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Glossary
In this glossary possibly unclear terms and definitions that can - due to copy right
restrictions - not be explained in the main text will be shortly explained in order of
appearance.

Michaelis-Menten theory
The Michaelis-Menten theory describes enzyme kinetics. While stepping along the
microtubule the motor protein works as enzyme that hydrolyses ATP to ADP. The
mean motor velocity V at a given ATP concentration is plotted against the respective
ATP concentration [AT P ] and fitted with the Michaelis-Menten function:
V =

Vmax [AT P ]
KM + [AT P ]

.

The resulting parameters are the maximal motor velocity Vmax and the MichaelisMenten constant KM .

IC50
The IC50 gives an account of the half maximal inhibitory concentration of a particular substance (here, monastrol). In other words, this quantitative value indicates
how much of the inhibitor is needed to inhibit a given process by half (here, MT
gliding velocity).
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Introduction
In 1985, Vale et al. found a new protein [Vale85], which was

"(...) distinct in molecular weight and enzymatic behaviour
from myosin or dynein, which suggests that it belongs to a novel
class of force-generating molecules, for which we propose the
name kinesin."
As a possible biological role they hypothesised that
"(...) it seems likely that kinesin binds to organelles and
moves them along microtubules (...)".
Since then the family of the kinesin motor proteins has grown and stands today
at more then 100 members, which are categorised into 14 subfamilies [Lawrence04].
Due to their diverse and crucial roles in the cell, their molecular functions and regulations are still the focus of on-going research. The aim of this thesis is to gain
further insight into the regulation of mitotic motor proteins from the kinesin subfamily kinesin-5.
In the subsequent sections, the functions of mitotic motor proteins in cellular processes and kinesin regulation mechanisms will be introduced.

Cell division in eukaryotes

1.1

Stages of mitotic cell division

1.1.1

Cell division in eukaryotic cells is a highly complex process that divides a mother
cell into daughter cells. There are two types of cell division: mitosis and meiosis.
In mitosis, two identical sister cells form, leaving each of them capable of dividing
again. In meiosis (which will not be described here further), a cell is permanently
transformed into a gamete that can fuse with another cell during fertilisation but
cannot divide itself again until fertilisation.
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Fig. 1.1: Overview of the processes during mitosis and cytokinesis (based on [Sharp00,
Scholey03]).
(A) Prophase, the replicated chromosomes condense and the duplicated centrosomes
migrate around the nucleus, initiating the formation of the mitotic spindle. (B)
Prometaphase, the breakdown of the nuclear envelope allows the kinetochore MTs (red)
to connect to the chromosomes and to move them towards the equatorial plane (ep). (C)
Metaphase, the sister chromatids are aligned in the equatorial plane and via the kinetochore MTs connected to the opposite spindle poles. (D) Anaphase A, in the segregation
process the chromatids are moved to opposite poles. Anaphase B, the spindle poles move
apart due to reorganisation of the spindle MTs. (E) During late anaphase the chromatids
reach the spindle poles and the cleavage furrow containing the contractile ring assembles
and begins to contract. (F) Telophase, the sister chromosomes decondense and new nuclear envelopes reassemble around them. Cytokinesis, the cytoplasm of one cell is divided
in two by the contractile ring, which causes the furrow to ingress and finally seal, completing the separation of the two daughter cells. (G) - (I) Model of motor proteins in spindle
morphogenesis, discussed in section 1.1.3. Not drawn to scale.

The highly complex process of mitotic cell division is driven by the mitotic spindle (sketched in Fig. 1.1, immunofluorescence staining image in Fig. 1.3 A) and
the contractile ring (see below). Both are complex systems consisting of numerous
cytoskeletal proteins, e.g., microtubules (MTs)1 , actin filaments and several types of
1

In the mitotic spindle MTs are organised into four functionally distinct groups:
Astral MTs (dark blue in Fig. 1.1) link the spindle poles to the cell cortex. They also contribute
to the separation of the spindle poles and the positioning of the spindle relative to the cell cortex.

Section 1.1. Cell division in eukaryotes
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motor proteins which drive directed motion under the consumption of Adenosine-5’triphosphate (ATP) [Forman84]. For proper assembly of the bipolar mitotic spindle,
as well as the correct separation of the two spindle poles and by that the distribution
of identical copies of the replicated genome to the daughter cells, controlled activity
and tight regulation of the multiple complementary and antagonistic motor proteins
are required [Sharp00, Mitchison01, Karsenti01, Wittman01, Scholey03]. It is fascinating that in the process of cell division motor proteins that, at single-molecule
level, generate forces in the piconewton rage and movements on the nanometer scale
[Sharp00, Howard01], work in a system that is able to generate forces up to nanonewton and span distances of tens of micrometers [Rappaport67, Nicklas83, Burton97].
In the past, many studies have investigated the mechanisms by which the microtubule (MT)-based mitotic spindle and the actin-based contractile ring use motor
proteins and further cytoskeletal proteins to control mitosis and the division of
the cytoplasm of the dividing cell into the daughter cells (cytokinesis) [Sharp00,
Howard01, Glotzer01]. The following simplified description of the different stages of
mitosis (sketched in Fig. 1.1) only gives a rough overview and does not cover all the
proteins and processes involved2 in detail (based on [Scholey03]):
During prophase, the replicated chromosomes condense. Outside the nucleus, the
duplicated centrosomes migrate around the nuclear envelope and the mitotic spindle
starts to assemble between the two centrosomes (Fig. 1.1 A). The centrosome is the
primary microtubule-organising centre and consists of a pair of centrioles - short
cylindrical arrays of MTs - which act as a helical template for new MTs, growing by
subunit addition at their fast-growing (plus) ends [Keating00]. Originating this way
from the centrosomes causes the spindle MTs all to be orientated with their plus
ends distal to the spindle poles.
Prometaphase starts abruptly with the breakdown of the nuclear envelope. The
kinetochore MTs (red in Fig. 1.1) of the mitotic spindle can now attach to the
chromosomes via their kinetochores and move them to the equatorial plane (ep in
Fig. 1.1). This process is called congression (Fig. 1.1 B).
In metaphase, the pairs of sister chromatids are - via a dynamic process involving the
chromosomal MTs (green in Fig. 1.1), further reviewed in [Scholey03] - aligned at
the equatorial plane of the spindle, midway between the spindle poles (Fig. 1.1 C).
Now the kinetochore MTs connect the sister chromatids to opposite spindle poles.
At the beginning of anaphase (anaphase A), the connection between the sister chroKinetochore MTs (red in Fig. 1.1) move the chromosomes relative to the spindle poles.
Interpolar MTs (light blue in Fig. 1.1) exert forces capable of moving the opposite spindle poles
relative to one another.
Chromosomal MTs (green in Fig. 1.1) link the centrosomes to the chromosome arms.
2
The spindle assembly described here occurs via the so-called centrosome-directed pathway:
originating from two duplicated centrosomes, interpolar and astral MTs assemble, which produce
a balance of outward and inward forces that drives separation of the two poles.
An alternative pathway used by some systems is the chromosome-directed pathway: the MTs
assemble directed by condensed chromosomes. They are then sorted by MT sliding motor proteins
into a bipolar array and crosslinked at their minus ends to form focused poles [Sharp00, Karsenti01,
Cytrynbaum03].
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matids breaks. That allows for the sister chromatids to be moved synchronously
toward the spindle pole they face and to form daughter chromosomes. Later in
anaphase (anaphase B), the kinetochore MTs shorten and the spindle poles move
apart due to reorganisation of the interpolar (light blue in Fig. 1.1) and astral (dark
blue in Fig. 1.1) MTs of the mitotic spindle (Fig. 1.1 D). Both processes contribute
to chromosome segregation. Also during anaphase, a signal is delivered along the
spindle MTs to the cortex that defines the later position (pink in Fig. 1.1) and
orientation of the contractile ring, the complex that drives cytokinesis using actin
filaments and the motor protein myosin-II [Glotzer01].
In telophase, the two sets of daughter chromosomes reach the spindle poles and
decondense (Fig. 1.1 E). Around each set of chromosomes, a new nuclear envelope
reassemles, completing the formation of two new nuclei and marking the end of
mitosis. The division of the cytoplasm of the cell into the two daughter cells (cytokinesis) begins with the contraction of the contractile ring: Upon contraction of
the contractile ring, a barrier develops between the daughter cells and the spindle
midzone (the array of interpolar MTs lying between separated chromatids) is constricted into a structure called the midbody (Fig. 1.1 F).
Finally, during cytokinesis, the cytoplasm of one cell is divided in two by the contractile ring which causes the furrow to ingress and finally seal, completing the
separation of the two daughter cells.

Cell division in budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae

1.1.2

The molecular and genetic complexity of eukaryotes makes it desirable to use simple model organisms to study the cellular mechanisms of the eukaryotic cells. One
of these simple organisms is budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae)
which can reproduce either vegetatively (by simple cell division, described below) or
sexually. It is robust, easy to grow and divides almost as rapidly as bacteria. Additional good reasons for using S. cerevisiae are (i) that the complete Saccharomyces
genomic sequence is available, (ii) the genetic tractability of this organism and (iii)
these cells often accomplish cellular processes using mechanisms that are conserved
but less complex than homologous functions in higher eukaryotes [Hildebrandt99].
In chapers 2 and 3, this system was used to study mitotic motor proteins in vitro
because S. cerevisiae represents the only system where all the participating proteins
are known and each can be genetically manipulated.
The budding yeast cell division differs in some ways from the above described
cell division of higher eukaryotes. First of all S. cerevisiae cells divide asymmetrically by budding, producing a daughter cell that is slightly smaller then the mother
cell. Also unlike mitosis of higher eukaryotic cells, there is no breakdown of the
nuclear envelope during the mitosis of yeast cells (closed mitosis). The nuclear
envelope remains as a physical barrier, creating two functionally distinct types of
MTs: nuclear and cytoplasmic MTs [Winey95]. The nuclear MTs attach directly
to the chromosomes. The highly dynamic cytoplasmic MTs function, equivalent to
the astral MTs in higher eucarytotes, in nuclear positioning, e.g. by moving the

Section 1.1. Cell division in eukaryotes
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Fig. 1.2:
Overview
of the processes in the
S. cerevisiae cell division cycle (based on
[Hartwell74]).
SPBD, spindle pole body
duplication; BE, bud
emergence; iDS, initiation of DNA synthesis; DS, DNA synthesis;
SPBS, spindle pole body
separation; NM, nuclear
migration; mND, medial nuclear division; SE,
spindle elongation; IND,
late nuclear division; CK,
cytokinesis; CS, cell separation. Not drawn to
scale.

nucleus to the bud neck during mitosis (M-phase). Similar to the centrosomes in
higher eukaryotic cells, the spindle pole body (SPB) - a structure embedded within
the nuclear envelope - serves as nucleation site of the two types of MTs [Adams00].
In contrast to higher eukaryotes where MTs and their associated proteins perform
other essential roles, such as intracellular transport and signalling, the MTs in yeast
perform during vegetative growth only the one single role of mitotic spindle function
[Jacobs88].
In the following section, the basic steps of mitosis in budding yeast (referred to
simply as yeast3 from here on) will be described (based on[Hildebrandt99]).
In the Gap-1 (G1)-phase of the cell cycle, the yeast cell holds no bud and the nucleus contains a single SPB. Three events mark the end of the G1-phase: the SPB
duplication in a side-by-side fashion within the nuclear envelope (SPBD in Fig. 1.2),
the initiation of DNA synthesis (iDS in Fig. 1.2) and the emergence of a bud (BE
in Fig. 1.2).
In S-phase, the SPBs are pushed apart (SPBS in Fig. 1.2) by the assembly of a
bipolar microtubule array, forming a short, ≥ 1.5 µm-long spindle [Hildebrandt99].
In the midzone of this spindle antiparallel MTs from both spindle poles overlap
[Winey95]. With the completion of DNA synthesis (DS in Fig. 1.2) the S-phase
ends and the cell enters the Gap-2 (G2)-phase, in which the bud grows further.
M-phase begins with the migration of the nucleus (nuclear migration, NM in Fig.
1.2) to the neck of the bud where it undergoes the first stage of nuclear division
(medial nuclear division; mND in Fig. 1.2). At the same time the spindle elongates
(SE in Fig. 1.2). At some point which is not exactly known yet, the sister chro3

Other yeast types are known to divide differently, e.g. the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces
pombe.
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matids attach to the spindle. Hereby each chromosome binds to a single MT from
each spindle pole via a centromeric DNA/kinetochore complex [O’Toole99]. Unlike
higher eukaryotic cells, yeast cells do not appear to feature a congression process
(see subsection 1.1.1).
Once all of the chromosomes are bipolarly attached to the fully assembled spindle,
the cell enters anaphase, in which the segregation of the chromosomes (anaphase
A) and the main spindle elongation (anaphase B) occur. To establish chromosome
segregation the spindle becomes positioned parallel to the mother-bud axis. During
spindle elongation one spindle pole is pulled into the bud, while the other spindle
pole remains in the mother cell.
In anaphase A, the chromosomes separate and migrate along kinetochore MTs toward the opposite spindle poles. During this phase of anaphase the spindle elongation is only small. The main elongation of the spindle and, with that the greatest
separation of the chromosomes, occurs in anaphase B.
Anaphase B itself is further subdivided in two stages: first a rapid elongation step
occurs, moving at 1 - 2 µm/min and elongating the spindle to approximately half of
it’s final length. This step is followed by slower elongation (0.2 µm/min) until the
final spindle length of ≥ 10 µm is reached [Kahana95, Straight98]. At the end of
this elogation process the SPBs and their associated set of chromatids are separated
by ≥ 6 - 7 times their preanaphase distance [Winey95].
In telophase, the second stage of nuclear division (late nuclear division; lND in Fig.
1.2) is reached and the spindle disassembles, marking the end of mitosis. After
cytokinesis (CK in Fig. 1.2) the budding process is completed and mother and
daughter cells separate (CS in Fig. 1.2).

Motor proteins in spindle morphogenesis

1.1.3

The mitotic spindle and the contractile ring segregate chromosomes and divide cells
with high fidelity. These “nano-machines” pass through a series of transient steadystate structures, each established by a delicate balance of forces generated by multiple cytoskeletal proteins and in particular by complementary and antagonistic motor
proteins. Transitions from one state to the next occur when a change in the activity of a subset of mitotic motor proteins and/or forces generated by growing and
shrinking MTs tip the balance [Mitchison01, Sharp00, Wittman01].
In the following description (based on [Sharp00]), a simplified model (focusing
only on three types of MT-associated motor proteins) of motor proteins driving
spindle assembly, maintenance and elongation will be given to illustrate the idea of
balancing forces driving the mitotic spindle from one state of mitosis to the next.
The in these processes involved bipolar mitotic motor proteins (forming the kinesin
subfamily kinesin-5, further described in 1.2) are the main focus of this thesis and
will be discussed in chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
In the transition from interphase (the long period of the cell cycle between one
mitosis and the next) to prophase, the initial assembly of the mitotic spindle in-

Section 1.2. The kinesin family and the subfamily kinesin-5
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volves a dynamic balance between dynein (purple) on the cortex (inset 1 in Fig.
1.1) and dimeric kinesins (yellow) that move to the plus end of the interpolar MTs
in the spindle midzone (inset 2 in Fig. 1.1), pulling the poles apart and together,
respectively. The balance between the antagonistic forces of two types of motor proteins can be modified by the extent of the antiparallel MT overlap in the midzone
of the spindle. In the beginning of spindle assembly, the force that can be generated
by the plus-end directed dimeric kinesins is limited due to a short overlap region
of MTs. However, as the poles separate further - due to the outward force of the
plus-end directed dynein - and growing MTs continue to interdigitate, the inward
force generated by the plus-end directed dimeric kinesin gradually increases until it
balances the force generated by dynein (Fig. 1.1 G).
Immediately after the breakdown of the nuclear envelope follows the transition from
prometaphase to metaphase. At this point the astral MTs have minimal length and
so the outward force generated by dynein is low (inset 3 in Fig. 1.1). In the midzone (inset 4 in Fig. 1.1), a balance between forces generated by bipolar plus-end
directed kinesins (green; which were up to this stage in mitosis located within the
nucleus), dimeric plus-end directed kinesins and interpolar MT bundles results in
the movement of the chromosomes (Fig. 1.1 H). Shortly after that, the forces within
the spindle shift again when cortical dynein together with bipolar kinesin activity
overwhelms the inward forces generated by the dimeric plus-end directed kinesins
and tips the balance of forces in the outward direction. This results in the elongated
metaphase spindle.
In anaphase B, sudden loss of the inward forces, caused by the inactivation of the
plus-end directed dimeric kinesins, leads to the release of the tension within the
metaphase spindle that was generated by antagonistic inward and outward forces
(Fig. 1.1 I). This causes a final elongation of the spindle and, just before the disassembly of the mitotic spindle, a final force balanced structure forms at telophase.

The kinesin family and the subfamily kinesin-5

1.2

Next to other motor proteins - like the above mentioned actin-associated myosins
and the MT-associated, minus-end directed dyneins - the MT-associated kinesins
play an essential role inside the cell. In 1985, conventional kinesin (later termed
kinesin-1) was found for the first time in squid axons where it is expressed at very
high levels [Vale85]. Apart from cell division, kinesins are involved in a multitude of other cellular processes such as the transport of organelles and vesicles
and also in cell signalling. All members of the kinesin family (approximately 150
proteins) share a great similarity in the sequence of their homologous motor domain (≥ 35 - 45 %), in which the MT-binding site and the ATP-hydrolyse domain
are located [Kashina97]. Kinesins are, apart from the members of the subfamily
kinesin-144 , processive motor proteins, capable of moving up to several micrometers
along a MT without unbinding. In this process, one molecule takes hundreds of
4

Kinesin motor proteins with a C-terminal motor domain are grouped in the subfamily kinesin14. WT kinesin-14 motor proteins, like ncd from Drosophila melanogaster, move in a non-processive
fashion by producing isolated minu-end directed power strokes. These motor proteins can only
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Fig. 1.3: (A and B from [Mayer99]) Inhibition of kinesin-5 (here by monastrol, see
section 4.2) causes spindle collapse in mitotic cells. Immunofluorescence staining of BSC1 cells: –-tubulin =
‚ microtubules (green); chromatin =
‚ chromosomes (blue). (A) Cells
treated for 4 hours with 0.4 % DMSO as a positive control for a functional mitotic spindle.
(B) Cells treated for 4 hours with 68 µM monastrol showing the typical monoastral,
non-functional phenotype. Scale bars represent 5 µm. (C from [Kashina97]) Electron
micrograph of a rotary shadowed KRP130 molecule, member of the kinesin-5 family. The
kinesin-5 molecule appears elongated, with enlarged globular ends, generally shaped as
dumbbells. Scale bar represents 1 µm. (D based on [Dagenbach04]) Sketch showing
the bipolar structure of the homoterameric kinesin-5 with two pairs of N-terminal motor
domains.

≥ 8-nm steps, hydrolysing one ATP per step in a complex chemo-mechanical cycle
[Hackney95, Hua97, Schnitzer97, Coy99b, Lakämper06]. During processive stepping, the motor proteins move in the so-called hand-over-hand mechanism along the
MT which was first proposed by Hancock and Howard [Hancock98]. In the handover-hand model the two motor domains bind, stepwise alternating, along the same
protofilament5 of the MT [Kural05, Yildiz04].
One of the 14 subfamilies of the kinesin motor proteins is the kinesin-5 subfamily.
The founding member of the kinesin-5 family was found as a mutant in a genetic
screen for temperature-sensitive, lethal mitotic genes in the fungus aspergillus nidulans [Morris75]. The thereby found mutant blocked the mitosis of the fungal cells
and was thus named BimC (blocked in mitosis) [Enos90]. The BimC gene encodes a
produce persistent motion when they act in ensembles [McDonald90, Walker90, Sablin98, Castro00,
Block07].
5
Alternating subunits of –- and —-tubulin monomers polymerise forming long protofilaments.
13 of these protofilaments associate laterally to form a single hollow and cylindrical MT.
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Fig. 1.4: (A based on [Kwok06]) Kymographs (position on MT plotted over time) depicting the motion of single Eg5 molecules labelled with green fluorescent protein (GFP)
along MTs in 80 mM Pipes buffer containing 2 mM ATP (direction of Eg5 movement is
sketched at the sides). The slope and length of the traces correspond to motor velocity
and run length, respectively. Arrows mark the starting point (green) and the ending point
(red) of an exemplary single run. Two examples of irregularities in the directional motility
(that is, reversal in direction) are marked with yellow arrowheads. Scale bar represents
2 µm. Inset: 3 times magnification of the framed area; scale bar represents 1 µm. (B
from [Kapitein08]) Top kymograph shows sliding of a MT relative to a surface-attached
MT at ≥ 28 nm/s in high-ionic-strength buffer (80 mM Pipes + 80 mM KCl) containing
2 mM ATP. Below, the corresponding kymograph of GFP-labelled Eg5 shows directional
runs (≥ 13 nm/s) between two overlapping microtubules (overlap region marked with two
red dotted lines) and diffusive motility outside of the overlap region. The slope of the
arrows indicates the mean velocity of motors (green) and MTs (red), respectively. Scale
bar represents 2 µm. (C) Sketch illustrating the relative MT sliding assay shown in B: a
fluorescently labelled MT is attached to the surface, while another sparsely fluorescently
labelled MT binds with an antiparallel orientation and is moved by GFP-labelled Eg5 homotetramers. Four possible types of motor positions and resulting velocities are depicted:
a) motor protein bound to surface and sliding MT, b) motor protein attached on top of the
sliding MT moving with twice the single-motor velocity 2 v, c) motor protein moving in
overlap region between two MTs with single-motor velocity v, d) motor protein attached
to fixed MT outside of the overlap region.

132 kDa big and 1184 residues long polypeptide with a N-terminal6 motor domain.
The motor-domain sequence shows 42 % agreement with the respective domain of
kinesin-1 [Enos90].
A similar screen carried out in fission yeast (yeast also belongs to the kingdom of
6

The N-terminus refers to the start of a protein or polypeptide terminated by an amino acid
with a free amine group (-NH2 ). The other end of a protein is termed C-terminus. The convention
for writing peptide sequences is to put the N-terminus on the left and write the sequence from Nto C-terminus.
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fungi) identified a related kinesin, Cut7 [Hagan90]. Mutations in either BimC or
Cut7 blocked SPB separation and thus prevented the successful completion of mitosis in the respective system [Enos90, Hagan90]. Further studies have identified
similar mitotic motor proteins in many other systems, e.g. Eg5 in Xenopus leavis,
Cin8 and Kip1 in S. cerevisiae, KLP61F in Drosophila melanogaster and hsEg5 in
human [Le Guellec91, Hoyt92, Heck93, Blangy95]. This group of related kinesins
localises to spindle microtubules as well as structures present at spindle poles and
was eventually classified as the kinesin-5 family [Lawrence04].
Unlike kinesin-1, kinesin-5 carries a ≥ 70 amino acids (aa) long additional domain at the N-terminus, which is highly positively charged and was shown to have
a high MT affinity [Stock03]. At the end of their C-terminus, the members of the
kinesin-5 family share a 40 aa long part of their sequence, the BimC-Box (see sequence alignment of kinesin-1 and kinesin-5 in chapter 4, Fig. 4.1) [Kashina97].
Also inherent for all kinesin-5 motor proteins is the unique homotetrameric bipolar
structure with two pairs of N-terminal motor domains positioned at each end of the
tetramer’s long axis (Fig. 1.3 C and D) [Cole94, Blangy95, Kashina96, Lawrence04].
This bipolar structure allows kinesin-5 motor proteins to bind to two MT simultaneously, crosslink them and also slide antiparallel MTs relative to each other (Fig.
1.1 H and I), a behaviour that has been directly observed in vitro [Kapitein05,
Wildenberg08, Gerson-Gurwitz11]. In vivo, it was found that kinesin-5 (in this case,
Eg5) can be inhibited by the small molecule monastrol (further discussed in chapter
4), resulting in a collapsed monoastral spindle (Fig. 1.4 B) so that cell division is
no longer possible [Mayer99, Ferenz10]. Another study in S. cerevisiae showed that
previously separated spindle pole bodies collapse in response to kinesin-5 inhibition
[Saunders92].
Compared to kinesin-1, which moves at velocities of ≥ 400 - 800 nm/s [Howard89,
Block90, Thorn00], kinesin-5 (that is, Eg5) is a slow motor protein, reaching ≥ 30
- 50 nm/s, and has been shown to be modestly processive with a run length of ≥
600 nm [Sawin92b, Cole94, Kwok06]. In single-molecule fluorescence experiments,
where the observation of single fluorescently-labelled motor proteins is possible, it
was found that Eg5 moves towards the plus-end of the MT, while its motility is
highly complex: single Eg5 motor proteins show a mixture of diffusive and ATPdependent directional motility along a single MT while staying attached for several
tens of seconds (Fig. 1.4 A) [Kwok06, Kapitein08]. Interestingly, upon crosslinking
of a second MT, diffusive motility is suppressed, and directional motility becomes
dominant (Fig. 1.4 B and C) [Kapitein08]. How this molecular switching mechanism is regulated, is to date not fully understood and will be one focus of this thesis.
An even more dramatic switching process was discovered in Cin8 - a kinesin-5
motor protein from S. cerevisiae - by us and an independent study by Roostalu et
al. [Gerson-Gurwitz11, Roostalu11]. Under certain conditions (further discussed
in chapter 2) Cin8 switched not only from an “on-” to an “off-state” like Eg5,
but switched it’s direction of motility from minus-end directed to plus-end directed
motility. In a continuing study (chapter 3) we were able to confirm that single
Cin8 motor proteins can switch direction and we proposed that the main switching
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mechanism is - similar to Eg5 - the binding of a second MT to the bipolar Cin8
molecule (Fig. 3.2; [Thiede12a]). Not only is this the first time that processive
minus-end directed kinesin motility was observed, these findings also challenge the
20-year-old dogma that kinesin homologs which carry their catalytic domains at the
N-terminus are generally plus-end directed [Dagenbach04].

Mechanisms in kinesin regulation

1.3

Autoinhibition of kinesin-1

1.3.1

A quite well understood regulation mechanism of kinesins is the autoinhibition of
kinesin-1. After a short calculation, it becomes clear why a tight regulation of the
motor protein and its ATPase activity is needed in the cell: When the 0.1 - 1 µM
kinesin found in tissues [Hollenbeck89] would always be active, regardless of whether
bound to cargo or not, and hydrolyse ≥ 100 ATP molecules per second [Coy99b],
the large amount of 10 - 100 µM ATP per second would be wastefully consumed
[Hackney92b]. This amount of ATP is comparable to the basic human metabolism
rate of ≥ 100 kJ kg≠1 day≠1 [Coy99a].
A second problem of kinesin-1 motor proteins moving unregulated without cargo
is probably even more serious for the survival of the cell: Since kinesin-1 motor
proteins move processively toward the MT plus end at the periphery of the cell, to
where they transport cargo generated in the center of the cell, unregulated motor
proteins would be stuck at the plus end of the MTs and would not be available for
transport anymore.
These reasons make clear that in the cell a mechanism is necessary that inhibits
kinesin-1 activity when it is not bound to cargo and only activates kinesin-1 after
cargo binding, when it can serve a useful purpose.
Kinesin-1 is a heterotetramer composed of two heavy and two light chains7 (Fig.
1.5 A). The light chains (blue in Fig. 1.5 A and B) form - together with Coil-4a,b
of the heavy chains - the cargo-binding domain of kinesin-1. The dimerised heavy
chains (black in Fig. 1.5 A and B) contain the N-terminal motor domains and a
long region with multiple coiled coils followed by a C-terminal tail domain. In the
region with multiple coiled coils some parts have a low probability of forming a
coiled coil and are probably more flexible regions (e.g., hinge and kink in Fig. 1.5
A) [Hackney92b, Hirokawa89, Woehlke00].
Electron-microscopie studies and hydrodynamic measurements showed that, under physiological ionic conditions, native kinesin-1 is bent with it’s tail domain
close to its motor domain [Hackney91, Hackney92b]. The light chains of kinesin-1
are thereby not required for either motility or folding into the bent conformation,
7

Unlike kinesin-1 from higher eukaryotes, fungal kinesin-1 does not associate with light chains;
although they are otherwise clearly homologous and follow the same chemo-mechanical stepping
mechanism.
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Fig. 1.5: (A based on [Hackney07]) Schematic structure of kinesin-1. The coiled-coil
prediction for the heavy chain (HC, black) of Kinesin-1 from Drosophila below leads to
the corresponding schematic domain organization on top. The two motor domains are
connected to the neck coil by the neck linker and are followed by the long coiled-coil
stalk composed of coil-1 and coil-2 [Cuevas92]. At coil-3 of the HCs the coiled-coil region
near the N-terminus of the light chains (LCs) binds, anchoring the cargo-binding tetratricopeptidrepeat (TPR) domains of the LCs to the HCs [Diefenbach98]. At Coil-4a,b some
specific cargoes can also bind directly to the HC [Seiler00]. Coil-4c, which shows a rather
weak coiled-coil prediction, is followed by a region with an excess of positive charge that is
critical for both the interaction with the MT as well as for motor domain/neck interaction.
This positive region is followed by the highly conserved IAK region that is required for
the inhibition of ATPase in the folded conformation of kinesin-1 [Stock99]. The region following the IAK domain at the C-terminus is likely to be unstructured. (B) Tail-inhibition
model for the regulation of kinesin-1. The motor protein is active in the extended conformation and inhibited in the flexed conformation. (C based on [Kaan11]) Proposed
model for “double-lockdown” mechanism of kinesin-1 autoinhibition. The binding of the
tail (green, sticks) crosslinks the motor domains (yellow, cartoon) and prevents their free
movement, inhibiting neck linker (red) undocking and ADP (red, spheres) release.
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but their presence in the native heterotetramer destabilises the bent confirmation
[Hackney92b] and decreases the MT affinity [Verhey98]. These findings led to a
first hypothesis of how the motor protein might be regulated: Hackney et al. proposed the tail-inhibition model, where the tail binds to the motor domains and
inhibits them, resulting in inactivation of the flexed kinesin-1 molecule (sketched
in Fig. 1.5 B) [Hackney92b]. Consistent with this model is the finding that native kinesin-1 has a very low MT-stimulated ATPase rate of ≥ 1 ATP per second
[Saxton88, Hackney91], whereas proteolysed and truncated tail-less kinesins show a
high ATPase activity [Kuznetsov89, Huang94].
Coy et al. later directly showed that a 65-amino-acid C-terminal tail domain is
an inhibitory regulator of the ATPase and motor activities of kinesin-1’s motor domains. They also found that binding of cargo activates kinesin-1 and proposed that
the binding of cargo antagonises tail inhibition, acting as an indirect regulation
mechanism [Coy99a]. However it remained unclear whether the tail domain directly
interacts with the motor domain or whether the tail domain binds outside the motor
domain, inhibiting it allosterically.
A further study of Hackney and Stock revealed that both the basal and the MTstimulated ATPase activity of kinesin-1 in the folded confirmation are inhibited by
the binding of the tail domains, because tail binding inhibits the rate-limiting step
of ADP release [Hackney08]. Still, the molecular mechanism of inhibition of the
motor domain by the tail domain remained unclear.
A year later, Hackney et al. could show that binding of only one of the two uncoiled
tail domains (containing the highly conserved IAK region and the adjoining positively charged regions, see Fig. 1.5 A) to the dimeric motor domains is sufficient to
inhibit the activity of both motor domains and that the binding of the second tail
domain is much weaker then the binding of the first one (half-side negative cooperativity) [Hackney09]. They hypothesise that the second, weaker bound tail domain
might be available to bind to MTs or other interacting proteins.
In a very recent study, Kaan et al. present the crystal structure of the kinesin-1
motor domain dimer in complex with its tail domain. They propose that neither an
induced conformational change nor sterical blocking is the cause of motor-domain
inhibition. Instead, the tail crosslinks the motor domains at a second position, in
addition to the coiled coil (Fig. 1.5 C) [Kaan11]. They term this model for an autoinhibition mechanism the “double-lockdown” mechanism. In the “double-lockdown”
state the movement of the motor domains that is needed to undock the neck linker
and release ADP is blocked, the kinesin-1 molecule cannot reach the next step in
it’s chemo-mechanical cycle and is in that way autoinhibited.
After a decade of research, the proposed “double-lockdown” mechanism seems
to explain kinesin-1 autoinhibition on the molecular level. In vitro however, many
other regulator mechanisms like phosphorylation or other covalent modifications, as
well as binding of a number of interaction proteins might be involved in the complex
regulation process of kinesin-1 and further studies are required to gain a complete
understanding of kinesin-1 regulation in the cell.
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Regulation of kinesin processivity

1.3.2

To move processively along a MT kinesin uses it’s two motor domains alternately
to perform successive 8.3-nm displacements. While the leading motor domain (also
called head) anchors the dimeric molecule to one tubulin subunit of the MT (see
footnote 5), the trailing motor domain moves forward in a diffusive manner and
binds to the next tubulin subunit, one step further to the MT plus end. Stepping
according to this hand-over-hand mechanism leads to net displacements of 16.6 nm
for the trailing motor domain, whilst the leading motor domain remains stationary.
Yildiz et al. could reproduce exactly these displacements [Yildiz04] and therefore
rule out other proposed mechanisms for kinesin motility (e.g. the inch worm mechanism [Hua02]).
In the chemo-mechanical cycle each step of a kinesin is tightly bound to the
hydrolysis of one ATP molecule. The energy from ATP hydrolysis induces a conformational change8 in the leading motor domain which brings the trailing motor
domain closer to the MT, increasing the probability that the tethered motor domain finds the next binding side along the MT in it’s diffusive search. Each of the
two kinesin motor domains are able to bind ATP and hydrolyse it to Adenosine-5’diphosphate (ADP). The specific MT affinity of the motor domains change during
stepping depending on what nucleotide (ATP or ADP) is bound to the motor domain [Ma97, Gilbert98, Lakämper06]. Hereby the ATP-kinesin complex and the
nucleotide-free state assume strongly bound conformations while the ADP-kinesin
complex binds weakly to the MT [Hackney92a].
To generate processive motility for several hundreds of steps, following the handover-hand mechanism, the ATPase cycles of both motor domains have to be kept
out of phase in such a way that at each given time at least one of the motor domains
is in a strongly MT-binding (rigor state) conformation. During kinesin stepping the
leading motor domain remains in the strongly MT-bound, nucleotide-free state as
long as the trailing motor domain is in the weak MT-bound ADP state and moves, in
a diffusive way, to the next MT-binding site. Once the motor domains have swapped
their positions, the now leading motor domain rapidly unbinds its ADP and transits
into the rigor state, anchoring the kinesin to the MT for another stepping cycle
(alternating site catalysis) [Hackney94].
Although most mechanisms in the chemo-mechanical cycle are accepted in the field,
some specific details and proposed sub-steps remain controversial [Schief01].

8

It is widely accepted that binding of ATP to the attached, leading motor domain precedes
a conformational change that allows the trailing motor domain to attach to the MT and release
it’s ADP. However, the details of this conformational change are a matter of debate (reviewed
in [Schief01]). The presence of the non-hydrolysable ATP analogue AMP-PNP also accelerates
release of the second ADP, showing that hydrolysis is not necessary for ADP release from the
second motor domain [Rice99, Vale00]. But it was also shown that hydrolysis usually takes place
before attachment of the second head [Ma97, Crevel99].
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One of the still debated details of kinesin stepping is the exact way of communication between the two motor domains. To ensure alternating stepping of the two
motor domains, one motor domain needs to “sense” the stepping state of the other
motor domain at each given time. The mechanical connection between the two motor
domains is established through the neck-linker domains (see Fig. 1.5 C) which are
also believed to be the communication transmitting elements [Hancock99, Block07].
When both motor domains are bound to the MT intramolecular tension is generated. It was postulated that this tension coordinates the synchronised stepping in
two nonexclusive gating mechanisms: (i) Front-head gating, the rearward tension on
the leading motor domain (head) prevents ATP binding until the trailing motor domain unbinds from the MT [Rosenfeld03]. This locks the leading motor domain in a
strongly MT-bound state and prevents premature detachment of the motor protein.
(ii) Rear-head gating, the binding of the leading motor domain to the MT induces
strain on the trailing motor domain, accelerating the unbinding of the trailing motor
domain [Crevel04b, Schief04]. These models are not mutually exclusive and kinesin
might use both mechanisms to coordinate processive stepping.
The processivity (that is here, the run length) of different kinesin motor proteins
varies considerably - consistent with their different roles in the cell - between the
kinesin subfamilies [Block90, Howard89, Varga06, Rosenfeld09]. Interestingly, the
length of the strain transmitting neck linker also varies from 14 to 18 aa between the
different kinesin subfamilies [Hariharan09]. Although kinetics experiments showed
that isolated motor domains from different kinesin subfamilies also possess different catalytic rates for ATPase and MT detachment [Rosenfeld09, Rosenfeld03], it
was proposed that the length of the neck linker plays the crucial role in the kinesin
stepping cycle, inducing different run lengths for different kinesin subfamilies. In
the chemo-mechanical cycle of kinesin stepping, the neck-linker domain is proposed
to have three important roles: (i) Binding of the trailing motor domain to the next
free binding site involves diffusion of the unbound motor domain, which is tethered
by the entropic spring properties of the neck-linker domain. (ii) Neck-linker docking
to the motor domain is thought to be the key conformational change driving kinesin
stepping. (iii) When both motor domains are simultaneously bound to the MT, the
neck-linker domains transmit the mechanical forces that underlie the coordination
of their ATP-hydrolysis cycles.
In a recent paper, Shastry et al. varied the neck-linker length of five chimeric
motor-protein constructs, featuring motor domains of five different kinesin subfamilies (that is, kinesin-1, -2, -3, -5 and -7). They found in single-molecule fluorescence
assays that, independent of the used motor domain, the run lengths of all chimeras
were maximal at the shortest neck-linker length (at which they still saw motility)
of 14 aa [Shastry11]. Based on these findings they proposed that the differences
in unloaded processivity between different kinesin subfamilies is primarily due to
variations in the lengths of their neck-linker domains rather than specific tuning of
biochemical rate constants in their ATP hydrolysis cycles. They proposed a simple
model, where the shortest possible neck linker leads to the tightest communication
between the two motor domains and hence the longest run lengths [Shastry11]. In
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agreement with this model are earlier findings from Yildiz et al., showing that processivity in motor-protein constructs with largely elongated neck-linker lengths can
be rescued by appliance of external load [Yildiz08].
In contrast to the study of Shastry et al., we show in chapter 5 that at least
the motor domain of Eg5 is optimised for its native neck-linker length of 18 aa. We
could also show that neck-linker domains shorter then 14 aa are capable of supporting processive movement [Düselder12]. These findings challenge the simple model
proposed by Shastry et al., and suggest instead that different kinesin subfamilies
might be optimised for different neck-linker lengths and that other more complex
mechanisms, such as neck-linker orientation (as recently proposed by Clany et al.
[Clancy11]), might be involved in the control of processive stepping in kinesins.

Structure of this thesis

1.4

This cumulative thesis covers in five chapters (chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 consisting of
published papers and chapter 6 consisting of a submitted manuscript) new findings
on different aspects of the regulation of kinesin-5 motor proteins. Outside the topic
of kinesin-5 motor proteins, chapter 7 consists of an accepted paper about neuronal
receptors to which I contributed in vivo measurements in neurons.
In the second chapter the factors that cause directional switching in Cin8, one
of the two kinesin-5 from S. cerevisiae, were studied. The directionality of kinesin-5
motor proteins was believed to be fixed and uni-directional to the plus-end of the
MT [Kashina97, Dagenbach04, Kapitein05, Kwok06]. The findings presented here,
and an independent recent report from Roostalu et al. [Roostalu11], showed that
surprisingly Cin8 is able to switch directionality. In this work Cin8 directionality
was examined using single-molecule fluorescence motility experiments and live-cell
microscopy.
In-vivo experiments showed that on spindle MTs, Cin8 motor proteins mostly moved
slowly towards the spindle midzone where the MTs overlap antiparallel with their
plus-ends directed away from the spindle poles. Interestingly, also faster motility
towards the spindle poles, where the minus ends of the MTs are located, was occasionally detected.
In vitro, single-molecule fluorescence experiments revealed that individual Cin8 motor proteins could be switched by ionic strength in the buffer solution from fast and
processive minus-end to slow plus-end motion on single MTs. Similar to the switching in motility reported for Eg5, Cin8 motility was strongly affected by binding to a
second MT: at high ionic strength in the buffer solution, Cin8 motor proteins moved
fast and processive on single MTs and switched to rapidly alternated directionalities when bound between antiparallel MTs, while at the same time driving steady
plus-end relative sliding.
Unlike many members of the kinesin-5 family, Cin8 features 99 additional aa in the
loop-8 which is involved in MT binding [Kull96, Nitta08, Chee10]. To examine the
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influence of this unique insert on Cin8 motility, the motility of a mutant (Cin8 99)
lacking the extra 99 aa was studied. The analysis of single-molecule fluorescence
experiments at increasing ionic strength suggested, that the deletion of the insert
induced a bias towards minus-end motility and affected the ionic strength-dependent
directional switching of Cin8 in vitro. In-vivo experiments showed that the Cin8 99
mutant cells exhibited reduced midzone-directed motility and efficiency to support
spindle elongation. These results indicate the importance of directionality control
for the function of Cin8 in the mitotic spindle.
In the third chapter, the capability of single Cin8 molecules of bi-directional
switching in low-ionic-strength conditions was confirmed in single-molecule fluorescence in-vitro studies. By intensity analysis of kymographs from GFP-labelled
Cin8 motor proteins in low-salt buffer, the possibility that cluster formation of Cin8
is necessary to induce plus-end directed motility, as proposed by Roostalu et al.
[Roostalu11], could be ruled out. These findings are further evidence that the switching of directionality of single Cin8 molecules is regulated via cargo binding rather
then mechanical coupling between two or more motors.
In the fourth chapter, the effect of the molecule monastrol, which was found
to be a kinesin-5 inhibitor [Mayer99], on the Eg5 motor domain was investigated.
In this work we constructed a stable dimeric kinesin-1/kinesin-5 chimera (Eg5Kin),
which consists of the motor domain and neck linker of Eg5 (Fig. 1.3 D) and the
neck coiled coil of Drosophila melanogaster kinesin-1 (DmKHC). Single-molecule
fluorescence experiments showed that this chimera, in contrast to Eg5, was highly
processive and exhibited no diffusive modes of motility. Adding the Eg5 inhibitor
monastrol to the single-molecule assays, resulted in the finding that monastrol reduced the length of processive runs, but surprisingly did not affect the velocity of
Eg5Kin. A set of experiments with successively increasing monastrol concentrations
then finally indicated that the binding of a single monastrol molecule to an Eg5Kin
dimer is not sufficient to stop its processive run, but rather that the simultaneous
binding of two monastrol molecules is required to inhibit the dimer, i.e. terminate
its run.
In the fifth chapter, the influence of the neck-linker length on the processive
motility of twelve dimeric kinesin-1 stalk/kinesin-5 head chimeras based on Eg5Kin
was examined. The processive motility of kinesins relies on tight communication
between the two motor domains of a dimeric molecule, such that binding strictly
alternates to ensure that always one of the two motor domains is bound to the
MT before the other motor domain unbinds to take the next step. The main
elements to transmit this communication are believed to be the neck-linker domains connecting stalk and motor domains of the motor protein (Fig. 1.3 D).
One proposed mechanism for the coordination of processive stepping is the transmission of intra-molecular stress through the neck linkers, leading to front-head
or rear-head gating [Guydosh06, Shastry10]. In this model of a general mechanism for kinesin processivity, the efficiency of the gating and with that the degree of processivity of a kinesin is believed to be dependent on the length of the
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neck linker. Support for this simple model was presented in several recent studies
[Yildiz08, Shastry10, Clancy11, Shastry11].
In the study presented here we analysed the motility of a set of twelve motor-protein
constructs - based on the kinesin-1/kinesin-5 chimera Eg5Kin - in which the length
of the neck linker was now varied. In these constructs, the neck-linker length ranged
from 9 aa over the native 18 aa up to 21 aa of the wild type (WT) Eg5 neck linker.
In one additional chimera 3 prolines were added to the native 18 aa of Eg5 (18+3P)
to gain an artificial neck-linker elongation. In multi-motor gliding assays all of the
constructs were positively tested to be active motor proteins. In single-molecule
fluorescence as well as in optical-trapping experiments the constructs were further
tested on a single-molecule level for velocity, run length and force.
The experiments showed, surprisingly, that neither velocity nor force generation was
dependent on the neck-linker length. Another interesting finding was that, contradictory to a recent report from Shastry et al. [Shastry11] in which they claimed that
14 aa is the shortest neck-linker length capable of producing processive motility, the
construct with 13 aa in the neck linker was still highly processive. Even the construct with 12 aa still showed processive motility albeit with a shorter run length.
For an even shorter neck linker in the construct with 9 aa no processive movement
could be detected any more.
The neck-linker lengths close to the native neck-linker length (17 and 18 aa) allowed
run lengths twice as long as those of the constructs with 13 to 16 aa. To check if the
run length really peaks close to the native neck-linker length of Eg5 constructs with
an even longer neck linker (19 to 21 aa) were tested and a decrease in run length
with increasing neck-linker length was actually observed.
These findings challenge the simple model in which a short neck linker yields the
tightest communication and hence the longest run length, but suggest instead that
different kinesins might be optimised for different neck-linker lengths.
In the sixth chapter, the switching of a tetrameric kinesin-1 head/kinesin-5 tail
chimera between diffusive and processive motility was studied. In this chimeric motor construct, named DK4mer, the motor domain from Xenopus Eg5 was replaced
by the respective parts from Drosophila kinesin-1 resulting in a fast and processive
MT-sliding motor. Since Eg5 was shown to exhibit a complex mixture of diffusive
and processive motility modes (Fig. 1.3 A; [Kwok06, Kapitein08]), the aim of this
study was to analyse the switching from diffusive to directed motility in more detail.
In single-molecule fluorescence in-vitro assays, DK4mer exhibited fast processive
motility on single MTs, interrupted by diffusive pauses. When no ATP was present
DK4mer diffused along single MTs, similar to Eg5 [Kwok06]. In MT-sliding assays
DK4mer was able to slide antiparallel MTs apart confirming that it is a fully functional tetramer.
Compared to Eg5, DK4mer showed a very clear distinction between diffusive and
processive motility modes which made it possible to measure transition rates as a
function of ionic-strength in the motility buffer. The findings in this study indicate
that the two motility modes of DK4mer reflect two independent and mutually exclusive modes of interaction with MTs which are likely to be relevant for the regulation
of native kinesin-5 motors as well.
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Outside the topic of kinesin-5 regulation I participated in a project which investigated the targeting of axonal GABAB receptors in hippocampal neurons. I contributed in-vivo total-internal-reflection-fluorescence (TIRF) measurements of the
motility of fluorescently labelled GABAB R1 subunits to this study. For the sake
of completeness, the main results of this study will be summarized here and the
accepted manuscript is given in chapter 7.
In neuronal cells the intracellular polarized protein trafficking is critical for
synapse formation, synapse maintenance and the regulation of synaptic strength. In
all eukaryotic cells the endomembrane trafficking system includes a synthetic route
constituted by the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), the ER-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC), the Golgi apparatus and post-Golgi vesicles, and a recyclingdegradative route constituted by endosomes and lysosomes (secretory pathway)
[Horton04].
The main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the nervous system is “ amino-butyric acid
(GABA). Metabotropic GABA type B receptors (GABAB Rs) are neurotransmitter
receptors that modulate synaptic transmission by mediating the slow and prolonged
responses to GABA in two ways: (i) At presynaptic terminals GABAB Rs inhibit
voltage gated Ca2+ channels thereby inhibiting synaptic vesicle fusion and neurotransmitter release. (ii) At postsynaptic sites they activate inwardly rectifying K+
channels hyperpolarizing the postsynaptic neuron [Bettler04].
GABAB Rs are expressed in neurons throughout the brain and spinal cord. They are
heteromers composed of two related subunits, GABAB R1 and GABAB R29 . Only
when GABAB R2 is associated to GABAB R1 a motif, that detains GABAB R1 in
the ER (ER retention motif), is masked and the assembled GABAB R can exit the
ER as heteromer destined for the plasma membrane [Couve98, Ramı́rez09].
From the different isoforms of GABAB R1 the most common subunit variants are
GABAB R1a and GABAB R1b. The localisation of GABAB Rs in the neuron depends
on which GABAB R1 variant assembled with GABAB R2. GABAB R heteromers
containing GABAB R1a are located axonal and somatodendritic whereas those containing GABAB R1b are exclusively located in the somatodendritic domain of the
neuron [Vigot06].
The precise targeting machinery for GABAB R distribution and the organelles involved in sorting and transport have not been described. Also how the local distribution of secretory components in the neuron influences intracellular trafficking and
availability of neurotransmitter receptors is not fully understood.
In the study presented in chapter 7 conventional optical microscopy and live-cell
imaging in cultured hippocampal neurons were used. The three main results describe a mechanism for GABAB R1a axonal localization based on pre-Golgi sorting
and ER transport: (i) The delivery of GABAB Rs to the plasma membrane is Golgidependent but axonal sorting and targeting of GABAB R1a operate in a pre-Golgi
compartment. (ii) GABAB R1a is targeted and transported within the axonal ER.
(iii) The transport of axonal GABAB R1a is microtubule-dependent and kinesin-1
determines axonal localization [Valdés12].
9

A comprehensive review of GABAB R structure, function, localization and pathological implications is given in [Bettler04]
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Considering that progression of GABAB Rs through the secretory pathway is regulated by an ER retention motif this data contributes to understand the role of the
axonal ER in sorting and targeting of neurotransmitter receptors.

Directionality of individual kinesin-5 Cin8
motors is modulated by loop 8, ionic
strength and microtubule geometry

2

The content of this chapter was published 2011 in the European Molecular Biology Organization (EMBO) Journal [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. I share the first authorship
with Adina Gerson-Gurwitz. Co-authors are Natalia Movshovich, Vladimir Fridman, Maria Podolskaya, Tsafi Danieli, Stefan Lakämper, Dieter R. Klopfenstein,
Christoph F. Schmidt and Larisa Gheber.
In this work I participated in the purification of proteins. Further I performed all
the single-molecule in-vitro experiments at the custom built total internal reflection
fluorescence (TIRF) microscope setup and analysed the single-molecule data. The
single-molecule relative-sliding experiments were also done and analysed by me.
Finally I contributed figures and text to the paper.

Abstract

2.1

Kinesin-5 motors fulfil essential roles in mitotic spindle morphogenesis and dynamics
as slow, processive microtubule (MT) plus-end directed motors. The Saccharomyces
cerevisiae kinesin-5 Cin8 was found, surprisingly, to switch directionality. Here, we
have examined directionality using single-molecule fluorescence motility assays and
live-cell microscopy. On spindles, Cin8 motors mostly moved slowly (≥ 25 nm/s)
towards the midzone, but occasionally also faster (≥ 55 nm/s) towards the spindle
poles. In vitro, individual Cin8 motors could be switched by ionic conditions from
rapid (≥ 380 nm/s) and processive minus-end to slow plus-end motion on single MTs.
At high ionic strength, Cin8 motors rapidly alternated directionalities between antiparallel MTs, while driving steady plus-end relative sliding. Between parallel MTs,
plus-end motion was only occasionally observed. Deletion of the uniquely large insert in loop 8 of Cin8 induced bias towards minus-end motility and affected the ionic
strength-dependent directional switching of Cin8 in vitro. The deletion mutant cells
exhibited reduced midzone-directed motility and efficiency to support spindle elongation, indicating the importance of directionality control for the anaphase function
of Cin8.

Introduction

2.2

Members of the kinesin-5 family are homotetrameric motor proteins, which utilize
ATP to slide apart antiparallel spindle microtubules (MTs) [Kashina97, Kapitein05].
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They are conserved among the eukaryotes and fulfil similar functions in spindle dynamics [Enos90, Roof91, Hagan92, Hoyt92, Sawin92a, Heck93, Blangy95, Saunders95,
Walczak96, Straight98, Sharp99, Touitou01, Brust-Mascher04, Zhu05]. S. cerevisiae
encodes two kinesin-5 homologues, Cin8 and Kip1, which overlap in function, with
Cin8 being more important for mitosis progression [Hoyt92, Roof92]. Before the
onset of anaphase, Cin8 and Kip1 function in spindle assembly [Hoyt92, Roof92,
Chee10] and focus the kinetochore clusters [Tytell06, Gardner08a, Wargacki10].
During spindle elongation in anaphase B, their function is important for (i) maintaining the correct spindle elongation rate [Kahana95, Saunders95, Straight98], (ii)
the timely transition from the initial fast phase to the final slow phase of anaphase
B [Movshovich08, Gerson-Gurwitz09] and (iii) for stabilizing the spindle midzone
[Movshovich08, Fridman09, Gerson-Gurwitz09], which consists of an overlapping
array of MTs that emanate from the opposite poles [Winey95]. To guarantee proper
mitosis, all components involved, and in particular the motors, have to be tightly
regulated. The regulation of kinesin-5 motors is so far poorly understood.
Several kinesin-5 motors were found to be plus-end directed in vitro [Gheber99],
[Kapitein05]. Independent of our findings, however, a recent report has provided
evidence that Cin8 can switch directionality, assumed to be caused by motor-motor
coupling [Roostalu11]. Molecular mechanisms as well as physiological relevance have
remained unclear.
To track down the mechanisms of directionality control, we have here studied
the motor function of the S. cerevisiae kinesin-5 Cin8 in parallel in-vivo and in-vitro
experiments. We provide evidence that during anaphase spindle elongation, Cin8
moves in both plus- and minus-end directions on the spindle MTs. We also show
that, in vitro, single molecules of Cin8 can switch directionality from fast processive
minus-end directed to slow, processive plus-end directed motility. We provide first
insights into the mechanism controlling this switch: (i) change of ionic strength, that
is, electrostatic interactions within the motor or between motor and MT, activated
the switch in vitro; (ii) deletion of the large insert in loop 8 of the Cin8 motor
domain induced bias to minus-end directionality in vitro and reduced Cin8 plus-end
directed motility along the anaphase spindles in vivo; (iii) in close to physiological
conditions in vitro, individual Cin8 motors switched from fast minus-end motion on
single MTs to slow and erratic motion between antiparallel MTs, while they drove
plus-end sliding of the linked MTs; (iv) individual motors occasionally moved in the
plus-end direction, but mostly maintained fast minus-end motion between parallel
MTs.

Results

2.3

To examine the motile properties of Cin8 in vivo, we imaged live S. cerevisiae cells
expressing Cin8-3GFP during anaphase B. As spindles elongated, Cin8 was localized
both at the spindle midzone and near the poles, likely near the kinetochores as
reported before [Tytell06]. In late anaphase, Cin8 detached from the spindle and
became diffusive (Fig. 2.1 A; Supplementary Video A.3.1), confirming previous
reports [Avunie-Masala11]. Kymograph analysis of fluorescence recordings revealed
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Fig. 2.1: In vivo, Cin8 occasionally switches directionality. (A) 2D-projection time-lapse
confocal fluorescence images of Cin8-3GFP localization in WT cells. Time intervals: 1 min.
(B) Model of Cin8 plus-end and minus-end directed movement in the anaphase spindle
in S. cerevisiae cells. (C, D) Kymographs of Cin8-3GFP localization to the anaphase
spindle. (A, C, D) Top arrows: spindle poles; asterisk: spindle midzone; arrowheads:
plus-end-directed movements towards the midzone; yellow arrows: minus-end directed
movements towards the poles.
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that Cin8-3GFP moved towards the midzone, in the plus-end direction of MTs, with
an average velocity of ≥ 25 nm/s (Fig. 2.1 C and Fig. 2.7 A; Tab. 2.1 a).
This slow plus-end directed motility is consistent with the literature on Cin8 and the Xenopus
kinesin-5 Eg5 [Gheber99, Kwok04,
Kapitein05]. Intriguingly, we also observed occasional movements towards
the spindle-pole bodies (SPBs; Fig.
2.1 D and Fig. 2.7 A; Tab. 2.1
b), mainly in long anaphase spindles,
when the majority of Cin8 was already detached (Fig. 2.1 D and Fig.
2.7 A). The scarcity of SPB-directed
movements may be due to their rapidity (Tab. 2.1 b) and/or to masking by abundant Cin8-3GFP on the
spindle. In intermediate anaphase
spindles, shorter than 5 µm, interpolar MTs (iMTs) can overlap almost for the entire spindle length
[Winey95, Gardner08b]. Therefore,
in these spindles, the directionality of Cin8 is difficult to determine. In the long anaphase spindles, however, iMTs overlap only
in the middle 10 - 20 % of the
spindle length, as determined by
Fig. 2.2: At high salt in vitro, Cin8 is
electron microscopy [Winey95], dia minus-end directed motor. (A) Timerect imaging of GFP-labelled MTs
lapse recording showing a single Cin8[Avunie-Masala11], or imaging of
3GFP molecule from whole-cell extract
the midzone-organizing protein Ase1
(green) moving directionally along the MT
[Schuyler03, Fridman09]. The fact
(red) towards the bright seed (yellow).
Time intervals: 2 s. (B - D) Kymographs
that Cin8 motility towards the midof Cin8 movement on polarity-marked MTs.
zone as well as towards the SPBs was
(B) Cin8-3GFP from whole-cell extract (C)
observed in spindles longer than 5 µm
Cin8-GFP purified from yeast cells and (D)
(Fig. 2.1 C, D and Fig. 2.7 A),
Cin8-GFP purified from Sf9 cells. S: bright
suggests that these movements occur
seed indicating the MT minus end. Scale
on parallel arrays of iMTs. Morebars in (D) also apply to (B) and (C). Asover, SPB-directed movements were
terisk indicates diffusive episotes. See also
significantly faster and shorter than
Supplementary Videos A.3.2 and A.3.3.
midzone-directed movements (Tab.
2.1), indicating that movements in
the two directions were genuinely different. Thus, taken together, our data indicate that on the anaphase spindles, Cin8 is a bi-directional motor that moves in
both plus-end and minus-end directions of the MTs.
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Na

% Of spindlesb

WT Cin8

113

59

Cin8 99

83

29

Cin8-2A

102

41

Velocity (nm/s) (n)c,d

Run length (nm) (n)c,d

26.5 ± 0.7 (120)

1506 ± 50 (120)

23.0 ± 0.8 (183)úg

1236 ± 34 (183)úúúg

15.3 ± 0.5 (123)

úúúg

1091 ± 35 (123)úúúg

(a) Midzone-directed movements of Cin8-3GFP variants in the anaphase spindles.

Cin8 variant

Na

% Of spindlese

WT Cin8

113

20

Cin8 99

83

18

Cin8-2A

102

20

Velocity (nm/s) (n)c

Run length (nm) (n)c

56.4 ± 4.2 (29)úúúf

845 ± 43 (29)úúúf

63.6 ± 3.1 (32)úúúf

943 ± 62 (33)úúf

55.8 ± 2.9 (33)úúúf

891 ± 30 (33)úf

(b) SPB-directed movements of Cin8-3GFP variants in the anaphase spindles.

Tab. 2.1:
a N - number of intermediate-long (5 - 10 µm) spindles analysed.
b % Of spindles with at least one midzone-directed movement spanning from SPB to the
midzone (see Fig. 2.5).
c Values represent average ± s.e.m., n - number of movements.
d Values determined for movements longer than 0.5 µm, including movements that do not
reach the midzone.
e % Of spindles with at least one SPB-directed movement, longer than 0.5 µm.
f Compared with the corresponding movements in cells of the same genotype.
g Compared with cells expressing WT Cin8.
úúú P < 0.0001; úú P < 0.001; ú P < 0.005 (Student’s t-test).

To explore the unconventional minus-end motility of Cin8 on the spindle, we
performed single-molecule fluorescence in-vitro motility assays [Vale96, Kwok06,
Kapitein08]. We used whole-cell extracts of WT and cin8 S. cerevisiae cells,
in which Cin8-3GFP was expressed from its native promoter, either integrated into
the genome or carried on a centromeric (CEN) plasmid (Materials and Methods,
section 2.5; Supplementary Tab. A.1). We also studied Cin8-GFP purified from Sf9
and yeast cells (Materials and Methods; Supplementary Fig. A.1). Assays were done
at saturating ATP (3 - 5 mM, [Lakämper10]) in a high-salt, close to physiological
buffer (175 mM NaCl, [Gheber99]).
We found, surprisingly, that in these conditions Cin8 moved unidirectionally and
processively towards the minus-end of MTs (Fig. 2.2). This is similar to what was
recently found in an independent study [Roostalu11]. Runs were often interrupted
by diffusive motion (Fig. 2.2 B and C). The average run length between such breaks
was 2 µm (Fig. 2.3 B). In ADP buffer, motors remained attached to MTs, but only
moved diffusively without directional bias. We calculated a diffusion coefficient of
≥ 3 ◊ 103 nm2 /s from mean-square-displacement (MSD) analysis of tracks recorded
in ADP buffer, comparable to that measured with the closely related Eg5 and other
kinesins (Tab. 2.2; [Kwok06, Kapitein08, Bormuth09]). At saturating ATP concentration, we determined an average minus-end velocity of Cin8 molecules of ≥
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Genotype

VKY M O a (nm/s)

WT (pCIN8-3GFP)h
CIN8-3GFP

k

(pCIN8-3GFP)h

cin8

kip1

ase1

(pCIN8-3GFP)h

Genotype
WT (pCIN8-3GFP)h
CIN8-3GFP

k

(pCIN8-3GFP)h

cin8

kip1

ase1

(pCIN8-3GFP)h

353 ± 33 (116)
365 ± 27 (178)
381 ± 38 (100)

VM D b,c (nm/s)

DADP ◊10

372 ± 7i (52)

3.7 ± 0.1i (30)

345 ± 8 (70)

2.9 ± 0.1úúúl (24)

3 c,d

(nm2 /s)

241 ± 17úúúl (198) 272 ± 8úúúl (39) 4.2 ± 0.2 (23)
Stall periodse (%) Run lengthf (nm)

Interact. timeg (s)

39 (1645)j

1700 ± 200 (94)

8.3 ± 1.0 (65)

20 (1377)j

2000 ± 200 (132)

9.5 ± 0.9 (115)

33 (1732)j

1200 ± 100úúl (118) 8.4 ± 1.0 (66)

Tab. 2.2: In-vitro motile properties of Cin8 in whole-cell extracts.
Values are average ± s.e.m. In parentheses, the number of measurements.
aV
KY M O - average velocity determined from kymograph analysis.
bV
M D - average velocity determined from mean-displacement analysis.
c Fit is done to first 15 s.
dD
ADP - diffusion coefficient in the presence of 3 - 5 mM ADP determined from MSD
analysis.
e Percentage calculated from total motion time.
f Run length of directional episodes.
g Measurements applied on kymograph traces of complete directional runs, of which both
their beginning and end are apparent.
h Cin8-3GFP expressed on CEN plasmid.
i Measurements carried out on Cin8-3GFP either expressed on CEN plasmid or integrated
into the genome.
j Total time of measurement (s).
k Cin8-3GFP integrated into the genome.
l Compared with WT.
úúú P < 0.0001; úú P < 0.001 (Student’s t-test).

360 nm/s by kymograph and mean-displacement (MD) analyses (Tab. 2.2). This
velocity is substantially higher than the plus-end velocity seen in vivo and the velocity reported for other kinesin-5 motors [Valentine06]. In both WT Cin8 batches
examined, purified Cin8-GFP and Cin8-3GFP in whole extracts, the distribution
of velocities was exceptionally broad in each experiment, ranging from ≥ 17 to ≥
830 nm/s (Supplementary Fig. A.2 A; Fig. 2.4 A(I) and B(I)). We ruled out the
possibility that the broad distribution of velocities resulted from motor aggregation
by analysing fluorescence intensities of individual spots (Supplementary Fig. A.3).
To make sure that Cin8-3GFP was capable of forming functional tetramers, we
examined its MT bundling activity. We found that overexpression of Cin8-3GFP
caused extensive bundling of MTs in whole-cell extracts (Supplementary Fig. A.4
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A, left panel) which was not observed in extracts deleted for CIN8 (Supplementary Fig. A.4 A, right panel) or in extracts expressing Cin8-3GFP from a CEN
plasmid (not shown). This excludes the possibility that the bundling was caused
by other motors or MT-binding proteins in the extracts. Similar MT bundling
was previously reported for biotinylated Cin8 (Cin8-BCP; [Gheber99]), which was
shown to be a homotetramer [Hildebrandt06]. MT bundling is known to occur only
with the full-length tetrameric, but not with truncated dimeric Cin8 (Cin8-871)
[Gheber99, Hildebrandt06], suggesting that Cin8-3GFP is a tetramer. Finally, both
Cin8-GFP and Cin8-3GFP could maintain the viability of cells deleted for chromosomal copies of CIN8 and KIP1 (Supplementary Fig. A.4 B). Since only tetrameric
Cin8 maintains viability of cin8 kip1 cells [Hildebrandt06], our findings indicate
that Cin8-3GFP is mostly a functional tetramer.
In summary, our data indicate that the motile properties we observed for Cin8,
the broad distribution of velocities, the minus-end directionality and the diffusive
motion, did not result from altered oligomeric states or aggregation of the examined
Cin8 variants, but rather point to an intrinsic regulation of individual Cin8 motors.
The use of whole-cell yeast extracts from deletion mutants in single-molecule
motility assays allowed us to examine the influence of other S. cerevisiae cellular
factors on Cin8 motility (Tab. 2.2; Fig. 2.3). We explored the effect, in high-salt
buffer, of two major spindle-binding proteins that functionally overlap or interact
with Cin8: the kinesin-5 Kip1 [Hoyt92, Roof92] and the MT-binding and midzoneorganizing protein Ase1 [Schuyler03]. Ase1 was shown to physically interact with
Cin8 during mitosis and to recruit Cin8 to the spindle midzone [Khmelinskii09].
To examine the influence of Kip1 and Ase1 on Cin8 motor function, we examined
Cin8 motility in extracts of kip1 or ase1 cells, which carried Cin8-3GFP on a
CEN plasmid. We found that deletion of Kip1 or Ase1 did not affect the directionality of Cin8, as it remained minus-end directed in high-salt buffer (Fig. 2.3).
In the absence of Kip1, Cin8 was somewhat more processive; its interaction time
with MTs was longer, the percentage of runs with stalls was lower, and the diffusion
coefficient of Cin8 in the presence of ADP was significantly lower than that of Cin8
in all the other extracts examined (Tab. 2.2; Fig. 2.3 B). Consistently, in kip1
cells, the detachment of Cin8 from the spindle MTs in late anaphase was reduced
compared with WT cells (Fig. 2.3 C and D). In the absence of Ase1, the average
run length of Cin8-3GFP directional episodes was significantly decreased, and the
average velocity dropped to ≥ 240 nm/s (Tab. 2.2; Fig. 2.3 A and B). In cells,
Cin8-3GFP localized abnormally on the anaphase spindle in the absence of Ase1
and was not detectable in the midzone (Fig. 2.3 E). These results suggest that Ase1
regulates Cin8 spindle localization by affecting the motile properties of Cin8.
It remains to understand the circumstances under which the motor switches
to plus-end motility, the mode of motion that is believed to drive the poleward
relative sliding of antiparallel overlapping MTs in anaphase. Since other kinesins,
including the kinesin-5 Eg5, can be turned on and off by varying ionic conditions
[Dietrich08, Hancock08, Kapitein08, Hackney09], we tested whether a decrease in
ionic strength could affect directionality. We performed single-molecule motility assays with Cin8, either purified or in whole-cell extracts, on polarity-marked MTs at
different salt concentrations. We found that with decreasing ionic strength, individ-
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Fig. 2.3: The effect of spindle proteins on Cin8 in-vitro motile properties and in-vivo
localization to anaphase spindles. (A, B) Single-molecule fluorescence motility assay was
carried out on polarity-marked MTs with kip1 or ase1 cell extracts expressing Cin83GFP. Extracts were diluted in high-salt (175 mM NaCl) buffer. (A) Representative
kymographs of in-vitro runs of Cin8-3GFP in the different extracts. (B) Histograms of
run lengths of Cin8-3GFP directional episodes in WT (olive), kip1 (light green) or ase1
(orange) extracts. Fit: Gaussian distribution. (C - E) Representative 2D-projection timelapse confocal fluorescence images of Cin8-3GFP localization to anaphase spindles in (C)
WT (D) kip1 and (E) ase1 cells. Asterisk: spindle midzone; arrows: spindle poles;
time interval between frames: 1 min; scale bar: 2 mm. Genotypes and Cin8 variants are
marked on top.
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Fig. 2.4: Decrease in ionic strength induces plus-end motility of single molecules of Cin8. (A,

B) Histograms of velocities of Cin8 in whole-cell yeast extracts (A) or affinity purified (B) with
saturating ATP. Salt and buffer conditions are indicated for each panel; MB: motility buffer;
numbers adjacent to ”MB” indicate the concentration (mM) of added NaCl. Ionic strength (M) is
indicated in parentheses. A control experiment of motility with ADP was carried out using buffer
with 30 mM NaCl (see Supplementary Fig. A.2 C). Velocity histograms were assembled by dividing
kymograph traces in 3 s segments and piecewise linear fitting. Lines: Gaussian distribution fit. (C)
Representative kymographs of Cin8 motility along polarity-marked MTs. Expression/purification
conditions are indicated on top. Plus- (+) and minus- (-) ends of MTs are indicated. ND: not
detected. See also Supplementary Video A.3.4. (D) ATP concentration dependence of plus-end
(top) and minus-end directed (bottom) velocity of Cin8 (average ± s.e.m.). NaCl concentration
and ionic strengths (parenthesis) are indicated. Michaelis-Menten parameters Vmax and Km are
indicated.
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ual Cin8 motors gradually switched towards plus-end motility (Fig. 2.4 A - C). At
ionic strengths Æ 0.13, Cin8 moved bi-directionally, moving 60 - 80 % of the time
towards the plus ends of MTs (Fig. 2.4 A - C). Reduction of ionic strength also
significantly decreased the magnitude of the minus-end velocity of Cin8 (Fig. 2.4 A
- C) from ≥ 380 nm/s in high ionic strength to ≥ 130 nm/s in low ionic strength
(Supplementary Fig. A.5). The salt dependence of Cin8 motility in whole-cell extracts was similar to that of affinity-purified Cin8 (Fig. 2.4 A and B), although
more motors were immobile in the extracts (Fig. 2.4 A and B), possibly due to
the presence of other MT-binding agents. The velocity of movement in both minusand plus-end directions was dependent on ATP concentration (Fig. 2.4 D; Supplementary Fig. A.2 C), proving that bi-directional motion of single Cin8 molecules is
not merely driven by thermal forces in the solution. These results demonstrate that
a single Cin8 motor interacting with only one MT can switch directionality. The
mechanism for the switch is, therefore, most likely contained in a single motor.
Any switch mechanism is likely to depend, at least in part, on structural elements
within the motor’s catalytic domains. In comparison with kinesin-5 homologues of
higher eukaryotes, several yeast kinesin-5 motors carry inserts of considerable length
in loop 8 which is involved in MT binding [Kull96, Nitta08, Chee10]. Cin8 and the
closely related Candida glabrata kinesin-5 carry the largest inserts, of 99 amino-acid
length (99aa) [Chua07]. To probe the role of the large loop 8 in the directionality
switch of single Cin8 molecules, we studied a construct in which this segment was
replaced with the seven amino acids of loop 8 in the related S. cerevisiae kinesin-5
Kip1 (Cin8 99). Yeast cells deleted for the chromosomal copies of CIN8 and KIP1,
but expressing Cin8 carrying this deletion were previously shown to be viable, indicating that the mutant Cin8 is, at least partially, functional [Hoyt92]. We found that
with decreasing ionic strength, single Cin8 99 molecules also switched from minusend to plus-end directed motility in whole extracts (Figure 2.5 A) and in purified
samples (Fig. 2.5 B). However, Cin8 99-GFP behaved distinctly differently from
WT Cin8-GFP (Fig. 2.4 - Fig. 2.6). In whole-cell extracts, at high salt (175 mM
NaCl), Cin8 99-GFP did not attach to MTs at all. The same was seen for purified
WT Cin8, albeit only at > 250 mM NaCl. At 175 mM added NaCl, affinity-purified
Cin8 99 had a slightly lower average velocity than WT Cin8 (Supplementary Fig.
A.5). With 30 mM added NaCl, the presence or absence of loop 8 in the WT Cin8
correlated with clearly opposite behaviours: in whole extracts and purified samples,
Cin8 99 remained minus-end directed, while WT Cin8 moved predominantly in
the plus-end direction with some bi-directional shuttling (Fig. 2.6 A and B). A systematic comparison between Cin8 and Cin8 99 motility in different buffers showed
that the deletion of the 99aa insert did not eliminate the switch of directionality,
but pushed the transition from minus-end to plus-end directionality to lower salt
concentrations (Fig. 2.6 C), supporting the notion that the directionality switch of
Cin8 involves loop 8.
To examine how the bias to minus-end directionality of the mutant Cin8 99
affects its function in vivo, we monitored motor localization in cells expressing
Cin8 99. In contrast to WT Cin8-3GFP, Cin8 99-3GFP did not detach from
the spindles and seemed to be asymmetrically distributed on the anaphase spindles
(Supplementary Fig. A.6). The plus-end directed movements of Cin8 99-3GFP
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Fig. 2.5: Decrease in ionic strength induces plus-end motility of single molecules of
Cin8 99. (A, B) Histograms of velocities of Cin8 99 in whole-cell yeast extracts (A) or
affinity purified (B) with saturating ATP. Salt and buffer conditions are indicated for each
panel; MB:motility buffer; numbers adjacent to ”MB” indicate the concentration (mM)
of added NaCl. Ionic strength (M) is indicated in parentheses. Velocity histograms were
assembled by dividing kymograph traces in 3 s segments and piecewise linear fitting. A
control experiment of motility with ADP was carried out using buffer with 30 mM NaCl
(see Supplementary Figure A.2 C). Lines: Gaussian distribution fit. (C) Representative
kymographs of Cin8 99 motility along polarity-marked MTs. Expression/purification
conditions are indicated on top. Plus- (+) and minus- (-) ends of MTs are indicated. ND:
not detected. See also Supplementary Video A.3.5. (D) ATP concentration dependence
of minus-end velocity of Cin8 99 (average ± s.e.m.) at high ionic strength. NaCl concentration and ionic strength M (parenthesis) are indicated. Michaelis-Menten parameters
Vmax and Km are indicated.
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Fig. 2.6: Deletion of the 99aa insert of Cin8 induces bias towards minus-end motility.
(A, B) Histograms of velocities of Cin8 (green) and Cin8 99 (red) in whole-cell yeast
extracts (A) or affinity purified (B) in buffer containing 30 mM NaCl, with saturating
ATP. Velocity histograms were assembled by dividing kymograph traces in 3 s segments
and piecewise linear fitting. Lines: Gaussian distribution fit. See also Supplementary
Videos A.3.4 and A.3.5. (C) Ionic strength dependence of mean velocity of Cin8 (green)
and Cin8 99 (red) in whole-cell extracts in saturating ATP conditions. Values represent
mean ± s.e.m. of 50 - 200 velocity values.

towards the midzone were fewer, significantly slower than that of Cin8-3GFP and
spanned shorter distances (Fig. 2.7; Tab. 2.1). Nonetheless, minus-end directed
motility events were also observed (Fig. 2.7 B). Finally, the rate of the initial fast
phase of anaphase B in Cin8 99 cells was 0.61 ± 0.06 µm/min (average ± s.e.m.,
n = 9) which is significantly slower than in WT cells (0.85 ± 0.03 µm/min, average
± s.e.m., n = 8, P < 0.005) and is similar to what was observed in cin8 cells
[Straight98]. This result indicates that Cin8 99 is unable to provide sufficient plusend directed force for spindle elongation. These in-vivo data are consistent with
our in-vitro results of diminished plus-end motility of Cin8 99 (Fig. 2.5) and point
to a regulatory role of the 99aa insert in loop 8 of Cin8 in promoting its plus-end
motility in cells.
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Fig. 2.7: Movements of Cin8-3GFP (A), Cin8 99-3GFP (B) and Cin8-2A-3GFP (C) in
anaphase spindles. Kymographs of movements of Cin8-3GFP variants (indicated on the
left) in intermediate to long anaphase spindles. White arrows: midzone-directed movements that span from the SPBs to the midzone; yellow arrows: SPB-directed movements;
white arrowheads: movements towards the SPB during spindle disassembly; top arrows:
spindle poles; asterisks: midzone.

It is known that during anaphase, Cin8 localization to the spindle is regulated
by phosphorylation of the three Cdk1 sites in its catalytic domain, two of which are
located in loop 8 of Cin8 [Avunie-Masala11]. To examine if phosphorylation of these
sites affects Cin8 directionality on the spindle, we examined spindle movements of
a Cin8-3GFP mutant that carried phosphorylation-deficient mutations to alanine
at the two Cdk1 sites located in loop 8: Cin8-S277A T285A (Cin8-2A). Similarly
to a phosphorylation-deficient Cin8 that carried mutations to alanine at all three
catalytic-domain Cdk1 sites [Avunie-Masala11], Cin8-2A-3GFP remained attached
to the anaphase spindles for longer times, compared with cells expressing WT Cin8
(Supplementary Fig. A.6 B, compare with Fig. 2.1 A and Fig. 2.3 C). This result
indicates that the two Cdk1 sites within loop 8 are involved in the regulation of
Cin8 spindle localization. Examination of Cin8-2A-3GFP movements on the spindle
revealed that this mutant exhibited both midzone- (plus) and SPB-directed (minus)
movements (Fig. 2.7 C), with SPB-directed movements being shorter and faster
than midzone-directed movements (Tab. 2.1). The movements of Cin8-2A-3GFP
were similar to those of Cin8 99-3GFP: midzone-directed movements were fewer,
and significantly slower and shorter compared with the spindle movements of the
WT Cin8-3GFP (Fig. 2.7; Tab. 2.1), indicating that Cin8-2A is impaired in its
midzone (plus-end)-directed motility on the spindle. This result suggests that the
bias towards plus-end directed motility by the 99aa insert in loop 8, stems, at least
in part, from phosphorylation of the Cdk1 sites located in this insert.
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Fig. 2.8: MT orientation changes the motile properties of single Cin8 molecules. Kymographs of movements of purified Cin8-GFP between antiparallel (A) and parallel (B)
MTs in high-salt buffer (MB-175). For each event, a merged kymograph in colour (red:
MT; green: Cin8 and minus ends of MTs) is shown on the left and a kymograph of the
GFP-channel only is shown on the right. Overlapping region between MTs is marked by
dashed lines. Cartoon depicting the orientation of overlapping MTs is shown at the bottom of the colour kymographs. Arrows: minus-end directed motility events; arrowheads:
plus-end directed motility events. See also Supplementary Videos A.3.6 - A.3.10.

An important part of the switch mechanism might be related to cargo activation of Eg5. The homologous Xenopus kinesin-5 Eg5 is only turned on to move
processively when it crosslinks two MTs, that is, when both of its dimeric catalytic
domains are engaged [Kapitein08]. This mechanism was suggested to be related to
the cargo activation of dimeric kinesins by straightening of the back-folded stalk and
tail [Hackney92a, Stock99, Seiler00].
To see if a similar mechanism might be responsible for switching the directionality
of Cin8, we performed single-molecule fluorescence experiments on bundled pairs of
polarity-marked MTs. Between antiparallel MTs in high-salt buffer (175 mM added
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NaCl), we saw an immediate switch from fast minus-end directed motion of individual motors to a slow erratic motion without a clear directional bias when motors
reached the overlap zone (Fig. 2.8 A). In this geometry, the two crosslinked MTs
were typically sliding apart with their minus ends leading with a relative velocity
of about 30 - 60 nm/s. This reflects force generation by the motors in the plus-end
direction. The fact that in the overlap region extended fast motion was no longer
observed at all, implies that motors are attracted to the overlap region, likely due
to their ability to bind MTs through both ends of the tetramers. In contrast to the
antiparallel case, it was evident from kymographs of single motor motility between
parallel MTs (Fig. 2.8 B) that most motors kept moving in the minus-end direction
at undiminished speed when entering the overlap zone. Occasional short plus-end
excursions were observed between parallel MTs (Fig. 2.8 B, arrowheads), which
were not observed on single MTs. These events were too rare to reliably evaluate
details. We thus conclude that one of the major determinants of Cin8 directionality is binding geometry, with binding between two antiparallel MTs, as it occurs in
the spindle midzone, switching the motor from minus-end to plus-end motility in
near-physiological salt conditions.

Discussion

2.4

In the kinesin superfamily, the majority of the members are plus-end directed. Until
recently [Roostalu11], minus-end motion was seen only for kinesin-14 family members, which are structurally distinct from all other kinesin subfamilies in that they
carry the conserved motor domain at the C-terminus instead of the N-terminus
[McDonald90, Walker90, Castro00, Block07]. No full-length kinesin-14 has been
found to be processive so far, that is, these motors produce isolated power strokes and
can only produce persistent motion when acting in ensembles. A reversal of power
stroke directionality has been reported for mutants of the non-processive kinesin-14
ncd from Drosophila melanogaster [Sablin98, Endow00] and could be also generated
by swaps of the core and neck domains of ncd and kinesin-1 [Case97, Endow98].
Evidence for active bi-directionality of a given motor construct has been reported
for a specific neck-domain mutant of ncd [Endow00] and for cytoplasmic dynein
[Dixit08]. Evidence for bi-directional power strokes of individual ncd motors has
also been seen in the analysis of single-molecule recordings [Butterfield10].
Here, we show an entirely novel behaviour for a kinesin motor. Individual kinesin5 Cin8 motors could be switched by varying ionic conditions between processive
minus- and plus-directed movements when travelling on single MTs (Fig. 2.4), and
they could be switched from processive minus-end motion to plus-end force generation in high-salt conditions by binding and crosslinking two MTs (Fig. 2.8). In
vitro, low ionic strength (an unphysiological environment) induced plus-end directed
motion of single molecules, while high ionic strength induced minus-end directed
motion. Lower ionic strength, in general, reduces electrostatic screening which, in
turn, enhances electrostatic interactions between motor subelements or between motor and MT. Thus, the unphysiological change of ionic conditions might mimic the
effects of phosphorylation or binding of accessory proteins, which modify electro-
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static interactions under constant physiological conditions. A similar phenomenon
was reported for cargo regulation of kinesins. Binding of a cargo vesicle to kinesin-1
or of a second MT to kinesin-5 Eg5, respectively, can activate the motors, but the
activation also occurs at low ionic strength. In the case of Cin8, a related mechanism
might not just turn the motor on or off, but lead to the switching of directionality when the motor tetramer binds between two antiparallel MTs. An alternative
model that was recently proposed [Roostalu11] relies on a collective effect involving
physical load on the motors via the binding between MTs. Based on our findings, it
appears that more individual mechanisms such as binding of a single motor between
two MTs or phosphorylation in the catalytic domain are able to cause or modify
directionality switching.
A case in point is the observed regulatory influence of the large 99aa insert
in loop 8 of the Cin8 motor domain, deletion of which did not abolish the shift
in directionality, but created a strong bias towards minus-end motility (Fig. 2.5
and Fig. 2.6). The mechanism by which phosphorylation in Cin8 catalytic domain
regulates its in-vivo function is likely to be a combination of a number of factors such
as interaction with the midzone-organizing Ase1 [Khmelinskii09], as was previously
suggested [Avunie-Masala11], or with kinetochore proteins. The fact that Cin8 99
and the phosphorylation-deficient Cin8-2A exhibited reduced motility towards the
midzone (Fig. 2.7; Tab. 2.1) suggests that one of the roles of Cin8 phosphorylation
in the 99aa insert is to mediate the switch to plus-end directed motility of Cin8 on
the spindle.
The observation that switching of directionality at high salt only occurred between antiparallel MTs is consistent with the reported preference of Drosophila
kinesin-5 Klp61F for bundling antiparallel MTs [Kapitein08]. A preferred orientation was for that motor conferred by the ATP-independent binding sites in the
C-terminal tail of the molecules. An ATP-independent binding mechanism appears
to also exist for Cin8 because full-length Cin8 also supports diffusive MT attachment in ADP buffer (Tab. 2.2). Sticky tails with preferred orientation might not
prevent parallel crosslinking by the motor, but it was found for Eg5 that all eight
binding sites were necessary for motor engagement between MTs [Weinger11]. It is
tempting to speculate that this might also be the case for Cin8, but in this case with
the further consequence that directionality is reversed to plus-end motion between
the antiparallel MTs. As the spindle midzone is the place where antiparallel overlaps occur and as that is the location where the motors need to exert force, such a
regulation appears advantageous.
The discovery of the exceptional properties of Cin8 raises the question how
these motile properties aid Cin8 in performing its multiple mitotic roles. The ionic
strength in S. cerevisiae cells is high, estimated as ≥ 300 mM salt [Olz93, Eunen10].
Under these conditions, Cin8 motors were minus-end directed on single MTs in our
in-vitro experiments (Fig. 2.2, Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.6). Prior to spindle elongation, Cin8 is known to be important for kinetochore clustering or positioning near
the SPBs [Tytell06, Gardner08a, Wargacki10]. The proposed mechanism for this
function had been the crosslinking of kinetochore MTs (kMTs) [Tytell06] and the
promotion of disassembly of long kMTs [Gardner08a]. Since in S. cerevisiae cells,
each kinetochore is attached to a single MT and since on a single MT Cin8 is minus-
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end directed, active motion of Cin8 in the minus-end direction of the kMTs may
be an alternative/additional mechanism by which Cin8 contributes to kinetochore
positioning.
The slow plus-end directed motility that we observed in vivo in anaphase spindles (Fig. 2.1 C and Fig. 2.7; Tab. 2.1) indicates that Cin8 is switched to plus-end
directed motility in the cell, even on single MTs or on parallel bundles. During
anaphase spindle elongation, bi-directionality is likely to be important to dynamically partition Cin8 motors between different reservoirs, that is, near the poles where
they focus the kinetochore clusters [Tytell06, Gardner08a, Wargacki10] and in the
midzone where Cin8 promotes plus-end directed MT sliding (Fig. 2.8; [Roostalu11])
and spindle elongation [Saunders95, Movshovich08]. In fact, we observed that until anaphase spindles reach a length of ≥ 5 µm, Cin8 is localized throughout the
spindle, with no preferential accumulation at the midzone or near the spindle poles,
nor obvious detachment (Fig. 2.1 A and Fig. 2.3 C). A way to maintain this even
distribution without detachment might be bi-directional motility of Cin8. Interestingly, higher eukaryotes, which show poleward flux in the spindle MTs, appear not
to have kinesin- 5 motors capable of minus-end motility, possibly because it became
unnecessary for motor transport to the poles in fluxing spindles.
A factor that appears to be important for directionality is the geometry of binding and allosteric regulation by two bound antiparallel MTs. Intermediate-long S.
cerevisiae anaphase spindles contain a small number of MTs, two emanating from
each pole at the end of anaphase [Winey95]. Motility between antiparallel MTs emanating from opposing poles should move both MTs and keep the motor fixed in the
midzone. Therefore, the plus-end motility observed in vivo can only take place on
single or between parallel MTs and is likely to utilize a further mode of regulation
without which the motors would rapidly converge back to the poles.
In conclusion, Cin8 has turned out to be an exceptional kinesin in that it is
truly bi-directional and processive in both directions. This unique feature of Cin8
appears to play a role in cellular function. First, hints about the molecular mechanism indicate a role of charge interactions and possibly phosphorylation, and most
importantly binding geometry between pairs of MTs. It remains to be explored in
more detail if Cin8 regulation is a variation of the scheme of the regulation of other
kinesins, in particular kinesin-5 motors. In general, our findings demonstrate that
in order to fulfil their physiological functions, kinesin motors are much less rigidly
programmed than was broadly believed so far and that the extent to which their
function is regulated in the cell encompasses much more than simple on-off switches.

Materials and Methods

2.5

Detailed procedures and S. cerevisiae strains used in this study are described in
Supplementary materials and methodes (section A.4). In brief, we produced fluorescently labelled Cin8 motors in three ways. We first used whole-cell extracts of
S. cerevisiae expressing Cin8 fused with three consecutive C-terminal GFPs (Cin83GFP) under its own promoter. Cin8-3GFP was either integrated into the yeast
genome or expressed from a CEN plasmid. Cells with integrated Cin8-3GFP were
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also used for in-vivo imaging (Supplementary Tab. A.1). Second, we expressed Cin8
fused with a single C-terminal GFP and N-terminal 6HIS tag (6HIS-Cin8-GFP) in
Sf9 insect cells, and third, we overexpressed Cin8-GFP-6HIS in S. cerevisiae. For
yeast strains and plasmids, see Supplementary Tab. A.1. We purified motor by HIS
tag and MT affinity.
Live-cell imaging was done on a spinning-disc confocal microscope (Zeiss Axiovert
200M, UltraView ESR, Perkin-Elmer, UK, [Fridman09]). Z-stacks of 0.2 - 0.4 µm
separation were acquired in 1 min time intervals [Movshovich08]. For the Cin8-3GFP
spot-motility analysis, images were acquired every 2 s.
In-vitro motility assays were performed following standard procedures [Howard93,
Gheber99, Lakämper10] in motility buffer MB-175 (50 mM Tris/HCl, 30 mM PIPES/KOH, final pH 7.2, 175 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 10 % glycerol, 1
mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 1 mM dithiothreitol) as well as versions of
this buffer with less NaCl added. The MTs, polymerized from TMR-labelled porcine
tubulin, were polarity marked using Atto-488-labelled seeds marking the minus end
of the MTs. Single-molecule fluorescence data were collected on two microscopes,
one at Ben-Gurion University (BGU) and one at Göttingen University (GAUG).
BGU: Zeiss Axiovert 200M, HBO 100 Mercury Illuminator, cooled CCD (SensiCam, PCO), frame time 0.8 s. Data were processed using ImageJ and MetaMorph
(MDS Analytical Technologies) software. GAUG: custom-built total-internal- reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope, using a 473 nm Laser (Viasho, USA) for
excitation, a ◊100 objective (Nikon, SFluor, NA 1.49, Oil) and a CCD camera (Cascade 512B, Roper Scientific, USA), frame rate 0.5 s. Software was custom written in
Labview. Velocity histograms were assembled by drawing lines through consecutive
3 s segments of kymograph traces.
For relative sliding assays, polarity-marked MTs were polymerized as before
whereas a solution of shorter MTs was polymerized by incubation at 37 ¶ C for
only 6 min. First, the long polarity-marked MTs were allowed to bind for 3 min to
the DETA-coated surface of the assay chamber. The motility buffer (MB-175) was
the same as used for the single-molecule assays but with double ATP and MgCl2
concentration. To this buffer, three times the single-motor concentration and 1 ml
of short polarity-marked MTs were added, and the mix was washed into the assay
chamber. The custom-built TIRF setup described before was expanded such that
the emission of the TMR-labelled MTs and the GFP-labelled motor proteins could
be detected simultaneously. The TMR and the GFP channel were aligned with
ImageJ.
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Abstract

3.1

Kinesin-5 mechanoenzymes drive mitotic spindle dynamics as slow, processive microtubule (MT)-plus-end directed motors. Surprisingly, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae
kinesin-5 Cin8 was recently found to be bi-directional: it can move processively in
both directions on MTs. Two hypotheses have been suggested for the mechanism of
the directionality switch: (1) single molecules of Cin8 are intrinsically minus-end directed, but mechanical coupling between two or more motors triggers the switch; (2)
a single motor can switch direction, and “cargo binding “, i.e., binding between two
MTs triggers the switch to plus-end motility. Single-molecule fluorescence data we
published recently, and augment here, favor hypothesis (2). In low-ionic-strength
conditions, single molecules of Cin8 move in both minus- and plus-end direction.
Fluorescence photo bleaching data rule out aggregation of Cin8 while they move in
the plus and in the minus direction. The evidence thus points toward cargo regulation of directionality, which is likely to be related to cargo regulation in other
kinesins. The molecular mechanisms of this regulation, however, remain to be elucidated.

3.2
Members of the kinesin-5 family of motor proteins are conserved among eukaryotes, from yeast to humans. Among the cytoskeletal motors, kinesins, myosins
and dyneins, kinesin-5 motors are the only ones that function as bipolar homotetramers, with two pairs of catalytic domains located at opposite ends of the active complex [Kashina96, Gordon99]. This special architecture is thought to enable kinesin-5 motors to crosslink and slide apart antiparallel MTs emanating from
the opposite poles of the mitotic spindle [Saunders92]. By this mode of action,
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kinesin-5 motors are believed to fulfill their essential roles in spindle dynamics such
as spindle assembly, maintenance of the bipolar spindle structure prior to the onset of anaphase [Saunders92, Blangy95, Mayer99], as well as anaphase B spindle
elongation [Saunders95, Sharp99, Avunie-Masala11, Fridman09, Gerson-Gurwitz09,
Movshovich08]. Since MTs are organized with their plus ends overlapping in the
midzone, kinesin-5 can only push spindle poles apart during spindle assembly and
elongation via plus-end directed motility between antiparallel MTs. It has indeed
been demonstrated in vitro, that the vertebrate kinesin-5 Eg5 moves simultaneously toward the plus ends of two antiparallel MTs that it crosslinks [Kapitein05,
Kapitein08]. This finding was consistent with the 20-year-old dogma that kinesin homologs which carry their catalytic domains at the N-terminus are plus-end directed
[Dagenbach04].
The majority of the members of the kinesin superfamily are plus-end directed.
Minus-end motion was seen only for the structurally distinct kinesin-14 family members which carry the catalytic domain at their C-terminus [Castro00, McDonald90,
Walker90]. Being non-processive, these motors produce isolated power strokes and
can only produce persistent motion in ensembles. Surprisingly, the S. cerevisiae
kinesin-5 Cin8 was recently found to move processively in the minus-end direction
of MTs in single-molecule fluorescence motility assays under close-to-physiological
conditions [Roostalu11, Gerson-Gurwitz11]. Cin8 was shown to switch directionality
to plus-end directed motility in several experimental circumstances: in multi-motor
MT gliding assays [Roostalu11, Gheber99], under low-ionic-strength conditions, and
when bound between two antiparallel MTs [Roostalu11, Gerson-Gurwitz11]. Two
possible mechanisms for this switch have been suggested: one is that single molecules
of Cin8 can move only toward the minus end of MTs and that coupling between
two or more motors triggers the plus-end directed switch [Roostalu11]; the second
possibility is that the ability to switch directionality is contained within a single
motor itself and that interaction between Cin8 and MTs can trigger the switch
[Gerson-Gurwitz11]. Several lines of evidence support the second mechanism.
The central evidence for a motor-intrinsic switching mechanism is that individual Cin8 molecules can switch to plus-end directed motility under low-ionic-strength
conditions [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. In our in-vitro single-molecule fluorescence experiments [Gerson-Gurwitz11], low total ionic strength below ≥ 0.13 M (an unphysiological environment) induced plus-end-directed and high ionic strength promoted
minus-end-directed motion of Cin8. In view of the controversy about the mechanism of the directionality switch, it is crucial to prove that, indeed, individual Cin8
molecules move toward the plus ends of MTs and that observed fluorescent traces
do not originate from small clusters of motors acting collectively. To address this
point, we followed the photo-bleaching of fluorescent Cin8-GFP tetramers, purified
from S. cerevisiae cells, while they moved on polarity-marked MTs under low-ionicstrength conditions. Experiments are described in detail in Gerson-Gurwitz et al.
[Gerson-Gurwitz11] and additional data is presented here (Fig. 3.1).
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Fig. 3.1: In low-ionic-strength conditions, single Cin8 motors move toward the plus end
of MTs. (A) Kymographs of Cin8 moving away from the brightly labeled seed marking
the minus end (-) toward the plus end (+) of the MT. Kymograph in the right bottom
panel was captured in MB-30; the other two in MB-0 (exact buffer compositions are given
below). Scale bars: horizontal: 10 sec; vertical: 3 µm. (B) Exemplary intensity traces of
two motors landing on a MT and moving to the MT plus end (black and red) and of a
motor landing on a MT and remaining immobile (green). The traces of the moving motors
correspond to the two events shown in the left panel of (A). (C) Histogram of fluorescence
intensities before and after final bleaching steps of immobile motors, summed from a 800
nm ◊ 800 nm square of camera pixels containing the image of the motor (Number of traces
/motors: 8). A sum of two Gaussians was fitted to the histogram. The first narrower peak
corresponds to the background [compare also to (B)]. The broader second peak represents
the intensity of a single GFP. (D) Histogram of initial intensities of Cin8 molecules right
after landing, measured in the same arbitrary units as in (C). The intensity of the first 3
frames (1.5 sec) after landing was averaged for both moving and immobile motors. The
histogram has a maximum at 4 times the intensity of a single GFP [compare with (C)].

Materials and Methods: Single-molecule fluorescence assays were performed as described in detail in Gerson-Gurwitz
et al. [Gerson-Gurwitz11] In short, the custom-built total-internal-reflection-fluorescence (TIRF) microscope consisted of a 473 nm laser (Viasho, USA) for excitation, a 100◊ objective (SFluor, NA 1.49, oil, Nikon, USA) and
a CCD camera (Cascade 512B, Roper Scientific, USA) for detection. To observe several colors simultaneously,
the fluorescence emission signal was split by dichroic mirrors and directed to separate areas on the CCD camera.
Fluorescently Cin8-TEV-GFP-6HIS was overexpressed in S. cerevisiae and affinity purified using the his-tag and
a Ni-NTA affinity column (Invitrogen, USA). The low-salt buffers for the motility assays were composed as follows: MB-0: 50 mM Tris/HCl, 30 mM PIPES/KOH, pH 7.2, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 10 % glycerol, 1 mM
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 1 mM dithiothreitol. MB-30: the same as MB-0 but with 30 mM added NaCl.
MTs were polymerized from tissue-purified porcine tubulin, essentially as described before [Lakämper10], but with
Atto-488 (Atto-Tec GmbH, Siegen, Germany) labeled seeds that also fluoresce in the green and in that way mark
the minus end of the MTs [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. Kymographs were generated and analyzed with a custom-written
LabView (National Instruments, USA) routine. The fluorescence intensity emitted by single proteins was summed
over an area of 5 ◊ 5 camera pixels, corresponding to an area of 800 nm ◊ 800 nm in the specimen plane and was
analyzed with ImageJ software (NIH, USA). Histograms and fits were done with OriginPro software (OriginLab
Corporation, USA).
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Two buffer conditions were examined: motility buffer (MB) with 30 mM NaCl added
(ionic strength 0.132 M) and MB with no added NaCl (ionic strength 0.102 M). We
have previously shown that under these conditions, Cin8 moves toward the plus
end of MTs for ≥ 60 % and ≥ 70 % of the time, respectively [Gerson-Gurwitz11].
To count the number of GFP fluorophores on each moving motor or (possibly)
motor aggregate, we measured the intensity of several single spots in a given video
recording, both for spots appearing during the recording (i.e., landing from the bulk
on the MT) and then moving to the plus end of the MT, and for spots appearing
and remaining stationary on the MT during the recording. To obtain a scale for
the intensity, i.e., to determine the intensity of a single GFP, intensities before and
after the final bleaching step of immobile motors were analyzed (Fig. 3.1 C). The
measured intensity distribution was fitted with a sum of two Gaussians, resulting in
a value for the background and a value for the intensity of a single GFP. We then
measured the distribution of the initial fluorescence intensities right after landing for
both moving and immobile motors. Intensities in a fixed area were averaged for the
first 3 frames (1.5 sec) right after landing (Fig. 3.1 D), during which time the motors
moved much less than the size of the chosen area around the spots. Comparison
of initial intensities to monomer intensities confirms that both, the motors moving
to the plus end of MTs and the stationary motors were tetramers. Furthermore,
some of the bleaching traces of Cin8 molecules that moved toward the plus ends of
MTs showed 4 consecutive bleaching steps (Fig. 3.1 B), indicating again that these
molecules were tetramers with four GFP molecules. These results demonstrate
that, under low-ionic-strength conditions, individual Cin8 molecules can move in
the plus-end direction on MTs. While coupling between multiple motors could be
an additional mechanism for switching, our results provide support for the existence
of the motor-intrinsic switch model.
Since ionic strength generally modulates electrostatic interactions, the unphysiologically low-ionic-strength conditions might mimic the effects of phosphorylation
or binding of accessory proteins or of binding geometry to the MTs. A qualitatively
similar ionic-strength effect has been reported in the context of cargo regulation
of other kinesins [Kapitein08, Seiler00, Hackney09]. Binding of a cargo vesicle to
kinesin-1 or of a second MT to kinesin-5 Eg5 activates these motors, but this activation also occurs spontaneously (i.e., without cargo) at low ionic strength in
both cases. Tail-head interaction is mediating this regulation in both cases. It is
thus tempting to speculate that for Cin8, cargo regulation is also the physiological
switch mechanism. In the case of Cin8, a mechanism detecting the binding of a
second MT might not just turn the motor on or off, but lead to the observed switching of directionality. Consistent with this hypothesis, we observed plus-end directed
antiparallel sliding of MTs by Cin8 when they entered the overlap zone between
antiparallel MTs under high-ionic-strength conditions, while motors on single MTs
in the same sample were still minus-end directed [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. Similarly, it
has been previously demonstrated that, while the vertebrate Eg5 does neither bind
to nor move on single MTs under high-ionic-strength conditions, binding between
two antiparallel MTs activates MT sliding, driven by plus-end directed Eg5 motility [Kapitein08]. A similar activation effect might also occur in multi-motor MT
surface-gliding assays, in which surface-attached Cin8 was also demonstrated to be
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plus-end directed [Gheber99]. In MT sliding assays, Cin8 obviously exerts force in
the plus-end direction which is reflected in the relative sliding of the MTs, but individual motors between the coupled MTs move on rather erratic tracks such that
clear plus-end-directed periods cannot be detected [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. Cin8 behaves very differently in single-molecule fluorescence experiments between parallel
MTs. For the most part, motors continue minus-end motion, apparently not interacting with the second MT [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. The capability to distinguish
relative orientation of bound MTs is consistent with the reported preference of
Drosophila kinesin-5 Klp61f for bundling antiparallel MTs [Kapitein08]. For this
kinesin-5, a preferred orientation was due to the ATP independent binding sites in
the C-terminal tails of the molecules. A similar binding mechanism appears to also
exist for Cin8 because full-length Cin8 diffusively slides along MTs in ADP buffer
[Gerson-Gurwitz11]. For Xenopus laevis kinesin-5 Eg5 it was found that all MT
binding sites in the C-terminal tails were necessary for motor engagement between
MTs [Weinger11]. It still remains unclear exactly why and how low ionic strength
mimics cargo binding. Taking into account the fact that MT attachment of the two
pairs of motor domains triggers plus-end directed motility (Fig. 3.2 A), a speculative possibility is that under low-ionic-strength conditions, Cin8 can flex in such a
way that the two pairs of catalytic domains interact with the same MT (Fig. 3.2 B)
and thus trigger plus-end directed motility. Alternatively, low-ionic-strength conditions could modify tail-head interactions as in kinesin-1 to trigger plusend directed
motility.
One further piece of evidence in favor of a motor-intrinsic mechanism for directional switching is the regulatory influence of the 99 amino acid insert in loop
8 of the Cin8 motor domain, deletion of which does not abolish the switch of directionality, but shifts the switch to lower ionic strength [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. The
mechanism by which phosphorylation in the catalytic domain of Cin8 regulates
its in-vivo function is likely to include the modulation of interactions with the
midzone-organizing protein Ase1 [Avunie-Masala11, Khmelinskii09], or with kinetochore proteins. The fact that a deletion construct (Cin8D99) and a loop 8 Cdk1
phosphorylation-deficient construct (Cin8-2A) exhibit reduced motility toward the
midzone in vivo [Gerson-Gurwitz11], suggests that one of the roles of Cin8 phosphorylation in the 99aa insert is to mediate the switch to plus-end directed motility
of Cin8 on the mitotic spindle.
The question remains how its exceptional motile properties aid Cin8 in performing its roles in mitosis. One can speculate on the basis of the localization of Cin8
in the various stages of mitosis. The ionic strength in S. cerevisiae cells is ≥ 300
mM salt [Olz93, Eunen10]. At this ionic strength, Cin8 is minus-end directed in
vitro [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. Before spindle elongation in anaphase, Cin8 is known to
be involved in the positioning of the chromosome kinetochores near the spindle pole
bodies [Tytell06, Gardner08a, Wargacki10]. Cin8 could function at that stage by
crosslinking of kinetochore MTs (kMTs) [Tytell06] and by aiding the disassembly of
long kMTs [Gardner08b]. Since in S. cerevisiae cells each kinetochore is attached
to the plus end of a single MT, motion of Cin8 in the minus-end direction of the
kMTs might be a part of kinetochore positioning. Cin8 also shows plus-end directed
motility in vivo in anaphase spindles [Gerson-Gurwitz11], even on single MTs or
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Fig. 3.2: Proposed model for the directionality switch of Cin8. A microtubule is sketched
in light blue, with plus and minus end indicated; Cin8 is shown in green; catalytic motor
domain and coiled-coil regions are indicated in the legend. Arrows indicate the direction
of movement of Cin8 on the MT to which it is attached. (A) On a single MT, in highionic-strength conditions, Cin8 is minus-end directed. Binding between two antiparallel
MTs activates Cin8 to move in the plus-end direction of the MTs, causing their antiparallel
sliding. (B) Under low-ionic-strength conditions on a single MT, a modified interaction
between tails and catalytic domains or flexing of the whole tetramer triggers Cin8 to move
in the plus-end direction of the MT. If the tetramer can flex enough, plus-end directed
motility of single molecules of Cin8 could be triggered by binding of the two heads of Cin8
to the same MT.

on parallel MT bundles, which implies a further mode of regulation not seen in
the in-vitro experiments. Regulated bi-directional motility might be important to
distribute Cin8 motors between the different locations where they are known to
accumulate, i.e., near the spindle poles and in the midzone.
In summary, Cin8 has rather unexpectedly extended the spectrum of known
kinesin capabilities. It is the first known kinesin that is truly bi-directional and
processive in both directions. Found in a low eukaryote, this function might have
evolved early and might have been lost in higher eukaryotes. The exact molecular
mechanism remains to be clarified, but seems likely to be related to cargo switching
known for other kinesins. Our results indicate a role of electrostatic interactions and
possibly phosphorylation, and, most importantly, binding geometry between pairs
of MTs.

The effect of monastrol on the processive
motility of a dimeric kinesin-5 head/
kinesin-1 stalk chimera
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In this work I participated in the purification of the truncated mutant of Eg5Kin,
the dimeric Eg5Kin-511. Multi-motor gliding assays (MMGA) with Eg5Kin, Eg5Kin511 and monomeric Eg5-369 were done by me. With MMGA I also performed ATPdilution measurements on Eg5Kin and Eg5Kin-511 as well as monastrol-dilution
measurements on Eg5Kin-511. Additionally I performed ATPase measurements on
Eg5Kin and Eg5Kin-511. I carried out single-molecule fluorescence (SMF) experiments on Eg5Kin and Eg5Kin-511. With SMF I also performed intensity-control
measurements on Eg5Kin and Eg5Kin-511 as well as controls on Eg5Kin using a
monastrol derivate. Finally I contributed figures and text to the paper.

Abstract

4.1

Controlled activity of several kinesin motors is required for the proper assembly of
the mitotic spindle. Eg5, a homotetrameric bipolar kinesin-5 from Xenopus laevis,
can cross-link and slide anti-parallel microtubules apart by a motility mechanism
comprising diffusional and directional modes. How this mechanism is regulated,
possibly by the tail domains of the opposing motors, is poorly understood. In order to explore the basic unregulated kinesin-5 motor activity, we generated a stably
dimeric kinesin-5 construct, Eg5Kin, consisting of the motor domain and neck linker
of Eg5 and the neck coiled coil of Drosophila melanogaster kinesin-1 (DmKHC). In
single-molecule motility assays, we found this chimera to be highly processive. In
addition, we studied the effect of the kinesin-5-specific inhibitor monastrol using
single-molecule fluorescence assays. We found that monastrol reduced the length
of processive runs, but strikingly did not affect velocity. Quantitative analysis of
monastrol dose dependence suggests that two bound monastrol molecules are required to be bound to an Eg5Kin dimer to terminate a run.
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Introduction

4.2

The vertebrate kinesin-5 Eg5 is a homotetrameric motor protein required for proper
separation of the poles of the bipolar mitotic spindle during cell division [Enos90,
Le Guellec91, Mayer99]. The Drosophila melanogaster homolog (Klp61F) of Eg5
was found to be an extended molecule approximately 80 nm long, with two motor
domains at each end of a central stalk [Kashina96]. It has been demonstrated in invitro microtubule sliding assays that Eg5 can crosslink microtubules and slide antiparallel microtubules apart [Kapitein05], consistent with the structure and in-vivo
function of Eg5. Single-molecule fluorescence experiments using green fluorescent
protein (GFP)-tagged Eg5 tetramers have shown that Eg5 motility is surprisingly
complex: Depending on buffer conditions, single Eg5 motors show a mixture of diffusive and ATP-dependent directional motility modes along single microtubules while
staying attached for several tens of seconds [Kwok06, Kapitein08]. When Eg5 crosslinks two microtubules, diffusive motility is suppressed, and directional motility is
favored [Kapitein08]. In optical trapping experiments with Eg5 tetramers, processive
stepping was observed, but motors detached from the microtubules at a comparatively low force (≥ 1.6 pN) [Korneev07], suggesting a force-sensing mechanism that
is not seen in kinesin-1 motors. This sensitivity may, in some way, be caused by interaction with the opposing dimer, because truncated dimeric constructs of human
Eg5 (HsEg513His) could withstand higher forces in an optical trap assay. Their
processivity was low, however, with only six to eight steps per run [Valentine06],
in agreement with single-molecule fluorescence experiments on comparable Xenopus
constructs [Kapitein08].
There is evidence that the additional microtubule binding site mediating diffusive interactions of Eg5 is located in parts that are missing in truncations, namely,
in the conserved BimC box or the tail [Kashina96, Kashina97]. This conclusion
is supported by the ability of tetrameric headless constructs of the Drosophila
kinesin-5 homolog Klp61F to cross-link microtubules [Tao06]. Furthermore, the
single-molecule and multiple-molecule velocities of the chimeric constructs, as well
as the single-molecule velocity of HsEg5-513 measured in trapping experiments (≥
95 nm/s) [Valentine06], are ≥ 4 - 8 times higher than that of the full-length motor
[Kapitein05, Kwok06, Korneev07]. Such a discrepancy is actually expected, given
the observation that the motility of the full-length motor consists of an alternation of
directional and diffusive periods [Kwok06], where the diffusive periods are supported
by additional MT binding by the tail and where switching to directional motility
appears to be regulated by microtubule binding on the opposite end [Kapitein08]. In
earlier single-molecule fluorescence experiments [Kwok06, Kapitein08] the processive
motor speed between diffusive periods could not be quantified, since switching between the two states was rapid and could not be resolved. Rapid switching indicates
short directional episodes, again consistent with the finding of moderate processivity
for the dimeric Eg5 constructs [Valentine06, Crevel97].
A recent study claims, on the basis of microtubule gliding experiments with
Eg5 homodimers, monomers, and Eg5-kinesin-1 heterodimers, that kinesin-5 motors
move predominantly nonprocessively [Kaseda08]. It has remained unclear whether
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the limited processivity of truncated dimers is (i) an intrinsic property of the motor
domains of Eg5, (ii) a consequence of the two coiled-coil domains of the opposing
dimer that are lacking, or (iii) a consequence of the absence of the C-terminal tail
domains [Kashina97] that, in the tetramer, are in close proximity to the motor
domains and might affect processive motility.
We have here constructed a stably dimeric chimeric motor to study the intrinsic
capabilities of the Eg5 motor domains and to address the role of coil and tail domains.
The chimera consisted of the main force-generating parts of Eg5 - motor domain and
neck linker - fused to the neck coiled coil of Drosophila kinesin-1, ensuring stable
dimerization. The chimera lacks the opposing pair of motor domains, as well as
the tail domains that were found to be responsible for diffusive motion in Klp61F
[Wildenberg08]. We hypothesized this chimera to be processive without diffusional
episodes. Important questions were would the chimera be more processive than
truncated dimeric constructs, how much load could it support and how fast would
it move?
A further characteristic feature of wild-type Eg5 is that it can be inhibited specifically by the small molecule monastrol [Mayer99]. In cells, monastrol causes spindle collapse and cell cycle arrest [Mayer99], while in in-vitro microtubule gliding
assays, monastrol inhibits microtubule motility. Both effects are due to a so far
poorly understood allosteric mechanism, since the binding site of monastrol overlaps neither with the microtubule binding site nor with the nucleotide binding site
[Maliga02, Krzysiak06]. A recent cryo-electron microscopy study of the motor domain of Drosophila Klp61F (residues 1 - 368) suggests that the uniquely extended
loop 5 plays an important role in the monastrol-induced transition to a diffusive
state and in the inhibition of motility [Bodey09, Crevel04a]. In single-molecule
fluorescence experiments, the interaction times of single Eg5 homotetramers with
microtubules were shown to be shorter in the presence of monastrol. In addition,
the motility was less directional and more diffusive [Kwok06] (i.e., average velocity
decreased in a dose-dependent manner). An important question that could not be
answered in those tetramer assays is: Does the processive velocity of Eg5 decrease
in the presence of monastrol, or does the probability to switch to the diffusive state
increase? Kinetic experiments [Cochran05] showed that monastrol slows the ADP
release rate of monomeric Eg5 truncations both in the absence and in the presence
of microtubules. Whether the same effect would occur in the dimer context and
whether this would lead to a lower processive velocity or to release from the microtubule remained open. These questions can be directly addressed with our chimera,
where opposing tail interactions do not complicate the situation [Korneev07].

Results and Discussion

4.3

Our first goal was to create a stable dimeric Eg5. A shortened Eg5, containing about
half the stalk, is thought to preferentially form dimers; however, unfortunately, these
dimers appear to be rather unstable in the absence of the opposing stalk. This
may be due to the fact that the full-length motor has evolved a strong preference
for tetramer assembly, for which it may help to not get stuck in a stable dimer
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conformation [Kapitein08]. Similar problems with other motors have been successfully addressed by the use of chimeric constructs [Adio09, Tomishige02, Okada99,
Kalchishkova08]. We therefore constructed a chimeric motor (Eg5Kin) by replacing
the motor domain and the neck linker of Drosophila melanogaster kinesin-1, which
is known to form stable dimers (residues 1 - 343 from pPK113, a kind gift from
W. O. Hancock), with the corresponding domains of Xenopus laevis Eg5 (residues
1 - 369). We used the full-length chimera and also a truncated version (at residue
421 using the Drosophila numbering) that was tagged with GFP at the C-terminus
(Eg5Kin-GFP). All constructs were expressed in Escherichia coli and purified using
a C-terminal His tag (Fig. 4.1).
To test the motility of the chimeric motor protein, we performed surface-gliding
assays. We found that Eg5Kin motors bound readily to glass surfaces and moved
microtubules with a velocity of 95 ± 10 nm/s (N = 52; BRB80 buffer; Supplementary Video B.3.1). Truncated Eg5Kin-GFP motors moved microtubules with a
comparable velocity of 88 ± 8 nm/s (N = 45). At very low Eg5Kin motor concentrations, we observed pivoting of microtubules around a single point of attachment,
while movement relative to this point occurred at a velocity of 92 ± 15 nm/s (N=10;
Supplementary Video B.3.2). This behavior is characteristic of processive motility
and gives qualitative evidence that Eg5Kin is a processive motor [Howard89].
To further explore the motility and force generation capabilities of Eg5Kin, we
performed optical-trapping experiments with single Eg5Kin-GFP motors attached
to silica beads with a diameter of 1 µm. We observed that single motors displaced
the beads processively at a somewhat lower average velocity (56 ± 10 nm/s; N =
28; Fig. 4.2 a; Supplementary Video B.3.3) than seen in the surface-gliding assays.
As this difference might have been due to the use of a buffer containing only 12 mM
Pipes instead of the standard BRB80 buffer, we performed the same experiments in
BRB80 with similar results (63 ± 2 nm/s; N = 93). We also observed short periods
of backward slipping, similar to what has been reported before for truncated Eg5
dimers [Valentine06]. The motors detached from the microtubules when reaching a
force of 4.6 ± 0.1 pN (N = 27), on average, for 12 mM Pipes (Fig. 4.2 b) and a force
of 4.4 ± 0.1 pN (N = 93) for BRB80, substantially higher than the maximal force
reported for full-length Eg5 motors (≥ 1.6 pN) [Korneev07]. A remarkable difference
from the behavior of kinesin-1 is that our kinesin-5 chimera detached mostly without
noticeable prior stalling [Korneev07, Visscher99].
In order to determine the number of processive steps that Eg5Kin takes in the
absence of an opposing force, we performed single-molecule motility assays with
Eg5Kin-GFP using fluorescence microscopy [Kapitein05]. We observed that single
fluorescent spots moved unidirectionally at a speed of 96 ± 0.3 nm/s along microtubules (N = 82; BRB80 buffer; Fig. 4.3 a and b; Supplementary Video B.3.4),
consistent with the results from optical-trapping and surface-gliding assays. In contrast to full-length Eg5 [Kwok06, Kapitein08], there was no evidence of diffusive
periods during motility. Both surface-immobilized and moving spots photobleached
in, at most, two consecutive steps (Fig. 4.3 a; Supplementary Fig. B.1), confirming that the observed spots were indeed single dimeric Eg5Kin-GFP motors. Single
motors interacted for, on average, 19.1 ± 3.5 s with the microtubules (Fig. 4.3 c),
while moving 1.8 ± 0.3 µm on average, corresponding to ≥ 230 steps of 8 nm.
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Fig. 4.1: Motor constructs. Constructs were generated by taking advantage of the basic structural organization shared by kinesin-1 (here DmKHC) and kinesin-5 (here Eg5)
family members. (a) The motor domain consists of globular head and neck linker in both
wild-type motors. Within the extended stalk, there are flexible (hinge and kink) and rigid
coiled-coil regions (neck coiled coil; stalks 1 and 2) in kinesin-1, which are not obvious
in kinesin-5 motors [Hildebrandt06]. The small globular tail domain of Eg5 contains the
BimC box. (b) Details of the junction between the Eg5 motor domain and the DmKHC
neck coiled coil: The numbering refers to the amino acid numbering in the respective
wild-type motor sequences as indicated in gray. Methods: Eg5Kin was constructed from
pPK113 (pET5a-DmKHC-His) [Coy99a] and pBK006 (Eg5-GFP) [Kwok06] using a nested
PCR approach to extend the sequence of the Eg5 motor domain (residues 1 - 369) with
the DmKHC residues starting at residue 345 towards an existing HindIII restriction site
in pPK113. The DmKHC motor domain in pPK113 was subsequently replaced using
NdeI and HindIII. The shortened GFP-tagged Eg5Kin-GFP was truncated at residues
corresponding to DmKHC421, using PCR primers providing an AscI-XmaI site upstream
of a stop codon. The full-length DmKHC in pPK113 was replaced with this truncated
DmKHC421 using NdeI and NotI. A GFP-6His cassette flanked by AscI and XmaI was generated in pT7-7 for insertion downstream of the truncated Eg5Kin construct in pPK113.
Integrity was confirmed by sequencing. Expression and purification were performed as
previously described in Coy et al. [Coy99a] (for a more detailed description of materials
and methods, see section 4.4).
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Fig. 4.2: Single-molecule force
measurements in an optical trap.
(a) Displacement of a 1-µm silica
bead driven by a single Eg5Kin
motor, showing multiple excursions
from the center of the trap and detachment without stalling plateaus
(average initial velocity of 56 ± 10
nm/s; N = 28). (b) Histogram
of the detachment forces of single Eg5Kin motors (average detachment force of 4.6 ± 0.1 pN; N =
27). Motility assays: Experiments
were essentially performed as previously described by Korneev et al.
[Korneev07] for single-molecule optical trapping assays, by Lakamper and Meyhofer [Lakämper05] for
surface-gliding assays, and by Kwok
et al. [Kwok06] and Kapitein et al.
[Kapitein08] for single-molecule fluorescence assays. Details are presented in the Materials and Methodes (section 4.4).

These results demonstrate that the processive motility of our Eg5Kin chimeras
is similar to that reported for truncated dimers in terms of both speed (≥ 95 nm/s)
and force (≥ 5 pN) [Kapitein08, Valentine06]. The run length of the chimeras was,
however, substantially longer (230 steps instead of 6 - 8 steps) than that of truncated
dimers [Valentine06]. The processive movement of single Eg5Kin dimers proves that
the Eg5 motor domains are intrinsically capable of extended processive motility.
The increased run length of Eg5Kin, as compared to HsEg5-513, is consistent with
two studies recently published by Kalchishkova and Bohm [Kalchishkova08] and
Muthukrishnan et al. [Muthukrishnan09] and with a biochemical study by Hackney
et al. [Hackney03]. In the first study, in which a human kinesin-5 motor domain,
including its neck linker, was fused to a human neuronal kinesin-1 (construct EK(neck)) [Kalchishkova08], the authors observed an increase in speed as compared to
a presumably dimeric truncation of human kinesin-5. Processivity was not assessed.
The latter two studies show that extending the neck linker (in Muthukrishnan et
al. [Muthukrishnan09] by three homologous aa from kinesin-2) leads to a decrease
in the processive motility of kinesin-1. In our construct, we deliberately chose the
fusion sites to be homologous to the site in kinesin-1 that is commonly regarded as
the location of the transition from neck linker to neck coiled coil.
One possible structural explanation for the increased processivity of Eg5Kin
might be enhanced gating, as compared to kinesin-5 dimers, due to the decreased
neck-linker length of Eg5Kin (Eg5Kin and kinesin-1: 14 aa; kinesin-5: 18 aa)
[Muthukrishnan09]. The notion that gating is a major factor in determining proces-
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Fig. 4.3: Processivity assays of Eg5Kin-GFP using single-molecule fluorescence. (a) Kymograph of single Eg5Kin-GFP dimers moving on a surface-adsorbed microtubule. Arrows
mark incremental bleaching events of moving spots (bleaching data, see Supplementary
Fig. B.1). Horizontal scale bar represents 50 s; vertical scale bar represents 3 µm. (b) Distribution of the speeds of individual Eg5Kin-GFP motors moving unidirectionally along
a microtubule. Gaussian fit results in an average speed of 96 ± 0.3 nm/s (N = 82). (c)
Histogram of association times exponentially fitted, excluding times below 10 s: average
association time of 19.1 ± 3.5 s, equivalent to a distance of 1.8 ± 0.3 µm or 230 steps of
8 nm.

sivity is supported by Eg5 dimer trapping experiments in which moderate hindering
loads rescue processivity at limiting ATP concentrations [Valentine09]. Our observation of processivity thus suggests that the neck linker of Eg5Kin is of appropriate
length to allow effective head-to-head communication.
It has been hypothesized that charge patterns in the neck coiled coil enhance
processivity [Romberg98, Thorn00]. We think that this explanation is not likely to
apply to the increased processivity we observed here because results with less charged
Neurospora kinesin-1 and with microtubules without the negatively charged E-hook
removed have ruled out the charge model for extended processivity [Lakämper05,
Skiniotis04].
It is intriguing that the motors typically detach before they stall. The relatively
high velocity at the point of detachment makes sense, since the detachment forces of
4 - 5 pN are only about 60 % of typical kinesin-1 stall forces. This peculiar behavior
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of Eg5, however, demonstrates that there must be a structural feature of the Eg5
head and neck linker that creates force sensitivity. Understanding this mechanism
needs further study.
In a further set of experiments, we focused on the inhibition of Eg5Kin motility by
monastrol. First, we performed surface-gliding assays at high motor concentrations
in the presence of monastrol. Unexpectedly, microtubule motion driven by Eg5Kin
motors was not affected by monastrol at concentrations of up to 200 µM, and velocity
remained constant at about 95 nm/s (Fig. 4.4 a). At monastrol concentrations above
250 µM, motility ceased altogether. This finding is consistent with an all-or-nothing
mode of operation of monastrol in the collective mode of motion of a microtubule by
many surface-attached motors. Assuming that the motors inhibited by monastrol do
impose only a very low friction upon the gliding microtubule, as has been suggested
in the literature [Crevel04a], one would - in a situation where many processive motors
drive one microtubule - expect full-speed motility to continue until the last of the
interacting motors is inhibited.
In order to discover how monastrol affects the processive motility of individual
Eg5Kin motors, we performed single-molecule fluorescence assays in the presence
of increasing monastrol concentrations. Individual Eg5Kin motors moved unidirectionally, without any diffusive interruptions, even at monastrol concentrations of
100 µM (Fig. 4.4 b). Just like in the surface-gliding assays, the velocity was not
measurably affected by monastrol (Fig. 4.4 a and b). We did, however, observe a
monastrol-dependent reduction of the processive run length (Fig. 4.4 b and c; see
also Supplementary Fig. B.2). In other words, monastrol led to an increase in the
rate of motor detachment or a decrease in run durations. Since there are two binding sites for monastrol on a motor dimer, one might have expected an intermediate
or perturbed motility mode with just one monastrol bound. In fact, we do not see
any change in speed or motile properties during processive runs before detachment.
There are three possible explanations for this finding: (i) run termination is caused
already by the binding of one monastrol to a dimer, or (ii) one monastrol bound
has no effect and termination is only triggered by the binding of a second monastrol
molecule, or (iii) binding of monastrol is strongly cooperative such that binding of
one monastrol is so rapidly followed by binding of a second monastrol and release
that intermediate behavior cannot be observed. The functional form of the concentration dependence of the motor detachment rate (inverse association time) can help
to distinguish (i) from (ii) and (iii). Our data can be fitted significantly better with
a parabolic than with a linear concentration dependence (Fig. 4.4 c). Assuming that
the law of mass action applies to the binding of monastrol to the motor heads, this
suggests that a processive run terminates only when both binding sites are occupied
by monastrol. This rules out possibility (i). Assuming then that two monastrols,
one on each motor head, are fatal for motility, it is hard to imagine that binding of
one monastrol to one head would not have an effect on dimer motility. This notion
is supported by the fact that a monastrol-induced decrease in motor velocity has
been observed in other studies of collective motility using monomeric Eg5 constructs
and in heterodimeric constructs with one Eg5 motor domain [Kaseda08].
To repeat this control, we generated a set of truncated monomeric Eg5-369(GFP)His and dimeric Eg5-511(GFP)His constructs and performed surface-gliding assays
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Fig. 4.4: Inhibition of Eg5Kin-GFP motility by monastrol. (a) Velocities observed in
Eg5Kin multimotor surface-gliding assays (filled squares, gray line) and in single-molecule
fluorescence processivity assays with Eg5Kin-GFP (open triangles, black) as a function of
monastrol concentration. Surface-gliding velocities were unaffected up to 200 µM monastrol, with an IC50 of 240 µM. Single-molecule velocities remained unchanged within the
observed concentration range. (b) Kymographs of Eg5Kin-GFP in the presence of increasing monastrol concentrations. Kymographs for all other monastrol concentrations
are presented in Supplementary Fig. B.2. Motor velocity (i.e., the slope of the lines) did
not change with increasing monastrol concentration (see also Fig. 4.3 a), while the lengths
of interactions decreased. Horizontal scale bar represents 100 s; vertical scale bar represents 5 µm. (c) Detachment rates of Eg5Kin-GFP (open circles) as a function of monastrol
concentration. Lines: Linear and parabolic fits of the data: kdet = k0 + const(cmon )n ,
where kdet is the inverse of the measured run duration at a certain monastrol concentration, and k0 is the rate at zero monastrol concentration. Gray dotted line: n = 1, linear
fit with offset. Continuous black line: n = 2, parabolic fit with offset; concentration rate
for doubling: C2 = 6.3 ± 0.4 µM monastrol. Data deviate from the parabolic fit at high
monastrol concentrations because only events visible for two consecutive 0.5-s frames (i.e.,
lasting longer than 1 s) were counted, leading to an apparent saturation at a rate of ≥
1 s≠1 . Fit results for n = 2 were k0 = 0.044 ± 0.002 s≠1 and const = 0.001 ± 0.0001
µM≠1 s≠1 .
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in the presence of increasing concentrations of monastrol (Supplementary Fig. B.3).
For dimeric Eg5 constructs, we observed an overall surface-gliding speed lower than
that for Eg5Kin, but a similar inhibitory effect: Above a threshold, microtubule
velocity dropped by ≥ 90 %. Monomeric Eg5 constructs produced microtubule
velocities (46 ± 13 nm/s) similar to those of dimeric constructs (42 ± 8 nm/s; Supplementary Tab. B.1) in surface-gliding assays. The remarkable result was that
addition of increasing concentrations of monastrol reduced the average monomer
gliding speed only by ≥ 40 %, even at micromolar saturating concentrations of
monastrol. The inhibition also progressed more gradually than that of dimeric
Eg5, without a strong thresholding effect. The monomer data suggest that individual motor domains remain motile even at high monastrol concentration, which
could mean that binding of monastrol to isolated monomers is weak (i.e., rapidly
reversible). The comparison between the surface gliding experiments of Eg5-369,
Eg5-511, and Eg5Kin thus demonstrates that dimerization strongly increases sensitivity to monastrol inhibition, both in terms of strength of inhibition and in terms
of a more pronounced threshold behavior. This observation strongly suggests that
binding of monastrol to a dimeric Eg5 is cooperative.
It is still difficult, though, to strictly distinguish between scenarios (ii) and (iii)
for motor inhibition by monastrol. Since the effect on isolated monomers is weak,
binding of one monastrol to a dimer might create an effect that is hidden in experimental uncertainty. Nevertheless, it appears very likely that monastrol can only
terminate a processive run when two monastrol molecules are bound to an Eg5Kin
dimer.
Bulk kinetic experiments have been mostly performed with Eg5 monomers with
and without added microtubules. One cannot expect monastrol binding and unbinding rates to be equal in the case of processive dimers. A comparison is still
informative. Luo et al. measured the on-rates of monastrol to ADP and AMP-PNP
heads of monomeric Eg5 to be 0.15 µM≠1 s≠1 and 0.97 µM≠1 s≠1 , respectively, in
the presence of microtubules [Luo04]. Assuming for a moment that one monastrol
would terminate a processive run of an Eg5 dimer, we can estimate the corresponding
monastrol on-rate from the observed Eg5 run durations. At a monastrol concentration of 12.5 µM, we observe an average duration of 5 s corresponding to an on-rate
of ≥ 0.2 s≠1 , which is distinctly lower than ≥ 12.5 s≠1 from monomer kinetics even in
the slow ADP state. This effect is more pronounced at lower monastrol concentrations. At 1 µM monastrol, the average run duration was 20 s, corresponding to an
on-rate of ≥ 0.05 ≠1 , compared to ≥ 1 s≠1 from monomer kinetics. This comparison
supports our conclusions that dimerization of the motor domain affects monastrol
binding kinetics, and that it needs two (cooperatively binding) monastrols to terminate a run. Unfortunately, there are no published kinetic data that can be directly
compared.
In summary, first, kinetic experiments suggest that monomeric Eg5 constructs
bind monastrol on the timescale of our observed dimer run durations. Second, surface gliding of microtubules driven by monomers is measurably slowed by monastrol.
Third, velocities do not vary with increasing monastrol in our single-molecule dimer
records. In the light of these findings, we are led to conclude that scenario (iii)
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applies and that binding of one monastrol to one head of a dimer is inhibited by a
genuinely cooperative mechanism.
Such cooperativity would, at first glance, be easiest to explain if the two heads
interacted directly, possibly through a structural element that is affected by monastrol binding, most likely loop 5 on the kinesin back [Bodey09]. It is tempting to
speculate that this might occur in a back-to-back conformation of the heads, which
could be stabilized by monastrol and thereby block the motor from performing a
next step.
The detachment rate-doubling concentration C2 (6.3 µM) that we measured
for single Eg5Kin-GFP dimers appears, at first glance, to be inconsistent with the
monastrol concentration of ≥ 250 µM at which surface gliding was inhibited (Fig. 4.4
c). These values can, however (as already discussed above), easily be reconciled if one
bears in mind that, in a surface-gliding assay, a microtubule interacts simultaneously
with more than one motor. In such a situation, the effect of the reduced interaction
time (while speed is constant) of the individual motors would only manifest itself at a
monastrol concentration at which interaction periods cease to overlap. Furthermore,
the observation that the gliding velocity did not decrease with increasing monastrol
up to a concentration where binding and gliding stopped altogether is fully consistent
with the finding that individual motor velocity did not change with addition of
monastrol. The loss of gliding activity corresponds to the complete inhibition of
microtubule binding at high monastrol concentrations.
Our results are, in fact, also consistent with earlier single-molecule fluorescence
studies of full-length Eg5-GFP, which showed a reduction of the average velocity
of tetrameric Eg5 by monastrol [Kwok06]. The motility of full-length tetrameric
Eg5 consists of alternating diffusive and directional episodes, and it was shown
that monastrol increases the diffusive character of the motility, also indicating a
shortening of the processive episodes by monastrol [Kwok06].
In summary, the kinesin-5 head/kinesin-1 stalk chimera we have generated has
proven to be a useful model system for studying, in particular, the regulation of
Eg5 motility. Our approach avoids the complexity brought about by the regulatory
domains and the additional pair of motor domains in the tetramer, and thereby
provides a starting point for the controlled reintroduction of regulation. Eg5Kin is a
highly processive motor that moves unidirectionally with a velocity of 95 nm/s and
an average run length of ≥ 1.9 µm, and it can sustain forces of ≥ 5 pN. These results
confirm its basic functional similarity to kinesin-1 motors. The kinesin-5-specific
inhibitor monastrol does not affect Eg5Kin velocity, but binding of two monastrols
appears to terminate processive runs. Furthermore, we added to the evidence that
the domains mediating diffusive interactions observed with Eg5 tetramers reside
outside the motor domain. Our findings finally suggest that Eg5, in its native
tetrameric form, is highly (down)regulated. Such a regulation makes sense in the
context of the mitotic spindle, where various motility processes have to be carefully
balanced and adjusted in the different stages of cell division. As a next important
step, it now appears possible to study further regulatory mechanisms in the complex
mechanical machinery driving mitosis.
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Materials and Methods

4.4

Cloning and protein purification

4.4.1

The full-length Eg5Kin chimera was constructed from pPK113 pET5a-FL DmKHCHis) [Coy99a] and pBK006 (FL-Eg5-GFP) [Kwok06] using a nested-PCR approach
in order to extend the sequence of the Eg5 motor domain (1 - 369) with the DmKHC
residues starting at 345 towards an existing HindIII restriction site in pPK113. The
DmKHC motor domain in pPK113 was subsequently replaced by sub-cloning of
this transition clone using NdeI and HindIII. A shortened GFP-tagged clone was
truncated at residues corresponding to DmKHC 421, using PCR primers providing an AscI and XmaI site upstream of a stop-codon and replaced the full-length
DmKHC in pPK113 using NdeI and NotI. The truncated and his-tagged wild-type
(WT ) Eg5 constructs 369 and 511 were generated using primers providing the same
flanking restriction sites for insertion into pPK113. A GFP-6His cassette flanked by
AscI and XmaI was generated in pT7-7 for insertion downstream of the truncated
Eg5Kin construct and the truncated WT constructs in pPK113. Integrity was confirmed by sequencing and expression and purification was performed essentially as
previously described in [Coy99a]. In brief, BL21(DE3) cells (Invitrogen, CA, USA)
were transformed and grown to a density of ≥ 0.6 at 37 ¶ C before induction of
expression using 1 mM IPTG for 3 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation and
resuspended in a 20 mM imidazole buffer (pH 7.4), supplemented with 1 mM each
of DTT, MgCl2 , EGTA, BME and 150 mM NaCl before lysis using ultrasound in
the presence of lysozyme and DNAseI. After separation from cell debris by centrifugation, the cytosol was incubated for 1 h at 4 ¶ C with Ni-NTA-column material
(Qiagen, Germany) and then transferred to a syringe column. After washing the
column with 80 mM imidazol and 300 mM NaCl, bound motor was eluted using a
300 mM imidazol buffer containing 10 µm ATP and 1 mM DTT. Fractions containing motor were pooled and 3◊ dialyzed against 80 mM PIPES/KOH, 1 mM MgCl2 ,
1 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, 10 µM ATP. The truncated motors were purified using
a MT-affinity purification procedure described in [Lakämper05]. Protein samples
were tested for motor activity and stored in aliquots at - 80 ¶ C. Microtubules were
purified from pig brain and labeled as described in [Lakämper05].

Surface-gliding assays

4.4.2

Surface gliding assays were performed at 21 ¶ C essentially as described previously
[Lakämper05]. Full-length Eg5Kin motors were allowed to non-specifically bind to
the glass surfaces of assay chambers made from cover-slips and microscope slides assembled with double-stick tape. Subsequently, the chambers were flushed with about
three chamber volumes of assay mix in BRB80 buffer (80 mM PIPES/KOH, 1 mM
MgCl2 , 1 mM EGTA) containing 10 µm taxol (paclitaxel), 0.022 mg/ml tetramethylrhodamine (TMR)-labeled microtubules, 2 mM ATP, 4 mM MgCl2 , 10 mM
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DTT, 0.08 mg/ml catalase, 0.1 mg/ml glucose oxidase and 10 mM glucose. Motility
was observed in a standard inverted fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 100,
Germany). In surface-gliding assays in the presence of up to 1250 µM monastrol,
only moving microtubules were scored to obtain average velocities. A small fraction
of microtubules got irreversibly stuck on surface contaminations in the absence of
monastrol. Above ≥ 260 µM monastrol, no moving microtubules were observed anymore. Images were recorded with a digital CCD camera (CoolSnap ES, Roper Scientific, Germany). The same protocols were used for the truncated motor construct,
Eg5Kin-GFP and for non-chimeric Eg5 truncation constructs Eg5-369(GFP)His and
Eg5-511(GFP)His. Alternatively, motors were introduced in chambers pre-treated
with streptavidin and biotinylated penta-His antibody (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).

Single-molecule optical-trapping assays

4.4.3

Assays were performed at 21 ¶ C using a single-beam optical trap setup built on a
custom-designed inverted microscope as described elsewhere [Korneev07]. Infrared
laser light (1064 nm, cw, Nd:YVO4 , Compass, Coherent, Santa Clara, USA) was
focused into the flow chamber using an objective (Zeiss Neofluar 100◊ oil, 1.3 NA,
Göttingen, Germany) to form an optical trap. Trap stiffness was varied in the range
of 3 - 6 ◊ 10≠5 N/m. The back-focal plane of the condenser (Zeiss, oil, 1.4 NA)
was imaged onto a quadrant photodiode which was operated at a reverse bias of 100
V (YAG-444-4A, Perkin-Elmer, Vaudreuil, Canada) for position detection of the
trapped particle. Photo diode signals that correspond to the displacement fluctuations of the trapped particle in the plane normal to the optical axis were processed
by custom-built analog electronics [Allersma98] and read into a PC using LabView
(National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). For motility assays, streptavidin-coated
silica spheres (0.5 µm diameter, Kisker Biotech, Steinfurt, Germany) were incubated with 0.1 mg/ml casein in PEM12 buffer (12 mM PIPES/KOH, 2 mM MgCl2 ,
1 mM EGTA, pH 6.8) prior to incubation with biotinylated antibodies against the
GFP tag (Goat Anti-GFP polyclonal antibody, biotin conjugated, Abcam plc, Cambridge, UK) for 30 min. Beads were washed at least three times in PEM12 containing
0.1 mg/ml casein before dilute motors were added in the presence of 1 mM ATP.
Microtubules were added into silanized flow chambers (see below) and allowed to
bind to the surface for 5 min before blocking the surface with 0.1 mg/ml casein in
PEM12. An assay mix containing motor-covered beads in PEM12 with added 10
mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 1 mM ATP, 2 mM MgCl2 , 10 mM glucose, 100 µg/ml glucose oxidase, 80 µg/ml catalase, 0.1 mg/ml casein was flushed into the pre-treated
chamber, and motility was observed as described above. To ensure that beads carried only one functional motor, the motor concentration was reduced such that only
about one in ten beads produced motility.
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Single-molecule fluorescence processivity assays

4.4.4

Tetramethyl-rhodamine labeled microtubules were polymerized in the presence of
guanosine-5’-[(–, —)-methyleno]triphosphate (GMP-CPP) to avoid de-polymerization
after dilution. Microtubules were attached to positively charged silanized cover
slips. Cover slips were cleaned using KOH/EtOH before surface silanization using
3-[2-(2-aminoethylamino)ethylamino]propyl-trimethoxysilane (DETA) (Sigma, Germany) for microtubule immobilization. Microtubules were allowed to bind for 5
min followed by 5 min incubation with 0.1 mg/ml BSA or casein in BRB80. A
1:20 000 dilution of Eg5Kin-GFP in assay mix was introduced, and fluorescence
was observed in a custom-built wide-field fluorescence microscope [Kapitein05]. For
assays including monastrol, the assay mix contained at most 5 % DMSO. Digital
images were subsequently analyzed for speeds, run lengths, binding rates and association times using kymographs generated with custom-written LabView software.
Statistical analysis of data was performed with OriginPro (OriginLab Corporation,
Northampton, USA).
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Abstract

5.1

Processive motility of individual molecules is essential for the function of many kinesin motors. Processivity for kinesins relies on communication between the two
heads of a dimeric molecule, such that binding strictly alternates. The main communicating elements are believed to be the two neck linkers connecting the motors’
stalks and heads. A proposed mechanism for coordination is the transmission of
stress through the neck linkers. It is believed that the efficiency of gating depends
on the length of the neck linker. Recent studies have presented support for a simple
model in which the length of the neck linker directly controls the degree of processivity. Based on a previously published Kinesin-1/Kinesin-5 chimera, Eg5Kin, we
have analyzed the motility of 12 motor constructs: we have varied the length of the
neck linker in the range between 9 and 21 amino acids using the corresponding native Kinesin-5 sequence (Xenopus laevis Eg5). We found, surprisingly, that neither
velocity nor force generation depended on neck-linker length. We also found that
constructs with short neck linkers, down to 12 , were still highly processive, while
processivity was lost at a length of 9 amino acids. Run lengths were maximal with
neck linkers close to the native Kinesin-5 length and decreased beyond that length.
This finding generally confirms the coordinating role of the neck linker for kinesin
motility but challenges the simplest model postulating a motor-type-independent
optimal length. Instead, our results suggest that different kinesins might be optimized for different neck-linker lengths.
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Introduction

5.2

Kinesins are motor proteins that use energy from ATP hydrolysis to generate conformational changes. Kinesins drive mechanical processes in cells such as cargotransport along or disassembly of microtubules [Vale85, Brouhard08]. Single homodimeric motor molecules of the Kinesin-1 family can move processively over micrometer distances along a microtubule [Howard89, Vale96], taking hundreds of ≥
8-nm steps [Svoboda93], and can produce up to ≥ 7 pN force before detachment
[Svoboda94, Carter05, Visscher99]. During processive motility, each step is strictly
coupled to the hydrolysis of one ATP molecule [Visscher99].
Kinesins from several other subfamilies, such as the Kinesin-3 Kif1A/Unc104
[Klopfenstein02, Tomishige02], the Kinesin-7 CENP-E [Yardimci08], the Kinesin-8
Kip3p [Varga06], or the mitotic Kinesin-5 Eg5 [Kwok06], have been shown to also
move processively along microtubules. While structurally adapted to diverse cellular
functions, the processive kinesins are likely to employ a similar basic head-head
communication mechanism to achieve processive motility [Hirokawa09, Scholey03,
Rosenfeld09]. A requirement for processivity of a single kinesin dimer is to keep
the kinetic cycles of the two motor domains strictly out of phase, such that at
least one motor domain remains strongly attached to the microtubule at any time.
Studies on monomeric and dimeric kinesin constructs have led to a basic model
of the allosteric mechanisms connecting microtubule binding and the nucleotide
state of the motor domain [Schief01, Valentine07]. The head-head communication is
believed to rely on tension-mediated gating of chemical reactions, possibly involving
both leading and trailing heads [Clancy11]. The mechanically tensed state in the
stepping cycle of a dimer is the two-head-bound state. Cryo-electron microscopy
images of bound dimers can only be reconciled with dimer X-ray structures if one
assumes a stretched conformation of the structural elements linking the two heads
[Kozielski97]. The front-head gating model postulates that the leading, nucleotidefree head is unable to bind a new ATP while under backward tension, that is,
before the detachment of the rear head. The rear-head gating model assumes that
release of phosphate from the rear head, leading to detachment, is accelerated by
forward tension [Rosenfeld03]. The tension-transmitting element has been suggested
to be the neck linker, a short and mostly unstructured protein segment connecting
the head to the stalk coiled coil [Rice99, Hackney05]. When modeled as a simple
flexible polymer, the tension in the neck linker at a given end-to-end distance and,
therefore, the strength of the head-head communication would scale inversely with
contour length, that is, number of amino acids [Kutys10]. Data from three recent
studies support such a simple general model of head-head communication [Yildiz08,
Clancy11, Shastry11]. For a set of particular Kinesin-1 and Kinesin-2 constructs,
it was found that processivity decreases with increasing neck-linker length, while
shortening of the native neck linker by one amino acid for that motor abolishes
processivity [Kutys10, Hariharan09, Muthukrishnan09, Shastry10]. A continuation
of this work showed similar effects for Kinesin-1/Kinesin-2/Kinesin-3 and Kinesin-7
constructs [Shastry11]. In another study [Yildiz08], the insertion of up to 26 prolines
in the neck linker of human Kinesin-1 was reported to not only slightly decrease run
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length under low-ionic-strength conditions but also strongly decrease motor speed
and stall force. This phenomenon was interpreted to be due to an increasingly
loose coupling of ATP hydrolysis to motor stepping. A detailed study of the kinetic
pathway of two processive Kinesin-1 constructs with neck linkers extended to 20 and
23 amino acids suggested a different interpretation of new and existing data, based
on a model where not only tension alone but also, possibly, neck-linker orientation
produces gating [Clancy11].
Interestingly, neck-linker length varies between the different kinesin subfamilies.
The highly processive Kinesin-1 motors [Howard89, Vale96, Lakämper03] carry a
rather short neck linker of 14 amino acids. Most other kinesin subfamilies carry significantly longer neck linkers (see [Shastry11], Fig. 2 for a sequence alignment) of 16
- 18 amino acids in length. The Xenopus Kinesin-5, Eg5, has one of the longest neck
linker with 18 amino acids [Hariharan09]. Nevertheless, wild-type (WT) Kinesin-5
has been shown to move processively [Kwok06]. Dimeric constructs, however, lacking the tetrameric coiled-coil region produced only very short (six to eight steps)
processive episodes [Valentine06, Krzysiak06]. This could be due to the neck linker
that is 18 amino acids long or to the lack of the opposing dimer and a compromised stalk structure. Full-length tetramers were observed to move over longer
distances but detached at relatively small loads and were still less processive than
Kinesin-1 [Kwok06]. This behavior, however, appears to be caused by yet another
phenomenon, namely, tail-mediated self-inhibition, which leads to a switching off of
the motor when bound to only one microtubule [Kapitein08]. Thus, studying intrinsic processivity of Kinesin-5 has been difficult, both in truncated dimeric constructs
and in WT tetramers.
To study the force-generating unit of Kinesin-5 without interference of tail regulation and without the structurally complex tetrameric coiled coil of Kinesin-5,
we have recently constructed a chimeric motor, Eg5Kin, which comprises the motor domain and the 14 N-terminal amino acids of the WT Kinesin-5 neck linker,
fused to the coiled coil of Kinesin-1 [Lakämper10]. The initial rationale for using
14 amino acids was to provide a similar mechanical background as in Kinesin-1.
We had found that Eg5Kin (here referred to as Eg5Kin-NL-14 or, short, NL-14) is
capable of long-range processive motility taking on average 240 consecutive ≥ 8-nm
steps and of comparatively high force generation. These findings demonstrated that
the Kinesin-5 motor domain is capable of supporting processive motility, provided
that it is a stable dimer.
The fact that the neck linker of native Kinesin-5 has a length of 18 amino acids
begs the question if the processivity of the motor dimer increases when the length
of the neck linker is shortened from 18 to 14 amino acids. If a shorter-than-native
neck linker were to increase processivity, one would have to conclude that the length
of the neck linker in Kinesin-5 is optimized for something else than run length and
the most efficient head-head communication. A neck linker of the native length of
18 amino acids is known to support processive motility, as shown by the motion
of WT Kinesin-5 tetramers between antiparallel microtubules, but the degree of
processivity has not been quantified for the WT motor in that scenario. Here, we
have generated a set of Eg5Kin chimeras with neck-linker lengths ranging from 9
(NL-09) to the full 18 amino acids of WT Kinesin-5 (NL-18) and beyond to 21
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Fig. 5.1: Schematic description of motor constructs. Eg5Kin motor proteins were constructed using the motor domain and part of the neck-linker sequence of Eg5 (light gray;
residues 1 - 364 up to 1 - 376 for NL-09 to NL-21, respectively) and the (truncated) stalk
of DmKHC (dark gray; DmKHC residues 345 - 426). The numbering refers to the amino
acid numbering in the respective WT motor sequences.

amino acids (NL-21) (Fig. 5.1 and Supplementary Fig. C.1). In contrast to other
studies, where the length of the neck linker was varied using random or artificial
sequences, such as poly-proline inserts and sequences from other distantly related
kinesins [Clancy11, Hackney05, Yildiz08, Shastry10], we decided to exclusively use
the native Eg5 Kinesin-5 sequence. We shortened the neck linker by successively
deleting amino acids, starting with the 18th amino acid in the neck-linker sequence.
For the elongation of the neck linker beyond 18 amino acids, we inserted the WT
Kinesin-5 sequences using up to three residues from the putative Kinesin-5 neck
coiled coil. A coiled-coil prediction for all constructs indicates that these inserted
amino acids do not lead to an extension of the DmKHC neck coiled coil toward
the N-terminus but that the coiled coil starts for all constructs at the beginning of
the DmKHC residues. This prediction provided confidence to interpret our findings
assuming steadily increasing neck-linker lengths. To have, as a further control, a
motor for which the additional neck-linker amino acids would surely not become
incorporated in an extension of the stalk coiled coil, we built one other construct
in which we inserted three prolines after the 18th amino acid. This insertion is too
short to form a poly-proline structure and is likely to be flexible [Arora02]. With
this control, we could also test if new specific interactions between the motor domain
and the neck linker, mediated by the nonnative additional proline residues, strongly
changed the function of the motor.
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Results and Discussion

5.3

In a first set of experiments, we used multi-motor surface-gliding assays (MMGAs)
to check the activity of the purified motors and to measure the velocities produced
by motors acting collectively (Fig. 5.2 a). We found that all constructs were active
motor proteins and produced virtually identical surface-gliding velocities of, on average, ≥ 67 nm/s (Fig. 5.3 a and Tab. 5.1), the only exception being the shortest
construct, NL-09, which showed a clearly diminished velocity (16 ± 6 nm/s). These
results differ from the results of Yildiz et al. for human Kinesin-1 [Yildiz08], who
saw a strong decrease in velocity with longer neck linkers. This discrepancy may be
due to the fact that Kinesin-1 motors have intrinsically a much higher velocity and
therefore a different catalytic cycle. Thus, the loss of coupling efficiency found for
Kinesin-1 does not appear to occur for Kinesin-5. The magnitude and constancy
of velocity are in agreement with the results of Shastry and Hancock with a very
similar Kinesin-5 construct [Shastry11].
We then tested the constructs for velocity in optical trapping assays (Fig. 5.2
b) and found, for all the constructs, a similar velocity with an average value of ≥
64 nm/s in good agreement with the MMGA results (Fig. 5.3 a and Tab. 5.1). In
single-molecule fluorescence assays (Fig. 5.2 c), we found again very similar velocities
for all constructs (Fig. 5.3 a and Tab. 5.1), although the average velocity of ≥ 116
nm/s was higher than the results of MMGAs and optical trapping assays. Although
not often explicitly studied, a difference in this direction is not unexpected. Optical
trapping assays are not load free, load diminishes velocity [Svoboda93], and we did
not attempt here to extrapolate the results to zero load. MMGAs can always suffer
from motor attachment artifacts, contamination by defective motors, or strained
geometries of motor attachment to the microtubule. Therefore, we do not draw any
conclusions from this difference for the present study.
Although NL-09 is still active in MMGAs, it did not show any processive motion,
neither in the optical trapping nor in the single-molecule fluorescence assays (Supplementary Fig. C.2). We thus know that NL-09 is an active, albeit non-processive,
motor. The lack of processivity most likely results from the neck linker being too
short to span the gap between two adjacent binding sites along the microtubule.
These findings are somewhat different from what has been reported for other
kinesins and also for a very similar Kinesin-5 construct. In one recent study, Shastry
and Hancock investigated the effect of varying neck-linker length on Kinesin-1 and an
artificially homodimeric Kinesin-2 construct (Kif3A/A, termed Kin-2) [Shastry10].
For Kinesin-1, the deletion of one amino acid (Kin-1 T) led to a non-processive
motor, displaying about 70 % of Kin-1 velocity in surface-gliding assays, whereas
the extension of the neck linker by one or several amino acids (Kin-1+L or Kin1+DAL) resulted in a 50 % loss of velocity in single-molecule assays. In contrast,
the velocities of their Kin-2 constructs were - similar to our results - not affected
by modifications of the neck linker. The only exception was the Kin-2 DAL, which
is not processive and reaches again only about 70 % of the velocity of other Kin-2
constructs in MMGA. In a further study [Shastry11], the same group confirmed
earlier results, extended the results to Kinesin-3 and Kinesin-7 motors, and also
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Fig. 5.2: Representative results from single-molecule fluorescence, multi-motor gliding,
and optical trapping assays. (a) Time series of a multi-motor gliding assay. The scale
bar represents 260 µm. (b) Bead-displacement time series from the optical trapping assay,
showing multiple excursions from the trap centre, ending with detachment without stalling.
Initial slope of the excursions is used as an estimate of the unloaded motor velocity (raw
signal in black; median-filtered signal in red). (c) Kymographs of single GFP-labelled
motor dimers moving on surface-attached microtubules. The number on the lower-left
corner indicates the neck-linker length of a given construct. Slope and length of the traces
correspond to motor velocity and run length, respectively. Scale bars represent (horizontal)
10 s and (vertical) 3 µm.

investigated chimeric Kinesin-5 construct very similar to ours with neck linkers of
14, 15, 17, and 18 amino acids. In contrast to our results, they found diminished
processivity for 15 amino acids and no more processivity for 17 and 18 amino acids.
Clancy et al. found a decrease in unloaded velocity by about a factor of 2 for
a Kinesin-1 construct with a neck linker that is 20 amino acids long, providing
evidence that this is due to a decreased motor efficiency leading to back-stepping
[Clancy11]. This is an effect that might occur only for extremely long neck-linker
lengths, and its possible onset might be masked in our data for the longest constructs
NL-20 and NL-21 by statistical errors.
In another study, Yildiz et al. observed a decrease in the single-molecule velocity
that was inversely related to the increase in the calculated total length of the neck
linker, extended by a poly-proline insert [Yildiz08]. The ATP turnover rate kcat,AT P
was unchanged by the neck-linker extension, and the authors therefore concluded
that the coupling between stepping and ATP hydrolysis must have become less
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tight, likely due to an increase in flexibility of the mechanical linkage between the
two heads. Velocities of extended kinesins could in part be “rescued” by applying
assisting loads. The fact that, in our assays, there was no detectable change or
trend in the observed velocities of our constructs suggests that neck-linker length
does not influence the rate at which the Kinesin-5 motor domains hydrolyze ATP
or the coupling efficiency during their interaction with the microtubule.
Next, we analyzed the maximal forces our motor constructs could develop. In
single-bead optical trapping experiments, all our neck-linker constructs displayed
stereotypical Kinesin-5 detachment behavior: in contrast to Kinesin-1 motors, detachment occurred at moderate forces of about 3 pN, before stall and without much
slowing down (Fig. 5.2 b and Supplementary Fig. C.3) [Valentine06, Valentine09,
Korneev07]. The individual step size of the different constructs was largely unaffected by the variation of neck-linker length (Supplementary Fig. C.3). All processive neck-linker constructs reached about the same detachment force in the trap
of 2.8 ± 0.1 pN, averaged separately for each construct (Fig. 5.3 c and Tab. 5.1).
To obtain a detachment force for the non-processive NL-09, we made use of the
fact that the motor was still able to bind to a microtubule: motor-coated, optically
trapped beads were dragged along a microtubule by moving the microscope stage
in a sinusoidal fashion (Fig. 5.3 d). Upon binding of the motor, the bead stayed
at one position relative to the microtubule and was moved out of the trap by the
stage movement. This led to an increase of load on the motor, which eventually
resulted in motor unbinding [Uemura02]. Yildiz et al. reported, for their extended
Kinesin-1 constructs, a significantly lowered stall force as compared to WT Kinesin-1
[Yildiz08]. Stalling at zero velocity for Kinesin-1 motors and load-dependent detachment for Kinesin-5 motors at finite velocity may reflect somewhat different molecular mechanisms, and effects of neck-linker extension on these processes may not be
strictly comparable. Nevertheless, our observations suggest that, for our Kinesin5 constructs, the neck-linker length - and thereby presumably head-head tension
- is not controlling force generation and detachment behavior. In contrast to our
Kinesin-5 results, keeping in mind the caveat mentioned, Clancy et al. measured
stall forces with their extended Kinesin-1 constructs lower than those with WT controls but could show that this was due to increasing backward stepping [Clancy11].
We see no clear evidence of back-stepping with our constructs. This might indicate
that the loss of unidirectional motility under hindering loads only occurs at neck
linker lengths above 20 or more amino acids, possibly depending on the particular
kinesin studied.
Last, we analyzed the run lengths of the constructs as a direct measure of processivity. Using single-molecule fluorescence assays, we observed unidirectional and
uninterrupted processive motility with all constructs except NL-09 (Fig. 5.2 c and
Supplementary Fig. C.2). Kymograph analysis of the run lengths of all constructs
showed that, for the constructs NL-12 up to NL-21, the processive run length decreased continuously toward both short and long neck-linker lengths and exhibited
a maximum of about 3 µm around NL-17 and NL-18 (Fig. 5.3 b and Tab. 5.1).
There was no significant difference in run lengths between the constructs NL-21 and
NL-21P.
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Fig. 5.3: Velocities, run lengths, and detachment forces (also see Tab. 5.1). (a) Mean
velocities for all constructs. Triangles: optical trapping assays. Circles: single-molecule
fluorescence assays. Squares: multi-motor gliding assays. Broken lines represent the average of values for processive motors and are given to guide the eye. (b) Mean processive
run lengths for all constructs in single-molecule fluorescence assays. For NL-09, no processive motility was detected. (c) Detachment forces for all constructs. Since the constructs
detached mostly without stalling, the mean force immediately before release is scored. (d)
The force given for the non-processive NL-09 construct is the detachment force obtained
by dragging a motor-coated bead in a sinusoidal movement (frequency = 0.06 Hz; amplitude = 660 nm) along a microtubule. The range between the natural neck-linker lengths
of Kinesin-1 and Kinesin-5 (14 - 18 amino acids) is indicated using gray shading. Open
symbols refer to NL-21P.

To control against multimerization of the motors, which could strongly affect
run lengths, we performed single-molecule fluorescence assays with high enough
laser power to cause rapid bleaching. We could confirm two-step bleaching in the
intensity signals confirming the dimeric structure of the constructs (Supplementary
Fig. C.4). To avoid any possible variations in conditions between the measurements
of different constructs, we kept temperature, buffes, microtubule preparations, and
illumination conditions as similar as possible between experiments.
The first surprising finding was that NL-12 and NL-13 displayed processive behavior, virtually indistinguishable from that of NL-14 (Fig. 5.3 b). In the study of
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Shastry and Hancock, two sets of constructs showed no processivity when having
neck linkers with less than 14 amino acids, presumably because the tethered head
was not able to reach the next binding site [Shastry10]. This was thought to be a
general mechanism consistent with the fact that 14 amino acids is the length of the
shortest neck linker in any known processive kinesin. Our results show that even
shorter neck linkers can support processivity. This finding is consistent with and
goes beyond the recently reported processivity of Kinesin-2/Kinesin-3 and Kinesin-7
constructs that showed processivity with neck linkers of 13 amino acids [Shastry11].
A construct with the further shortened neck linker, NL-09, was finally lacking processivity (Supplementary Fig. C.2). The second unexpected finding was that upon
addition of one or two natural amino acids in constructs NL-15 and NL-16, there was
no drop in processivity compared to NL-14 (Fig. 5.3 b), as one might have expected
based on the findings for Kinesin-1/Kinesin-2/Kinesin-3/Kinesin-5 and Kinesin-7
constructs by Shastry and Hancock [Shastry10, Shastry11]. Our observation suggests that neck-linker length alone might not be sufficient to predict processivity.
Our finding that the neck-linker constructs approaching the native Kinesin-5 necklinker length, NL-17 and NL-18, displayed a significantly higher processivity than
shorter or longer constructs (Fig. 5.3 b) is further evidence for the same point.
Last, we also found processive motility when extending the neck linker beyond
the natural 18 amino acids of Eg5. Run length, however, decreased from NL-19
to NL-21 (and NL-21P) below the maximal run length of NL-18 (Fig. 5.3 b), as
one expects to eventually occur due to diminishing communication between the two
heads. An increase in run length of constructs carrying neck linkers longer than 14
amino acids was also seen by Clancy et al. [Clancy11].
Given the new experimental evidence that neck-linker extension can increase
processivity, it remains to discuss the consequences for the gating models for Eg5
in particular or possibly for all kinesins. First of all, one has to keep in mind
that, independent of head-head communication, interactions between the heads
and the microtubule can also affect processivity. Electrostatic interactions, especially under low-ionic-strength conditions, can keep the heads loosely associated
with the microtubule, even in the absence of efficient communication. In particular, addition of positive charge in the neck linker was suggested to compensate for a loss of processivity through interactions much similar to the ones discussed for the positively charged neck with the negatively charged E-hook of tubulin [Thorn00, Skiniotis04, Lakämper05]. The native Kinesin-5 neck-linker sequence
contains two positively charged lysine residues at positions 15 and 16 of the neck
linker. These lysines might compensate for a loss of processivity otherwise observed
upon extension of the neck linker. Three points, apart from the relatively high-ionicstrength conditions, argue against this notion. First, the addition of a second lysine
should have an additive effect, which we did not observe. Second, only NL-17 and
NL-18 showed a marked increase in run length, and it seems unlikely that the charge
of the lysine residues needs these further extensions to take effect. Third, loosely
bound periods during processive runs should also make the average velocity during
events strongly load dependent, which we did not observe. Therefore, we think that
neck-linker/microtubule interactions are not causing the variations in run lengths in
our experiments.
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Trap
Velocity

Force

Construct

(nm/s)

(pN)

NL-09

0 ± 0a

2.0 ± 1.6

NL-12
NL-13
NL-14
NL-15
NL-16
NL-17
NL-18
NL-19
NL-20
NL-21
NL-21P

TIRF
N
33

Velocity

Run length

(nm/s)

(µm)

0 ± 0a

0 ± 0a

MMGA
N

CT IRF

Velocity

(nM)

(nm/s)

80

178

16 ± 6

70 ± 20

2.1 ± 0.9 109 117 ± 20

0.9 ± 0.1

104

157

102

105

60 ± 19

2.9 ± 0.5

50

1.4 ± 0.3
1.8 ± 0.2

124

131

130

52

2.5 ± 0.9

35

1.7 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.2

269

189

162

53

2.5 ± 1.4

68

2.5 ± 0.3
2.9 ± 0.7

145

316

1.8 ± 0.4

106

158

1.9 ± 0.3

98

132

0.8 ± 0.2

106

317

128

95

99 ± 25
68 ± 35

2.9 ± 0.7 100 107 ± 16
125 ± 15

2.7 ± 1.1

98

60 ± 22

2.9 ± 1.3

63

66 ± 21

2.1 ± 0.9 321 117 ± 13

83 ± 9

59 ± 22
52 ± 24
23 ± 12

57 ± 16

111 ± 11
132 ± 13
112 ± 14
112 ± 10

3.2 ± 1.3 109 103 ± 13
2.0 ± 1.0

67

113 ± 36

3.5 ± 1.0 134 131 ± 13

0.9 ± 0.1

N
41

19 ± 25

37

78 ± 15

28

61 ± 14

17

61 ± 11

20

77 ± 7

30

36 ± 9

29

49 ± 17

20

92 ± 23

23

37 ± 6

34

27 ± 13

32

49 ± 18

Tab. 5.1: Results for the three types of measurements for all neck-linker constructs
Trap, data from optical trapping assays;
TIRF, data from single-molecule fluorescence assay;
CT IRF , protein concentration in single-molecule fluorescence measurement;
N, number of beads tracked, single motors tracked, and microtubules tracked, respectively.
a No processive motility detected.

Two physically different gating scenarios seem possible. Either (i) neck-linker
orientation is the deciding parameter, and inter-head tension is not important for
the processivity, or (ii) each kinesin family has a particularly adapted neck-linker
length and/or specific interactions between the native neck linker and the rest of the
motor that together optimize the transmission of tension and the gating and stepping
mechanism. Gating scenario (ii) seemed, on the one hand, to be supported by the
finding that replacement and addition of single amino acids in several kinesins alter
processivity [Shastry10, Shastry11]. We did not see such strong effects. Furthermore,
a comparison between motors with different extension sequences but equal length,
NL-21 and NL-21P, indicates that it is unlikely that the particular sequence of the
extension played a dominating role in determining processive run lengths.
Gating scenario (i), on the other hand, is supported by Clancy et al., who found
an increase of processivity with strongly extended neck linkers for Kinesin-1 constructs [Clancy11]. In that case, the result was interpreted to be caused by a twohead-bound waiting state with a smaller probability of total release. Since this
mechanism also entails lower speed, it is likely that this was not exactly the case for
our intermediate-length Kinesin-5 constructs, though. In essence, however, headhead communication via neck-linker orientation and not tension is consistent with
our results. Interestingly, two studies reporting a structurally unusual neck-linker
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orientation [Turner01] and two-state neck-linker orientation kinetics [Rosenfeld05]
further argue for this possibility, particularly for Kinesin-5.
In summary, a simple mechanistic model generally applying to all processive
kinesins - equating a shorter neck-linker length directly to more tension and to
more efficient gating and thereby to more processivity with one universal optimal
number for the neck-linker length - might not exist. In view of the broad variations
in function, regulation, and oligomerization properties of the kinesins, it would be
indeed surprising if a single parameter, namely, neck-linker length, could determine
performance. Coordination between the heads or gating, however, is a necessity for
processive kinesins. Some of the existing data, including ours, now point to the
interesting possibility that the orientation of the neck linker plays a crucial role,
rather than merely length and tension. This opens up the option that different
kinesins could achieve optimal head-head communication with different neck-linker
lengths. The native neck-linker length and sequence might be optimized, in each
case, for both effective communication and processivity, as well as other specific
functions such as regulation.

Materials and Methods

5.4

Cloning

5.4.1

All constructs were based on the previously published pEG5Kin-GFPhis construct
[Lakämper10]. Deletions or insertions of codons were performed in a two-step PCR
approach. Using a complementary pair of modified primers in the neck-linker region,
we created two PCR products: one of the motor domain up to the desired mutation
and a second starting with the neck-linker mutation ending with the C-terminal GFP
(green fluorescent protein). Both fragments were combined to serve as template for a
second round of PCR using the 3’- and 5’-primers flanking the N-terminus and the Cterminus of the full construct. The resulting PCR products were then incorporated
into pTOPO using a TOPO Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for sequencing
and amplification before replacing the coding sequence in pEG5Kin-GFPhis by subcloning using the existing restriction sites for NdeI and XmaI as described previously
[Lakämper10]. Constructs NL-09, NL-12, NL-19, NL-20, NL-21, and NL-21P were
generated by gene synthesis (GeneArt Life Technologies, Regensburg, Germany).
Integrity was confirmed by sequencing.
Protein purification

5.4.2

Motors were expressed in Escherichia coli and purified essentially as described previously [Lakämper10]. In brief, E. coli BL21(DE3) (Invitrogen) were transformed and
grown to a density of ≥ 0.6 at 37 ¶ C before induction of expression using 1 mM IPTG
for 3 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation and re-suspended in a 20 mM imidazole buffer, pH 7.4, supplemented with 1 mM each of DTT, MgCl2 , ethylene glycol
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bis(—-aminoethyl ether) N,N’-tetraacetic acid (EGTA), and —-mercaptoethanol and
150 mM NaCl before lysis using ultrasound in the presence of lysozyme and DNase
I. After separation from cell debris by centrifugation, the cytosol was incubated for 1
h at 4 ¶ C with Ni-NTA column material (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and then transferred to a syringe column. After washing the column with 80 mM imidazole and 300
mM NaCl, bound motor was eluted using a 300-mM imidazole buffer containing 10
µm ATP and 1 mM DTT. Fractions containing motor were pooled and 3◊ dialyzed
against 80 mM Pipes/KOH, 1 mM MgCl2 , 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, and 10 µM
ATP. In addition, motors were also purified using a microtubule-affinity purification
procedure described in [Lakämper05]. Protein samples were tested for motor activity
and stored in aliquots at - 80 ¶ C. Tubulin was purified from pig brain, and microtubules were polymerized and labeled as described in [Lakämper03, Lakämper05].
All chemicals were obtained from Sigma, Germany, if not specified otherwise.
Multi-motor surface-gliding assays

5.4.3

MMGAs were performed at 22 ¶ C, essentially as described previously [Lakämper05].
Motor-protein constructs were allowed to nonspecifically bind to the glass surfaces of
assay chambers made from coverslips and plasma-cleaned microscope slides assembled with double-stick tape. Subsequently, the chambers were flushed with about
three chamber volumes of assay mix in BRB80 buffer [80 mM Pipes/KOH (pH
6.8), 1 mM MgCl2 , and 1 mM EGTA] containing 10 µm taxol (paclitaxel), 0.022
mg/ml tetramethylrhodamine-labeled microtubules, 2 mM ATP, 4 mM MgCl2 , 10
mM DTT, 0.08 mg/ml catalase C40, 0.1 mg/ml glucose oxidase, and 10 mM glucose. Motility was observed in a standard inverted fluorescence microscope (Zeiss
Axiovert 200, Göttingen, Germany). Images were recorded with a digital chargecoupled device camera (CoolSnap ES; Roper Scientific Germany).
Silanized assay chambers and single-molecule fluorescence assays

5.4.4

Coverslips were cleaned using a plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY, USA)
before silanization with a positively charged silane, 3-[2-(2-aminoethylamino)-ethylamino]propyl-trimethoxysilane (Sigma), for microtubule immobilization. Assay chambers were made from 3-[2-(2-aminoethylamino)-ethylamino]propyl-trimethoxysilane
coverslips and microscope slides assembled with double-stick tape. Tetramethylrhodamine-labeled microtubules diluted in BRB80 buffer containing 10 µm taxol
(paclitaxel) were allowed to bind for 5 min to the silanized glass surfaces of the
assay chamber. This was followed by 5 min of incubation with 0.1 mg/ml casein
in BRB80. The chamber then was flushed with 7 - 10 µl of assay buffer (BRB80
containing 2 mM ATP and 4 mM MgCl2 and an oxygen scavenging system based
on 10 mM DTT, 0.08 mg/ml catalase C40, 0.1 mg/ml glucose oxidase, and 10 mM
glucose) containing GFP-tagged motor proteins at appropriate single-molecule concentrations (Tab. 5.1). Fluorescence was observed in a custom-built total internal
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope described previously [Gerson-Gurwitz11].
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Digital video recordings (two frames per second) were analyzed for motor speeds
and run lengths using kymographs generated with custom-written LabView software. Statistical analysis of the data was performed with OriginPro (OriginLab
Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA). All measurements were performed at 22
¶
C.
Optical trapping assays

5.4.5

We diluted 1-µm-diameter plain silica beads (Kisker, Steinfurt, Germany) in BRB80
to a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml and incubated them for 30 min with 50 µg proteinG (Sigma). After centrifugation and re-suspension, the beads were incubated with
1 µg penta-his antibody (Sigma) and 0.02 mg casein. After 30 min, the beads were
centrifuged and re-suspended to the desired concentration. Diluted his-tagged motor
protein was then added to the beads and allowed to bind for 15 min. The motor
dilution was chosen so that only about half of the beads showed activity in the
assay. This makes it most likely that only one motor on the beads is able to bind
to a microtubule at any time [Svoboda93, Skiniotis04]. The motor-coated beads
were added to the assay buffer, which was then filled into an assay chamber. Beads
were trapped using a focused 4-W 1064-nm NdYVO laser (Coherent Germany) in
a custom-built single-beam optical trap described elsewhere [Lakämper05]. After
positioning a bead above a microtubule, the interaction between the motor and
the microtubule could be monitored. The motion of the bead was measured by
back-focal-plane interferometry [Turner01, Lakämper05]. Data were acquired with
custom-written LabView software. Further analysis and statistical calculations were
performed with MatLab (The Mathworks) and OriginPro (OriginLab Corporation).
All measurements were performed at 22 ¶ C.
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Abstract

6.1

Homotetrameric bipolar Kinesin-5 motors, such as Eg5 from Xenopus laevis or Cin8
from Saccharomyces cerevisiae are essential for the assembly of the mitotic spindle
and for chromosome separation. These kinesins are able to bind between two microtubules (MTs) simultaneously and slide them apart, towards the spindle poles
in mitosis. The localization and activity of Kinesin-5 motors in the spindle must
be tightly controlled for the proper function of cell division. In in-vitro assays, single Eg5 molecules move in a mix of diffusive and directed modes on single MTs and
switch to a directed mode between MTs. How allosteric communication between opposing motor domains functions remains unclear, but the highly conserved Kinesin-5
tail domains might be involved.
Here we present a single-molecule fluorescence in-vitro study of a tetrameric Kinesin1 head/Kinesin-5 tail chimera, DK4mer. This motor exhibits fast processive motility on single MTs, interrupted by diffusive pauses. Similar to Eg5, DK4mer diffuses
along MTs in the absence of ATP. It is also able to slide antiparallel MTs apart.
The clear distinction between diffusive and processive periods made it possible to
measure transition rates as a function of buffer ionic strength. This together with
controls using tail-less dimers indicates that the modes of motility reflect two independent and mutually exclusive modes of interaction with MTs which are likely to
be relevant for the regulation of native Kinesin-5 motors as well.

Introduction

6.2

Microtubules are the functionally most versatile elements of the cytoskeleton. Their
complex assembly and disassembly dynamics are an integral part of cellular machineries such as the mitotic spindle [Hoyt96, Scholey03]. MTs in functional struc-
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tures such as cilia, flagella or the mitotic spindle are organized by a large variety of MT-binding proteins [Rosenbaum02, Snow04]. An important class of MTbinding proteins are motor proteins of the kinesin and dynein families [Sharp00].
Some of these motors drive cargo transport along the MTs, for example along axons, others serve to dynamically organize MT superstructures. Motor proteins are
typically allosterically regulated on several levels to only consume ATP and produce force and motion when needed. First of all, ATPase activity is strongly suppressed when kinesins are not bound to MTs [Hackney88]. In addition, several
kinesins have been found to be cargo activated [Coy99a, Friedman99, Seiler00]. In
dimeric Kinesin-1 motors, backfolding of the tail and interaction with the neck region was shown to suppress ATPase activity [Verhey98, Coy99a, Hackney00]. In
the homotetrameric Kinesin-5 family member Eg5 from Xenopus laevis, a modified version of cargo activation was found. Kinesin-5 motors are generally plus-end
directed, they bind between two MTs and can slide MTs relatively to each other
[Kapitein05]. In mitosis they act in the midzone of the spindle to exert poleward
force [Sawin92a, Miyamoto04]. In-vitro experiments demonstrated that Eg5 motors are only activated when bound between two MTs [Kapitein08] and that the
activation in physiological buffer conditions requires the presence and interplay of
a total of eight MT-binding sites, including the four head-MT interactions and in
addition the non-ATP-dependent interactions between the four C-terminal tails of
the tetramer and the MTs [Weinger11]. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae Kinesin-5
Cin8 adds a further feature to the regulation theme: It was shown to reverse directionality from minus-end directed on single MTs to plus-end directed when bound
between two MTs [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. The plus-end motility of Eg5 on single MTs
at low-salt conditions differs distinctly from Kinesin-1 motility. It consists of short
runs that occasionally feature back-and-forth diffusion [Kapitein08]. It was shown
in single-molecule fluorescence assays that ATP-dependent processive motility alternates with diffusive motility not requiring ATP hydrolysis [Kwok06]. The diffusive
mode of Eg5 is believed to be maintained by the second binding site in the Eg5 tail
domain [Wildenberg08, Weinger11, Sharp99]. The complex motility and regulation
of Kinesin-5 motor proteins with their multiple MT-binding sites and their internal
interactions remain, at this point, far from understood.
One approach to gain further insight into the function of Kinesin-5 motors
is to create truncated constructs, lacking critical parts or forming only dimers
[Valentine06, Weinger11, Gerson-Gurwitz11]. A different approach is to generate chimeras by fusing parts from well-studied motors of other families to parts
of Kinesin-5 motors. Here we have characterized a model motor in which we replaced the motor domain and the neck linker of Eg5 with the homologous parts of
Drosophila melanogaster Kinesin-1, naming the resulting tetrameric chimera DK4mer. The rationale was to create a fast tetrameric MT-sliding motor without the
Kinesin-5 tail-head regulation, but with the additional tail binding sites and the
overall bipolar Kinesin-5 structure. In a series of in-vitro assays we studied the
chimera’s motility at different ionic strengths and ATP concentrations as well as its
capability to slide MTs relative to each other. The model motor DK4mer showed fast
and highly processive motility as expected from the Kinesin-1 heads, and robust MT
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crosslinking and sliding as expected from the tetrameric dumbbell geometry. The
intriguing result was that DK4mer performed extraordinarily long runs and switched
in a mutually inhibitory manner between two modes of interaction with the MT, a
processive and a diffusive one. This further illuminates the regulatory mechanisms
in tetrameric kinesins.

Results and Discussion

6.3

The tetrameric Kinesin-1/Kinesin-5 chimera (DK4mer) we cloned was intended to
combine fast robust motility with the capability to crosslink and slide MTs. Motor
domain and neck linker of the fast and processive DmKHC should guarantee the
former, the stalk and tail of Eg5 the latter (Fig. 6.1 C). The tail domains of Eg5
contain additional MT-binding sites. The fast motility of the Kinesin-1 heads in
the model construct should make it possible to clearly distinguish processive motile
periods from tail-mediated diffusive binding periods.
DK4mer in surface-gliding and single-molecule fluorescence assays
In order to characterize the DK4mer motors, we performed a set of in-vitro motility assays. In standard multi-motor surface-gliding assays we first confirmed that
DK4mer is a competent MT motor. In assay mix (AM) based on BRB80 buffer, a
gliding velocity of ≥ 550 nm/s was observed, both with and without a C-terminal
GFP tag (Supplementary Fig. D.1 A and B). This velocity, at saturating ATP
concentration, was ≥ 40 % lower than that produced by Kinesin-1 DmKHC (Supplementary Fig. D.1 A and B), but 10- to 20-fold higher than that produced by
Eg5 in similar conditions [Kapitein05]. To control if the ATP affinity of DK4mer
differs from that of DmKHC, although both motor proteins share the same motor
domain, we performed surface-gliding assays with DK4mer and Kinesin-1 under exactly the same assay conditions at varying ATP concentrations (Supplementary Fig.
D.1 C). For both motors, the ATP dependence of the gliding velocity was well fit
by a Michaelis-Menten equation, resulting in reaction constants of KM = 0.056 mM
for DK4mer-GFP and KM = 0.061 mM for DmKHC. The results suggest that the
affinity of the Kinesin-1 motor domain for ATP is unchanged in the context of the
DK4mer-GFP chimera (For simplicity termed DK4mer in the following). As both
DK4mer and DmKHC feature the same motor domain with unchanged ATP affinity
the discrepancy in velocity might be caused by the differing structures outside of
the motor domain, e.g. the neck linker or the Eg5 tail domain present in DK4mer.
The difference in velocities might also be caused by the fact that, in multi-motor
surface-gliding assays, the observed MT-gliding velocity is produced by an ensemble
of motors that might include damaged molecules and that comprises motors that
are bound to the surface in different geometries.
In multi-motor surface-gliding assays, non-processive motor proteins also produce motility. It is therefore not simple to test for processivity of individual motors
in this assay. In order to determine if DK4mer chimeras are processive, we next per-
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Fig. 6.1: Construction and purification of the tetrameric chimera DK4mer: (A) Details of the junction between the Xenopus laevis Eg5 neck coiled-coil and the Drosophila
melanogaster DmKHC motor domain: The numbering refers to the amino acid numbering
in the respective WT motor sequences as indicated by grey boxes. (B) SDS-PAGE gel
showing DK4mer with ≥ 130 kDa and DK4mer-GFP with ≥ 157 kDa. (C) Sketch of the
structure of the bipolar homotetrameric chimera DK4mer. (D) Sketch of the structure of
a truncated version of DK4mer, the dimeric chimera DK511, lacking the Eg5 tail domains.

formed single-molecule fluorescence assays with DK4mer which was C-terminally
tagged with GFP [Lakämper10]. We observed single fluorescent spots interacting
with and moving along surface-adsorbed MTs for tens of seconds towards the plusend of the MTs (Fig. 6.2 A and Supplementary Fig. D.2), indicating processive
motility of DK4mer. Micrometer-long unidirectional movements were occasionally
interrupted by diffusive episodes without a directional bias (Fig. 6.2 A and Fig. 6.3
A). During directed motility phases, single DK4mer molecules moved along a MT
at an average velocity of ≥ 500 nm/s (Fig. 6.2 B, filled columns), in close agreement with the results from the surface-gliding assays. In order to control against
the possibility that we were observing aggregates of multiple motor proteins, we
recorded the intensity time course of individual fluorescent spots and subsequently
analyzed kymograph traces. This analysis revealed bleaching of moving spots in at
most four consecutive steps. This finding strongly suggests that we observed mostly
single DK4mer tetramers (Supplementary Fig. D.3), and that these indeed moved
processively.
In AM based on BRB80 buffer, single DK4mers traveled processively over micrometer-long distances and tended to pause in a diffusive state before resuming
processive travel (Fig. 6.2 A and Fig. 6.3 A). The transitions between runs and
pauses were quite distinct. Overall run lengths were remarkably long, in BRB80
buffer on average ≥ 9 µm (Fig. 6.4 D and Supplementary Tab. D.1). This behavior is in stark contrast to what was earlier observed with full-length Eg5 [Kwok06],
where directed and diffusive motility was difficult to discern, and the average run
length was ≥ 600 nm in conditions equivalent to the 80 mM PIPES buffer we used
here. For dimeric Kinesin-1 motors, run lengths typically range between 1 and 3
µm [Howard89, Block90, Thorn00, Shastry11] (also see D421 data in Fig. 6.4 B and
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Fig. 6.2: Single-molecule fluorescence assay with 2 mM ATP in BRB80 buffer: (A)
Kymograph of DK4mer motility showing short diffusive and extended processive periods.
(B) Velocity distribution of the tetrameric DK4mer-GFP and the dimeric DK511-GFP
fitted with Gaussians. Average velocity: 500 ± 10 nm/s (N = 212) for DK4mer and 530
± 10 nm/s (N = 226) for DK511. To measure velocities, only straight runs or straight
segments of runs were evaluated.

Supplementary Tab. D.1). An earlier study of a dimeric Kinesin-1 tail/Kinesin-5
head chimera (Eg5Kin), lacking the Kinesin-5 tail with its MT binding site, showed
a run length of 1.9 µm [Lakämper10]. Consistent with that result, we observed a
run length of ≥ 1 µm for an Eg5 dimer, truncated at aa 511 (data not shown).
Valentine et al. [Valentine06] report a run length of only ≥ 68 nm for a truncated
version of human Eg5 (Eg5-513-5His) in an optical trap assay in high-salt buffer.
The evidence thus is that bare motor domains of Eg5, at least in intermediate ionic
strengths, are capable of producing run lengths similar to Kinesin-1 motors. The
short run lengths of full-length Eg5 motors are known to be caused by tail-mediated
cargo regulation which, at physiological ionic strength, completely inhibits the motors unless they are bound between two MTs [Kapitein08]. Lower ionic strength
can override the inhibition, and BRB80 buffer is close to the margin of this effect.
The long run length of DK4mer observed here indicates that the Kinesin-1 motor
domains are not susceptible to this type of regulation by the Eg5 tails.
An analysis of the pauses during processive runs showed that the average pause
duration remained largely unchanged with increasing ionic strength of the buffer
solution (Fig. 6.4 A). We found an average pause time of 3.0 ± 0.3 s in low ionic
strength (P30 buffer) and 3.9 ± 0.6 s in high ionic strength (BRB80 buffer + 40
mM KCl), corresponding to a pause exit rate of 0.33 s≠1 and 0.26 s≠1 respectively.
This low exit rate cannot be due to a diffusional search since the motor is kept near
the track by tail binding, but rather is evidence for an additional barrier between
the tail-bound state and the processive state. In other words, although the tail-MT
interaction keeps the motor on the track, tail binding and processive motor activ-
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ity appear to be mutually exclusive. Weinger et al. [Weinger11] showed that the
two binding modes show cooperative aspects for full-length Eg5 in MT-MT sliding
assays. Taken together, these findings indicate that the tail-head and tail-MT interactions are at the core of the intriguing cargo regulation of Eg5.
When we replaced ATP in AM (based on BRB80) with ADP, purely diffusive
interactions were observed (Fig. 6.3 B), much like reported for Eg5 before under
similar conditions (Kwok et al.: AM based on BRB80 with 0.5 % DMSO added,
Kapitein et al.: AM based on BRB70) [Kwok06, Kapitein08]. We determined effective one-dimensional diffusion constants by mean-squared displacement (MSD)
analysis. The 1D-diffusion constant of DK4mer in AM (based on BRB80) with 2
mM ADP was 1.2 ◊ 104 nm2 s≠1 (Fig. 6.5 B), about 10-fold higher than the one
reported for Eg5 (0.7 - 1.1 ◊ 103 nm2 s≠1 ) [Kwok06, Kapitein08]. Diffusion constants measured with other diffusive kinesins under similar buffer conditions lie in
the same range as the one of DK4mer, for example: Kinesin-13 MCAK: 38 ◊ 104
nm2 s≠1 [Helenius06], Kinesin-8 kip3p: 0.43 ◊ 104 nm2 s≠1 [Bormuth09]. At increased
ionic strength, the diffusion coefficient of DK4mer increased about 4-fold, reflecting
a weaker interaction between motor and MT (Fig. 6.5 B).

The truncated dimer, DK511
To control that the tail domains are indeed responsible for the diffusive attachment,
we generated a shortened dimeric construct on the basis of DK4mer, truncated at
Eg5 residue 511 and thereby lacking the Eg5 tail domains (DK511, 6.1 D). We chose
the truncation site such that monomers should form dimers, but not tetramers due
to the short stalks. It is reasonable to assume that the most C-terminal parts of
the stalk before the tail, normally embedded in a tetrameric coiled-coil, do otherwise not influence the motility characteristics of the dimeric end. Single-molecule
fluorescence assays confirmed that DK511 was in fact a dimeric motor protein, as
we observed uninterrupted and unidirectional processive motility of single motors
at an average velocity of ≥ 530 nm/s (Fig. 6.2 B and Supplementary Tab. D.1)
and with an average run length of ≥ 2.8 µm (Supplementary Tab. D.1). Thus the
truncation led to a functional and processive dimer with an average velocity similar
to DK4mer. These results underline two points: (i) The Eg5 tail has no major influence on the velocity produced by the Kinesin-1 motor domains. In other words,
the observed 40 % reduction in velocity of DK4mer compared to Kinesin-1 is not
caused by friction that could be introduced by the Eg5 tail domains. The reduced
velocity might be caused by a mismatch in the neck linker region. Several studies
have shown that a variation in the neck coiled-coil and the neck linker can have
influence on the communication between the motor domains and can affect velocity
[Shastry10, Yildiz08, Düselder12]. (ii) The pauses observed in DK4mer motility, but
not in DK511 motility, are likely to be introduced by the Eg5 tail. Likewise, the
extraordinarily long run length of DK4mer is likely to be caused by the additional
Eg5 tail-MT interactions.
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Fig. 6.3: Switching between diffusive and processive motility modes: (A) Kymographs
of DK4mer motility at 2 mM ATP in P30 buffer, BRB80 buffer, and BRB80 buffer with
an additional 40 mM KCl. Selected tracks approximately represent the frequency of runs
and pauses under the respective buffer conditions. Arrows mark the switches between
motility modes. (B) Kymographs of motility at 2 mM ADP in P30 buffer, BRB80 buffer,
and BRB80 buffer with additional 40 mM KCl. Horizontal scale bars: 5 s, vertical scale
bars: 1600 nm.

Motility of single DK4mer molecules at different ionic strengths
It is known that ionic strength can have a strong influence on the motility of motor
proteins by modifying the motor-MT interaction [Kapitein05, Kwok06, Kapitein08,
Gerson-Gurwitz11]. To further explore the influence of the tail-MT interaction, we
analyzed the effect of increasing ionic strength on the motility of the DK4mer motor
construct. DK4mer is better suited for such experiments than native Eg5 because,
with DK4mer, the transitions between diffusive pauses and directed motility on
single MTs are very clearly detectable. An increase of ionic strength and Debye
screening is predicted to reduce interaction strength since the tail domain likely
interacts via weak electrostatic interactions with the C-terminus of tubulins [Vale89,
Thorn00, Wang00, Cahu09].
Consistent with this expectation, in our experiments, increasing the ionic strength
led to reduced overall run lengths, from 9.6 ± 2.4 µm in P30 buffer to 1.7 ± 0.8
µm in BRB80 buffer plus 60 mM KCl (Fig. 6.3 A, Fig. 6.4 D and Supplementary
Tab. D.1). The decrease in run length, however, was caused mainly by shorter
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pauses with an increased likelihood for detachment, while the processive segments
of runs appeared less affected (Fig. 6.3 A, Fig. 6.4 A and B, Supplementary Tab.
D.1). From 20 mM added KCl on, motility was purely processive with a run length
of 2.6 ± 0.7 µm comparable to that of D421, 2.9 ± 0.8 µm, (a truncated dimeric
Kinesin-1 construct) and DK511, 2.3 ± 0.9 µm (Fig. 6.4 B and Supplementary
Tab. D.1). We thus found that an increase in ionic strength of the buffer mostly
reduced tail-MT interactions. This result is consistent with the report by Weinger
et al. for Eg5 [Weinger11]. Note that the run length (Fig. 6.4 B) shows a sharp
rather than gradual transition from mixed motility at low ionic strength to purely
processive motility at high ionic strength. This result further supports the idea that
tail-MT and motor-domain-MT interactions are mutually exclusive. Furthermore,
increasing the ionic strength from P30 buffer to BRB80 buffer plus 40 mM KCl led
to a ≥ 4-fold reduction in the duration of interactions in the presence of ADP (Fig.
6.3 B).
In ADP buffer, MSD analysis showed that DK4mer interactions with single MTs
were purely diffusive at all ionic strengths (Fig. 6.5 A). Increasing the ionic strength
led to a 4- to 5-fold increase in the diffusion constant, from 0.5 ± 0.04 ◊ 104
nm2 s≠1 to 2.2 ± 0.7 ◊ 104 nm2 s≠1 , consistent with what has been reported for Eg5
[Kapitein08]. This indicates that the ATP-independent interaction is electrostatic
and thus is weakened by increasing ionic strength (Fig. 6.5 B). Interestingly however,
the diffusion constant of DK4mer during pauses between processive runs at 2 mM
ATP was significantly lower (0.4 ± 0.2 ◊ 104 nm2 s≠1 ) then during ADP-diffusive
interactions (1.2 ± 0.04 ◊ 104 nm2 s≠1 at otherwise identical buffer conditions (Fig.
6.5 B, circle). These results suggest that the two diffusive modes of DK4mer, the
one in the presence of ATP and the one in the presence of ADP, are determined by
somewhat different interactions with the MT.
Increasing the ionic strength had very little effect on the average velocity of
directed motility. This supports the notion that once the motor protein is moving,
the Kinesin-1 motor domains work independently of and undisturbed by the Eg5
tail and are not very sensitive to changes of ionic strength (Fig. 6.4 C).
With increasing ionic strength, slow velocities appeared in the velocity distribution
of DK4mer (Fig. 6.4 C). This slow fraction can be explained by the limited resolution
of the experiments. With increasing ionic strength the pauses in the processive runs
become shorter, and, eventually, the shortest pauses in high salt buffer will not be
detected as pauses anymore, but will be hidden in apparently processive runs leading
to a distorted overall velocity distribution.
The truncated dimer DK511 at different ionic strengths
To confirm the result that only the tail domain-MT interaction is influenced by
ionic strength, we also measured the motility of the DK511 in low ionic strength
(P30 buffer). We found purely processive motility with an average run length of
3.4 ± 0.4 µm, only about 30 % of the run length of DK4mer (9.6 ± 2.4 µm) under
the same buffer conditions. Interestingly the DK511 run length was very similar
to the run length of the truncated dimeric Kinesin-1 construct D421 of 2.7 ± 0.4
µm (Fig. 6.4 B and Supplementary Tab. D.1). This result confirms that the long
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Fig. 6.4: Single-molecule fluorescence assays at 2 mM ATP and different salt concentrations: (A) Distribution of pause durations during runs of single DK4mer molecules
in AM based on three different buffers. Distributions are fitted with single-exponentials,
using the number of events as weights. The average duration of pauses is given for each
buffer condition. Pauses shorter than 2 s were not scored. (B) Average run length plotted against ionic strength of the buffer solution: DK4mer (squares) and, for comparison,
truncated DmKHC Kinesin-1, D421 (circles), and truncated DK4mer, DK511 (triangles).
Dashed trend lines serve to guide the eye. (C) Velocity distributions at different concentrations of KCl added to BRB80 buffer. Distributions were fitted with sums of two
Gaussians. Permanently stuck motor proteins (v = 0 nm/s) were not taken into account.
(D) Run-length distributions at different concentrations of added KCl, fitted with single
exponentials (lines). Run lengths < 1 µm were not included into the fit because their
frequency is likely underestimated due to limited resolution. For runs with pauses, the
run lengths of the processive segments were added up. Average velocities and run lengths
are summarized in Supplementary Tab. D.1.
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Fig. 6.5: Single-molecule fluorescence assays at 2 mM ADP at different salt concentrations: (A) Mean-squared displacements (MSD) of single DK4mer motors on MTs at 2
mM ADP in AM based on P30 buffer and BRB80 buffer with different amounts of added
KCl, fitted linearly in the log-log plot (lines). The dwell time decreased with increasing
salt. For 20 mM added KCl, only dwell times up to 2 s were measured with sufficient
statistics. N: number of analyzed motor traces. Power-law slope of 1 is indicated by grey
line. (B) 1D-diffusion constants of DK4mer motors on MTs at 2 mM ADP (crosses, N
for each salt condition equals values given in (A) as a function of buffer ionic strength,
dotted line to guide the eye. For comparison: diffusion constant of DK4mer (circle, N =
11) during pauses between processive runs (marked with arrows in Fig. 6.4 B) at 2 mM
ATP in BRB80 buffer. N: number of analyzed motor traces.

run lengths found for DK4mer are caused by the Eg5 tail domains. In AM based
on BRB80 buffer, run lengths for both D421 and DK511 were only slightly shorter
than in low-ionic-strength buffer. This supports the notion that the function of the
Kinesin-1 motor domain is only slightly influenced by a change in the ionic strength
of the buffer solution.
Relative sliding of MTs driven by DK4mer at varying ionic strength
Single-molecule fluorescence assays reported earlier, showed that individual Xenopus
laevis Eg5 motors are able to crosslink MTs and drive relative sliding at twice the
velocity (2v) of an individual motor on a single MT [Kapitein08]. Twice the single
motor velocity (2v-model, Fig. 6.6 B) can only be reached in a sliding assay when
relative sliding is driven by the continuous and simultaneous action of both pairs of
motor domains, with each pair of motor domains driving motility at single-motor
velocity v.
To probe DK4mer for this Kinesin-5 feature, we performed relative sliding assays as
described before [Gerson-Gurwitz11] and could in fact confirm that DK4mer is able
to crosslink and slide MTs (Fig. 6.6 A) at a higher than single-motor velocity (Fig.
6.6 C). This result confirms that DK4mer is a fully functional tetrameric motor.
In order to analyze the effect of ionic strength on the motility of DK4mer between crosslinked MTs, we performed relative sliding assays at high enough motor
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Fig. 6.6: DK4mer motility while sliding a mobile MT over a surface-attached MT: (A)
Kymographs of dual-color single-molecule fluorescence assays recording the motility of
single DK4mer motors while sliding TMR-labeled MTs in P30 buffer: mobile and stationary MT in TMR-channel (ends of mobile MT are marked with dotted line), DK4mer in
GFPchannel (overlap area between MTs between dotted lines), and merged kymograph of
MTs (red) and DK4mer (green). (B) Cartoon of four possible types of motor protein localization and resulting velocities: a) motor protein moving on sliding MT with single-motor
velocity, leading to velocity 2v against the surface, b) motor protein moving in overlap
region on two MTs with velocity v, c) motor protein moving on fixed MT with velocity v
and d) motor protein bound to surface and to MT, not moving. (C) Histogram of motor
(black) and MT (red) velocities in the MT-overlap region.

concentrations to ensure that motility was driven by multiple motors at different
ionic strengths. We found that relative sliding occurred over a wide range of salt
concentrations (Supplementary Fig. D.5), even at high ionic strengths (BRB80
buffer + 40 mM KCl, I = 200 mM) at which switching to tail-mediated binding on
single MTs, i.e. diffusive intervals, were not seen anymore (Fig. 6.4 B). This result
suggests that, at high ionic strength, motor domain driven interactions alone could
maintain crosslinking and simultaneously drove relative sliding even with diminished
tail binding.
The velocity of relative sliding at low ionic strength remained below the expected
value of twice the single motor velocity (2v), but increasing the ionic strength shifted
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the distribution towards 2v (Fig. 6.6 B and C, Supplementary Fig. D.5). Relative
sliding speed was ≥ 700 nm/s in P30 buffer, but ≥ 1100 nm/s in P30 buffer plus
70 mM added KCl. The explanation for the reduced sliding velocity at low ionic
strength is probably that sliding MTs also interact with surface-adsorbed motors
which would slow them down. In P30 buffer with 80 mM KCl added (I = 140 mM)
and higher ionic strengths, we could not observe any relative sliding. In singlemolecule assays we could still see processive runs on single MTs in BRB80 buffer
+ 60mM KCl (I = 220 mM). One explanation for this discrepancy might be Debye
screening: the probability of a motor binding to a single MT in high ionic strength is
lower than in low ionic strength. One motor binding to two MTs simultaneously in
high ionic strength has an even lower probability, which might make it very difficult
to observe relative sliding at higher ionic strengths.

Conclusions

6.4

Much attention has recently been focused on the regulation of motor proteins in
complex cellular contexts. Kinesin-5, as essential actuator of the mitotic spindle,
is a prime example of a highly regulated mechanoenzyme. We have here used a
Kinesin-1 head/Kinesin-5 tail chimera to provide a well-behaved model system to
investigate details of the multiple binding modes of tetrameric kinesins to MTs which
are believed to be involved in turning the motor “on” and “off”. Several earlier approaches have used mutated and chimeric constructs, mainly in the experimental
context of the mitotic spindle, observing modifications of its elongation dynamics
[Cahu09, Kwok04]. A chimera similar to ours was independently described by Cahu
et al., and was used in in-vivo experiments in Xenopus egg extracts. In those experiments it was shown that the chimeric motors mislocalized in mitotic spindles and
consequently caused spindle collapse into tightly bundled MT arrays [Cahu09].
Our tetrameric chimera exhibited fast, processive motility and was able to crosslink
and slide MTs. This was to be expected from the properties of the parent kinesins
that provided the respective components. Additionally, our results clearly show that
diffusive and processive episodes alternated during interactions and were mutually
exclusive, processive interaction being driven by the motor heads and diffusive attachment caused by the tails, likely by electrostatic interactions. This finding makes
it tempting to speculate that tail binding might cause a conformation of the heads
with respect to the MT that makes motility impossible and, vice versa, that head
binding brings the tail binding sites out of contact with the MT. The latter result is somewhat different from what was found for native Eg5, the heads of which
are likely to be particularly sensitive to regulation by the tails. In Eg5 the tail
domain is required for proper and efficient orientation and function of Eg5, when
it crosslinks and orients MTs in vivo and in vitro [Weinger11]. Further studies of
specifically altered or chimeric constructs are necessary and will yield further insight
in the structural changes involved in the regulation of the transition from “off-” to
“on-state” of Kinesin-5 motors.
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Materials and Methods

6.5

Cloning and protein purification

6.5.1

The construction of the tetrameric chimera DK4mer and a further dimeric derivative was based on a detailed analysis of the transition between motor domain and
neck coiled-coil in Eg5 and the known limits of the motor domain and neck linker in
the Drosophila Kinesin-1 (DmKHC). In DK4mer the first 345 amino acids (aa) of
Drosophila Kinesin-1 were fused to Xenopus Kinesin-5 (Eg5) at aa 370. Additional
constructs contained either a 6-his tag (DK4mer-his) or a green fluorescent protein
(GFP)-6his cassette as described in detail previously (22). The exact sequence we
chose for the transition is schematically shown in Fig. 6.1 A. The dimeric derivative
DK511 was truncated at aa 511 (Fig. 6.1 D). Donor plasmids were kindly provided
by W. O. Hancock (DmKHC) and T. M. Kapoor (FL-Eg5-GFP, BK006). We used
a nested PCR approach similar to that described before [Lakämper10] to extend the
motor domain and neck linker of DmKHC (DK) with sequences providing a direct
and uninterrupted transition using selected restriction sites to a correspondingly amplified neck/stalk/tail-fragment of Eg5 (EK). DK was amplified with a fwd primer,
DK1fwd, providing an NdeI site (flanked by additional SalI and XmaI-sequences)
and two rev primers, DKrev1 and DKrev2, providing transition sequences of the Eg5
neck up to an AflI site which was generated using a silent mutation in the natural
sequence (further flanking regions provide more restrictions sites such as NotI for
sub-cloning of fragments). Similarly the EK fragment was generated using a fwdprimer, EKfwd1, and two rev-primers, EKrev1 and EKrev2, providing the same
restriction sites at the N-terminus and a cassette containing a sequence containing
an AscI and XmaI site followed by a 6his box and a stop codon followed by the cutting sides NotI, Sal and XhoI. The AscI/XmaI site allowed us to insert a previously
used GFP-6his casette from pT7-7-GFP-his. The resulting PCR-fragments were initially “parked” in a pTOPO-XL vector (Invitrogen, USA), before sub-cloning into a
pFastBac vector (Invitrogen, USA) for expression in Sf9-cells. Truncation constructs
(DK511-GFPhis as a truncated version of DK4mer and D421-GFPhis as a truncated
version of DmKHC) were generated using a simple PCR approach and subsequent
sub-cloning in a pET-21b(+) vector (Novagen, Germany). Expression and purification was performed as described in [Lakämper10]. Chemicals were purchased from
Sigma, USA, if not otherwise stated.

Multi-motor surface-gliding assays

6.5.2

Multi-motor surface-gliding assays were performed at 22 ¶ C as described previously
[Lakämper10]. The motor proteins were allowed to non-specifically bind to the glass
surfaces of assay chambers made from cover slips and microscope slides, assembled
with double-stick tape. Subsequently, the chambers were flushed with about three
chamber volumes of assay mix (AM) based on BRB80 buffer (80 mM PIPES/KOH,
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pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl2 , 1 mM EGTA) containing 10 µm taxol (paclitaxel), 2 mM ATP,
4 mM MgCl2 , 10 mM DTT, 0.08 mg/ml catalase C40, 0.1 mg/ml glucose oxidase and
10 mM glucose. For multi-motor surface-gliding assays, 0.022 mg/ml tetramethylrhodamine (TMR)-labeled MTs, polymerized as described previously [Lakämper10],
were added to AM. Motility was observed in a standard inverted fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200, Germany) using a Zeiss EC Plan-Neofluar 100◊ 1.3 NA
oil immersion objective (Zeiss, Germany). Images were recorded with a digital CCD
camera (CoolSnap ES, Roper Scientific, Germany) at a frame rate of 2 frames/s.
Videos were analyzed with ImageJ (National Institute of Health, USA) to obtain
MT velocities.

Single-molecule fluorescence assays

6.5.3

Cover slips were cleaned using a plasma cleaner (PDC-002, Harrick Plasma, USA)
before surface silanization with 3-[2-(2-Aminoethylamino)ethylamino]propyltrimethoxysilane (DETA) (Sigma, Germany) for MT immobilization as described before
[Lakämper10]. TMR-labeled MTs were allowed to bind to the surface during an
incubation time of 5 min., followed by 5 min. incubation with 0.1 mg/ml casein in
BRB80. Finally DK4mer-GFPhis (DK4mer) diluted in AM to single-molecule concentration (≥ 150 nM) was introduced, and fluorescence was observed in a custombuilt total-internal-reflection-fluorescence (TIRF) microscope.
The TIRF setup was built similarly to the setup described previously by van Dijk et
al. [Dijk07] with the following modifications: we used two lasers (473 nm and 532
nm, both Viasho, USA) to excite the fluorophores (GFP and TMR). The lasers were
expanded and coupled via a multi-wave-length beam splitter (z474/488/532/635rpc,
Chroma, USA) off-axis into an oilimmersion objective (Nikon, SFluor 100◊, 1.49) to
obtain TIRF illumination. The emitted fluorescent light was split in the GFP and
TMR signals using the dichroic mirror (525/50, Chroma, USA), then passed trough
bandpass filters (530/50 for GFP and 605/70 for TMR, both Chroma, USA) and
finally directed via mirrors to separate areas of the detector area of a frame-transfer
EMCCD camera (Cascade 512B, Roper Scientific, USA). In a further modification
(not used for the experiments in this work) a commercial image splitter (Optosplit
III, Cairn Research, UK) was integrated into the setup (Supplementary Fig. D.4)
providing the possibility to detect an additional, third fluorophore. For analysis, the
separated signals of GFP and TMR were superimposed using the OptoSplit ImageJ
plugin provided by Cairn Research, UK.
For measurements at different salt concentrations, KCl was added to BRB80
buffer. Measurements with lower than 80 mM salt concentration were done in AM
as described above, but based on P30 buffer (30 mM PIPES/KOH, pH 6.8, 1 mM
MgCl2 , 1 mM EGTA). To calculate the total ionic strength of the different buffers,
one has to take into account that PIPES buffer is a diprotonic acid (pKa1 < 3,
pKa2 = 6.8). To adjust, e.g., 80 mM of PIPES free acid to pH 6.8, the addition
of 120 mM KOH is required. At pH 6.8, additional to the K+ and Cl≠ ions, an
equimolar amount of each acid group is in solution, and the OH≠ ions are buffered
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by water. Ionic strength can be calculated as: I = 12 ci z2i , with ci concentration
and zi valence of ion type i. BRB80 plus 10 mM KCl, for example, has an ionic
strength I = 1/2 (40 ◊ 1 + 40 ◊ 4 + (120 + 10) ◊ 1 + 10 ◊ 1) mM = 170 mM.
All single-molecule-fluorescence measurements were performed at 22 ¶ C. The CCD
camera was controlled with WinSpec32 software (Princeton Instruments, USA).
Digital images were recorded at a frame rate of 2 frames/s and were subsequently
analyzed for velocities and run lengths using kymographs generated with a customwritten LabView (National Instruments, USA) routine. To estimate average velocities, only the straight (judged by eye) runs or straight segments of runs were
taken into account. Runs lasting for less then 2 seconds were not scored. Statistical analysis of data was performed with OriginPro (OriginLab Corporation, USA).
MSD analysis was done with a custom-written MATLAB (The MathWorks, USA)
routine.

Relative sliding of polarity-marked MTs

6.5.4

Polarity-marked MTs were assembled in two polymerization steps: First, highly concentrated TMR-labeled tubulin (3.33 mg/ml) was polymerized in the presence of 0.4
mM guanosine-5’-[(–,—)-methyleno]triphosphate (GMP-CPP, Jena Bioscience, Germany) to avoid depolymerization after dilution. In the second step, these short MTs
(seeds) were diluted and extended by further polymerization in a solution of 0.54
mg/ml TMR-labeled tubulin and 0.72 mM GTP in P30 buffer. Additionally to a
batch of long polarity-marked MTs, a batch of short polarity-marked MTs was polymerized by increasing the seed concentration and shortening the incubation time.
Finally the MTs were stabilized in P30 buffer containing 10 µM taxol (paclitaxel,
Sigma, USA). DETA-silanized assay chambers were prepared as described above.
Long MTs were allowed to bind for ≥ 4 min., followed by ≥ 6 min. incubation with
0.5 mg/ml casein in P30 buffer. Finally, 10 µl of AM based on P30 buffer containing
4 - 5 times the single-molecule concentration (1:150 dilution) of DK4mer and short
MTs were added into the flow chamber.
For the measurements at different salt concentrations, AMs based on P12 buffer
(12 mM PIPES/KOH, 1 mM MgCl2 , 1 mM EGTA), P30 buffer and BRB80 buffer
were used. Fluorescence was observed with a wide-field fluorescence microscope
(Zeiss Axiovert 200, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss EC Plan-Neofluar 100x 1.3
NA oil immersion objective. Images were recorded with a CCD camera (Coolsnap
ES, Roper Scientific, Germany). All measurements were performed at 22 ¶ C and
videos were recorded at a frame rate of 2 frames/s. Digital images were analyzed
using kymographs generated with custom-written LabView (National Instruments,
USA) routines for MT velocity and binding geometry.

Single-molecule imaging of motors during MT sliding

6.5.5

Single motor molecules were imaged during relative sliding of polarity-marked MTs
in the custom-built TIRF setup. The assay was performed similarly to the (multi-
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motor) relative sliding assay of polarity-marked MTs, but with a 1:280 dilution
of the motor protein DK4mer. The measurements were performed at 22 ¶ C, and
videos were recorded at a frame rate of 2 frames/s. The TMR- and the GFP-signals,
recorded on separate areas of the CCD detector, were aligned using the OptoSplit
ImageJ plugin provided by Cairn Research, UK and analyzed for motor protein and
MT velocity as described above.
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Outside the topic of kinesin-5 regulation I participated in a project which investigated the targeting of axonal GABAB receptors in hippocampal neurons. The
content of this chapter was published 2012 in the Journal PLoS ONE [Valdés12].
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In this work I performed in-vivo total-internal-reflection-fluorescence (TIRF)
measurements of the motility of fluorescently labelled GABAB R1 subunits and analysed the respective single-molecule data. Additionally I contributed figures and text
to the paper.

Abstract

7.1

In neuronal cells the intracellular trafficking machinery controls the availability of
neurotransmitter receptors at the plasma membrane, which is a critical determinant
of synaptic strength. Metabotropic “ amino-butyric acid (GABA) type B receptors
(GABAB Rs) are neurotransmitter receptors that modulate synaptic transmission by
mediating the slow and prolonged responses to GABA. GABAB Rs are obligatory
heteromers constituted by two subunits, GABAB R1 and GABAB R2. GABAB R1a
and GABAB R1b are the most abundant subunit variants. GABAB R1b is located
in the somatodendritic domain whereas GABAB R1a is additionally targeted to the
axon. Sushi domains located at the N-terminus of GABAB R1a constitute the only
difference between both variants and are necessary and sufficient for axonal targeting. The precise targeting machinery and the organelles involved in sorting and
transport have not been described. Here we demonstrate that GABAB Rs require the
Golgi apparatus for plasma membrane delivery but that axonal sorting and targeting
of GABAB R1a operate in a pre-Golgi compartment. In the axon GABAB R1a subunits are enriched in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and their dynamic behavior
and colocalization with other secretory organelles like the ER-to-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) suggest that they employ a local secretory route. The
transport of axonal GABAB R1a is microtubule-dependent and kinesin-1, a molecular motor of the kinesin family, determines axonal localization. Considering that
progression of GABAB Rs through the secretory pathway is regulated by an ER
retention motif our data contribute to understand the role of the axonal ER in
non-canonical sorting and targeting of neurotransmitter receptors.
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Introduction

7.2

Polarized protein trafficking in the neuron is critical for synapse formation, synapse
maintenance and the regulation of synaptic strength. In all eukaryotic cells the
endomembrane trafficking system includes a forward biosynthetic route constituted
by the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), the ER-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC), the Golgi apparatus and post-Golgi vesicles, and a recycling-degradative route
constituted by endosomes and lysosomes. The unique architecture and size of neurons does not necessarily imply that the structure/function relationship of these
organelles and their contribution to the secretory process are different than in other
cell types. However, their spatial arrangement and contribution to local processing
may be specially adapted to the complexities of the neuronal morphology [Horton04].
How the neuron orchestrates this highly compartmentalized trafficking is poorly understood. In particular, how the local distribution of secretory components in the
neuron impinges on intracellular trafficking and availability of neurotransmitter receptors remains for the most part unexplored.
GABA is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the nervous system and the
metabotropic GABAB Rs are obligatory heteromers composed of two related subunits, GABAB R1 and GABAB R2 (for a comprehensive review of GABAB R structure, function, localization and pathological implications see [Bettler04]). Both
belong to family C of G proteincoupled receptors, and contain a large extracellular N-terminal domain, seven membrane-spanning domains and an intracellular
C-terminal domain. GABAB Rs are expressed in neurons throughout the brain and
spinal cord. They are mainly perisynaptic receptors located in gabaergic and glutamatergic presynaptic terminals and postsynaptic sites. GABAB R1 binds agonists
with high affinity whereas GABAB R2 couples to G–i establishing a transactivation mechanism between the two subunits. At presynaptic terminals GABAB Rs
inhibit voltage gated Ca2+ channels thereby inhibiting synaptic vesicle fusion and
neurotransmitter release. At postsynaptic sites they activate inwardly rectifying
K+ channels hyperpolarizing the postsynaptic neuron. In addition, stimulation of
GABAB Rs decreases the levels of cyclic AMP. GABAB Rs have been implicated in
epilepsy, anxiety, stress, sleep disorders, nociception, depression, cognition and addictive mechanisms to drug abuse. The relevance of studying GABAB R availability
is further supported by clinical observations that report the appearance of tolerance
to GABAB R agonists, an inconvenient side effect to therapy. GABAB R subunits are
synthesized in the soma and glycosylated in the ER [Couve98, Ramı́rez09]. The progression of GABAB Rs through the secretory pathway is regulated by an RXR-type
sequence (RSRR) in the C-terminal domain of GABAB R1 that functions as an ER
retention motif in the absence of GABAB R2 [Margeta-Mitrovic00]. The ER retention motif is masked upon association to GABAB R2, and assembled GABAB Rs exit
the ER as heteromers destined for the plasma membrane. Consistent with ER retention acting as a limiting step GABAB Rs are abundant within intracellular compartments, especially the ER [Kulik03]. GABAB R1a and GABAB R1b constitute the
most abundant isoforms for GABAB R1. Heteromers containing GABAB R1a are
axonal and somatodendritic whereas those containing GABAB R1b are exclusively
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located in the somatodendritic domain [Vigot06]. GABAB R1a and GABAB R1b
mediate their different functions only as a result of their specific axonal or somatodendritic localization [Vigot06]. The sushi domains located at the N-terminus of
GABAB R1a are necessary and sufficient for axonal targeting even in a GABAB R2
knock-out background [Biermann10]. However, the precise targeting machinery and
the organelles involved in sorting and transport have not been described. Combining
conventional optical microscopy and live-cell imaging using organelle reporters and
trafficking blockers in cultured hippocampal neurons we describe a mechanism for
GABAB R1a axonal localization based on pre-Golgi sorting and ER transport.

Results

7.3

The delivery of GABAB Rs to the plasma membrane is Golgi-dependent but
axonal targeting is not.
First we carried out a control experiment to validate the use of overexpression of recombinant GABAB R subunits as a strategy to study receptor trafficking. Cultured
hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a and the distribution
of the subunit at the plasma membrane or in intracellular compartments was evaluated by immunostaining 1 - 5 dpt. MYC-GABAB R1a was retained in intracellular
compartments in the cell body and axons up to 5 dpt in the absence of recombinant
GABAB R2 expression (Supplementary Fig. E.1). In contrast, GABAB R1a was
readily detectable at the cell surface at 2 dpt upon co-transfection with GABAB R2
(Supplementary Fig. E.1, right column). These experiments indicate that the trafficking properties of recombinant receptors mimic the situation of the native subunits, and that the trafficking of recombinant receptors is not affected by the endogenous subunits. More importantly, they demonstrate that our experiments using
transfection of recombinant GABAB R1 subunits exclusively examine their intracellular population.
To determine whether GABAB Rs employ a Golgi-dependent intracellular trafficking route in neurons, primary cultures of hippocampal neurons were transfected
with MYC-GABAB R1a and FLAG-GABAB R2 in the absence or presence of ARF1Q71I-HA, a constitutively active ARF1 mutant that prevents export from the Golgi
apparatus [Zhang94]. 1 dpt the distribution of GABAB Rs at the plasma membrane and in intracellular compartments was evaluated by immunostaining under
non-permeabilized or permeabilized conditions. We examined somatic or axonal
domains as shown in the schematic neuron (Fig. 7.1 A). As reported previously
co-transfection of MYC-GABAB R1a and FLAG-GABAB R2 resulted in a robust
localization of both subunits at the cell surface (Fig. 7.1 B). In contrast, ARF1Q71I-HA blocked the appearance of both subunits at the plasma membrane and
produced accumulation in intracellular compartments (Fig. 7.1 C). These results
indicate that the Golgi apparatus is necessary for the delivery of GABAB Rs to the
plasma membrane in hippocampal neurons.
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Fig. 7.1: GABAB R1a is targeted to the axon even after blockade of Golgi export.

(A) Hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a and RFP, and processed for
immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABAB R1a was detected with MYC
antibodies (green) and RFP was detected without staining (red). Boxes indicate somatic, dendritic and axonal regions used throughout the study. (B) Hippocampal neurons were transfected
with MYC-GABAB R1a and FLAG-GABAB R2 and processed for immunofluorescence under nonpermeabilized conditions. MYC-GABAB R1a was detected with MYC antibodies (MYC-GB1a,
green) and FLAG-GABAB R2 was detected with FLAG antibodies (FLAG-GB2, magenta) (representative image of n = 12 neurons). (C) Same as above for neurons transfected with MYCGABAB R1a, FLAG-GABAB R2, and ARF1-Q71I-HA (ARF-Q-HA). ARF1-Q71I-HA was detected
with HA antibodies (red). Neurons were labeled under permeabilized conditions to visualize intracellular GABAB R subunits or non-permeabilized conditions to evaluate their abundance at
the plasma membrane (representative image of n = 28 neurons). (D) Hippocampal neurons from
GABAB R1-EGFP mice in the absence (control) or presence of ARF1-Q71I-HA (ARF-QHA) and
processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. ARF1-Q71I-HA was detected
with HA antibodies (ARF-Q-HA, red), GABAB R1-EGFP signal was amplified with EGFP antibodies (GB1, green) (representative image of n = 10 neurons). (E) Hippocampal neurons were
transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a in the absence (control) or presence of ARF1-Q71I-HA (ARFQ-HA) and processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. ARF-Q-HA was
detected with HA antibodies (red), MYC-GABAB R1a was detected with MYC antibodies (green),
the Golgi apparatus was detected by expressing pEYFP-Golgi (magenta) (representative image of n
= 18 neurons). (F) Same as above for neurons transfected with MYC-GABAB R1b (representative
image of n = 10 neurons). Scale bar for (B) - (F) represents 20 µm. (G) - (I) Axons of hippocampal
neurons under the experimental conditions of (D) - (F) (representative images of neurons examined
above). Tau staining was used to visualize the axon when not labeled by MYC-GABAB R1b. Scale
bar for (G) - (I) represents 20 µm.
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GABAB R1a is targeted to the axon in hippocampal neurons [Kulik03, Vigot06].
Thus, we determined whether axonal targeting was also Golgi dependent. First
we used cultured hippocampal neurons of transgenic mice that express GABAB R1EGFP under the control of an endogenous promoter [Casanova09]. This experimental model combines the advantages of a nearly physiological scenario and ease of
detection. GABAB R1 localized to the axon in control conditions (Fig. 7.1 D and
Fig. 7.1 G, left panel). Importantly, GABAB R1 was still targeted to the axon in
the presence of ARF1-Q71I-HA (Fig. 7.1 D and Fig. 7.1 G, right panels). According to previous reports the predominant axonal variant of GABAB R1 corresponds
to GABAB R1a [Kulik03, Vigot06]. Therefore, these data are compatible with the
idea that GABAB R1a is sorted and targeted to the axon at or prior to the Golgi
apparatus.
Next we used recombinant receptors to directly compare the axonal targeting of
GABAB R1a and GABAB R1b, and their Golgi dependence. Neurons were transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a or MYC-GABAB R1b in the absence or presence of
ARF1-Q71I-HA. Consistent with previous reports, GABAB R1a but not GABAB R1b
was predominantly targeted to the axon in hippocampal neurons (Fig. 7.1 E - Fig.
7.1 I, control panels). Importantly, recombinant GABAB R1a was still targeted to
the axon in the presence of ARF1-Q71I-HA (Fig. 7.1 E and Fig. 7.1 H). In contrast, GABAB R1b was absent from the axon under all the conditions examined
(Fig. 7.1 F and Fig. 7.1 I). These findings indicate that axonal targeting is specific to GABAB R1a. In addition, they demonstrate that the sorting and targeting
of GABAB R1a to the axon occurs at or prior to the Golgi stage, and therefore
suggest a non-conventional modality. They also indicate that axonal targeting of
GABAB R1a upon ARF1-Q71I-HA expression is not produced by an overload of
the early secretory pathway because the effect was not observed for GABAB R1b,
a conclusion further supported by the results in lower expressing transgenic neurons.
GABAB R1a is targeted and transported within the axonal ER.
ER resident proteins and components of the protein folding and export machineries
localize to the axon [Willis05, Merianda09, Weclewicz98]. Thus, to determine the
intracellular localization of axonal GABAB R1a neurons were immunostained with
antibodies against the GABAB R1 subunit and an antibody against the SEKDEL
sequence of the rat ER protein Grp78, including a conserved motif present in luminal
ER resident proteins responsible for retrieval from the Golgi apparatus [Munro87].
Endogenous GABAB R1 colocalized with the ER in axons (Fig. 7.2 A, arrows).
Control labeling without primary antibodies confirmed the specificity of the signal
(Fig. 7.2 B and Fig. 7.2 C). In transgenic mouse neurons GABAB R1-EGFP also
colocalized with the ER (Fig. 7.2 D, arrows). Importantly, colocalization was still
observed upon overexpression of MYC-GABAB R1a and KDEL-RFP, a fluorescent
probe widely used for ER visualization that contains the ER targeting sequence
of calreticulin and the ER retrieval sequence KDEL (Fig. 7.2 E, arrows). In addition, colocalization was observed with cytochrome b5-EGFP, another fluorescent
ER probe (Fig. 7.2 F). The colocalization between GABAB R1a and ER markers
was specific because Piccolo, a marker for dense core vesicles and synapses [Dieck98]
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showed a markedly different axonal localization (Fig. 7.2 G). Staining with MAP2,
an exclusive dendritic marker confirmed the co-distribution of GABAB R1a and the
ER occurs in the axon (Fig. 7.2 H). These results demonstrate that GABAB R1a is
enriched in the axonal ER.
To establish whether the ER functions as a transport organelle for GABAB R1a
we examined the dynamic behavior of fluorescent versions of GABAB R1a and the ER
in axons of live hippocampal neurons. Discrete GABAB R1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP
puncta were distributed along the axons. While the majority of puncta remained
static or showed very limited lateral displacement over the examined period, a subset displayed continuous, long-range mobility (imaged at 0.20 - 0.25 frames/s for a
total of ≥ 120 s, Fig. 7.3 A and Fig. 7.3 B). GABAB R1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP
moved bidirectionally, with a moderate retrograde bias, and with modal speeds of
100 - 200 nm/s (Fig. 7.3 E and Fig. 7.3 F). Significantly, some GABAB R1a-EGFP
and KDEL-RFP puncta moved in synchrony, with similar speed and retrograde
predominance (Fig. 7.3 C and Fig. 7.3 G). Puncta containing Rab11-GFP, a recycling endosome marker [Jones06], also localized to axons but showed a different
dynamic pattern characterized by rapid direction changes and lower overall displacement. We used TIRF microscopy and higher temporal resolution (2 frames/s) to
determine the instant velocity of GABAB R1a-EGFP more accurately in hippocampal neurons. Mean anterograde and retrograde instant velocities were comparable
(751.70 ± 33.20 and 877.73 ± 67.59 nm/s respectively) (Fig. 7.3 H and Fig. 7.3
I). These values fit conventional kinesin velocities [Cai07] and their slight increase
above panels A - G most likely result from excluding stalls in the analysis of our
higher temporal resolution imaging.
A proportion of GABAB R1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP puncta moved independently from each other. This may indicate that a fraction of GABAB R1a-EGFP is
transported in a different secretory organelle or that the axonal ER compartment is
capable of dynamically segregating cargo. To discriminate between these possibilities we carried out a series of complementary experiments. First we analyzed timelapse microscopy sequences individually. Interestingly, GABAB R1a-EGFP puncta
that initially colocalized with the ER sometimes separated from the organelle, remained segregated for a few frames and fused again with a pre-existing ER compartment (Fig. 7.4 A). It is well known that ER cargo recycles between the ER and
the ERGIC using export/retrieval motifs such as the RXR-type sequence present
in GABAB R1a [Bonifacino03]. To determine whether the segregated GABAB R1a
puncta resided temporarily in the ERGIC, we first visualized the axonal distribution
of MYC-GABAB R1a and p58-YFP, an established marker of the ERGIC [Ward01],
in fixed cells. Sparse ERGIC puncta were observed in axons and a subset of them
colocalized with MYC-GABAB R1a (Fig. 7.4 B). Additionally, live-cell imaging was
carried out in neurons transfected with GABAB R1a-RFP and p58-YFP. A small
fraction of GABAB R1a-RFP displayed synchronous motility with p58-YFP in axons
(Fig. 7.4 C). Taking into account that intra-ER mobility is microtubule dependent
but short-range ER to ERGIC transport is not [Ben-Tekaya05], we reasoned that
the enrichment of GABAB R1a in the ER should increase upon destabilization of
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(A) Representative axon of hippocampal neurons processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. GABAB R1 was detected with GABAB R1 antibodies (GB1, green) and the ER
was detected with KDEL antibodies (KDEL, red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel
(representative image of n = 17 neurons). (B) Same as above excluding staining with primary
KDEL antibodies. (C) Same as above excluding staining with primary GABAB R1 antibodies.
(D) Representative axon of hippocampal neurons from GABAB R1-EGFP mice processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. GABAB R1-EGFP signal was amplified with
EGFP antibodies (GB1-EGFP, green) and the ER was detected with KDEL antibodies (KDEL,
red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel (representative image of n = 10 neurons). (E)
Representative axon of hippocampal neurons transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a and KDEL-RFP
and processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABAB R1a was
detected with MYC antibodies (MYC-GB1a, green), KDEL-RFP was visualized without staining
(red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel (representative image of n = 20 neurons). (F)
Representative axon of hippocampal neurons transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a and cytochrome
b5-EGFP (CytB5-GFP) and processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions.
MYC-GABAB R1a was detected with MYC antibodies (MYC-GB1a, green), CytB5-GFP was visualized without staining (red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel (representative
image of n = 20 neurons). (G) Representative axon of hippocampal neurons processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. GABAB R1a was detected with GABAB R1
antibodies (green) and Piccolo was detected with Piccolo antibodies (red). Merged images are
shown on the bottom panel (representative image of n = 15 neurons). (H) Representative axon
of hippocampal neurons transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a and KDEL-RFP and processed for
immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABAB R1a was detected with MYC
antibodies (MYC-GB1a, green), KDEL-RFP was visualized without staining (red) and MAP2
was detected with anti-MAP2 antibodies (MAP2, magenta). The axon is identified as a MAP2negative projection. Merged images are shown on the bottom panel (representative image of n =
15 neurons). Scale bar for (A) - (H) represents 20 µm.
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Fig. 7.3: GABAB R1a and KDEL are mobile in axons.

(A) Representative kymograph constructed from time series of axons of hippocampal neurons transfected with GABAB R1a-EGFP (GB1a-GFP). Color lines correspond to selected traces within the
corresponding kymograph. Solid green line: anterograde mobility; dashed green line: retrograde
mobility. (B) Same as above for KDEL-RFP. Solid red line: anterograde mobility; dashed red line:
retrograde mobility. (C) Representative kymographs from time series of axons of hippocampal
neurons transfected with GABAB R1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP. Dashed green line: retrograde mobility of GABAB R1a-EGFP; dashed red line: retrograde mobility of KDEL-RFP; dashed yellow
line: synchronous retrograde mobility of GABAB R1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP. (D) Representative
kymographs constructed from axons of hippocampal neurons transfected with Rab11-GFP. Solid
black lines: short-range bidirectional mobility of Rab11-GFP (representative kymograph of n =
14 neurons). Images were acquired at 0.20 - 0.25 frames/s for a total of 120 s. Scale bar for (A) (D) represents 20 µm. (E - G) Average velocity and directionality was quantified from the kymographs for GABAB R1a-EGFP, KDEL-RFP and synchronous mobility of GABAB R1a-EGFP and
KDEL-RFP. Bar graphs represent the frequency distribution of velocities, anterograde transport
(gray bars), retrograde transport (white bars). Pie charts represent fractions of anterograde (gray)
and retrograde transport (white). Average velocities and direction were obtained from 17 - 139
moving puncta from a total of 42 neurons from at least three independent culture preparations.
(H) Representative kymograph from time series of axons of hippocampal neurons transfected with
GABAB R1a-EGFP imaged by TIRF microscopy at 2 frames/s. Scale bars represent 10 s and 3
µm. (I) Bar graph represents the frequency distribution of velocities: anterograde (gray bars), retrograde (white bars). Pie chart represents fractions of anterograde (gray) and retrograde transport
(white). Average velocities and direction were obtained from 41 moving puncta from at least three
independent culture preparations.
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microtubules. Consistent with this prediction, nocodazole blocked the mobility of
GABAB R1a-EGFP puncta and the subunits accumulated in a KDEL-RFP compartment (Fig. 7.4 D, top right panels). As expected, a mutant GABAB R1a subunit
that is not retained in the ER (GABAB R1a-ASA-EGFP) accumulated in a different
compartment after nocodazole treatment (Fig. 7.4 D, bottom right panels). These
observations suggest that axonal GABAB R1a is targeted and transported to the
axon within the ER, and possibly engages in a local export/retrieval mechanism
between the ER and the ERGIC.
Kinesin-1 contributes to the axonal localization of GABAB R1a.
Since kinesin-1, an axonal biased molecular motor [Nakata03, Jacobson06], colocalizes with GABAB R1 in neurons, and associates to the subunit in fractionation
and coimmunoprecipitation assays [Vidal07] we evaluated its contribution to axonal
GABAB R1a targeting. To examine the axonal localization of MYC-GABAB R1a
we determined an axon-to-dendrite ratio (A:D ratio) [Biermann10]. To study the
role of kinesin-1 we used a dominant negative comprising the cargo-binding domain of Kif5C that interferes with endogenous kinesin-cargo interactions fused to
RFP (Kif5C-RFP-DN) [Falley09]. The axonal targeting of MYC-GABAB R1a was
markedly reduced in the presence of Kif5C-RFP-DN (Fig. 7.5 A and Supplementary
Fig. E.2, arrows. A:D ratio MYC-GABAB R1a 0.63 ± 0.12; MYC-GABAB R1a plus
Kif5C-RFP-DN 0.06 ± 0.02; p < 0.01). On the contrary, the axonal distribution of
the ER marker ER-YFP and GABAB R2-EGFP were not affected by Kif5C-RFPDN (Fig. 7.5 B. A:D ratio ER-YFP 0.64 ± 0.47; ER-YFP plus Kif5C-RFP-DN 0.63
± 0.32; p = 0.97; GABAB R2-EGFP 0.79 ± 0.46; GABAB R2-EGFP plus Kif5CRFP-DN 0.69 ± 0.68; p = 0.80).
Kinesin-1 may control the axonal localization of MYC-GABAB R1a via an adaptor mechanism through the cytosolic C-terminal domain of GABAB R1a. To directly test this we first determined whether axonal targeting required the cytosolic
C-terminal domain of GABAB R1a using two C-terminal subunit mutants, MYCGABAB R1a-AA-ASA and MYC-GABAB R1a- C [Restituito05]. GABAB R1a, GABAB R1a-AA-ASA and GABAB R1a- C were all abundant in the axon indicating
that targeting is independent of the C-terminal domain (Fig. 7.5 C, arrows). Using
a quantitative colocalization analysis based on Manders coefficients [Ramı́rez10] all
GABAB R1a constructs colocalized partially with the ER and no statistically significant difference was observed between GABAB R1a and the two mutants (MYCGABAB R1a, n = 9 neurons; MYC-GABAB R1a-AA-ASA p = 0.11, n = 5 neurons;
MYC-GABAB R1a- C p = 0.30, n = 5 neurons). These results suggest that the
C-terminal domain is not a major determinant of axonal ER distribution and targeting of GABAB R1a. Finally, we analyzed the kinesin-1 dependence on the axonal
targeting of GABAB R1a lacking the C-terminal domain. Axonal localization of
MYC-GABAB R1a- C was still severely impaired by the dominant negative construct (Fig. 7.5 D, arrows. A:D ratio MYC-GABAB R1a- C 0.42 ± 0.06; MYCGABAB R1a- C plus Kif5C-RFP-DN 0.05 ± 0.01; p < 0.01). Combined these experiments demonstrate that kinesin-1 is necessary for the ER axonal targeting and
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Fig. 7.4: GABAB R1a cycles between KDEL compartments in axons.

(A) Representative axon of hippocampal neurons transfected with GABAB R1a-EGFP and KDELRFP, and visualized live. The area originally occupied by the ER (KDEL-RFP) in each time frame
was outlined in white. The arrows show a GABAB R1a-EGFP puncta that exits and enters different ER compartments within the observation period (45.5 s) (representative time-lapse sequence
of n = 10 neurons). Scale bar represents 20 µm. (B) Representative axon of hippocampal neurons
transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a (MYC-GB1a) and p58-YFP, and processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABAB R1a was detected with MYC antibodies
(green); p58-YFP was visualized without staining (red). Merged images are shown on the bottom
panel (representative image of n = 23 neurons). Scale bar represents 20 µm. (C) Kymographs were
constructed from time series of axons of hippocampal neurons transfected with GABAB R1a-RFP
(GB1a-RFP) and p58-YFP. Solid yellow lines: synchronous transport of GABAB R1a-RFP and
p58-YFP (representative kymograph of n = 22 neurons). Scale bar for (C) - (D) represents 20 µm.
(D) Kymographs were constructed from time series of axons of hippocampal neurons under control
conditions or treated with nocodazole after transfection with GABAB R1a-EGFP (GB1a-GFP)
or GABAB R1a-ASA-EGFP (GB1a-ASA-GFP) and KDEL-RFP. Top right panels: accumulated
GABAB R1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP in static puncta (solid yellow lines). Bottom right panels:
accumulated GABAB R1a-ASA-EGFP and KDEL-RFP in different static puncta (solid green and
red lines) (representative kymograph of n = 21 neurons).
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Fig. 7.5: Axonal targeting of GABAB R1a is kinesin-1 dependent and C-terminal domain inde-

pendent.
(A) Hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a and RFP (left, representative
image of n = 12 neurons) or MYC-GABAB R1a and Kif5C-RFP-DN, a dominant negative version
of kinesin-1 (Kif5C-DN, right, representative image of n = 13 neurons). The neuronal volume
filled by RFP or Kif5C-RFP-DN is shown. Boxes in top panels correspond to regions of axons
(Ax) and dendrites (unlabelled) magnified below. MYC-GABAB R1a (green) and RFP or Kif5CRFP-DN (red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel. Scale bar represents 40 µm. (B)
Top panels: representative axon of hippocampal neurons transfected with pEYFP-ER (ER-YFP)
and RFP or pEYFP-ER and Kif5C-RFP-DN. Markers were visualized without staining. Merged
images are shown on the bottom panel (representative image of n = 15 neurons). Bottom panels:
representative axon of hippocampal neurons transfected with GABAB R2-EGFP (GB2-GFP) and
RFP or GABAB R2-EGFP and Kif5C-RFP-DN. Markers were visualized without staining. Merged
images are shown on the bottom panel (representative image of n = 15 neurons). Scale bar for
represents 40 µm. (C) Representative axons of hippocampal neurons transfected with KDEL-RFP
and MYC-GABAB R1a, or MYC-GABAB R1a-AA-ASA, or MYC-GABAB R1a- C, and processed
for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABAB R1a versions were detected
with MYC antibodies (MYC-GB1a, MYC-GB1a-AA-ASA, MYC-GB1a- C); KDEL-RFP was visualized without staining (representative images of n = 20, 9 and 10 neurons respectively). Merged
images are shown on the bottom panels. Scale bar represents 20 µm. (D) Hippocampal neurons
were transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a- C and RFP (left, representative image of n = 12 neurons) or MYC-GABAB R1a- C and Kif5C-RFP-DN (Kif5C-DN, right, representative image of n
= 9 neurons). The neuronal volume filled by RFP or Kif5C-RFP-DN is shown. Boxes in top
panels correspond to regions of axons (Ax) and dendrites (unlabelled) magnified below. MYCGABAB R1a- C (green) and RFP or Kif5C-RFP-DN (red). Merged images are shown on the
bottom panel. Scale bar represents 40 µm.
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localization of GABAB R1a. In addition, they indicate that the C-terminal domain
of GABAB R1a, which is exposed to the cytosol, is not involved in this transport
mechanism, further supporting the role of luminal or ER membrane domains in
axonal sorting and targeting.

Discussion

7.4

We have shown that GABAB Rs require the Golgi apparatus for plasma membrane
delivery. Importantly, to our knowledge we have demonstrated for the first time
that the sorting and targeting of an axonal neurotransmitter receptor, namely the
GABAB R1a subunit, occur in a pre-Golgi compartment. Consistent with these
observations, our evidence points to the fact that GABAB R1a traffics along the
axonal ER and the ERGIC, and is transported by the molecular motor kinesin-1.
Pre-Golgi sorting and targeting of axonal GABAB R1a
Our study indicates that axonal sorting of GABAB R1 subunits operates in the ER.
As reported elsewhere, axonal targeting of GABAB R1a is unaltered in GABAB R2
knock-out neurons [Biermann10]. Additionally, the sushi domains located at the
N-terminus of GABAB R1a, are sufficient for targeting even when placed in a nonrelated CD8– protein context [Biermann10]. Combined with the results presented
here these observations imply that sorting and targeting signals exposed to the ER
lumen mediate the axonal localization of GABAB R1a.
Historically, sorting of plasma membrane proteins to distinct membrane domains has
been thought to occur exclusively at the Golgi or the trans-Golgi network, but accumulated evidence now favors the view that decisions are made at almost every step
along the secretory pathway including the ER [Rodrı́guez-Boulan05]. For example,
mutations in Sec24p, a component of the coat protein complex II (COPII), selectively disrupt recruitment of cargo for ER to Golgi transport [Miller03]. Likewise,
synthetic cell penetrating peptides based on the cytosolic domain of the temperaturesensitive VSVG protein only inhibits the transport of a subset of cargo from the ER
to the Golgi apparatus [Soza04].
Two possible targeting mechanisms are conceivable for GABAB R1a in axons: (i) a
luminal or membrane spanning ER protein enriched in the axonal ER subcompartment may bind the sushi domains and produce the accumulation of GABAB R1a
but not GABAB R1b, in the axon (selective retention); or (ii) a protein or protein
complex that spans the ER membrane may function as an adaptor between the
GABAB R1a subunit and a molecular motor and selectively direct the transport of
the subunits to axons (selective transport). Additional axonal scaffolding proteins
may anchor the GABAB R1a subunit to strengthen axonal localization.
Although we cannot rule out the first alternative our data are consistent with a selective transport mechanism. Axonal targeting of GABAB R1a is not altered by its
cytosolic C-terminal. Thus, transport may be controlled by a specific GABAB R1a
N-terminal adaptor or by a general ER adaptor complex. Identification of these
molecules in future studies is needed to strengthen this hypothesis. A mechanism
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compatible with (i) has been described for the rotavirus VP7 glycoprotein, which
is retained in the ER. VP7 is still transported to the axon after BFA treatment
[Weclewicz93]. Similar to GABAB R1a, VP7 uses a Golgi-independent intracellular
sorting mechanism to reach the axon. One may envision the participation of chaperones in ER transport and targeting. For example, Hsc70 may provide a mechanism
to release kinesin from cargo in specific subcellular domains, thereby producing the
delivery of axonally transported cargo [Terada10].
Kinesin-1-dependent ER transport of GABAB R1a in axons
Since GABAB R1 is transported along the ER and has a limited residency period
within the organelle under physiological conditions we refer to it as an ER-boarded
protein. The precise transport mechanism of ER-boarded GABAB R1a in the axon
is not clear. A kinesin-1-dependent transport of ER proteins has been described
in dendrites [Bannai04]. Likewise, a microtubule-dependent transport of two ER
resident proteins in the axon, GFP-SERCA and GFP-IP3 R, has been observed in
cultured chick dorsal root ganglion neurons [Aihara01]. Their bi-directionality and
average velocities (≥ 0.1 µm/s) suggest that the transport is likely non-vesicular,
and may represent lateral displacement within the continuous axonal ER membrane
or mobility of the organelle itself. Directionality at steady state and average velocities observed for GFP-SERCA and GFP-IP3 R range between slow (0.001 - 0.03
µm/s) and fast axonal transport (≥ 1 µm/s) [Aihara01, Shah10]. These intermediate velocities are conserved in our study suggesting that similar mechanisms
may operate for the transport of ER-boarded GABAB R1a in axons. A conserved
transport mechanism is also supported by the microtubule dependence of axonal
GFP-SERCA, GFP-IP3 R and GABAB R1a mobility. Thus, as reported for ER resident proteins at least one component of the mobility of GABAB R1a is not mediated
by simple diffusion. However, precisely how the microtubule-cytoskeleton mediates
the movement of integral membrane proteins within the continuous ER network is
still unclear. According to the mechanisms originally put forward by Tsukita and
Ishikawa [Tsukita76], Waterman-Storer and Salmon [Waterman-Storer98] and others [Woźniak09] kinesin-1 may control the lateral displacement of the subunit along
the ER membrane in a conveyor-like system or mediate the microtubule-dependent
ER sliding of the organelle itself, which may contribute to GABAB R1a transport.
Since components of both mechanisms are dependent on kinesin-1 and stable microtubules, it is difficult to discriminate between them. Because in this study we
wanted to eliminate microtubules that serve as tracks to kinesin-1, the concentrations of nocodazole used were ≥ 15 fold higher than those that affect exclusively
the population of dynamic microtubules (100 µM versus ≥ 6 µM). Thus, additionally, we cannot rule out the contribution of dynamic microtubules to the transport
of GABAB R1a in the axon [Waterman-Storer98]. The existence of discrete mobile
packets for axonal GABAB R1a also raises the possibility that these are not continuous with the ER network. Electron microscope studies in central and peripheral
axons have revealed that the structure of the ER is predominantly contiguous but
that it contains occasional free elements [Tsukita76, Broadwell84]. Additionally,
isolated and mobile compartments have been observed with fluorescent reporters
[Aihara01]. Puncta-like behavior may also be explained by transitory tubule fis-
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sion/fusion events [Tsukita76] or lateral mobility of protein aggregates. The precise
relationship between the mobile structures observed in this and other studies with
the continuous ER network requires further studies. Nonetheless, our results support a kinesin-1-mediated axonal transport of ER-boarded GABAB R1a that is in
agreement with previous reports.
The majority of the axonal GABAB R1a subunit was static during the live imaging
conditions and intervals examined in this study. Additionally, the mobile fraction
was higher for a mutant subunit that escapes the ER (MYC-GABAB R1a-EGFP: 19
% mobile puncta, n = 259; MYC-GABAB R1a-ASA-AA-EGFP 33 % mobile puncta,
n = 247). It will be interesting to understand the significance and properties of the
static component of GABAB R1a in the ER, and whether ER immobility plays a
role in processing or trafficking.
Previous studies have demonstrated that GABAB Rs are segregated intracellularly
and that blockade of ER exit results in the accumulation of heteromers in the
soma and dendrites of hippocampal neurons [Ramı́rez09]. These results suggest that
GABAB R subunits are transported into dendrites independently and not as assembled heteromers. They also suggest that newly synthesized GABAB Rs assemble in
the ER and exit throughout the somatodendritic compartment prior to insertion at
the plasma membrane. This idea is in agreement with transport within the ER and
disagrees with a long-haul post-Golgi vesicular transport of GABAB Rs, suggesting
a non-canonical trafficking modality for GABAB Rs in dendrites. Thus, long-range
ER transport may underlie both dendritic and axonal targeting of GABAB Rs. Since
the local complexity of the ER network influences intracellular trafficking it may be
utilized by neurons to control the availability of dendritic and axonal membrane
proteins that are spatially restricted [Ramı́rez11, Cui-Wang12].
Axonal trafficking and ER/ERGIC recycling
In central and peripheral axons the ER is a continuous three-dimensional network
of irregular tubules and cisternae [Tsukita76, Broadwell84]. As mentioned above,
several studies have demonstrated the localization of ER resident proteins and components of the protein folding and export machineries in the axon [Merianda09,
Weclewicz98]. More importantly, the discovery of local assembly of COPII components in the axon supports the existence of functional ER exit sites required to process newly synthesized proteins that contribute to axonal outgrowth during the early
stages of development [Aridor09]. However, direct evidence for local protein trafficking within early biosynthetic organelles in the axon is still lacking. In Drosophila,
polarized secretion of the EGFR ligand from photoreceptor neurons includes local
processing and secretion in the axon, and both mechanisms are controlled by ER
localization [Yogev10].
More functional evidence is needed to conclusively demonstrate the role of a local
trafficking pathway for GABAB R1a in axons. However, a fraction of GABAB R1a
colocalizes and moves in synchrony with the ERGIC. This indicates that a local
route involving export and retrieval between early biosynthetic organelles may contribute to GABAB R1a trafficking in the axon. A coat protein I complex (COPI)
dependent retrieval mechanism from the cis-Golgi to the ER has been postulated for
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GABAB R1a [Brock05, Villemure05]. Whether this occurs in the axon and whether
the remaining secretory steps operate locally to deliver GABAB R1a to the axonal
plasma membrane remains unclear. In any case, the presence of the same RXR-type
ER retention motif in GABAB R1a and GABAB R1b suggests that despite determining a rate-limiting step for ER exit, dwell time in the ER is not a major determinant
of spatial range and axonal localization of GABAB R1a [Herpers04].
Overall our study demonstrates that ER sorting and local transport are relevant for
axonal GABAB R trafficking. It is of great interest to determine to what extent the
axonal ER is involved in the trafficking of other neurotransmitter receptors and ion
channels that travel long distances, especially in long peripheral nerves.

Materials and Methods

7.5

Animals

7.5.1

Adult pregnant female Sprague-Dawley rats were purchased from the Central Animal Facility at Universidad Católica de Chile and killed by asphyxia in a CO2
chamber according to the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (The National Academy of Sciences, 1996). GABAB R1-EGFP mice were kindly provided by
Bernhard Bettler (University of Basel, Switzerland). They correspond to transgenic
animals for the GABAB R1-EGFP BAC in a homozygous knockout background for
GABAB R1 as described previously [Schuler01, Casanova09].

Cell lines, neuronal cultures and transfection

7.5.2

COS-7 cells were maintained and transfected as described previously [Couve98] using a Gene Pulser Xcell (BioRad). Primary hippocampal neurons were cultured
from E18 rats or E18 GABAB R1-EGFP transgenic mice according to established
procedures [Goslin91] and transfected by Ca2+ phosphate at 14 - 18 days in vitro
(div) [Jiang06]. All transfected neurons, except for those in Supplementary Fig. E.1,
were analyzed 1 day post transfection (dpt). Transfected neurons for Supplementary
Fig. E.1 were analyzed between 1 - 5 dpt.

Reagents and DNA plasmids

7.5.3

Nocodazole was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). MYC-GABAB R1, FLAGGABAB R2, HA-GABAB R2, MYC-GABAB R1-AA-ASA, MYC-GABAB R1- C in
pRK5 have been described previously and contain epitope tags on the extracellular
N-terminal domains [Couve98, Calver01, Couve02, Restituito05]. MYC-GABAB R1AA-ASA contains point mutations that replace two leucine residues at a di-leucine
motif and two arginine residues at the ER retention motif (RSRR) by alanines.
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MYC-GABAB R1- C lacks the complete C-terminal domain. Both mutants escape
the ER and traffic to the cell surface in the absence of GABAB R2. GABAB R1aEGFP, GABAB R2-EGFP and GABAB R1a-monomeric red fluorescent protein have
also been described previously and contain the fluorescent proteins attached to the
intracellular C-terminal domain [Ramı́rez09]. pDsRed-C1 (RFP), pEYFP-Golgi,
pEYFP-ER and pDsRed2-ER (KDEL-RFP) were obtained from Clontech (Mountain View, CA). Kif5C-RFP-DN was kindly provided by S. Kindler and H. J. Kreienkamp (Institut für Humangenetik, Universitätsklinikum Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) and corresponds to amino acids 678 - 955 of KIF5C (NM-001107730)
also referred to as DN2 by Falley and collaborators [Falley09]. ARF1-Q71I-HA was
kindly provided by O. Jeyifous (University of Chicago, Chicago, IL), Rab11-GFP
was kindly provided by F. Bronfman (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile), p58YFP was kindly provided by J. Lippincott-Schwartz (National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD). Cytochrome b5-EGFP was kindly provided by C. Hetz (Universidad de Chile). All manipulations and fidelity of DNA constructs were verified by
sequencing.
Antibodies

7.5.4

GABAB R1 antibodies (which recognize GABAB R1a and GABAB R1b) were raised
against the intracellular C-terminal domain in rabbits and affinity purified. GABAB R1 antibodies specifically recognize MYC-GABAB R1a in transfected COS cells
and detect the predicted doublet corresponding to GABAB R1a and GABB R1b in
crude brain membranes (Supplementary Fig. E.3). Microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2) antibodies were purchased from Chemicon (Temecula, CA). Piccolo
antibodies were kindly provided by E. D. Gundelfinger and W. D. Altrock (Leibniz Institute for Neurobiology, Magdeburg Germany). KDEL antibodies (directed
against a 6-residue peptide (SEKDEL) of the rat Grp78 protein) and cis-Golgi matrix
protein 130 (GM130) were purchased from StressGen (Ann Arbor, MI). MYC antibodies were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, Missouri). Influenza A Virus epitope
(HA) antibodies were purchased from Roche (Indianapolis, IN). Anti-GFP antibodies (ab6556) were purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). Secondary anti-mouse,
anti-rabbit, anti-guinea pig or anti-chicken antibodies conjugated to Texas Red
(TR), tetramethyl rhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC), fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC) or cyanine 3 (Cy3) were purchased from Jackson Immuno Research Laboratories (West Grove, PA).
Immunofluorescence, image capture and processing,
and time-lapse microscopy

7.5.5

Immunofluorescence was performed as described previously under non-permeabilized
or permeabilized conditions [Ramı́rez09]. Depending on the type of experiment axons were identified by the presence of a positive marker (Tau), the absence of a
negative marker (MAP2), or by morphological criteria that included: longer projection, constant diameter and right angle branching. Image-processing routines were
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developed in our laboratory based on of Interactive Data Language (IDL) (ITT,
Boulder, CO), including routines for segmentation [Ramı́rez09]. Live-cell imaging
was performed in a 23 ¶ C equilibrated microscopy suite. Images were obtained using an Olympus BX61WI upright microscope and an Olympus disk-scanning unit.
Consecutive frames were acquired over a period of ≥ 120 s. Kymographs were
constructed from an axonal segment 20 µm from the soma using ImageJ from threepixel-wide axonal traces. The axon-to-dendrite (A:D) ratio of MYC-GABAB R1a
was determined using ImageJ according to a procedure based on Biermann et al.,
2010 and modified [Biermann10]. Briefly, one-pixel-wide lines were traced along
the initial 150 µm of axons and dendrites in images labeled with soluble RFP or
Kif5C-RFP-DN. No measurements were carried out beyond 150 µm to prevent artifacts due to axonal length differences between RFP or Kif5C-RFP-DN transfected
neurons. Average pixel intensities of MYC-GABAB R1a were determined along the
traced lines, background was subtracted and the data was used to determine the A:D
ratio. Criteria for cell selection included even distribution of RFP or Kif5C-RFPDN in axons and dendrites, and cells expressing constructs at very high levels were
excluded from the analysis. 9 - 12 neurons from at least two independent culture
preparations were analyzed for each condition. Images of axons from GABAB R1EGFP mice were acquired using an Olympus FV-1000 confocal microscope. AntiGFP antibodies were used to amplify the weak axonal signal of GABAB R1-EGFP
expressed at physiological levels.

Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy

7.5.6

For TIRF microscopy 14 - 18 div hippocampal neurons were transfected with GABAB R1a-EGFP and motility in axons was analyzed 1 dpt. TIRF was carried out
on a custom-built TIRF microscope setup: Two lasers (473 nm and 532 nm, both
30 mW, Viasho, USA) were used to excite the fluorophores (GFP and RFP). The
lasers were expanded and coupled via a multi-beam splitter (z474/488/532/635rpc,
Chroma, USA) off-axis into the oil-immersion objective (Nikon, SFluor 100◊, 1.49)
to obtain TIRF illumination. The emitted fluorescent light was split in the GFP
and RFP signals using a dichroic mirror (525/50, Chroma, USA) then passed trough
bandpass filters (530/50 for GFP and 605/70 for TMR, both Chroma, USA) and
finally directed via mirrors to separate areas on the chip of a frame transfer CCD
camera (Cascasde:512B, Roper Scientific, USA). The CCD camera was controlled
via WinSpec32 (Princeton Instruments, USA). The penetration depth of TIRF was
≥ 147 nm. Digital images were taken at a frame rate of 2 frames/s and were
subsequently analyzed for velocity and direction using kymographs generated with
a custom-written LabView (National Instruments, USA) routine. Kymographs were
analyzed for velocity and direction by fitting lines to the segments of a trace judged
by eye. Stalls were not taken into account.
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Conclusion

8

The aim of this thesis was to gain further insight into the regulation of motor proteins
from the kinesin subfamily kinesin-5. In the following chapter, the main results and
new findings concerning the regulation of kinesin-5 in general, as well as Cin8 and
Eg5 in particular, will be shortly summarised and discussed.
New findings on the regulation of Cin8
Simultaneously coinciding with our publication [Gerson-Gurwitz11], Roostalu et al.
observed switching in direction for multiple Cin8 motor proteins in multi-motor
gliding assays which was dependent on salt and Cin8 concentration [Roostalu11].
They claimed this switching to be a collective effect of many motor proteins working
together under physical load (that is, MTs) [Roostalu11]. In contrast to that study,
we reported in chapters 2 and 3 for the first time that the direction of individual
kinesin-5 Cin8 motor proteins can be switched by varying ionic buffer conditions
between processive minus- and plus-directed movements when travelling on single
MTs [Gerson-Gurwitz11, Thiede12a]. An even more dramatic switching process in
Cin8 from fast processive minus-end motion to plus-end force generating motion
occurred in high-salt conditions upon binding and crosslinking two antiparallel MTs
[Gerson-Gurwitz11].
Even though we could show that Cin8 motility is also influenced by other factors
like phosphorylation, binding of other proteins, and manipulation of a Cin8 specific
99 aa-long domain, we proposed that the main switching mechanism of Cin8 directionality is the crosslinking of two antiparallel MTs.
In the cell, under high-ionic-strength conditions [Olz93, Eunen10], the fast processive plus-end directed motion could aid in bringing Cin8 to the SPBs when it is
bound to a single MT. It was shown previously that near the SPBs, Cin8 is important for kinetochore clustering or positioning, in which it is proposed to assume
the role of crosslinking kinetochore MTs and disassembling long kinetochore MTs
[Tytell06, Gardner08a, Wargacki10]. Since in S. cerevisiae cells, each kinetochore
is attached to a single MT, active motion of Cin8 in the minus-end direction of
the kinetochore MTs may be an alternative or additional mechanism by which Cin8
contributes to kinetochore positioning. The other mode of Cin8 directionality can
be advantageous in the midzone of the mitotic spindle: when Cin8 crosslinks two
antiparallel MTs, the plus-end force generating motion might be switched “on”, promoting plus-end directed MT sliding and spindle elongation.
An additional advantage of bi-directionality in Cin8 is the possibility to dynamically
partition Cin8 motor proteins between different reservoirs, that is, near the spindle
poles and in the midzone. In agreement with that notion, we observed in vivo that
until anaphase spindles reach a length of ≥ 5 mm, Cin8 is localised throughout the
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spindle, with neither preferential accumulation at the midzone or near the spindle
poles, nor obvious detachment [Gerson-Gurwitz11]. This even distribution without
detachment from the MTs might be established by bi-directional motility of Cin8.
Even though Cin8 switching introduced by crosslinking of two antiparallel MTs
in high-ionic-strength conditions is a strong regulation mechanism in vitro, it is clear
that many other mechanisms and interactions inside the cell are involved in Cin8
regulation in the context of the highly complex and tightly regulated process of mitotic cell division.
New findings on the regulation of Eg5
In chapter 4, a kinesin-5 head/kinesin-1 stalk chimera (Eg5Kin) was used as a model
system to study the regulation of Eg5 motility. In this chimera the complexity of
motility seen for WT Eg5 [Kwok06, Kapitein08] is reduced by avoiding the proposed
regulatory domains and the additional pair of motor domains of the WT tetramer.
In a study from Valentine et al. they used a truncated dimeric human Eg5 (hsEg5)
construct and found that dimeric hsEg5 takes on average only eight processive steps.
From this result Valentine et al. concluded that Eg5 is a motor protein with only
a modest run length [Valentine06]. Although we used the Eg5 form Xenopus leavis
in our study, the motor domain is very similar to that of hsEg5 [Dagenbach04]. We
found that Eg5Kin is a highly processive motor protein with a run length of ≥ 1.9
µm and could thereby show that at least the Eg5 motor domain itself is - fused to a
stable dimer - capable of performing highly processive motion [Lakämper10]. Unlike
Eg5, Eg5Kin showed no diffusive episodes in its motility, adding to the evidence that
the domains mediating this diffusive interaction in Eg5 are located outside of the
motor domain.
When taken together, our findings suggest that WT Eg5 is highly (down)regulated
in its native tetrameric form, which might be useful in the context of the mitotic
spindle, where various motility processes have to be carefully balanced and adjusted
in the different stages of cell division.
A second aspect of this study was the mechanism of Eg5 inhibition by the kinesin5 specific inhibitor monastrol [Mayer99]. We could show that monastrol does not
affect the velocity of Eg5Kin and that binding of two monastrol molecules to the
dimeric motor protein is required to terminate it’s processive run [Lakämper10].
This indicates that the processive stepping of Eg5 is only affected when to each
Eg5 motor domain a monastrol molecule is bound. The exact molecular mechanism
leading to Eg5 inhibition through monastrol is to date not fully understood and is
the subject of on-going research [Liu11].
In chapter 5, we used the kinesin-5 head/kinesin-1 stalk chimera Eg5Kin as basis
for a study of the controlled reintroduction of one of the motor protein’s proposed
regulatory elements, that is, the neck-linker length. The variation in neck-linker
length for a set of twelve chimeric motor-protein constructs based on Eg5Kin showed
that neck-linker length influences neither the velocity nor the force generation of the
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constructs. However, it does influence the run length [Düselder12].
In a recent study, Shastry et al. proposed a simple mechanistic model for the regulation of processivity in kinesins: the shortest neck linker (they proposed a minimal
length of 14 aa) leads to the tightest communication between the motor domains
and results in the longest run length [Shastry11]. Our study contradicts this simple model with two findings: First, constructs with 13- and 12-aa-long neck linker
domains were still capable of processive motility. Second, we found the longest run
length with the motor-protein construct containing an 18-aa-long neck linker, which
is the native neck-linker length of WT Eg5 [Düselder12].
After finding that the Eg5 motor domain seems to be optimised for it’s native necklinker length of 18 aa and considering that the neck-linker lengths range from 14 to
18 aa in the kinesin family, we proposed that different kinesins might achieve optimal communication with different neck-linker lengths. In the light of the diverse
functions, structures and regulation mechanisms found for kinesins, a single and
general parameter - like the neck-linker length - for the degree of processivity seems
unlikely and a simple general model applying to all processive kinesins might not
exist. The native neck-linker length and sequence might, in each case, be optimised
for both effective communication and processivity as well as other specific regulatory functions. Nevertheless, processive motility requires coordination between the
motor domains and if this is not dominated by tension, then orientation of the neck
linker might play a crucial role, as recently proposed by Clancy et al. for motorprotein constructs with largely elongated neck-linker domains [Clancy11].
In chapter 6, we used a tetrameric kinesin-1 head/kinesin-5 stalk chimera (DK4mer) as a model system to investigate details of the multiple MT-binding modes
of tetrameric kinesins which are believed to be involved in the regulation of the
motor proteins. This motor-protein construct is the inverse one to Eg5Kin described
above. DK4mer exhibited fast, processive motility and was able to crosslink MTs
and slide antiparallel MTs apart [Thiede12b]. Additionally, the tetrameric chimera
showed an alternation of short diffusive and long processive episodes during MT
interaction. Interestingly, a truncated version of DK4mer (DK511), missing the Eg5
tail domains, did not exhibit any diffusive episodes in it’s processive motility. Based
on these findings, we proposed that the processive MT interaction is driven by the
motor domains and the diffusive attachment is caused by the tail domains, likely by
electrostatic interactions.
Considering that DK4mer features Eg5 tail domains, we were able to find more
evidence that the domains mediating it’s diffusive interaction in Eg5 are located
outside of the motor domain, and probably in the tail domain. This notion is
supported by a recent study from Weinger et al. showing that in Eg5 the tail
domain is required for proper and efficient orientation and function of Eg5 when it
crosslinks and orients MTs in vivo and in vitro [Weinger11].
New findings on the regulation of kinesin-5 in general
Until now, it was generally accepted in the field of motor proteins that all N-terminal
members of the kinesin family move to the plus-end of the MT [Dagenbach04,
Lawrence04]. Minus-end motion was only seen for C-terminal kinesin motor pro-
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teins, now grouped in the subfamily kinesin-14 [McDonald90, Walker90, Castro00,
Block07]. WT Kinesin-14 motor proteins, like ncd from Drosophila melanogaster,
move in a non-processive fashion by producing isolated power strokes [Sablin98].
These motor proteins can only produce persistent motion when they act in ensembles.
The study of Cin8 showed an entirely novel behaviour for kinesin motor proteins,
since this is the first time that an N-terminal kinesin has been shown to move to the
minus end of the MT and it is also the first report of processive minus-end directed
motility.
Interestingly, higher eukaryotes appear not to have kinesin-5 motor proteins capable of minus-end motility, so this function might have evolved early and might have
been lost in higher eukaryotes. The exact molecular mechanism inducing the switch
in directionality remains to be clarified, but it seems likely to be related to cargo
switching known for other kinesins, like the binding of a cargo vesicle to kinesin-1
or binding of a second MT to kinesin-5 Eg5.
The studies of different chimeric motor-protein constructs - in order to gain
further insight into the regulation of Eg5 - have showen that a simple mechanical
model for the regulation of processivity of kinesins, as proposed by Shastry et al.,
might not exist. Consistent with their diverse roles in the cell and the different
native neck-linker lengths, each type of kinesin might have a different specifically
optimised mechanism to regulate it’s processivity.
Altogether, the work presented here has revealed further insights into in the
mechanisms of kinesin-5 regulation and demonstrates that in order to fulfil their
physiological functions, kinesin motor proteins are much less rigidly programmed
than was broadly believed and are even more complex than we thought. After the
discovery of kinesin motor proteins almost 20 years ago, the concluding sentence
from a paper by Scholey et al. [Scholey03] does still hold:
"These are exciting times for students of
mitosis and cell division."
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Supplemetatry data chapter 2:
Directionality of individual kinesin-5 Cin8
motors is modulated by loop 8, ionic
strength and microtubule geometry

A

This is the supplementary data for the chapter 2 titled “Directionality of individual kinesin-5 Cin8 motors is modulated by loop 8, ionic strength and microtubule
geometry”. It can also be found online at the EMBO Journal, doi:10.1038/ emboj.2011.403.

Supplementary figures

A.1

Fig. A.1: Affinity-purification of Cin8 and Cin8 99. (A - B) S. cerevisiae-expressed
Cin8-GFP (A) and Cin8 99-GFP (B) were partially purified by nickel-affinity column. (C)
Sf9-expressed Cin8-GFP was partially purified by MT-affinity column. Arrows indicate
the expected size of Cin8. C: Coomassie blot; WB: Western blot; M KDa: molecular
weight marker.
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Fig. A.2: Motile properties of Cin8 and Cin8 99. (A) Histogram of velocities of Cin8
and Cin8 99 in whole-cell yeast extracts and of MT-affinity purified Cin8 from Sf9 cells.
(B) Histogram of run lengths of Cin8 99 in whole-cell yeast extracts. Measurements were
applied on directional episodes in kymograph tracks in different buffer conditions; For Cin8
in whole-cell yeast extract, buffer contained 175 mM NaCl (MB-175). For Cin8 99 in
whole-cell yeast extract, buffer contained 30 mM NaCl (MB-30). For MT-affinity purified
Cin8 from Sf9 cells, buffer contained 150 mM NaCl (MB-150). Fit: Gaussian distribution.
(C) Control experiments for the distribution of Cin8 and Cin8 99 velocity along polaritymarked MTs in the presence of 3 mM ADP (see Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5, respectively).
Analysis was carried out by 3 s segments along kymographs of runs in buffer with 30 mM
NaCl. (A - C) Green: WT Cin8; red: Cin8 99; cyan: WT Cin8 from Sf9.
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Fig. A.3: Photo-bleaching and fluorescence intensities in the single-molecule motility
assay. To rule out the possibility that the broad distribution of velocities of Cin8 is due to
aggregation of Cin8-3GFP molecules on the surface, intensities of isolated fluorescent spots
and photo-bleaching time courses were monitored. A dimeric motor protein construct,
Eg5Kin-GFP [Lakämper10] was used as control. To provide the same optical conditions
for both proteins, dimeric Eg5Kin-GFP (with a total of two GFP molecules per dimer) and
tetrameric Cin8-3GFP (with a total of twelve GFP molecules per tetramer) were mixed
and then bound to the surface of a microscope chamber. Images were taken every 0.5 s.
(A) Representative time traces of intensity for Cin8-3GFP (black) and Eg5Kin-GFP (red).
For the dimer, two photo-bleaching steps are marked with dashed lines. (B) Histogram of
the distribution of fluorescence intensities in a field of mixed Eg5Kin-GFP and Cin8-3GFP
molecules. Three peaks are apparent, which correspond to the dimer (left), the tetramer
(center) and larger aggregates (right). Bold lines are Gaussian fits; Arrow points at the
estimated initial intensity of the tetramers, based on the photo-bleaching steps of the
dimer shown in (A). These measurements show that ≥ 16 % of the stationary Cin8-3GFP
molecules formed aggregates. This percentage of stationary aggregates is an overestimation
of the aggregates for which the velocity was measured, since we did not evaluate spots
moving along the MTs that were distinctly brighter than the average. Thus, we rule out
the possibility that the broad distribution of velocities of Cin8 is due to aggregation of
Cin8 molecules on the surface.
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Fig. A.4: Cin8-3GFP bundles MTs; Cin8-GFP and Cin8-3GFP supplement kinesin5 function in S. cerevisiae cells. (A) Whole extracts of cells overexpressing Cin8-3GFP
(PGAL1 Cin8-3GFP) or deleted for CIN8 (cin8 ), indicated on top, were mixed with taxolstabilized TMR-labelled MTs, in MB buffer supplemented with 100 mM NaCl. Bundles
(arrows) were observed with Cin8-3GFP overexpressing extracts but not in cin8 extracts. (B) Viability of cin8 kip1 cells was examined in which WT CIN8 shuffle plasmid
[Gheber99] was replaced by a centromeric plasmid expressing either Cin8, Cin8-TEV-GFP6HIS (Cin8-GFP), Cin8-3GFP or no motor (vector only), indicated. On plates containing
cyclohexamide, shuffle plasmid is removed and only cells expressing functional Cin8 remain viable [Avunie-Masala11, Gheber99]. As can be seen, similarly to cells expressing
WT Cin8, cells expressing Cin8-GFP and Cin8-3GFP remained viable on plates containing
cyclohexamide. Strain #: LGY 2038, 2108, 2110, 2562.
Fig. A.5: Ionic strength dependence of plus- and minus-end directed velocities of Cin8 (green) and
Cin8 99 (red) in whole-cell yeast
extracts (EWT, E 99) or affinitypurified (PWT, P 99). For each
sample and buffer condition, the
velocities of plus-end and minusend directed segments were averaged separately (Mean ± s.e.m. of
50 - 200 values).
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V

Fig. A.6: Localization of Cin8 99-3GFP and Cin8-2A-3GFP on anaphase spindles. (A
and B) 2D-projection time-lapse confocal fluorescence images. Time intervals: (A) 60 s (B)
90 s. Bar: 2 µm; Arrows: spindle poles; Asterisks: midzone. (C) Additional 2D images
of anaphase spindles in cells expressing Cin8, Cin8 99 and Cin8-2A. In (C), enhanced
binding of Cin8 to one side of the spindle is indicated by an arrow; enhanced binding of
Cin8 to one of the SPBs is indicated by arrowhead.
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Supplementary table
Yeast strain

Genotype

A.2

Experiment

LGY 2038

MAT a, ura3, leu2, his3, ade2, lys2, cyh2r ,
cin8::HIS3, kip1::HIS3
(CIN8 CYH2, LEU2, CEN), (URA3, CEN)

Viability test
kip1 cells

in

LGY 2055

MAT a, ura3, his3, ade2, lys2,
cin8::URA3, leu2::CIN8-3GFP-LEU2

1) Spindle localization of
WT Cin8
2) Single-molecule assay

LGY 2108

MAT a, ura3, leu2, his3, ade2, lys2, cyh2r ,
cin8::HIS3, kip1::HIS3
(CIN8, URA3, CEN)

Viability test
kip1 cells

in

cin8

LGY 2110

MAT a, ura3, leu2, his3, ade2, lys2, cyh2r ,
cin8::HIS3, kip1::HIS3
(CIN8-TEV-GFP-6HIS, URA3, CEN)

Viability test
kip1 cells

in

cin8

LGY 2235

MAT a, ura3, ade2, lys2, cin8::URA3, Real time anaphase kinetics
leu2::CIN8-3HA-LEU2, his3::TUB1-GFPHIS3

LGY 2515

MAT –, ura3, leu2, his3, lys2, GAL+ (CIN83GFP, URA3, CEN)

Single-molecule assay

LGY 2530

MAT a, ura3, leu2, his3, ADE+ , lys2, cyh2r ,
ase1::KanMX (CIN8-3GFP, URA3, CEN)

Single-molecule assay

LGY 2542

MAT a, ura3, his3, ade2, lys2, cin8::URA3, 1) Spindle localization of
leu2::cin8 99-3GFP-LEU2
Cin8 99
2) Single-molecule assay

LGY 2562

MAT a, ura3, leu2, his3, ade2, lys2, cyh2r ,
cin8::HIS3, kip1::HIS3
(CIN8-3GFP, URA3, CEN)

1) Single molecule assay
2) Viability test in cin8
kip1 cells

LGY 2571

MAT a, ura3, leu2, his3, ade2, lys2,
cin8::LEU2 (cin8 99-3GFP, URA3, CEN)

Spindle
localization
Cin8 99

LGY 2719

MAT a, ura3, his3, ade2, lys2, cin8::URA3, Spindle localization of Cin8leu2::cin8-S277A T285A-3GFP-LEU2
2A (Cin8-S277A T285A)

LGY 2824

MAT a, ura3, ade2, lys2, cin8::URA3,
leu2::CIN8 99-3HA-LEU2,
his3::TUB1-GFP-HIS3

Real time anaphase kinetics

LGY 3079

MAT –, ura3, leu2, his3, ade2, lys2, GAL+ ,
(PGAL1 -CIN8-TEV-GFP-6HIS,
URA3, CEN)

Single-molecule assay of
affinity-purified WT Cin8

cin8

of
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VII

LGY 3082

MAT –, ura3, leu2, his3, ade2, lys2,
GAL+ ,(PGAL1 -cin8 99-TEV-GFP-6HIS,
URA3, CEN)

Single molecule assay of
affinity-purified Cin8 99

LGY 3530

MAT a, ura3, leu2, his3, lys2, cin8::URA3 Overexpression of Cin8(PGAL1 -CIN8-3GFP, LYS2, CEN)
3GFP for MT bundling
assay

Tab. A.1: List of yeast strains used in this study. For each strain appears a brief
description of the genotype and of the experiments in which it was used in this study. In
parenthesis are indicated plasmids with their brief description. PGAL1 : galactose-inducible
promoter used for Cin8 overexpression. If not mentioned, Cin8 endogenous promoter was
used. CEN: centromeric plasmid.

Description of supplementary videos

A.3

A DVD with supplementary videos is attached to the thesis.
Video A.3.1 is representative video of Cin8-3GFP localization to anaphase spindles. Videos A.3.2 to A.3.5 are representative videos of single-molecule motility
assay on polarity-marked MTs, for WT Cin8 and Cin8 99. At the beginning of
each video, the polarity-marked MTs in the field are shown (minus end is bright).
Then, filters are changed and set such that the Atto-488-labeled minus-end seeds of
the MTs and the GFP-labeled motors are apparent. Images were taken every 0.5
s. Videos A.3.6 to A.3.10 are representative videos of Cin8-GFP movement (green)
on polarity-marked MTs in bundles (red) in high salt buffer (MB-175). The Atto488-labeled minus ends of the MTs are visible as bright seeds in the GFP-channel.
Images were taken every 0.5 s.
Supplementary Video A.3.1:
Real time fluorescence recording of Cin8-3GFP localization to an anaphase spindle.
Spindle elongates from ≥ 4 µm to ≥ 9 µm. Video corresponds to Fig. 2.1 C. Total
time: 8 min. 28◊ sped up.
Supplementary Video A.3.2:
Processive minus-end directed motility of WT Cin8 at high salt buffer. Shown
is motility of Cin8-3GFP in S. cerevisiae whole-cell extracts at MB-175 (175 mM
NaCl). Video corresponds to Fig. 2.2. Total time: 42 s. 3.5◊ sped up.
Supplementary Video A.3.3:
Processive minus-end directed motility of Sf9-expressed Cin8 at high salt buffer.
Shown is motility of Cin8-GFP expressed in Sf9 cells and subjected to MT-affinity
purification. Motility is assayed at 150 mM NaCl. Video corresponds to Fig. 2.2.
Total time: 7 s. 3.5◊ sped up. Arrow points on a moving Cin8 molecule.
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Supplementary Video A.3.4:
Bi-directional motility of WT Cin8 at intermediate salt buffer. Shown is motility
of Cin8-3GFP in S. cerevisiae whole-cell extracts at MB-30 (30 mM NaCl). Video
corresponds to Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.6. Total time: 41 s. 3.5◊ sped up.
Supplementary Video A.3.5:
Processive minus-end directed motility of Cin8 99 at intermediate salt buffer.
Shown is motility of Cin8 99-3GFP in S. cerevisiae whole-cell extracts at MB-30
(30 mM NaCl). Video corresponds to Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6. Total time: 14 s. 3.5◊
sped up.
Supplementary Video A.3.6:
Antiparallel relative sliding of polarity-marked MTs. Shown is the relative sliding
of a MT (red) from right to the left over a MT fixed to the surface. The green
minus-end of the relative sliding MT is leading. Also in green, single Cin8-GFP
molecules are visible both on the single MT as well as in the overlap region. The
video corresponds to Fig. 2.8 A, upper panel. Total time: 125 s. 12◊ sped up.
Supplementary Video A.3.7:
Antiparallel relative sliding of polarity-marked MTs. Shown is the landing and
relative sliding of a MT (red) from right to the left over a MT fixed to the surface.
The green minus end of the relative sliding MT is leading. Also in green single
Cin8-GFP molecules are visible both on the single MT as well as in the overlap
region. Total time: 52 s. 12◊ sped up.
Supplementary Video A.3.8:
Antiparallel conformation of polarity-marked MTs. Shown is a microtubule (red)
crosslinked to a microtubule fixed to the surface in antiparallel conformation. The
minus ends of the MTs show up in green. On the single MT and also in the overlap
region single Cin8-GFP molecules (green) are visible. The video corresponds to Fig.
2.8 A, lower panel. Total time: 150 s. 12◊ sped up.
Supplementary Video A.3.9:
Parallel conformation of polarity-marked MTs. Shown is a MT (red) crosslinked
to a MT fixed to the surface in parallel conformation. The minus-ends of the MTs
show up in green. On the single MT and also in the overlap region single Cin8-GFP
molecules (green) are visible. The video corresponds to Fig. 2.8 B, upper panel.
Total time: 150 s. 12◊ sped up.
Supplementary Video A.3.10:
Parallel conformation of polarity-marked MTs. Shown is a MT (red) crosslinked
to a MT fixed to the surface in parallel conformation. The minus ends of the MTs
show up in green. On the single MT and also in the overlap region single Cin8-GFP
molecules (green) are visible. The video corresponds to Fig. 2.8 B, lower panel.
Total time: 150 s. 12◊ sped up.
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Supplementary materials and methods

IX

A.4

We produced fluorescently labeled Cin8 motors in three ways. We first used wholecell extracts of S. cerevisiae expressing Cin8 fused with three consecutive C-terminal
GFPs (Cin8-3GFP) under its own promoter. Cin8-3GFP was either integrated
into the yeast genome or expressed from a centromeric (CEN) plasmid. Cells with
integrated Cin8-3GFP were also used for in-vivo imaging (Supplementary Tab. A.1).
Second, we overexpressed Cin8 fused with a single C-terminal GFP and N-terminal
6HIS-tag (6HIS-Cin8-GFP) in Sf9 insect cells, and, third, we overexpressed Cin8GFP in S. cerevisiae.

Yeast strains, growth conditions and whole-cell extract preparation

A.4.1

The S. cerevisiae strains (S288C) and yeast expression plasmids are listed in Supplementary Tab. A.1. Rich (YPD) and minimal (SD) media were as described by
[Sherman86]. Whole extracts of cells expressing Cin8-3GFP were prepared from
log-phase cultures as previously described [Gheber99].

Overexpression and purification of Cin8 from Sf9 cells

A.4.2

Recombinant baculovirus plasmids (bacmids) expressing 6HIS-Cin8-GFP were constructed according to standard procedures (Bac-to-Bac Expression System, Invitrogen, USA). The CIN8 gene was cloned into the pFastBacT M HT shuttle vector.
DH10Bac cells (Invitrogen, USA) were used to produce a recombinant bacmid.
Transfection of Sf9 cells (Invitrogen, USA) with the CIN8 bacmids was carried
out with TransIT-insecta reagent (Mirus, USA). The conditioned medium containing the recombinant virus was collected 72 h post infection and clarified by a 5 min
centrifugation at 1000 g. To produce a potent viral stock, the virus was subjected
to four additional rounds of amplification in adherent Sf9 cells, until 70 - 80 % of
the cells expressed Cin8-GFP.
For large-scale overexpression of the Cin8 variant, 2 l of 3 ◊ 106 cells/ml Sf9
cells suspended in serum-free Bioinsect media, supplemented with Pen-Strep-Amphotericine antibiotics (Biological Industries, Israel) were infected with 20 ml of
the viral stock. Cells were harvested 48 h post-infection. About 3 g of pellet
were washed with motility buffer (MB: 50 mM Tris/HCl, 30 mM PIPES/KOH,
final pH 7.2, 175 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 10 % glycerol, 1 mM
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 1 mM dithiothreitol), supplemented with 175 mM
NaCl (MB-175) [Gheber99]. Cells were lysed by sonication (10 pulses, 10 s each).
Lysate was clarified by 20 min centrifugation at 13000 rpm at 4 ¶ C. Cin8 was purified
from extracts by MT affinity [Vale85].
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Overexpression and purification of Cin8 from yeast cells

A.4.3

Cells expressing Cin8-TEV-GFP-6HIS under the GAL1 promoter on a CEN plasmid were grown overnight in liquid medium supplemented with 2 % raffinose. For
overexpression, cells were pelleted, washed, resuspended in media containing 2 %
galactose and grown for additional 7 h. Following overexpression, cells were harvested, pelleted and washed with motility buffer MB-175 [Gheber99]. The washed
pellet was ground with a mortar and pestle under liquid nitrogen in ≥ 1 ml of MB175 buffer. Extracts were then clarified by centrifugation at 13000 rpm at 4 ¶ C.
Cin8 was purified using a Ni-NTA affinity column (Invitrogen, USA).
Microtubule polymerization

A.4.4

Fluorescent tetramethyl-rhodamine TMR-labeled tubulin and unlabeled tubulin were
mixed in a 1:3 ratio and suspended in BRB80 buffer (80 mM PIPES/KOH, pH 6.8,
1 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2 ) with, in addition, 1 mM GTP and 4 mM MgCl2 . MTs
were polymerized at 37 ¶ C for 20 min. Polymerized MTs were diluted ≥ 1:150 into
pre-warmed BRB80 containing 10 µM paclitaxel (Sigma, USA). To obtain polaritymarked MTs, Atto-488 (Atto-Tec GmbH, Germany) labeled seeds were produced by
polymerizing 3.6 µM labeled tubulin dimers with 30 µM unlabeled tubulin in BRB80
buffer in the presence of 0.42 mM Guanosine-5’[(–, —)-methyleno]triphosphate (GMPCPP; Jena Bioscience, Germany). The seeds were elongated by adding 1 µl of seed
solution to 24 µl of a solution containing 4.5 µM (TMR)-labeled, 6.4 µM unlabeled tubulin, 9.1 µM N-ethylmaleimide (NEM)-tubulin [Hyman91] 1 mM GTP, 1
mM MgCl2 and 1 mM dithiothreitol, followed by incubation at 37 ¶ C for 15 min.
NEM-tubulin inhibits minus-end growth, resulting in TMR-labeled MT growth predominantly from the plus-end of the seeds. Polymerized MTs were always kept in
buffer containing 10 µM paclitaxel.
Buffers for motility assays

A.4.5

We used motility buffer with several salt concentrations for in-vitro motility assays.
The high-salt buffer was MB-175 (see above). Lower-salt buffers were the same as
MB-175, except for different concentrations of NaCl (0 mM NaCl in MB; 30 mM
NaCl in MB-30; 80 mM NaCl in MB-80). 1/2MB and 1/4MB were 2 fold and 4
fold dilutions of MB. For single-molecule motility assays with Sf9-expressed Cin8,
we used 150 mM NaCl in MB.
Single-molecule in-vitro motility assays

A.4.6

The motility assays were performed following standard procedures [Lakämper10,
Gheber99, Howard93]. Cover slips were pre-cleaned either by incubation with 0.2 M
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potassium hydroxide or in a plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma, USA) and then washed
three times with purified water. For the single-molecule motility assay, the precleaned coverslips were silanized with positively charged 3-(2-[2-aminoethylamino]
ethylamino) propyl-trimethoxysilane (DETA; Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Flow chambers
were then assembled by joining slides and coverslips with two strips of double-stick
tape as spacers. The flow chambers were first incubated for 5 min with TMRlabeled MTs, to allow immobilization on the positively charged cover slips. The
motor extract containing GFP-tagged Cin8 was diluted 1:25 in motility buffer of
the desired salt concentration supplemented with 0.1 mg/ml glucose-oxidase, 0.8
mg/ml catalase, 1 mM DTT, 10 mM glucose (oxygen-scavenging ”anti-bleach”).
Then 0.2 mg/ml casein and 3 - 5 mM MgATP (for assaying motility) or MgADP
(for determining diffusion coefficients) were added to this solution before it was
introduced into the flow-chambers.
To confirm that we observed single molecules, we performed fluorescence-intensity
measurements. A control solution containing dimeric motor protein Eg5Kin-GFP
[Lakämper10] was mixed with extract containing tetrameric Cin8-3GFP in order
to provide the exact same assay conditions for both proteins. The proteins were
then directly immobilized on DETA surfaces, and images were acquired with time
intervals of 0.5 s.
Fluorescence microscopy

A.4.7

Single-molecule motility data was collected on two microscopes, one in Ben Gurion
University (BGU), Israel and the other in Georg August University (GAUG), Germany. The BGU setup consists of a motorized inverted microscope (Axiovert 200M;
Zeiss, Germany) on a vibration-isolation table (TMC, USA). For fluorescence illumination we used a HBO 100 Mercury Illuminator and for detection a cooled CCD
camera (SensiCam, PCO, Germany). Images were acquired with 0.8 s time intervals
and processed using ImageJ and MetaMorph (MDS Analytical Technologies, USA)
software. The GAUG setup consists of a custom-built total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope using a 473 nm Laser (Viasho, USA) for fluorescence
excitation, and a 100x objective (SFluor, NA 1.49, Oil; Nikon, USA) and a CCD
camera (Cascade 512B; Roper Scientific, USA) for detection. In this setup, images
were acquired with 0.5 s time intervals.
Image analysis

A.4.8

Digital images were analyzed by LabView (National Insturemts, USA), ImageJ or
MetaMorph software. To track single molecules for the mean-displacement (MD)
and mean-square-displacement (MSD) analysis [Kwok06], ImageJ 2D spot-tracking
software was used. For velocity and run length analysis, kymographs were generated
with MetaMorph or LabView software. To determine run length distributions, directional episodes between diffusive interludes were selected. For a semi-automated
velocity analysis, a custom-written LabView procedure divided the kymographs into
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3 s segments by setting a marker every 3 seconds. To estimate the velocity in each
kymograph segment, lines were fitted by eye to the data segments between the
markers using LabView. Gaussian fits to velocity histograms were performed with
OriginPro (OriginLab Corporation, USA).
In-vivo assays of anaphase kinetics and Cin8 localization

A.4.9

Live-cell fluorescence imaging of S. cerevisiae cells expressing Cin8-3GFP was performed using a Zeiss Axiovert 200M-based Nipkow spinning-disc confocal microscope
(UltraView ESR, Perkin Elmer, UK), equipped with an EMCCD camera (C9100-50,
Hamamatsu, Japan) [Fridman09]. For the analysis of anaphase spindle elongation
kinetics, Z-stacks of images of 0.2 - 0.4 µm separation between the planes were acquired with 1 min time intervals. The distance between spindle pole bodies was
measured in 3D, using MetaMorph software [Movshovich08]. For the Cin8-3GFP
spots (speckle) analysis, images were acquired every 2 s.

Supplemetatry data chapter 4:
The effect of monastrol on the processive
motility of a kinesin-5 head/kinesin-1 stalk
chimera

B

This is the supplementary data for the chapter 4 titled “The effect of monastrol on
the processive motility of a kinesin-5 head/kinesin-1 stalk chimera”. It can also be
found online at the Journal of Molecular Biology, doi:10.1016/ j.jmb.2010.03.009.

Supplementary figures

B.1

Fig. B.1: Stepwise incremental bleaching of moving and surface-adsorbed GFP-tagged
Eg5Kin-451 motors: (a) bleaching events within the kymograph tracks are marked with
arrows, (b) fluorescence intensity time traces of single motors adsorbed to surfaces showing
clear bleaching steps, (c) histogram of fluorescence intensities of individual motors. Red:
initial prebleach intensities of the motors. Black: intensity drops corresponding to clearly
identifiable bleaching steps. (d) histogram of single Eg5Kin-451GFP motor speeds.
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Fig. B.2: Kymographs of single-molecule fluorescence processivity assays with Eg5Kin451GFP motors under control conditions and with increasing monastrol concentrations.
Vertical and horizontal scale-bars correspond to 5 µm and 100 s, respectively.
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Fig. B.3: Surface-gliding velocities of (a) the monomeric Eg5-369(GFP)His, and (b)
the dimeric Eg5-511(GFP)His at increasing monastrol concentrations. In the absence of
monastrol, monomeric and dimeric Eg5-constructs produced similar microtubule velocities (see Supplementary Tab. B.1) in surface-gliding assays. Microtubule velocities were
averaged from 4 and 3 independent assays, respectively. For the gliding assays with monastrol, we used the MT-affinity purifications that produced the highest fraction of gliding
microtubules (> 90 %).
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Supplementary table
Construct

Date

Gliding velocity [nm/s]

369GFPhis

12.09.2007

43

369GFPhis

04.10.2007

26

369GFPhis

05.10.2007

81

369GFPhis

24.10.2007

33

511GFPhis

12.09.2007

45

511GFPhis

04.10.2007

35

511GFPhis

05.10.2007

47

B.2

Average velocity [nm/s]

46 ± 13

42 ± 8

Tab. B.1: : Surface-gliding velocities of the non-chimeric monomeric Eg5-369(GFP)His
and the dimeric Eg5-511(GFP) construct in the absence of monastrol. Only those preparations in which at least 75 % of the microtubules were motile were considered. In each
individual experiment ≥ 20 microtubules were evaluated for gliding velocity and averaged.
Assay conditions were as described in the text, BRB80 buffer, 2 mM ATP, cover slip coated
with protein G and anti-his antibodies.

Description of supplementary videos

B.3

Supplementary Video B.3.1:
Multi-motor surface-gliding assay of full-length Eg5Kin under standard conditions
(BRB80 buffer; 2 mM ATP; 10◊ sped up).
Supplementary Video B.3.2:
Single-motor surface-gliding assay at low densities of full-length Eg5Kin under standard conditions (BRB80 buffer; 2 mM ATP). Nodal point pivoting can be observed.
(Field of view: 26 ◊ 16.5 µm; 1 frame/s; 90 s).
Supplementary Video B.3.3:
Silica bead (1 µm diameter) sparsely covered with Eg5Kin-451GFP moving in and
out of an optical trap (multiple escapes) under standard conditions (BRB80 buffer;
2 mM ATP; trap stiffness Ÿ = 0.025 pN/nm).
Supplementary Video B.3.4:
Single-molecule fluorescence processivity assays of Eg5Kin-451GFP in standard
conditions (7◊ sped up; field of view: 25 ◊ 4 µm; 1 frame/s; 420 s).
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Supplementary Video B.3.5:
Single-molecule fluorescence processivity assay of (non-chimeric) Eg5-511(GFP)His
after gel filtration of a standard Ni-NTA-purification. Individual dimers moved along
the microtubules at speeds comparable to what was measured in surface-gliding assays (42 ± 5 nm/s; N = 25).

Supplemetatry data chapter 5:
Neck-linker length dependence of
processive kinesin-5 motility

C

This is the supplementary data for the chapter 5 titled “Neck-linker length dependence of processive kinesin-5 motility”. It can also be found online at the Journal of
Molecular Biology, doi:10.1016/j.jmb.2012.06.043.

Supplementary figures

C.1

Fig. C.1: Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel (4 % stacking gel and 10 % separation gel)
of all neck-linker constructs: Concentrations were chosen to result in an equal amount of
protein for each construct (≥ 400 ng). 400 ng of BSA is shown for comparison.
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Fig. C.2: Kymographs of motility of all neck-linker constructs: name of construct indicated in lower-left corner. Scale bars: horizontal 10 s, vertical 3 µm.
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Fig. C.3: Results from optical trapping assays - step size analysis: Shown are measurements of

three neck-linker constructs NL-12, NL-14 and NL-21. (a) Representative bead-displacement time
series. The excursions from the trap centre end prior to any stalling (raw data in gray, 3 µs median
filtered data in red). (b) Single excursions from the trap for the three different constructs. In black
is shown the results of a step size analysis performed after Kerssemakers et al. [Kerssemakers09]
(raw data in gray, 3 µs median filtered data in red). (c) Close up view of the data fitted by
the stepfinding algorithm in (b). (d) Exemplary histogram of the step size distribution for NL14. The mean value is 5.6 ± 0.4 nm, N = 141. This value, bead , is attenuated by the finite
stiffness of the motor-bead linkage. To estimate the stiffness of this linkage, kmotor , we analysed
the variance of the displacement signal from the trapping assays and calculated a linkage stiffness
of 0.1 pN/nm. To obtain the motor’s step size motor we used the correction motor = bead *
(ktrap +kmotor )/kmotor . This results in an average step size of 8.7 nm. (e) Table of the uncorrected
results from the stepping analysis of all neck-linker constructs.
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Fig. C.4: Control of motor dimer status by photo-bleaching: (a) Kymographs of single
dimers moving on a surface-adsorbed microtubule. Arrowheads mark two-step bleaching
of moving motor proteins. Scale bar: horizontal 10 s, vertical 3 µm. (b) Representative
intensity time series of single motors moving on a microtubule.

Supplemetatry data chapter 6:
A chimeric kinesin-1/kinesin-5
microtubule-sliding motor switches
between diffusive and processive motility

D

This is the supplementary data for the chapter 6 titled “A chimeric kinesin-1/kinesin5 microtubule-sliding motor switches between diffusive and processive motility”.

Supplementary figures

D.1

Fig. D.1: Multi-motor gliding assay with DK4mer-GFP, DK4mer and DmKHC. (A)
Average MT velocity plotted over ATP concentration. The motor constructs DK4mer
(circle), DK4mer-GFP (square) and DmKHC (triangle) are fitted with a Michaelis-Menten
equation. The resulting maximal velocities and Michaelis-Menten constants KM are listed
in table (B) and (C) respectively.

Fig. D.2: Single-molecule fluorescence assay with 2 mM ATP in BRB80 buffer on polarity labeled MTs. Kymographs show single DK4mer motor proteins moving away from
the brightly labeled minus-end (-) and towards the plus-end (+). Horizontal scale bars
represent 10 s and vertical scale bars represent 3 µm.
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Fig.
D.3:
Intensity
measurements
of
single
DK4mer
molecule
runs.
Four
bleaching
steps are visible
confirming that
the DK4mer is a
tetrameric motor
protein with four
GFP molecules in
total.

Fig. D.4: Diagram of the custom-build total-internal-reflection-fluorescence (TIRF) microscope used for single-molecule fluorescence experiments.
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Fig. D.5: Ionic strength dependency of relative MT sliding velocity. (A) - (D) Velocity
distribution at increasing KCl concentration added to P30 buffer ranging from no KCl
added (A) up to 70 mM KCl added (D). (E) Average relative gliding velocity (squares)
of MTs compared to surface gliding velocity (circles) over increasing KCl concentration.
With increasing salt concentration the surface velocity remains constant while the relative
gliding velocity increases. At salt concentrations over 60 mM added KCl the expected
sliding velocity of twice the single motor velocity (≥ 1000 nm/s) is reached.
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Supplementary table

D.2

Buffer conditions

DK4mer

DK511

P30

492 ± 4 (N = 202)

517 ± 5 (N = 106) 679 ± 7 (N = 166)

BRB80
BRB80 + 10 mM KCl
BRB80 + 20 mM KCl
BRB80 + 40 mM KCl
BRB80 + 60 mM KCl

499 ± 3 (N = 212)
537 ± 4 (N = 152)

D421

530 ± 4 (N = 228) 659 ± 5 (N = 200)

522 ± 4 (N = 138)
524 ± 9 (N = 101)

548 ± 12 (N = 115)

(a) Average velocity [nm/s]

Buffer conditions

DK4mer

P30

9556 ± 2367 (N = 202) 3426 ± 438 (N = 106) 2713 ± 496 (N = 166)

BRB80
BRB80 + 10 mM KCl
BRB80 + 20 mM KCl
BRB80 + 40 mM KCl
BRB80 + 60 mM KCl

DK511

D421

9127 ± 1259 (N = 212) 2293 ± 913 (N = 228) 2901 ± 801 (N = 200)
3836 ± 337 (N = 152)
2623 ± 716 (N = 138)
1981 ± 308 (N = 101)
1681 ± 807 (N = 115)

(b) Average run length [nm]

1351 ± 188 (N = 90)

Tab. D.1: List of the average velocity (a) and the average run length (b) in buffer
solutions with different salt concentration for the different motor proteins.

Description of supplementary videos

D.3

Supplementary Video D.3.1:
Representative movie of a multi-motor gliding assay with 2 mM ATP in the assay
buffer. TMR-labeled MTs are moved by surface absorbed DK4mer motor proteins.
Images were taken every 1 s and the total time is 50 s.
Supplementary Video D.3.2:
Representative movie of a single-molecule fluorescence motility assay. At the beginning a TMR-labeled MT is visible along which after changing the filter the GFPlabeled DK4mer motor proteins are moving. Images were taken every 0.5 s and the
total time is 147 s.
Supplementary Video D.3.3:
Representative movie of a relative sliding assay with polarity marked MTs (bright
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minus ends). MTs from solution align with a MT fixed to the surface and slide (in
this case in antiparallel conformation) along the fixed MT. Images were taken every
0.5 s and the total time is 31 s.
Supplementary Video D.3.4:
Representative movie of a dual color single-molecule relative-sliding assay with
polarity-marked MTs. TMR-labeled (red) MTs slides over fixed TMR-labeled MTs
while single GFP-labeled (green) DK4mer motor proteins move along and between
the MTs. Images were taken every 0.5 s and the total time is 13 s.

Supplemetatry data chapter 7:
Endoplasmic reticulum sorting and
kinesin-1 command the targeting of
axonal GABAB receptors

E

This is the supplementary data for the chapter 7 titled “Endoplasmic reticulum
sorting and kinesin-1 command the targeting of axonal GABAB receptors”. The
paper is currently in print in PLoS ONE.

Supplementary figures

E.1

Fig. E.1: Recombinant GABAB R1a is retained in intracellular compartments in hippocampal neurons.
(A) Hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a and processed for immunofluorescence under non-permeabilized conditions to detect cell surface epitopes followed by permeabilization to detect intracellular epitopes at the indicated days post transfection (dpt). Intracellular MAP2 (red), intracellular GABAB R1a (MYC-GB1 intracellular, green), plasma membrane GABAB R1a (MYC-GB1 membrane, magenta). Control
neurons were transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a and FLAG-GABAB R2 (+FLAG-GB2,
right column). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel. (B) Axons of hippocampal neurons under the same experimental conditions. Images are not single focus planes,
therefore the intensity represents the signal from the entire cell (representative images of
n = 30 neurons). Scale bar for (A) and (B) represents 20 µm.
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Fig. E.2: Axonal targeting of GABAB R1a is kinesin-1 dependent.
(A) Hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a (MYC-GB1) and RFP.
Merged images are shown on the bottom panel. (B) Same as above for MYC-GABAB R1a
and Kif5C-RFP-DN. Axonal localization of MYC-GABAB R1a or its absence from the
axon is indicated by arrows. Scale bar represents 20 µm.
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Fig. E.3: Antibodies recognize GABAB R1 subunits specifically.
(A) Increasing concentrations of lysates prepared from MYC-GABAB R1a transfected cells
were applied on a nitrocellulose membrane and immunoblotted with control serum (control) or serum from a rabbit immunized with a GST fusion protein containing the Cterminal domain of GABAB R1 (–R1). (B) Lysates prepared from crude rat brain membranes (Brain), untransfected COS7 cells (Mock), or MYC-GABAB R1a transfected COS7
cells (MYC-GB1a) were immunoblotted with affinity purified GABAB R1 antibodies. (C)
COS7 were transfected with MYC-GABAB R1a (MYC-GB1a, top), HA-GABAB R2 (HAGB2, middle) or left untransfected (bottom). Cells were fixed and processed for immunofluorescence using MYC antibodies (green), affinity purified GABAB R1 antibodies
(red) and HA antibodies (magenta). Merged images are shown on the right. Scale bar
represents 20 µm.
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Controlled activity of several kinesin motors is required for the proper
assembly of the mitotic spindle. Eg5, a homotetrameric bipolar kinesin-5
from Xenopus laevis, can cross-link and slide anti-parallel microtubules apart
by a motility mechanism comprising diffusional and directional modes.
How this mechanism is regulated, possibly by the tail domains of the
opposing motors, is poorly understood. In order to explore the basic
unregulated kinesin-5 motor activity, we generated a stably dimeric
kinesin-5 construct, Eg5Kin, consisting of the motor domain and neck
linker of Eg5 and the neck coiled coil of Drosophila melanogaster kinesin-1
(DmKHC). In single-molecule motility assays, we found this chimera to be
highly processive. In addition, we studied the effect of the kinesin-5-specific
inhibitor monastrol using single-molecule fluorescence assays. We found
that monastrol reduced the length of processive runs, but strikingly did not
affect velocity. Quantitative analysis of monastrol dose dependence
suggests that two bound monastrol molecules are required to be bound to
an Eg5Kin dimer to terminate a run.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: kinesin-5; single-molecule fluorescence; processivity; motor
cooperativity; monastrol inhibition

Introduction
The vertebrate kinesin-5 Eg5 is a homotetrameric
motor protein required for proper separation of the
poles of the bipolar mitotic spindle during cell
division.1–3 The Drosophila homolog (Klp61F) of Eg5
was found to be an extended molecule approximately 80 nm long, with two motor domains at each
end of a central stalk.4 It has been demonstrated in in
vitro microtubule sliding assays that Eg5 can crosslink microtubules and slide anti-parallel microtubules apart,5 consistent with the structure and in
vivo function of Eg5. Single-molecule fluorescence
*Corresponding authors. E-mail addresses:
lakaemper@physik3.gwdg.de; cfs@physik3.gwdg.de.
Present address: L. C. Kapitein, Erasmus University
Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
Abbreviation used: GFP, green fluorescent protein.

experiments using green fluorescent protein (GFP)tagged Eg5 tetramers have shown that Eg5 motility
is surprisingly complex: Depending on buffer
conditions, single Eg5 motors show a mixture of
diffusive and ATP-dependent directional motility
modes along single microtubules while staying
attached for several tens of seconds.6,7 When Eg5
cross-links two microtubules, diffusive motility is
suppressed, and directional motility is favored.7 In
optical trapping experiments with Eg5 tetramers,
processive stepping was observed, but motors
detached from the microtubules at a comparatively
low force (∼ 1.6 pN),8 suggesting a force-sensing
mechanism that is not seen in kinesin-1 motors. This
sensitivity may, in some way, be caused by
interaction with the opposing dimer because truncated dimeric constructs of human Eg5 (HsEg513His) could withstand higher forces in an
optical trap assay. Their processivity was low,
however, with only six to eight steps per run,9 in
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agreement with single-molecule fluorescence experiments on comparable Xenopus constructs.7
There is evidence that the additional microtubule binding site mediating diffusive interactions
of Eg5 is located in parts that are missing in
truncations, namely, in the conserved BimC box or
the tail.4,10 This conclusion is supported by the
ability of tetrameric headless constructs of the
Drosophila kinesin-5 homolog Klp61F to cross-link
microtubules.11 Furthermore, the single-molecule
and multiple-molecule velocities of the chimeric
constructs, as well as the single-molecule velocity
of hsEg5–513 measured in trapping experiments
(∼ 95 nm/s),9 are ∼ 4–8 times higher than that of
the full-length motor.5,6,8 Such a discrepancy is
actually expected, given the observation that the
motility of the full-length motor consists of an
alternation of directional and diffusive periods,6
where the diffusive periods are supported by
additional MT binding by the tail and where
switching to directional motility appears to be
regulated by microtubule binding on the opposite
end. 7 In earlier single-molecule fluorescence
experiments,6,7 the processive motor speed between
diffusive periods could not be quantified, since
switching between the two states was rapid and
could not be resolved. Rapid switching indicates
short directional episodes, again consistent with the
finding of moderate processivity for the dimeric Eg5
constructs.9,12
A recent study claims, on the basis of microtubule
gliding experiments with Eg5 homodimers, monomers, and Eg5–kinesin-1 heterodimers, that kinesin5 motors move predominantly nonprocessively.13 It
has remained unclear whether the limited processivity of truncated dimers is (i) an intrinsic property
of the motor domains of Eg5, (ii) a consequence of
the two coiled-coil domains of the opposing dimer
that are lacking, or (iii) a consequence of the absence
of the C-terminal tail domains10 that, in the tetramer,
are in close proximity to the motor domains and
might affect processive motility.
We have here constructed a stably dimeric
chimeric motor to study the intrinsic capabilities
of the Eg5 motor domains and to address the role
of coil and tail domains. The chimera consisted of
the main force-generating parts of Eg5—motor
domain and neck linker—fused to the neck coiled
coil of Drosophila kinesin-1, ensuring stable dimerization. The chimera lacks the opposing pair of
motor domains, as well as the tail domains that
were found to be responsible for diffusive motion in
Klp61F.14 We hypothesized this chimera to be
processive without diffusional episodes. Important
questions were would the chimera be more processive than truncated dimeric constructs, how much
load could it support and how fast would it move?
A further characteristic feature of wild-type Eg5 is
that it can be inhibited specifically by the small
molecule monastrol.3 In cells, monastrol causes
spindle collapse and cell cycle arrest,3 while in in
vitro microtubule gliding assays, monastrol inhibits
microtubule motility. Both effects are due to a so far
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poorly understood allosteric mechanism, since the
binding site of monastrol overlaps neither with the
microtubule binding site nor with the nucleotide
binding site.15,16 A recent cryo-electron microscopy
study of the motor domain of Drosophila melanogaster
Klp61F (residues 1–368) suggests that the uniquely
extended loop 5 plays an important role in the
monastrol-induced transition to a diffusive state and
in the inhibition of motility.17,18 In single-molecule
fluorescence experiments, the interaction times of
single Eg5 homotetramers with microtubules were
shown to be shorter in the presence of monastrol. In
addition, the motility was less directional and more
diffusive6 (i.e., average velocity decreased in a dosedependent manner). An important question that
could not be answered in those tetramer assays is:
Does the processive velocity of Eg5 decrease in the
presence of monastrol, or does the probability to
switch to the diffusive state increase? Kinetic
experiments19 showed that monastrol slows the
ADP release rate of monomeric Eg5 truncations both
in the absence and in the presence of microtubules.
Whether the same effect would occur in the dimer
context and whether this would lead to a lower
processive velocity or to release from the microtubule remained open. These questions can be directly
addressed with our chimera, where opposing tail
interactions do not complicate the situation.8
Results and Discussion
Our first goal was to create a stably dimeric Eg5. A
shortened Eg5, containing about half the stalk, is
thought to preferentially form dimers; however,
unfortunately, these dimers appear to be rather
unstable in the absence of the opposing stalk. This
may be due to the fact that the full-length motor has
evolved a strong preference for tetramer assembly,
for which it may help to not get stuck in a stable
dimer conformation.7 Similar problems with other
motors have been successfully addressed by the use
of chimeric constructs. 20–23 We therefore constructed a chimeric motor (Eg5Kin) by replacing
the motor domain and the neck linker of Drosophila
melanogaster kinesin-1, which is known to form
stable dimers (residues 1–343 from pPK113, a kind
gift from W. O. Hancock), with the corresponding
domains of Xenopus laevis Eg5 (residues 1–369). We
used the full-length chimera and also a truncated
version (at residue 421 using the Drosophila numbering) that was tagged with GFP at the C-terminus
(Eg5Kin-GFP). All constructs were expressed in
Escherichia coli and purified using a C-terminal His
tag (Fig. 1).
To test the motility of the chimeric motor protein,
we performed surface-gliding assays. We found that
Eg5Kin motors bound readily to glass surfaces and
moved microtubules with a velocity of 95 ± 10 nm/s
(N = 52; Supplementary Video 1, BRB80 buffer).
Truncated Eg5Kin-GFP motors moved microtubules
with a comparable velocity of 88 ± 8 nm/s (N = 45).
At very low Eg5Kin motor concentrations, we
observed pivoting of microtubules around a single
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Fig. 1. Motor constructs. Constructs were generated by taking advantage of the basic structural organization shared by
kinesin-1 (here DmKHC) and kinesin-5 (here Eg5) family members. (a) The motor domain consists of globular head and
neck linker in both wild-type motors. Within the extended stalk, there are flexible (hinge and kink) and rigid coiled-coil
regions (neck coiled coil; stalks 1 and 2) in kinesin-1, which are not obvious in kinesin-5 motors.24 The small globular tail
domain of Eg5 contains the BimC box. (b) Details of the junction between the Eg5 motor domain and the DmKHC neck
coiled coil: The numbering refers to the amino acid numbering in the respective wild-type motor sequences as indicated in
gray. Methods: Eg5Kin was constructed from pPK113 (pET5a-DmKHC-His)25 and pBK006 (Eg5-GFP)6 using a nested PCR
approach to extend the sequence of the Eg5 motor domain (residues 1–369) with the DmKHC residues starting at residue
345 towards an existing HindIII restriction site in pPK113. The DmKHC motor domain in pPK113 was subsequently
replaced using NdeI and HindIII. The shortened GFP-tagged Eg5Kin-GFP was truncated at residues corresponding to
DmKHC421, using PCR primers providing an AscI-XmaI site upstream of a stop codon. The full-length DmKHC in
pPK113 was replaced with this truncated DmKHC421 using NdeI and NotI. A GFP-6His cassette flanked by AscI and
XmaI was generated in pT7-7 for insertion downstream of the truncated Eg5Kin construct in pPK113. Integrity was
confirmed by sequencing. Expression and purification were performed as previously described in Coy et al. (for a more
detailed description of materials and methods, see Supplementary Information).25

point of attachment, while movement relative to this
point occurred at a velocity of 92 ± 15 nm/s (N = 10;
Supplementary Video 2). This behavior is characteristic of processive motility and gives qualitative
evidence that Eg5Kin is a processive motor.26
To further explore the motility and force generation capabilities of Eg5Kin, we performed opticaltrapping experiments with single Eg5Kin-GFP
motors attached to silica beads with a diameter of
1 μm. We observed that single motors displaced the
beads processively at a somewhat lower average
velocity (56 ± 10 nm/s; N = 28) (Fig. 2a) than seen in
the surface-gliding assays. As this difference might
have been due to the use of a buffer containing only
12 mM Pipes instead of the standard BRB80 buffer,
we performed the same experiments in BRB80 with
similar results (63 ± 2 nm/s; N = 93). We also observed
short periods of backward slipping, similar to what
has been reported before for truncated Eg5 dimers.9
The motors detached from the microtubules when
reaching a force of 4.6 ± 0.1 pN (N = 27), on average,
for 12 mM Pipes (Fig. 2b) and a force of 4.4 ± 0.1 pN
(N = 93) for BRB80, substantially higher than the
maximal force reported for full-length Eg5 motors
(∼ 1.6 pN). 8 A remarkable difference from the
behavior of kinesin-1 is that our kinesin-5 chimera
detached mostly without noticeable prior stalling.8,28
In order to determine the number of processive
steps that Eg5Kin takes in the absence of an

opposing force, we performed single-molecule
motility assays with Eg5Kin-GFP using fluorescence
microscopy.5 We observed that single fluorescent
spots moved unidirectionally at a speed of 96 ±
0.3 nm/s along microtubules (N = 82; BRB80 buffer)
(Fig. 3a and b; see also Supplementary Video 4),
consistent with the results from optical-trapping and
surface-gliding assays. In contrast to full-length
Eg5,6,7 there was no evidence of diffusive periods
during motility. Both surface-immobilized and
moving spots photobleached in, at most, two
consecutive steps (Fig. 3a; Supplementary Fig. 1),
confirming that the observed spots were indeed
single dimeric Eg5Kin-GFP motors. Single motors
interacted for, on average, 19.1 ± 3.5 s with the
microtubules (Fig. 3c), while moving 1.8 ± 0.3 μm
on average, corresponding to ∼ 230 steps of 8 nm.
These results demonstrate that the processive
motility of our Eg5Kin chimeras is similar to that
reported for truncated dimers in terms of both speed
(∼ 95 nm/s) and force (∼ 5 pN).7,9 The run length of
the chimeras was, however, substantially longer
(230 steps instead of 6–8 steps) than that of truncated
dimers.9 The processive movement of single Eg5Kin
dimers proves that the Eg5 motor domains are
intrinsically capable of extended processive motility.
The increased run length of Eg5Kin, as compared to
HsEg5–513, is consistent with two studies recently
published by Kalchishkova and Bohm 23 and
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Fig. 2. Single-molecule force measurements in an
optical trap. (a) Displacement of a 1-μm silica bead driven
by a single Eg5Kin motor, showing multiple excursions
from the center of the trap and detachment without
stalling plateaus (average initial velocity of 56 ± 10 nm/s;
N = 28). (b) Histogram of the detachment forces of single
Eg5Kin motors (average detachment force of 4.6 ± 0.1 pN;
N = 27). Motility assays: Experiments were essentially
performed as previously described by Korneev et al.8 for
single-molecule optical trapping assays, by Lakamper and
Meyhofer27 for surface-gliding assays, and by Kwok et al.6
and Kapitein et al.7 for single-molecule fluorescence assays.
Details are presented in Supplementary Information.

Muthukrishnan et al.29 and with a biochemical study
by Hackney et al.30 In the first study, in which a
human kinesin-5 motor domain, including its neck
linker, was fused to a human neuronal kinesin-1
(construct E-K(neck)),23 the authors observed an
increase in speed as compared to a presumably
dimeric truncation of human kinesin-5. Processivity
was not assessed. The latter two studies show that
extending the neck linker (in Muthukrishnan et al.29
by three homologous amino acids from kinesin-2)
leads to a decrease in the processive motility of
kinesin-1. In our construct, we deliberately chose the
fusion sites to be homologous to the site in kinesin-1
that is commonly regarded as the location of the
transition from neck linker to neck coiled coil.
One possible structural explanation for the increased processivity of Eg5Kin might be enhanced
gating, as compared to kinesin-5 dimers, due to the
decreased neck-linker length of Eg5Kin (Eg5Kin and
kinesin-1: 14 aa; kinesin-5: 18 aa).29 The notion that
gating is a major factor in determining processivity
is supported by Eg5 dimer trapping experiments in
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which moderate hindering loads rescue processivity
at limiting ATP concentrations.31 Our observation of
processivity thus suggests that the neck linker of
Eg5Kin is of appropriate length to allow effective
head-to-head communication.
It has been hypothesized that charge patterns in
the neck coiled coil enhance processivity.32,33 We
think that this explanation is not likely to apply to
the increased processivity we observed here because
results with less charged Neurospora kinesin-1 and
with microtubules without the negatively charged
E-hook removed have ruled out the charge model
for extended processivity.27,34
It is intriguing that the motors typically detach
before they stall. The relatively high velocity at the
point of detachment makes sense, since the detachment forces of 4–5 pN are only about 60% of typical
kinesin-1 stall forces. This peculiar behavior of Eg5,
however, demonstrates that there must be a
structural feature of the Eg5 head and neck linker
that creates force sensitivity. Understanding this
mechanism needs further study.
In a further set of experiments, we focused on the
inhibition of Eg5Kin motility by monastrol. First, we
performed surface-gliding assays at high motor
concentrations in the presence of monastrol. Unexpectedly, microtubule motion driven by Eg5Kin
motors was not affected by monastrol at concentrations of up to 200 μM, and velocity remained
constant at about 95 nm/s (Fig. 4a). At monastrol
concentrations above 250 μM, motility ceased
altogether. This finding is consistent with an all-ornothing mode of operation of monastrol in the
collective mode of motion of a microtubule by many
surface-attached motors. Assuming that the motors
inhibited by monastrol do impose only a very low
friction upon the gliding microtubule, as has been
suggested in the literature, 18 one would—in a
situation where many processive motors drive one
microtubule—expect full-speed motility to continue
until the last of the interacting motors is inhibited.
In order to discover how monastrol affects the
processive motility of individual Eg5Kin motors, we
performed single-molecule fluorescence assays in
the presence of increasing monastrol concentrations.
Individual Eg5Kin motors moved unidirectionally,
without any diffusive interruptions, even at monastrol concentrations of 100 μM (Fig. 4b). Just like in
the surface-gliding assays, the velocity was not
measurably affected by monastrol (Fig. 4a and b).
We did, however, observe a monastrol-dependent
reduction of the processive run length (Fig. 4b and c;
see also Supplementary Fig. 2). In other words,
monastrol led to an increase in the rate of motor
detachment or a decrease in run durations. Since
there are two binding sites for monastrol on a motor
dimer, one might have expected an intermediate or
perturbed motility mode with just one monastrol
bound. In fact, we do not see any change in speed or
motile properties during processive runs before
detachment. There are three possible explanations
for this finding: (i) run termination is caused already
by the binding of one monastrol to a dimer, or (ii)
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Fig. 3. Processivity assays of Eg5Kin-GFP using single-molecule fluorescence. (a) Kymograph of single Eg5Kin-GFP
dimers moving on a surface-adsorbed microtubule. Arrows mark incremental bleaching events of moving spots
(bleaching data; see Supplementary Fig. 1). Horizontal scale bar represents 50 s; vertical scale bar represents 3 μm. (b)
Distribution of the speeds of individual Eg5Kin-GFP motors moving unidirectionally along a microtubule. Gaussian fit
results in an average speed of 96 ± 0.3 nm/s (N = 82). (c) Histogram of association times exponentially fitted, excluding
times below 10 s: average association time of 19.1 ± 3.5 s, equivalent to a distance of 1.8 ± 0.3 μm or 230 steps of 8 nm.

one monastrol bound has no effect and termination
is only triggered by the binding of a second
monastrol molecule, or (iii) binding of monastrol is
strongly cooperative such that binding of one
monastrol is so rapidly followed by binding of a
second monastrol and release that intermediate
behavior cannot be observed. The functional form
of the concentration dependence of the motor
detachment rate (inverse association time) can help
to distinguish (i) from (ii) and (iii). Our data can be
fitted significantly better with a parabolic than with
a linear concentration dependence (Fig. 4c). Assuming that the law of mass action applies to the binding
of monastrol to the motor heads, this suggests that a
processive run terminates only when both binding
sites are occupied by monastrol. This rules out
possibility (i). Assuming then that two monastrols,
one on each motor head, are fatal for motility, it is
hard to imagine that binding of one monastrol to
one head would not have an effect on dimer
motility. This notion is supported by the fact that
a monastrol-induced decrease in motor velocity has
been observed in other studies of collective motility
using monomeric Eg5 constructs and in heterodimeric constructs with one Eg5 motor domain.13
To repeat this control, we generated a set of

truncated monomeric [Eg5–369(GFP)His] and dimeric [Eg5–511(GFP)His] constructs and performed
surface-gliding assays in the presence of increasing
concentrations of monastrol (see Supplementary
Fig. 3 in Supplementary Material). For dimeric Eg5
constructs, we observed an overall surface-gliding
speed lower than that for Eg5Kin, but a similar
inhibitory effect: Above a threshold, microtubule
velocity dropped by ∼90%. Monomeric Eg5 constructs produced microtubule velocities (46 ±
13 nm/s) similar to those of dimeric constructs
(42 ± 8 nm/s; see Supplementary Table 1 in Supplementary Material) in surface-gliding assays. The
remarkable result was that addition of increasing
concentrations of monastrol reduced the average
monomer gliding speed only by ∼ 40%, even at
micromolar saturating concentrations of monastrol.
The inhibition also progressed more gradually than
that of dimeric Eg5, without a strong thresholding
effect. The monomer data suggest that individual
motor domains remain motile even at high monastrol concentration, which could mean that binding of
monastrol to isolated monomers is weak (i.e., rapidly
reversible). The comparison between the surface
gliding experiments of Eg5–369, Eg5–511, and
Eg5Kin thus demonstrates that dimerization
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Fig. 4. Inhibition of Eg5Kin-GFP motility by monastrol. (a) Velocities observed in Eg5Kin multimotor surface-gliding
assays (filled squares, gray line) and in single-molecule fluorescence processivity assays with Eg5Kin-GFP (open triangles,
black line) as a function of monastrol concentration. Surface-gliding velocities were unaffected up to 200 μM monastrol,
with an IC50 of 240 μM. Single-molecule velocities remained unchanged within the observed concentration range. (b)
Kymographs of Eg5Kin-GFP in the presence of increasing monastrol concentrations. Kymographs for all other monastrol
concentrations are presented in Supplementary Fig. 2. Motor velocity (i.e., the slope of the lines) did not change with
increasing monastrol concentration (see also Fig. 4a), while the lengths of interactions decreased. Horizontal scale bar
represents 100 s; vertical scale bar represents 5 μm. (c) Detachment rates of Eg5Kin-GFP (open circles) as a function of
monastrol concentration. Lines: Linear and parabolic fits of the data: kdet = k0 + const(cmon)n, where kdet is the inverse of the
measured run duration at a certain monastrol concentration, and k0 is the rate at zero monastrol concentration. Gray
dotted line: n = 1, linear fit with offset. Continuous black line: n = 2, parabolic fit with offset; concentration rate for
doubling: C2 = 6.3 ± 0.4 μM monastrol. Data deviate from the parabolic fit at high monastrol concentrations because only
events visible for two consecutive 0.5-s frames (i.e., lasting longer than 1 s) were counted, leading to an apparent
saturation at a rate of ∼ 1 s− 1. Fit results for n = 2 were k0 = 0.044 ± 0.002 s− 1 and const = 0.001 ± 0.0001 μM− 1 s− 1.

strongly increases sensitivity to monastrol inhibition, both in terms of strength of inhibition and in
terms of a more pronounced threshold behavior.
This observation strongly suggests that binding of
monastrol to a dimeric Eg5 is cooperative.
It is still difficult, though, to strictly distinguish
between scenarios (ii) and (iii) for motor inhibition
by monastrol. Since the effect on isolated monomers
is weak, binding of one monastrol to a dimer might
create an effect that is hidden in experimental
uncertainty. Nevertheless, it appears very likely
that monastrol can only terminate a processive run
when two monastrol molecules are bound to an
Eg5Kin dimer.
Bulk kinetic experiments have been mostly
performed with Eg5 monomers with and without
added microtubules. One cannot expect monastrol
binding and unbinding rates to be equal in the case
of processive dimers. A comparison is still informa-

tive. Luo et al. measured the on-rates of monastrol to
ADP and AMP-PNP heads of monomeric Eg5 to be
0.15 μM− 1 s− 1 and 0.97 μM− 1 s− 1, respectively, in
the presence of microtubules.35 Assuming for a
moment that one monastrol would terminate a
processive run of an Eg5 dimer, we can estimate the
corresponding monastrol on-rate from the observed
Eg5 run durations. At a monastrol concentration of
12.5 μM, we observe an average duration of ∼ 5 s
corresponding to an on-rate of ∼ 0.2 s− 1, which is
distinctly lower than ∼ 12.5 s− 1 from monomer
kinetics even in the slow ADP state. This effect is
more pronounced at lower monastrol concentrations. At 1 μM monastrol, the average run duration
was ∼ 20 s, corresponding to an on-rate of
∼ 0.05 s− 1, compared to ∼1 s− 1 from monomer
kinetics. This comparison supports our conclusions
that dimerization of the motor domain affects
monastrol binding kinetics, and that it needs two
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(cooperatively binding) monastrols to terminate a
run. Unfortunately, there are no published kinetic
data that can be directly compared.
In summary, first, kinetic experiments suggest
that monomeric Eg5 constructs bind monastrol on
the timescale of our observed dimer run durations.
Second, surface gliding of microtubules driven by
monomers is measurably slowed by monastrol.
Third, velocities do not vary with increasing
monastrol in our single-molecule dimer records. In
the light of these findings, we are led to conclude
that scenario (iii) applies and that binding of one
monastrol to one head of a dimer is inhibited by a
genuinely cooperative mechanism.
Such cooperativity would, at first glance, be
easiest to explain if the two heads interacted
directly, possibly through a structural element that
is affected by monastrol binding, most likely loop 5
on the kinesin back.17 It is tempting to speculate that
this might occur in a back-to-back conformation of
the heads, which could be stabilized by monastrol
and thereby block the motor from performing a next
step.
The detachment rate-doubling concentration C2
(6.3 μM) that we measured for single Eg5Kin-GFP
dimers appears, at first glance, to be inconsistent
with the monastrol concentration of ~250 μM at
which surface gliding was inhibited (Fig. 4c). These
values can, however (as already discussed above),
easily be reconciled if one bears in mind that, in a
surface-gliding assay, a microtubule interacts simultaneously with more than one motor. In such a
situation, the effect of the reduced interaction time
(while speed is constant) of the individual motors
would only manifest itself at a monastrol concentration at which interaction periods cease to overlap.
Furthermore, the observation that the gliding
velocity did not decrease with increasing monastrol
up to a concentration where binding and gliding
stopped altogether is fully consistent with the
finding that individual motor velocity did not
change with addition of monastrol. The loss of
gliding activity corresponds to the complete inhibition of microtubule binding at high monastrol
concentrations.
Our results are, in fact, also consistent with earlier
single-molecule fluorescence studies of full-length
Eg5-GFP, which showed a reduction of the average
velocity of tetrameric Eg5 by monastrol.6 The motility
of full-length tetrameric Eg5 consists of alternating
diffusive and directional episodes, and it was shown
that monastrol increases the diffusive character of the
motility, also indicating a shortening of the processive episodes by monastrol.6
In summary, the kinesin-5 head/kinesin-1 stalk
chimera we have generated has proven to be a
useful model system for studying, in particular, the
regulation of Eg5 motility. Our approach avoids the
complexity brought about by the regulatory
domains and the additional pair of motor domains
in the tetramer, and thereby provides a starting
point for the controlled reintroduction of regulation.
Eg5Kin is a highly processive motor that moves

unidirectionally with a velocity of 95 nm/s and an
average run length of ∼1.9 μm, and it can sustain
forces of ∼ 5 pN. These results confirm its basic
functional similarity to kinesin-1 motors. The
kinesin-5-specific inhibitor monastrol does not affect
Eg5Kin velocity, but binding of two monastrols
appears to terminate processive runs. Furthermore,
we added to the evidence that the domains
mediating diffusive interactions observed with Eg5
tetramers reside outside the motor domain. Our
findings finally suggest that Eg5, in its native
tetrameric form, is highly (down)regulated. Such a
regulation makes sense in the context of the mitotic
spindle, where various motility processes have to be
carefully balanced and adjusted in the different
stages of cell division. As a next important step, it
now appears possible to study further regulatory
mechanisms in the complex mechanical machinery
driving mitosis.
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Directionality of individual kinesin-5 Cin8 motors
is modulated by loop 8, ionic strength and
microtubule geometry
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Kinesin-5 motors fulfil essential roles in mitotic spindle
morphogenesis and dynamics as slow, processive microtubule (MT) plus-end directed motors. The Saccharomyces
cerevisiae kinesin-5 Cin8 was found, surprisingly, to
switch directionality. Here, we have examined directionality using single-molecule fluorescence motility assays
and live-cell microscopy. On spindles, Cin8 motors mostly
moved slowly (B25 nm/s) towards the midzone, but occasionally also faster (B55 nm/s) towards the spindle poles.
In vitro, individual Cin8 motors could be switched by ionic
conditions from rapid (380 nm/s) and processive minusend to slow plus-end motion on single MTs. At high ionic
strength, Cin8 motors rapidly alternated directionalities
between antiparallel MTs, while driving steady plus-end
relative sliding. Between parallel MTs, plus-end motion
was only occasionally observed. Deletion of the uniquely
large insert in loop 8 of Cin8 induced bias towards minusend motility and affected the ionic strength-dependent
directional switching of Cin8 in vitro. The deletion mutant
cells exhibited reduced midzone-directed motility and
efficiency to support spindle elongation, indicating
the importance of directionality control for the anaphase
function of Cin8.
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Introduction
Members of the kinesin-5 family are homotetrameric motor
proteins, which utilize ATP to slide apart antiparallel spindle
microtubules (MTs; Kashina et al, 1997; Kapitein et al, 2005).
They are conserved among the eukaryotes and fulfil similar
functions in spindle dynamics (Enos and Morris, 1990; Roof
et al, 1991; Hagan and Yanagida, 1992; Hoyt et al, 1992;
Sawin et al, 1992; Heck et al, 1993; Blangy et al, 1995;
Saunders et al, 1995; Walczak and Mitchison, 1996; Straight
et al, 1998; Sharp et al, 1999; Touitou et al, 2001; BrustMascher et al, 2004; Zhu et al, 2005). S. cerevisiae encodes
two kinesin-5 homologues, Cin8 and Kip1, which overlap in
function, with Cin8 being more important for mitosis progression (Hoyt et al, 1992; Roof et al, 1992). Before the onset
of anaphase, Cin8 and Kip1 function in spindle assembly
(Hoyt et al, 1992; Roof et al, 1992; Chee and Haase, 2010) and
focus the kinetochore clusters (Tytell and Sorger, 2006;
Gardner et al, 2008a; Wargacki et al, 2010). During spindle
elongation in anaphase B, their function is important for
(i) maintaining the correct spindle elongation rate (Kahana et al,
1995; Saunders et al, 1995; Straight et al, 1998); (ii) the timely
transition from the initial fast phase to the final slow phase of
anaphase B (Movshovich et al, 2008; Gerson-Gurwitz et al,
2009); (iii) for stabilizing the spindle midzone (Movshovich
et al, 2008; Fridman et al, 2009; Gerson-Gurwitz et al, 2009),
which consists of an overlapping array of MTs that emanate
from the opposite poles (Winey et al, 1995). To guarantee
proper mitosis, all components involved, and in particular
the motors, have to be tightly regulated. The regulation of
kinesin-5 motors is so far poorly understood.
Several kinesin-5 motors were found to be plus-end directed in vitro (Gheber et al, 1999; Kapitein et al, 2005).
Independent of our findings, however, a recent report has
provided evidence that Cin8 can switch directionality,
assumed to be caused by motor–motor coupling (Roostalu
et al, 2011). Molecular mechanisms as well as physiological
relevance have remained unclear.
To track down the mechanisms of directionality control,
we have here studied the motor function of the S. cerevisiae
kinesin-5 Cin8 in parallel in-vivo and in-vitro experiments. We
provide evidence that during anaphase spindle elongation,
Cin8 moves in both plus- and minus-end directions on the
spindle MTs. We also show that, in vitro, single molecules of
Cin8 can switch directionality from fast processive minus-end
directed to slow, processive plus-end directed motility.
We provide first insights into the mechanism controlling
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(Figure 1A; Supplementary Movie S1), confirming previous
reports (Avunie-Masala et al, 2011). Kymograph analysis of
fluorescence recordings revealed that Cin8–3GFP moved towards the midzone, in the plus-end direction of MTs, with an
average velocity of B25 nm/s (Figures 1C and 7A; Table I).
This slow plus-end directed motility is consistent with the
literature on Cin8 and the Xenopus kinesin-5 Eg5 (Gheber
et al, 1999; Kwok et al, 2004; Kapitein et al, 2005).
Intriguingly, we also observed occasional movements towards the spindle-pole bodies (SPBs; Figures 1D and 7A;
Table I), mainly in long anaphase spindles, when the majority
of Cin8 was already detached (Figures 1D and 7A). The
scarcity of SPB-directed movements may be due to their
rapidity (Table I) and/or to masking by abundant Cin8–
3GFP on the spindle. In intermediate anaphase spindles,
shorter than 5 mm, interpolar MTs (iMTs) can overlap almost
for the entire spindle length (Winey et al, 1995; Gardner et al,
2008b). Therefore, in these spindles, the directionality of Cin8
is difficult to determine. In the long anaphase spindles,
however, iMTs overlap only in the middle 10–20% of
the spindle length, as determined by Electron Microscopy
(Winey et al, 1995), direct imaging of GFP-labelled MTs

this switch: (i) change of ionic strength, that is, electrostatic
interactions within the motor or between motor and MT,
activated the switch in vitro; (ii) deletion of the large insert in
loop 8 of the Cin8 motor domain induced bias to minus-end
directionality in vitro and reduced Cin8 plus-end directed
motility along the anaphase spindles in vivo; (iii) in close
to physiological conditions in vitro, individual Cin8
motors switched from fast minus-end motion on single MTs
to slow and erratic motion between antiparallel MTs,
while they drove plus-end sliding of the linked MTs;
(iv) individual motors occasionally moved in the plus-end
direction, but mostly maintained fast minus-end motion
between parallel MTs.

Results
To examine the motile properties of Cin8 in vivo, we imaged
live S. cerevisiae cells expressing Cin8–3GFP during anaphase B.
As spindles elongated, Cin8 was localized both at the spindle
midzone and near the poles, likely near the kinetochores
as reported before (Tytell and Sorger, 2006). In late anaphase,
Cin8 detached from the spindle and became diffusive
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Figure 1 In vivo, Cin8 occasionally switches directionality. (A) 2D-projection time-lapse confocal fluorescence images of Cin8–3GFP
localization in WT cells. Time intervals: 1 min. (B) Model of Cin8 plus-end and minus-end directed movement in the anaphase spindle in S.
cerevisiae cells. (C, D) Kymographs of Cin8–3GFP localization to the anaphase spindle. (A, C, D) Top arrows: spindle poles; asterisk: spindle
midzone. Arrowheads: plus-end-directed movements towards the midzone; yellow arrows: minus-end directed movements towards the poles.
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Table I Midzone- and SPB-directed movements of Cin8–3GFP variants in the anaphase spindles
Cin8 variant

WT Cin8
Cin8D99
Cin8-2A

Na

113
83
102

Midzone-directed movements

SPB-directed movements

% Of spindlesb

Velocity
(nm/s) (n)c,d

Run length
(nm) (n)c,d

% Of spindlese

Velocity
(nm/s) (n)c

Run length
(nm) (n)c

59
29
41

26.5±0.7 (120)
15.3±0.5 (123)***g
23.0±0.8 (183)*g

1506±50 (120)
1091±35 (123)***g
1236±34 (183)***g

20
18
20

56.4±4.2 (29)***f
55.8±2.9 (33)***f
63.6±3.1 (32)***f

845±43 (29)***f
891±30 (33)*f
943±62 (32)**f

a

N—number of intermediate-long (5–10 mm) spindles analysed.
% Of spindles with at least one midzone-directed movement spanning from SPB to the midzone (see Figure 5).
Values represent average±s.e.m., n—number of movements.
d
Values determined for movements longer than 0.5 mm, including movements that do not reach the midzone.
e
% Of spindles with at least one SPB-directed movement, longer than 0.5 mm.
f
Compared with the corresponding movements in cells of the same genotype.
g
Compared with cells expressing WT Cin8.
***Po0.0001; **Po0.001; *Po0.005 (Student’s t-test).
b
c
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(Avunie-Masala et al, 2011), or imaging of the midzoneorganizing protein Ase1 (Schuyler et al, 2003; Fridman
et al, 2009). The fact that Cin8 motility towards the midzone
as well as towards the SPBs was observed in spindles longer
than 5 mm (Figures 1C, D and 7A), suggests that these movements occur on parallel arrays of iMTs. Moreover, SPBdirected movements were significantly faster and shorter
than midzone-directed movements (Table I), indicating that
movements in the two directions were genuinely different.
Thus, taken together, our data indicate that on the anaphase
spindles, Cin8 is a bi-directional motor that moves in both
plus-end and minus-end directions of the MTs.
To explore the unconventional minus-end motility of Cin8
on the spindle, we performed single-molecule fluorescence
in-vitro motility assays (Vale et al, 1996; Kwok et al, 2006;
Kapitein et al, 2008). We used whole-cell extracts of WT and
cin8D S. cerevisiae cells, in which Cin8–3GFP was expressed
from its native promoter, either integrated into the genome or
carried on a centromeric (CEN) plasmid (Materials and
methods; Supplementary Table S1). We also studied
Cin8–GFP purified from Sf9 and yeast cells (Materials and
methods; Supplementary Figure S1). Assays were done at saturating ATP (3–5 mM; Lakamper et al, 2010) in a high-salt,
close to physiological buffer (175 mM NaCl; Gheber et al, 1999).
We found, surprisingly, that in these conditions Cin8 moved
unidirectionally and processively towards the minus end of
MTs (Figure 2). This is similar to what was recently found in
an independent study (Roostalu et al, 2011). Runs were often
interrupted by diffusive motion (Figure 2B and C). The
average run length between such breaks was B2 mm
(Figure 3B). In ADP buffer, motors remained attached to
MTs, but only moved diffusively without directional bias.
We calculated a diffusion coefficient of B3 "103 nm2/s from
mean-square-displacement (MSD) analysis of tracks recorded
in ADP buffer, comparable to that measured with the closely
related Eg5 and other kinesins (Table II; Kwok et al, 2006;
Kapitein et al, 2008; Bormuth et al, 2009). At saturating ATP
concentration, we determined an average minus-end velocity
of Cin8 molecules of B360 nm/s by kymograph and mean
displacement (MD) analyses (Table II). This velocity is substantially higher than the plus-end velocity seen in vivo and
the velocity reported for other kinesin-5 motors (Valentine
et al, 2006). In both WT Cin8 batches examined, purified
Cin8–GFP and Cin8–3GFP in whole extracts, the distribution
of velocities was exceptionally broad in each experiment,

4 µm
+

–

+

–

Figure 2 At high salt in vitro, Cin8 is a minus-end directed motor. (A)
Time-lapse recording showing a single Cin8–3GFP molecule from
whole-cell extract (green) moving directionally along the MT (red)
towards the bright seed (yellow). Time intervals: 2 s. (B–D)
Kymographs of Cin8 movement on polarity-marked MTs. (B) Cin8–
3GFP from whole-cell extract (C) Cin8–GFP purified from yeast cells
and (D) Cin8–GFP purified from Sf9 cells. S: bright seed indicating the
MT minus end. Scale bars in (D) also apply to (B) and (C). * indicates
diffusive episotes. See also Supplementary Movies S2 and S3.

ranging from B17 to B830 nm/s (Supplementary Figure
S2A; Figure 4A(I) and B(I)). We ruled out the possibility
that the broad distribution of velocities resulted from motor
aggregation by analysing fluorescence intensities of individual spots (Supplementary Figure S3).
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Figure 3 The effect of spindle proteins on Cin8 in-vitro motile properties and in-vivo localization to anaphase spindles. (A, B) Single-molecule
fluorescence motility assay was carried out on polarity-marked MTs with kip1D or ase1D cell extracts expressing Cin8–3GFP. Extracts were
diluted in high-salt (175 mM NaCl) buffer. (A) Representative kymographs of in-vitro runs of Cin8–3GFP in the different extracts. (B)
Histograms of run lengths of Cin8–3GFP directional episodes in WT (olive), kip1D (light green) or ase1D (orange) extracts. Fit: Gaussian
distribution. (C–E) Representative 2D-projection time-lapse confocal fluorescence images of Cin8–3GFP localization to anaphase spindles in
(C) WT (D) kip1D and (E) ase1D cells. Asterisk: spindle midzone; Arrows: spindle poles; Time interval between frames: 1 min; Scale bar: 2 mm.
Genotypes and Cin8 variants are marked on top.

Table II In-vitro motile properties of Cin8 in whole-cell extracts
Genotype
WT (pCIN8-3GFP)h
CIN8-3GFPk
cin8D kip1D (pCIN8-3GFP)h
ase1D (pCIN8-3GFP)h

VKYMOa
(nm/s)
353±33 (116)
365±27 (178)
381±38 (100)
241±17***l (198)

VMDb,c
(nm/s)
372±7i (52)
345±8 (70)
272±8***l (39)

DADP " 103 c,d
(nm2/s)
3.7±0.1i (30)
l

2.9±0.1*** (24)
4.2±0.2 (23)

Stall periodse
(%)
39 (1645)j
j

20 (1377)
33 (1732)j

Run lengthf
(nm)

Interaction
timeg (s)

1700±200 (94)

8.3±1.0 (65)

2000±200 (132)
1200±100**l (118)

9.5±0.9 (115)
8.4±1.0 (66)

Values are average±s.e.m. In parentheses, the number of measurements.
a
VKYMO—average velocity determined from kymograph analysis.
b
VMD—average velocity determined from Mean Displacement analysis.
c
Fit is done to first 15 s.
d
DADP—diffusion coefficient in the presence of 3–5 mM ADP determined from MSD analysis.
e
Percentage calculated from total motion time.
f
Run length of directional episodes.
g
Measurements applied on kymograph traces of complete directional runs, of which both their beginning and end are apparent.
h
Cin8–3GFP expressed on CEN plasmid.
i
Measurements carried out on Cin8-3GFP either expressed on CEN plasmid or integrated into the genome.
j
Total time of measurement (s).
k
Cin8–3GFP integrated into the genome.
l
Compared with WT.
***Po0.0001; **Po0.001 (Student’s t-test).
ND—not detected.
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Figure 4 Decrease in ionic strength induces plus-end motility of single molecules of Cin8. (A, B) Histograms of velocities of Cin8 in whole-cell
yeast extracts (A) or affinity purified (B) with saturating ATP. Salt and buffer conditions are indicated for each panel: MB—motility buffer;
numbers adjacent to ‘MB’ indicate the concentration (mM) of added NaCl. Ionic strength (M) is indicated in parentheses. A control experiment
of motility with ADP was carried out using buffer with 30 mM NaCl (see Supplementary Figure S2C). Velocity histograms were assembled by
dividing kymograph traces in 3 s segments and piecewise linear fitting. Lines—Gaussian distribution fit. (C) Representative kymographs of
Cin8 motility along polarity-marked MTs. Expression/purification conditions are indicated on top. Plus ( þ ) and minus (#) ends of MTs are
indicated. See also Supplementary Movie S4. (D) ATP concentration dependence of plus-end (top) and minus-end directed (bottom) velocity of
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To make sure that Cin8–3GFP was capable of forming
functional tetramers, we examined its MT bundling activity.
We found that overexpression of Cin8–3GFP caused extensive
bundling of MTs in whole-cell extracts (Supplementary
Figure S4A, left panel) which was not observed in extracts
deleted for CIN8 (Supplementary Figure S4A, right panel)
& 2011 European Molecular Biology Organization

or in extracts expressing Cin8–3GFP from a CEN plasmid
(not shown). This excludes the possibility that the bundling
was caused by other motors or MT-binding proteins in
the extracts. Similar MT bundling was previously reported
for biotinylated Cin8 (Cin8-BCP; Gheber et al, 1999),
which was shown to be a homotetramer (Hildebrandt
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et al, 2006). MT bundling is known to occur only with the
full-length tetrameric, but not with truncated dimeric Cin8
(Cin8-871) (Gheber et al, 1999; Hildebrandt et al, 2006),
suggesting that Cin8–3GFP is a tetramer. Finally, both Cin8–
GFP and Cin8–3GFP could maintain the viability of cells
deleted for chromosomal copies of CIN8 and KIP1
(Supplementary Figure S4B). Since only tetrameric Cin8
maintains viability of cin8Dkip1D cells (Hildebrandt et al,
2006), our findings indicate that Cin8–3GFP is mostly a
functional tetramer.
In summary, our data indicate that the motile properties
we observed for Cin8, the broad distribution of velocities, the
minus-end directionality and the diffusive motion, did not
result from altered oligomeric states or aggregation of the
examined Cin8 variants, but rather point to an intrinsic
regulation of individual Cin8 motors.
The use of whole-cell yeast extracts from deletion mutants
in single-molecule motility assays allowed us to examine the
influence of other S. cerevisiae cellular factors on Cin8
motility (Table II; Figure 3). We explored the effect, in highsalt buffer, of two major spindle-binding proteins that functionally overlap or interact with Cin8: the kinesin-5 Kip1
(Hoyt et al, 1992; Roof et al, 1992) and the MT-binding and
midzone-organizing protein Ase1 (Schuyler et al, 2003). Ase1
was shown to physically interact with Cin8 during mitosis
and to recruit Cin8 to the spindle midzone (Khmelinskii et al,
2009).
To examine the influence of Kip1 and Ase1 on Cin8 motor
function, we examined Cin8 motility in extracts of kip1D or
ase1D cells, which carried Cin8–3GFP on a CEN plasmid. We
found that deletion of Kip1 or Ase1 did not affect the
directionality of Cin8, as it remained minus-end directed in
high-salt buffer (Figure 3A). In the absence of Kip1, Cin8 was
somewhat more processive; its interaction time with MTs was
longer, the percentage of runs with stalls was lower, and the
diffusion coefficient of Cin8 in the presence of ADP was
significantly lower than that of Cin8 in all the other extracts
examined (Table II; Figure 3B). Consistently, in kip1D cells,
the detachment of Cin8 from the spindle MTs in late anaphase
was reduced compared with WT cells (Figure 3C and D). In
the absence of Ase1, the average run length of Cin8–3GFP
directional episodes was significantly decreased, and the
average velocity dropped to B240 nm/s (Table II; Figure 3A
and B). In cells, Cin8–3GFP localized abnormally on the
anaphase spindle in the absence of Ase1 and was not
detectable in the midzone (Figure 3E). These results suggest
that Ase1 regulates Cin8 spindle localization by affecting the
motile properties of Cin8.
It remains to understand the circumstances under which
the motor switches to plus-end motility, the mode of motion
that is believed to drive the poleward relative sliding of
antiparallel overlapping MTs in anaphase. Since other kinesins, including the kinesin-5 Eg5, can be turned on and off by
varying ionic conditions (Dietrich et al, 2008; Hancock, 2008;
Kapitein et al, 2008; Hackney et al, 2009), we tested whether
a decrease in ionic strength could affect directionality. We
performed single-molecule motility assays with Cin8, either
purified or in whole-cell extracts, on polarity-marked MTs at
different salt concentrations. We found that with decreasing
ionic strength, individual Cin8 motors gradually switched
towards plus-end motility (Figure 4A–C). At ionic strengths
p0.13, Cin8 moved bi-directionally, moving 60–80% of the
6 The EMBO Journal

time towards the plus ends of MTs (Figure 4A–C). Reduction
of ionic strength also significantly decreased the magnitude of
the minus-end velocity of Cin8 (Figure 4A–C) from
B380 nm/s in high ionic strength to B130 nm/s in low
ionic strength (Supplementary Figure S5). The salt dependence of Cin8 motility in whole-cell extracts was similar to
that of affinity-purified Cin8 (Figure 4A and B), although
more motors were immobile in the extracts (Figure 4A and B),
possibly due to the presence of other MT-binding agents.
The velocity of movement in both minus- and plus-end
directions was dependent on ATP concentration (Figure 4D;
Supplementary Figure S2C), proving that bi-directional motion of single Cin8 molecules is not merely driven by thermal
forces in the solution. These results demonstrate that a single
Cin8 motor interacting with only one MT can switch directionality. The mechanism for the switch is, therefore, most
likely contained in a single motor.
Any switch mechanism is likely to depend, at least in part,
on structural elements within the motor’s catalytic domains.
In comparison with kinesin-5 homologues of higher eukaryotes, several yeast kinesin-5 motors carry inserts of considerable length in loop 8 which is involved in MT binding
(Kull et al, 1996; Nitta et al, 2008; Chee and Haase, 2010).
Cin8 and the closely related Candida glabrata kinesin-5 carry
the largest inserts, of 99 amino-acid length (99aa) (Chua et al,
2007). To probe the role of the large loop 8 in the directionality switch of single Cin8 molecules, we studied a construct
in which this segment was replaced with the seven amino
acids of loop 8 in the related S. cerevisiae kinesin-5 Kip1
(Cin8D99). Yeast cells deleted for the chromosomal copies of
CIN8 and KIP1, but expressing Cin8 carrying this deletion
were previously shown to be viable, indicating that the
mutant Cin8 is, at least partially, functional (Hoyt et al,
1992). We found that with decreasing ionic strength, single
Cin8D99 molecules also switched from minus-end to
plus-end directed motility in whole extracts (Figure 5A) and
in purified samples (Figure 5B). However, Cin8D99–GFP
behaved distinctly differently from WT Cin8–GFP (Figures
4–6). In whole-cell extracts, at high salt (175 mM NaCl),
Cin8D99–GFP did not attach to MTs at all. The same was
seen for purified WT Cin8, albeit only at 4250 mM NaCl.
At 175 mM added NaCl, affinity-purified Cin8D99 had a slightly
lower average velocity than WT Cin8 (Supplementary Figure
S5). With 30 mM added NaCl, the presence or absence of loop
8 in the WT Cin8 correlated with clearly opposite behaviours:
in whole extracts and purified samples, Cin8D99 remained
minus-end directed, while WT Cin8 moved predominantly in
the plus-end direction with some bi-directional shuttling
(Figure 6A and B). A systematic comparison between Cin8
and Cin8D99 motility in different buffers showed that the
deletion of the 99aa insert did not eliminate the switch of
directionality, but pushed the transition from minus-end to
plus-end directionality to lower salt concentrations
(Figure 6C), supporting the notion that the directionality
switch of Cin8 involves loop 8.
To examine how the bias to minus-end directionality of the
mutant Cin8D99 affects its function in vivo, we monitored
motor localization in cells expressing Cin8D99. In contrast to
WT Cin8–3GFP, Cin8D99–3GFP did not detach from the
spindles and seemed to be asymmetrically distributed on
the anaphase spindles (Supplementary Figure S6). The
plus-end directed movements of Cin8D99–3GFP towards the
& 2011 European Molecular Biology Organization
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Figure 5 Decrease in ionic strength induces plus-end motility of single molecules of Cin8D99. (A, B) Histograms of velocities of Cin8D99 in
whole-cell yeast extracts (A) or affinity purified (B) with saturating ATP. Salt and buffer conditions are indicated for each panel: MB—motility
buffer; numbers adjacent to ‘MB’ indicate the concentration (mM) of added NaCl. Ionic strength (M) is indicated in parentheses. Velocity
histograms were assembled by dividing kymograph traces in 3 s segments and piecewise linear fitting. A control experiment of motility with
ADP was carried out using buffer with 30 mM NaCl (see Supplementary Figure S2C). Lines—Gaussian distribution fit. (C) Representative
kymographs of Cin8D99 motility along polarity-marked MTs. Expression/purification conditions are indicated on top. Plus ( þ ) and minus (#)
ends of MTs are indicated. See also Supplementary Movie S5. (D) ATP concentration dependence of minus-end velocity of Cin8D99
(average±s.e.m.) at high ionic strength. NaCl concentration and ionic strength, M (parenthesis) are indicated. Michaelis–Menten parameters
Vmax and Km are indicated.

midzone were fewer, significantly slower than that of Cin8–
3GFP and spanned shorter distances (Figure 7; Table I).
Nonetheless, minus-end directed motility events were also
observed (Figure 7B). Finally, the rate of the initial fast phase
of anaphase B in Cin8D99 cells was 0.61±0.06 mm/min
(average±s.e.m., n ¼ 9) which is significantly slower than
in WT cells (0.85±0.03 mm/min, average±s.e.m., n ¼ 8,
Po0.005) and is similar to what was observed in cin8D
cells (Straight et al, 1998). This result indicates that
Cin8D99 is unable to provide sufficient plus-end directed
force for spindle elongation. These in-vivo data are consistent
with our in-vitro results of diminished plus-end motility of
Cin8D99 (Figure 5) and point to a regulatory role of the 99aa
insert in loop 8 of Cin8 in promoting its plus-end motility
in cells.
& 2011 European Molecular Biology Organization

It is known that during anaphase, Cin8 localization to the
spindle is regulated by phosphorylation of the three Cdk1
sites in its catalytic domain, two of which are located in loop
8 of Cin8 (Avunie-Masala et al, 2011). To examine if phosphorylation of these sites affects Cin8 directionality on the
spindle, we examined spindle movements of a Cin8–3GFP
mutant that carried phosphorylation-deficient mutations to
alanine at the two Cdk1 sites located in loop 8: Cin8-S277A
T285A (Cin8-2A). Similarly to a phosphorylation-deficient
Cin8 that carried mutations to alanine at all three catalyticdomain Cdk1 sites (Avunie-Masala et al, 2011), Cin8-2A–
3GFP remained attached to the anaphase spindles for
longer times, compared with cells expressing WT Cin8
(Supplementary Figure S6B, compare with Figures 1A and
3C). This result indicates that the two Cdk1 sites within loop
The EMBO Journal 7
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8 are involved in the regulation of Cin8 spindle localization.
Examination of Cin8-2A–3GFP movements on the spindle
revealed that this mutant exhibited both midzone (plus)and SPB-directed (minus) movements (Figure 7C), with
SPB-directed movements being shorter and faster than midzone-directed movements (Table I). The movements of Cin82A–3GFP were similar to those of Cin8D99–3GFP: midzonedirected movements were fewer, and significantly slower and
shorter compared with the spindle movements of the WT
Cin8–3GFP (Figure 7; Table I), indicating that Cin8-2A is
impaired in its midzone (plus-end)-directed motility on the
spindle. This result suggests that the bias towards plus-end
directed motility by the 99aa insert in loop 8, stems, at least
in part, from phosphorylation of the Cdk1 sites located in
this insert.
An important part of the switch mechanism might be
related to cargo activation of Eg5. The homologous
Xenopus kinesin-5 Eg5 is only turned on to move processively
when it crosslinks two MTs, that is, when both of its dimeric
catalytic domains are engaged (Kapitein et al, 2008). This
mechanism was suggested to be related to the cargo activation of dimeric kinesins by straightening of the back-folded
stalk and tail (Hackney et al, 1992; Stock et al, 1999; Seiler
et al, 2000).
To see if a similar mechanism might be responsible for
switching the directionality of Cin8, we performed singlemolecule fluorescence experiments on bundled pairs of polarity-marked MTs. Between antiparallel MTs in high-salt
buffer (175 mM added NaCl), we saw an immediate switch
from fast minus-end directed motion of individual motors to a
slow erratic motion without a clear directional bias when
motors reached the overlap zone (Figure 8A). In this geometry, the two crosslinked MTs were typically sliding apart with
their minus ends leading with a relative velocity of about 30–
60 nm/s. This reflects force generation by the motors in the
plus-end direction. The fact that in the overlap region,
extended fast motion was no longer observed at all implies
that motors are attracted to the overlap region, likely due to
their ability to bind MTs through both ends of the tetramers.
In contrast to the antiparallel case, it was evident from
kymographs of single motor motility between parallel MTs
(Figure 8B) that most motors kept moving in the minus-end
direction at undiminished speed when entering the overlap
zone. Occasional short plus-end excursions were observed
between parallel MTs (Figure 8B, arrowheads), which were
not observed on single MTs. These events were too rare to
reliably evaluate details. We thus conclude that one of the
major determinants of Cin8 directionality is binding geometry, with binding between two antiparallel MTs, as it occurs in
the spindle midzone, switching the motor from minus-end to
plus-end motility in near-physiological salt conditions.

Discussion
In the kinesin superfamily, the majority of the members are
plus-end directed. Until recently (Roostalu et al, 2011), minusend motion was seen only for kinesin-14 family members,
which are structurally distinct from all other kinesin subfamilies in that they carry the conserved motor domain at the
C-terminus instead of the N-terminus (McDonald et al, 1990;
Walker et al, 1990; deCastro et al, 2000; Block, 2007). No
full-length kinesin-14 has been found to be processive so far,
& 2011 European Molecular Biology Organization

that is, these motors produce isolated power strokes and can
only produce persistent motion when acting in ensembles.
A reversal of power stroke directionality has been reported
for mutants of the non-processive kinesin-14 ncd from
Drosophila melanogaster (Sablin et al, 1998; Endow and
Higuchi, 2000) and could be also generated by swaps of the
core and neck domains of ncd and kinesin-1 (Case et al, 1997;
Endow and Waligora, 1998). Evidence for active bi-directionality of a given motor construct has been reported for a
specific neck-domain mutant of ncd (Endow and Higuchi,
2000) and for cytoplasmic dynein (Dixit et al, 2008). Evidence
for bi-directional power strokes of individual ncd motors has
also been seen in the analysis of single-molecule recordings
(Butterfield et al, 2010).
Here, we show an entirely novel behaviour for a kinesin
motor. Individual kinesin-5 Cin8 motors could be switched by
varying ionic conditions between processive minus- and plusdirected movements when travelling on single MTs
(Figure 4), and they could be switched from processive
minus-end motion to plus-end force generation in high-salt
conditions by binding and crosslinking two MTs (Figure 8).
In vitro, low ionic strength (an unphysiological environment)
induced plus-end directed motion of single molecules, while
high ionic strength induced minus-end directed motion.
Lower ionic strength, in general, reduces electrostatic screening which, in turn, enhances electrostatic interactions between motor subelements or between motor and MT. Thus,
the unphysiological change of ionic conditions might mimic
the effects of phosphorylation or binding of accessory proteins, which modify electrostatic interactions under constant
physiological conditions. A similar phenomenon was reported for cargo regulation of kinesins. Binding of a cargo
vesicle to kinesin-1 or of a second MT to kinesin-5 Eg5,
respectively, can activate the motors, but the activation also
occurs at low ionic strength. In the case of Cin8, a related
mechanism might not just turn the motor on or off, but lead
to the switching of directionality when the motor tetramer
binds between two antiparallel MTs. An alternative model
that was recently proposed (Roostalu et al, 2011) relies on a
collective effect involving physical load on the motors via the
binding between MTs. Based on our findings, it appears that
more individual mechanisms such as binding of a single
motor between two MTs or phosphorylation in the catalytic
domain are able to cause or modify directionality switching.
A case in point is the observed regulatory influence of the
large 99aa insert in loop 8 of the Cin8 motor domain, deletion
of which did not abolish the shift in directionality, but created
a strong bias towards minus-end motility (Figures 5 and 6).
The mechanism by which phosphorylation in Cin8 catalytic
domain regulates its in-vivo function is likely to be a combination of a number of factors such as interaction with the
midzone-organizing Ase1 (Khmelinskii et al, 2009), as was
previously suggested (Avunie-Masala et al, 2011), or with
kinetohore proteins. The fact that Cin8D99 and the phosphorylation-deficient Cin8-2A exhibited reduced motility towards
the midzone (Figure 7; Table I) suggests that one of the roles
of Cin8 phosphorylation in the 99aa insert is to mediate the
switch to plus-end directed motility of Cin8 on the spindle.
The observation that switching of directionality at high salt
only occurred between antiparallel MTs is consistent with the
reported preference of Drosophila kinesin-5 Klp61f for bundling antiparallel MTs (Kapitein et al, 2008). A preferred
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Figure 8 MT orientation changes the motile properties of single Cin8 molecules. Kymographs of movements of purified Cin8–GFP between
antiparallel (A) and parallel (B) MTs in high-salt buffer (MB-175). For each event, a merged kymograph in colour (red—MT; green—Cin8 and
minus ends of MTs) is shown on the left and a kymograph of the GFP-channel only is shown on the right. Overlapping region between MTs is
marked by dashed lines. Cartoon depicting the orientation of overlapping MTs is shown at the bottom of the colour kymographs. Arrows:
minus-end directed motility events; arrowheads: plus-end directed motility events. See also Supplementary Movie clips S6–S10.

orientation was for that motor conferred by the ATP-independent binding sites in the C-terminal tail of the molecules.
An ATP-independent binding mechanism appears to also
exist for Cin8 because full-length Cin8 also supports diffusive
MT attachment in ADP buffer (Table II). Sticky tails with
preferred orientation might not prevent parallel crosslinking
by the motor, but it was found for Eg5 that all eight binding
sites were necessary for motor engagement between MTs
(Weinger et al, 2011). It is tempting to speculate that this
might also be the case for Cin8, but in this case with the
further consequence that directionality is reversed to plusend motion between the antiparallel MTs. As the spindle
midzone is the place where antiparallel overlaps occur and as
that is the location where the motors need to exert force, such
a regulation appears advantageous.
The discovery of the exceptional properties of Cin8 raises
the question how these motile properties aid Cin8 in performing its multiple mitotic roles. The ionic strength in S. cerevisiae
cells is high, estimated as B300 mM salt (Olz et al, 1993;
van Eunen et al, 2010). Under these conditions, Cin8 motors
were minus-end directed on single MTs in our in-vitro experiments (Figures 2, 4 and 6). Prior to spindle elongation, Cin8
is known to be important for kinetochore clustering or
positioning near the SPBs (Tytell and Sorger, 2006; Gardner
10 The EMBO Journal

et al, 2008a; Wargacki et al, 2010). The proposed mechanism
for this function had been the crosslinking of kinetochore
MTs (kMTs; Tytell and Sorger, 2006) and the promotion of
disassembly of long kMTs (Gardner et al, 2008a). Since in
S. cerevisiae cells, each kinetochore is attached to a single MT
and since on a single MT Cin8 is minus-end directed, active
motion of Cin8 in the minus-end direction of the kMTs may
be an alternative/additional mechanism by which Cin8 contributes to kinetochore positioning.
The slow plus-end directed motility that we observed
in vivo in anaphase spindles (Figures 1C and 7; Table I)
indicates that Cin8 is switched to plus-end directed motility in
the cell, even on single MTs or on parallel bundles. During
anaphase spindle elongation, bi-directionality is likely to be
important to dynamically partition Cin8 motors between
different reservoirs, that is, near the poles where they focus
the kinetochore clusters (Tytell and Sorger, 2006; Gardner
et al, 2008a; Wargacki et al, 2010) and in the midzone where
Cin8 promotes plus-end directed MT sliding (Figure 8;
Roostalu et al, 2011) and spindle elongation (Saunders et al,
1995; Movshovich et al, 2008). In fact, we observed that until
anaphase spindles reach a length of B5 mm, Cin8 is localized
throughout the spindle, with no preferential accumulation
at the midzone or near the spindle poles, nor obvious
& 2011 European Molecular Biology Organization
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detachment (Figures 1A and 3C). A way to maintain this even
distribution without detachment might be bi-directional motility of Cin8. Interestingly, higher eukaryotes, which show
poleward flux in the spindle MTs, appear not to have kinesin5 motors capable of minus-end motility, possibly because it
became unnecessary for motor transport to the poles in
fluxing spindles.
A factor that appears to be important for directionality is
the geometry of binding and allosteric regulation by two
bound antiparallel MTs. Intermediate-long S. cerevisiae
anaphase spindles contain a small number of MTs, two emanating from each pole at the end of anaphase (Winey et al,
1995). Motility between antiparallel MTs emanating from
opposing poles should move both MTs and keep the motor
fixed in the midzone. Therefore, the plus-end motility observed in vivo can only take place on single or between
parallel MTs and is likely to utilize a further mode of regulation without which the motors would rapidly converge back
to the poles.
In conclusion, Cin8 has turned out to be an exceptional
kinesin in that it is truly bi-directional and processive in both
directions. This unique feature of Cin8 appears to play a role
in cellular function. First, hints about the molecular mechanism indicate a role of charge interactions and possibly phosphorylation, and most importantly binding geometry
between pairs of MTs. It remains to be explored in more
detail if Cin8 regulation is a variation of the scheme of the
regulation of other kinesins, in particular kinesin-5 motors.
In general, our findings demonstrate that in order to fulfil their
physiological functions, kinesin motors are much less rigidly
programmed than was broadly believed so far and that the
extent to which their function is regulated in the cell encompasses much more than simple on-off switches.

Materials and methods
Detailed procedures and S. cerevisiae strains used in this study are
described in Supplementarydata. In brief, we produced fluorescently labelled Cin8 motors in three ways. We first used whole-cell
extracts of S. cerevisiae expressing Cin8 fused with three consecutive C-terminal GFPs (Cin8–3GFP) under its own promoter.
Cin8–3GFP was either integrated into the yeast genome or
expressed from a CEN plasmid. Cells with integrated Cin8–3GFP
were also used for in-vivo imaging (Supplementary Table S1).
Second, we expressed Cin8 fused with a single C-terminal GFP and
N-terminal 6HIS tag (6HIS–Cin8–GFP) in Sf9 insect cells, and third,
we overexpressed Cin8–GFP–6HIS in S. cerevisiae. For yeast strains
and plasmids, see Supplementary Table S1 (Supplementary data).
We purified motor by HIS tag and MT affinity.
Live-cell imaging was done on a spinning-disc confocal microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200M, UltraView ESR, Perkin-Elmer, UK;
Fridman et al, 2009). Z-stacks of 0.2–0.4 mm separation were
acquired in 1-min time intervals (Movshovich et al, 2008).

For the Cin8–3GFP spot-motility analysis, images were acquired
every 2 s.
In-vitro motility assays were performed following standard
procedures (Howard et al, 1993; Gheber et al, 1999; Lakamper
et al, 2010) in motility buffer MB-175 (50 mM Tris/HCl, 30 mM
PIPES/KOH, final pH 7.2, 175 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA,
10% glycerol, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 1 mM
dithiothreitol) as well as versions of this buffer with less NaCl
added. The MTs, polymerized from TMR-labelled porcine tubulin,
were polarity marked using Atto-488-labelled seeds marking the
minus end of the MTs. Single-molecule fluorescence data were
collected on two microscopes, one at Ben-Gurion University (BGU)
and one at Göttingen University (GAUG). BGU: Zeiss Axiovert
200M, HBO 100 Mercury Illuminator, cooled CCD (SensiCam, PCO),
frame time 0.8 s. Data were processed using ImageJ and MetaMorph
(MDS Analytical Technologies) software. GAUG: custom-built totalinternal-reflection fluorescence microscope, using a 473-nm Laser
(Viasho, USA) for excitation, and a " 100 objective (Nikon, SFluor,
NA 1.49, Oil) and a CCD camera (Cascade 512B, Roper Scientific,
USA), frame rate 0.5 s. Software was custom written in Labview.
Velocity histograms were assembled by drawing lines through
consecutive 3 s segments of kymograph traces.
For relative sliding assays, polarity-marked MTs were polymerized as before whereas a solution of shorter MTs was polymerized
by incubation at 371C for only 6 min. First, the long polarity-marked
MTs were allowed to bind for 3 min to the DETA-coated surface of
the assay chamber. The motility buffer (MB-175) was the same as
used for the single-molecule assays but with double ATP and MgCl2
concentration. To this buffer, three times the single-motor concentration and 1 ml of short polarity-marked MTs were added, and the
mix was washed into the assay chamber. The custom-built TIRF
set-up described before was expanded such that the emission of the
TMR-labelled MTs and the GFP-labelled motor proteins could be
detected simultaneously. The TMR and the GFP channel were
aligned with ImageJ.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online
(http://www.embojournal.org).
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Kinesin-5 mechanoenzymes drive mitotic spindle dynamics as slow, processive microtubule (MT)-plus-end directed
motors. Surprisingly, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae kinesin-5 Cin8 was recently found to be bi-directional: it can move
processively in both directions on MTs. Two hypotheses have been suggested for the mechanism of the directionality
switch: (1) single molecules of Cin8 are intrinsically minus-end directed, but mechanical coupling between two or more
motors triggers the switch; (2) a single motor can switch direction, and “cargo binding” i.e., binding between two MTs
triggers the switch to plus-end motility. Single-molecule fluorescence data we published recently, and augment here,
favor hypothesis (2). In low-ionic-strength conditions, single molecules of Cin8 move in both minus- and plus-end
directions. Fluorescence photo bleaching data rule out aggregation of Cin8 while they move in the plus and in the minus
direction. The evidence thus points toward cargo regulation of directionality, which is likely to be related to cargo
regulation in other kinesins. The molecular mechanisms of this regulation, however, remain to be elucidated.

Members of the kinesin-5 family of motor proteins are conserved
among eukaryotes, from yeast to humans. Among the cytoskeletal
motors, kinesins, myosins and dyneins, kinesin-5 motors are the
only ones that function as bipolar homotetramers, with two pairs
of catalytic domains located at opposite ends of the active
complex.1,2 This special architecture is thought to enable kinesin5 motors to crosslink and slide apart antiparallel MTs emanating
from the opposite poles of the mitotic spindle.3 By this mode of
action, kinesin-5 motors are believed to fulfill their essential roles
in spindle dynamics such as spindle assembly, maintenance of the
bipolar spindle structure prior to the onset of anaphase,3-5 as well
as anaphase B spindle elongation.6-11 Since MTs are organized
with their plus ends overlapping in the midzone, kinesin-5 can
only push spindle poles apart during spindle assembly and elongation via plus-end directed motility between antiparallel MTs.
It has indeed been demonstrated in vitro, that the vertebrate
kinesin-5 Eg5 moves simultaneously toward the plus ends of two
antiparallel MTs that it crosslinks.12,13 This finding was consistent
with the 20-year-old dogma that kinesin homologs which carry
their catalytic domains at the N-terminus are plus-end directed.14
The majority of the members of the kinesin superfamily are
plus-end directed. Minus-end motion was seen only for the
structurally distinct kinesin-14 family members which carry the
catalytic domain at their C-terminus.15-17 Being non-processive,
these motors produce isolated power strokes and can only produce

persistent motion in ensembles. Surprisingly, the S. cerevisiae
kinesin-5 Cin8 was recently found to move processively in the
minus-end direction of MTs in single-molecule fluorescence
motility assays under close-to-physiological conditions.18,19 Cin8
was shown to switch directionality to plus-end directed motility in
several experimental circumstances: in multi-motor MT gliding
assays,18,20 under low-ionic-strength conditions, and when bound
between two antiparallel MTs.18,19 Two possible mechanisms for
this switch have been suggested: one is that single molecules of
Cin8 can move only toward the minus end of MTs and that
coupling between two or more motors triggers the plus-end
directed switch;18 the second possibility is that the ability to
switch directionality is contained within a single motor itself and
that interaction between Cin8 and MTs can trigger the switch.19
Several lines of evidence support the second mechanism.
The central evidence for a motor-intrinsic switching mechanism is that individual Cin8 molecules can switch to plus-end
directed motility under low-ionic-strength conditions.19 In our in
vitro single-molecule fluorescence experiments,19 low total ionic
strength below ~0.13 M (an unphysiological environment)
induced plus-end-directed and high ionic strength promoted
minus-end-directed motion of Cin8. In view of the controversy
about the mechanism of the directionality switch, it is crucial to
prove that, indeed, individual Cin8 molecules move toward the
plus ends of MTs and that observed fluorescent traces do not
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originate from small clusters of motors acting collectively. To
address this point, we followed the photo-bleaching of fluorescent
Cin8-GFP tetramers, purified from S. cerevisiae cells, while they
moved on polarity-marked MTs under low-ionic-strength conditions. Experiments are described in detail in Gerson-Gurwitz
et al.19 and additional data is presented here (Fig. 1). Two buffer
conditions were examined: motility buffer (MB) with 30 mM
NaCl added (ionic strength 0.132 M) and MB with no added
NaCl (ionic strength 0.102 M). We have previously shown that
under these conditions, Cin8 moves toward the plus end of MTs
for ~60% and ~70% of the time, respectively.19 To count the
number of GFP fluorophores on each moving motor or (possibly)
motor aggregate, we measured the intensity of several single spots

in a given video recording, both for spots appearing during the
recording (i.e., landing from the bulk on the MT) and then
moving to the plus-end of the MT, and for spots appearing
and remaining stationary on the MT during the recording. To
obtain a scale for the intensity, i.e., to determine the intensity of
a single GFP, intensities before and after the final bleaching step
of immobile motors were analyzed (Fig. 1C). The measured
intensity distribution was fitted with a sum of two Gaussians,
resulting in a value for the background and a value for the
intensity of a single GFP. We then measured the distribution of
the initial fluorescence intensities right after landing for both
moving and immobile motors. Intensities in a fixed area were
averaged for the first three frames (1.5 sec) right after landing
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Figure 1. In low-ionic-strength conditions, single Cin8 motors move toward the plus end of MTs. (A) Kymographs of Cin8 moving away from the brightly
labeled seed marking the minus end (-) toward the plus end (+) of the MT. Kymograph in the right bottom panel was captured in MB-30; the other two
in MB-0 (exact buffer compositions are given below). Scale bars: horizontal: 10 sec; vertical: 3 mm. (B) Exemplary intensity traces of two motors landing
on a MT and moving to the MT plus end (black and red) and of a motor landing on a MT and remaining immobile (green). The traces of the moving
motors correspond to the two events shown in the left panel of (A). (C) Histogram of fluorescence intensities before and after final bleaching steps
of immobile motors, summed from a 800 nm ! 800 nm square of camera pixels containing the image of the motor (number of traces /motors: 8). A sum
of two Gaussians was fitted to the histogram. The first narrower peak corresponds to the background [compare also to (B)]. The broader second peak
represents the intensity of a single GFP. (D) Histogram of initial intensities of Cin8 molecules right after landing, measured in the same arbitrary units as in
(C). The intensity of the first three frames (1.5 sec) after landing was averaged for both moving and immobile motors. The histogram has a maximum
at 4 times the intensity of a single GFP [compare with (C)]. Materials and Methods: Single-molecule fluorescence assays were performed as described
in detail in Gerson-Gurwitz et al.19 In short, the custom-built total-internal-reflection-fluorescence (TIRF) microscope consisted of a 473 nm laser (Viasho,
USA) for excitation, a 100x objective (SFluor, NA 1.49, oil, Nikon, USA), and a CCD camera (Cascade 512B, Roper Scientific, USA) for detection. To observe
several colors simultaneously, the fluorescence emission signal was split by dichroic mirrors and directed to separate areas on the CCD camera.
Fluorescently Cin8-TEV-GFP-6HIS was overexpressed in S. cerevisiae and affinity purified using the his-tag and a Ni-NTA affinity column (Invitrogen, USA).
The low-salt buffers for the motility assays were composed as follows: MB-0: 50 mM Tris/HCl, 30 mM PIPES/KOH, pH 7.2, 2 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 10%
glycerol, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and 1 mM dithiothreitol. MB-30: the same as MB-0 but with 30 mM added NaCl. MTs were polymerized
from tissue-purified porcine tubulin, essentially as described before,31 but with Atto-488 (Atto-Tec GmbH, Siegen, Germany) labeled seeds that
also fluoresce in the green and in that way mark the minus end of the MTs.19 Kymographs were generated and analyzed with a custom-written LabView
(National Instruments, USA) routine. The fluorescence intensity emitted by single proteins was summed over an area of 5 ! 5 camera pixels,
corresponding to an area of 800 nm ! 800 nm in the specimen plane and was analyzed with ImageJ software (NIH, USA), and histograms and fits were
done with OriginPro software (OriginLab Corporation, USA).
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(Fig. 1D), during which time the motors moved much less than
the size of the chosen area around the spots. Comparison of initial
intensities to monomer intensities confirms that both, the motors
moving to the plus end of MTs and the stationary motors were
tetramers. Furthermore, some of the bleaching traces of Cin8
molecules that moved toward the plus ends of MTs showed four
consecutive bleaching steps (Fig. 1B), indicating again that these
molecules were tetramers with four GFP molecules. These results
demonstrate that, under low-ionic-strength conditions, individual
Cin8 molecules can move in the plus-end direction on MTs.
While coupling between multiple motors could be an additional
mechanism for switching, our results provide support for the
existence of the motor-intrinsic switch model.
Since ionic strength generally modulates electrostatic interactions, the unphysiologically low-ionic-strength conditions might
mimic the effects of phosphorylation or binding of accessory
proteins or of binding geometry to the MTs. A qualitatively
similar ionic-strength effect has been reported in the context
of cargo regulation of other kinesins.13,21,22 Binding of a cargo
vesicle to kinesin-1 or of a second MT to kinesin-5 Eg5 activates
these motors, but this activation also occurs spontaneously
(i.e., without cargo) at low ionic strength in both cases. Tailhead interaction is mediating this regulation in both cases. It is
thus tempting to speculate that for Cin8, cargo regulation is
also the physiological switch mechanism. In the case of Cin8, a
mechanism detecting the binding of a second MT might not just
turn the motor on or off, but lead to the observed switching of
directionality. Consistent with this hypothesis, we observed plusend directed antiparallel sliding of MTs by Cin8 when they
entered the overlap zone between antiparallel MTs under highionic-strength conditions, while motors on single MTs in the

same sample were still minus-end directed.19 Similarly, it has
been previously demonstrated that, while the vertebrate Eg5
does neither bind to nor move on single MTs under high-ionicstrength conditions, binding between two antiparallel MTs
activates MT sliding, driven by plus-end directed Eg5 motility.13
A similar activation effect might also occur in multi-motor MT
surface-gliding assays, in which surface-attached Cin8 was also
demonstrated to be plus-end directed.20 In MT sliding assays,
Cin8 obviously exerts force in the plus-end direction which is
reflected in the relative sliding of the MTs, but individual motors
between the coupled MTs move on rather erratic tracks such
that clear plus-end-directed periods cannot be detected.19 Cin8
behaves very differently in single-molecule fluorescence experiments between parallel MTs. For the most part, motors continue
minus-end motion, apparently not interacting with the second
MT.19 The capability to distinguish relative orientation of
bound MTs is consistent with the reported preference of
Drosophila kinesin-5 Klp61f for bundling antiparallel MTs.13
For this kinesin-5, a preferred orientation was due to the ATPindependent binding sites in the C-terminal tails of the molecules.
A similar binding mechanism appears to also exist for Cin8
because full-length Cin8 diffusively slides along MTs in ADP
buffer.19 For Xenopus laevis kinesin-5 Eg5 it was found that all
MT binding sites in the C-terminal tails were necessary for motor
engagement between MTs.23 It still remains unclear exactly why
and how low ionic strength mimics cargo binding. Taking into
account the fact that MT attachment of the two pairs of motor
domains triggers plus-end directed motility (Fig. 2A), a speculative possibility is that under low-ionic-strength conditions, Cin8
can flex in such a way that the two pairs of catalytic domains
interact with the same MT (Fig. 2B) and thus trigger plus-end
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Figure 2. Proposed model for the directionality switch of Cin8. A microtubule is sketched in light blue, with plus and minus end indicated; Cin8 is shown
in green; catalytic motor domain and coiled-coil regions are indicated in the legend. Arrows indicate the direction of movement of Cin8 on the MT
to which it is attached. (A) On a single MT, in high-ionic-strength conditions, Cin8 is minus-end directed. Binding between two antiparallel MTs activates
Cin8 to move in the plus-end directions of the MTs, causing their antiparallel sliding. (B) Under low-ionic-strength conditions on a single MT, a modified
interaction between tails and catalytic domains or flexing of the whole tetramer triggers Cin8 to move in the plus-end direction of the MT. If the tetramer
can flex enough, plus-end directed motility of single molecules of Cin8 could be triggered by binding of the two heads of Cin8 to the same MT.
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directed motility. Alternatively, low-ionic-strength conditions
could modify tail–head interactions as in kinesin-1 to trigger
plus-end directed motility.
One further piece of evidence in favor of a motor-intrinsic
mechanism for directional switching is the regulatory influence of
the 99 amino acid insert in loop 8 of the Cin8 motor domain,
deletion of which does not abolish the switch of directionality,
but shifts the switch to lower ionic strength.19 The mechanism
by which phosphorylation in the catalytic domain of Cin8
regulates its in vivo function is likely to include the modulation
of interactions with the midzone-organizing protein Ase1,8,24, or
with kinetochore proteins. The fact that a deletion construct
(Cin8D99) and a loop 8 Cdk1 phosphorylation-deficient construct (Cin8-2A) exhibit reduced motility toward the midzone in
vivo,19 suggests that one of the roles of Cin8 phosphorylation in
the 99aa insert is to mediate the switch to plus-end directed
motility of Cin8 on the mitotic spindle.
The question remains how its exceptional motile properties
aid Cin8 in performing its roles in mitosis. One can speculate
on the basis of the localization of Cin8 in the various stages of
mitosis. The ionic strength in S. cerevisiae cells is ~300 mM
salt.25,26 At this ionic strength, Cin8 is minus-end directed in
vitro.19 Before spindle elongation in anaphase, Cin8 is known to

be involved in the positioning of the chromosome kinetochores
near the spindle pole bodies.27-29 Cin8 could function at that
stage by crosslinking of kinetochore MTs (kMTs)27 and by aiding
the disassembly of long kMTs.30 Since in S. cerevisiae cells each
kinetochore is attached to the plus end of a single MT, motion
of Cin8 in the minus-end direction of the kMTs might be a part
of kinetochore positioning. Cin8 also shows plus-end directed
motility in vivo in anaphase spindles,19 even on single MTs or on
parallel MT bundles, which implies a further mode of regulation
not seen in the in vitro experiments. Regulated bi-directional
motility might be important to distribute Cin8 motors between
the different locations where they are known to accumulate, i.e.,
near the spindle poles and in the midzone.
In summary, Cin8 has rather unexpectedly extended the
spectrum of known kinesin capabilities. It is the first known
kinesin that is truly bi-directional and processive in both
directions. Found in a low eukaryote, this function might have
evolved early and might have been lost in higher eukaryotes.
The exact molecular mechanism remains to be clarified, but
seems likely to be related to cargo switching known for other
kinesins. Our results indicate a role of electrostatic interactions
and possibly phosphorylation, and, most importantly, binding
geometry between pairs of MTs.
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Processive motility of individual molecules is essential for the function of
many kinesin motors. Processivity for kinesins relies on communication
between the two heads of a dimeric molecule, such that binding strictly
alternates. The main communicating elements are believed to be the two
neck linkers connecting the motors' stalks and heads. A proposed
mechanism for coordination is the transmission of stress through the neck
linkers. It is believed that the efﬁciency of gating depends on the length of
the neck linker. Recent studies have presented support for a simple model in
which the length of the neck linker directly controls the degree of
processivity. Based on a previously published Kinesin-1/Kinesin-5 chimera,
Eg5Kin, we have analyzed the motility of 12 motor constructs: we have
varied the length of the neck linker in the range between 9 and 21 amino
acids using the corresponding native Kinesin-5 sequence (Xenopus laevis
Eg5). We found, surprisingly, that neither velocity nor force generation
depended on neck-linker length. We also found that constructs with short
neck linkers, down to 12 amino acids, were still highly processive, while
processivity was lost at a length of 9 amino acids. Run lengths were
maximal with neck linkers close to the native Kinesin-5 length and
decreased beyond that length. This ﬁnding generally conﬁrms the
coordinating role of the neck linker for kinesin motility but challenges the
simplest model postulating a motor-type‐independent optimal length.
Instead, our results suggest that different kinesins might be optimized for
different neck-linker lengths.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Kinesins are motor proteins that use energy from
ATP hydrolysis to generate conformational
changes. Kinesins drive mechanical processes in
cells such as cargo-transport along or disassembly
of microtubules. 1,2 Single homodimeric motor
molecules of the Kinesin-1 family can move
processively over micrometer distances along a
microtubule, 3,4 taking hundreds of ~ 8‐nm steps, 5
and can produce up to ~ 7 pN force before
detachment. 6–8 During processive motility, each
step is strictly coupled to the hydrolysis of one ATP
molecule. 8
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Kinesins from several other subfamilies, such as
the Kinesin-3 Kif1A/Unc104, 9,10 the Kinesin-7
CENP-E, 11 the Kinesin-8 Kip3p, 12 or the mitotic
Kinesin-5 Eg5, 13 have been shown to also move
processively along microtubules. While structurally
adapted to diverse cellular functions, the processive
kinesins are likely to employ a similar basic head–
head communication mechanism to achieve processive motility. 14–16 A requirement for processivity of
a single kinesin dimer is to keep the kinetic cycles of
the two motor domains strictly out of phase, such
that at least one motor domain remains strongly
attached to the microtubule at any time. Studies on
monomeric and dimeric kinesin constructs have led
to a basic model of the allosteric mechanisms
connecting microtubule binding and the nucleotide
state of the motor domain. 17,18 The head–head
communication is believed to rely on tensionmediated gating of chemical reactions, possibly
involving both leading and trailing heads. 19 The
mechanically tensed state in the stepping cycle of a
dimer is the two-head-bound state. Cryo-electron
microscopy images of bound dimers can only be
reconciled with dimer X-ray structures if one
assumes a stretched conformation of the structural
elements linking the two heads. 20 The front-head
gating model postulates that the leading, nucleotidefree head is unable to bind a new ATP while under
backward tension, that is, before the detachment of
the rear head. The rear-head gating model assumes
that release of phosphate from the rear head, leading
to detachment, is accelerated by forward tension. 21
The tension-transmitting element has been suggested to be the neck linker, a short and mostly
unstructured protein segment connecting the head
to the stalk coiled coil. 22,23 When modeled as a
simple ﬂexible polymer, the tension in the neck
linker at a given end-to-end distance and, therefore,
the strength of the head–head communication
would scale inversely with contour length, that is,
number of amino acids. 24 Data from three recent
studies support such a simple general model of
head–head communication. 19,25,26 For a set of
particular Kinesin-1 and Kinesin-2 constructs, it
was found that processivity decreases with increasing neck-linker length, while shortening of the
native neck linker by one amino acid for that
motor abolishes processivity. 24,27–29 A continuation
of this work showed similar effects for Kinesin-1/
Kinesin‐2/Kinesin‐3 and Kinesin‐7 constructs. 25 In
another study, 26 the insertion of up to 26 prolines in
the neck linker of human Kinesin-1 was reported to
not only slightly decrease run length under lowionic-strength conditions but also strongly decrease
motor speed and stall force. This phenomenon was
interpreted to be due to an increasingly loose
coupling of ATP hydrolysis to motor stepping. A
detailed study of the kinetic pathway of two
processive Kinesin-1 constructs with neck linkers
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extended to 20 and 23 amino acids suggested a
different interpretation of new and existing data,
based on a model where not only tension alone but
also, possibly, neck-linker orientation produces
gating. 19
Interestingly, neck-linker length varies between
the different kinesin subfamilies. The highly processive Kinesin-1 motors 3,4,30 carry a rather short neck
linker of 14 amino acids. Most other kinesin
subfamilies carry signiﬁcantly longer neck linkers
(see Ref. 25 in Fig. 2 for a sequence alignment) of 16–
18 amino acids in length. The Xenopus Kinesin-5,
Eg5, has one of the longest neck linker with 18
amino acids. 27 Nevertheless, wild‐type (WT) Kinesin-5 has been shown to move processively. 13
Dimeric constructs, however, lacking the tetrameric
coiled-coil region produced only very short (six to
eight steps) processive episodes. 31,32 This could be
due to the neck linker that is 18 amino acids long or
to the lack of the opposing dimer and a compromised stalk structure. Full-length tetramers were
observed to move over longer distances but detached at relatively small loads and were still less
processive than Kinesin-1. 13 This behavior, however, appears to be caused by yet another phenomenon, namely, tail-mediated self-inhibition, which
leads to a switching off of the motor when bound to
only one microtubule. 33 Thus, studying intrinsic
processivity of Kinesin-5 has been difﬁcult, both in
truncated dimeric constructs and in WT tetramers.
To study the force-generating unit of Kinesin-5
without interference of tail regulation and without
the structurally complex tetrameric coiled coil of
Kinesin-5, we have recently constructed a chimeric
motor, Eg5Kin, which comprises the motor domain
and the 14 N-terminal amino acids of the WT
Kinesin-5 neck linker, fused to the coiled coil of
Kinesin-1. 34 The initial rationale for using 14 amino
acids was to provide a similar mechanical background as in Kinesin-1. We had found that Eg5Kin
(here referred to as Eg5Kin-NL-14 or, short, NL-14)
is capable of long-range processive motility taking
on average 240 consecutive ~ 8‐nm steps and of
comparatively high force generation. These ﬁndings
demonstrated that the Kinesin-5 motor domain is
capable of supporting processive motility, provided
that it is a stable dimer.
The fact that the neck linker of native Kinesin-5
has a length of 18 amino acids begs the question if
the processivity of the motor dimer increases when
the length of the neck linker is shortened from 18
to 14 amino acids. If a shorter-than-native neck
linker were to increase processivity, one would
have to conclude that the length of the neck linker
in Kinesin-5 is optimized for something else than
run length and the most efﬁcient head–head
communication. A neck linker of the native length
of 18 amino acids is known to support processive
motility, as shown by the motion of WT Kinesin-5
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Fig. 1. Schematic description of
motor constructs. Eg5Kin motor
proteins were constructed using
the motor domain and part of the
neck-linker sequence of Eg5 (light
gray; residues 1–364 up to 1–376 for
NL-09 to NL-21, respectively) and
the (truncated) stalk of DmKHC
(dark gray; DmKHC residues 345–
426). The numbering refers to the
amino acid numbering in the respective WT motor sequences.

tetramers between antiparallel microtubules, but
the degree of processivity has not been quantiﬁed
for the WT motor in that scenario. Here, we have
generated a set of Eg5Kin chimeras with necklinker lengths ranging from 9 (NL-09) to the full 18
amino acids of WT Kinesin-5 (NL-18) and beyond
to 21 amino acids (NL-21) (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1). In contrast to other studies, where the
length of the neck linker was varied using random
or artiﬁcial sequences, such as poly-proline inserts
and sequences from other distantly related
kinesins, 19,23,26,29 we decided to exclusively use
the native Eg5 Kinesin-5 sequence. We shortened
the neck linker by successively deleting amino
acids, starting with the 18th amino acid in the
neck-linker sequence. For the elongation of the
neck linker beyond 18 amino acids, we inserted
the WT Kinesin-5 sequences using up to three
residues from the putative Kinesin-5 neck coiled
coil. A coiled-coil prediction for all constructs
indicates that these inserted amino acids do not
lead to an extension of the DmKHC neck coiled
coil toward the N-terminus but that the coiled coil
starts for all constructs at the beginning of the
DmKHC residues. This prediction provided conﬁdence to interpret our ﬁndings assuming steadily
increasing neck-linker lengths. To have, as a
further control, a motor for which the additional
neck-linker amino acids would surely not become
incorporated in an extension of the stalk coiled
coil, we built one other construct in which we
inserted three prolines after the 18th amino acid.
This insertion is too short to form a poly-proline
structure and is likely to be ﬂexible. 35 With this
control, we could also test if new speciﬁc interactions between the motor domain and the neck
linker, mediated by the nonnative additional
proline residues, strongly changed the function of
the motor.

Results and Discussion
In a ﬁrst set of experiments, we used multi-motor
surface-gliding assays (MMGAs) to check the
activity of the puriﬁed motors and to measure the
velocities produced by motors acting collectively
(Fig. 2a). We found that all constructs were active
motor proteins and produced virtually identical
surface-gliding velocities of, on average, ~ 67 nm/s
(Fig. 3a and Table 1), the only exception being the
shortest construct, NL-09, which showed a clearly
diminished velocity (16 ± 6 nm/s). These results
differ from the results of Yildiz et al. for human
Kinesin-1, 26 who saw a strong decrease in velocity
with longer neck linkers. This discrepancy may be
due to the fact that Kinesin-1 motors have intrinsically a much higher velocity and therefore a
different catalytic cycle. Thus, the loss of coupling
efﬁciency found for Kinesin-1 does not appear to
occur for Kinesin-5. The magnitude and constancy
of velocity are in agreement with the results of
Shastry and Hancock with a very similar Kinesin-5
construct. 25
We then tested the constructs for velocity in
optical trapping assays (Fig. 2b) and found, for all
the constructs, a similar velocity with an average
value of ~ 64 nm/s in good agreement with the
MMGA results (Fig. 3a and Table 1). In singlemolecule ﬂuorescence assays (Fig. 2c), we found
again very similar velocities for all constructs
(Fig. 3a and Table 1), although the average velocity
of ~ 116 nm/s was higher than the results of
MMGAs and optical trapping assays. Although
not often explicitly studied, a difference in this
direction is not unexpected. Optical trapping assays
are not load free, load diminishes velocity, 5 and we
did not attempt here to extrapolate the results to
zero load. MMGAs can always suffer from motor
attachment artifacts, contamination by defective
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Fig. 2. Representative results from single-molecule ﬂuorescence, multi-motor gliding, and optical trapping assays. (a)
Time series of a multi-motor gliding assay. The scale bar represents 260 μm. (b) Bead-displacement time series from
optical trapping assays, showing multiple excursions from the trap centre, ending with detachment without stalling.
Initial slope of the excursions is used as an estimate of the unloaded motor velocity (raw signal in black; median-ﬁltered
signal in red). (c) Kymographs of single GFP-labelled motor dimers moving on surface-attached microtubules. The
number on the lower‐left corner indicates the neck-linker length of a given construct. Slope and length of the traces
correspond to motor velocity and run length, respectively. Scale bars represent (horizontal) 10 s and (vertical) 3 μm.

motors, or strained geometries of motor attachment
to the microtubule. Therefore, we do not draw any
conclusions from this difference for the present
study.
Although NL-09 is still active in MMGAs, it did
not show any processive motion, neither in the
optical trapping nor in the single-molecule ﬂuorescence assays (Supplementary Fig. 2). We thus know
that NL-09 is an active, albeit non-processive, motor.
The lack of processivity most likely results from the
neck linker being too short to span the gap between
two adjacent binding sites along the microtubule.
These ﬁndings are somewhat different from what
has been reported for other kinesins and also for a
very similar Kinesin-5 construct. In one recent
study, Shastry and Hancock investigated the effect
of varying neck-linker length on Kinesin-1 and an
artiﬁcially homodimeric Kinesin-2 construct
(Kif3A/A, termed Kin-2). 29 For Kinesin-1, the
deletion of one amino acid (Kin-1ΔT) led to a
non-processive motor, displaying about 70% of

Kin-1 velocity in surface-gliding assays, whereas
the extension of the neck linker by one or several
amino acids (Kin-1 + L or Kin‐1 + DAL) resulted in a
50% loss of velocity in single-molecule assays. In
contrast, the velocities of their Kin-2 constructs
were —similar to our results—not affected by
modiﬁcations of the neck linker. The only exception
was the Kin-2ΔDAL, which is not processive and
reaches again only about 70% of the velocity of
other Kin-2 constructs in MMGA. In a further
study, 25 the same group conﬁrmed earlier results,
extended the results to Kinesin-3 and Kinesin-7
motors, and also investigated chimeric Kinesin-5
construct very similar to ours with neck linkers of
14, 15, 17, and 18 amino acids. In contrast to our
results, they found diminished processivity for 15
amino acids and no more processivity for 17 and 18
amino acids. Clancy et al. found a decrease in
unloaded velocity by about a factor of 2 for a
Kinesin-1 construct with a neck linker that is 20
amino acids long, providing evidence that this is
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Fig. 3. Velocities, run lengths, and detachment forces (also see Table 1). (a) Mean velocities for all constructs. Triangles:
optical trapping assays. Circles: single-molecule ﬂuorescence assays. Squares: multi-motor gliding assays. Broken lines
represent the average of values for processive motors and are given to guide the eye. (b) Mean processive run lengths for
all constructs in single‐molecule ﬂuorescence assays. For NL-09, no processive motility was detected. (c) Detachment
forces for all constructs. Since the constructs detached mostly without stalling, the mean force immediately before release
is scored. (d) The force given for the non-processive NL-09 construct is the detachment force obtained by dragging a
motor-coated bead in a sinusoidal movement (frequency = 0.06 Hz; amplitude = 660 nm) along a microtubule. The range
between the natural neck-linker lengths of Kinesin-1 and Kinesin-5 (14–18 amino acids) is indicated using gray shading.
Open symbols refer to NL-21P.

due to a decreased motor efﬁciency leading to backstepping. 19 This is an effect that might occur only
for extremely long neck-linker lengths, and its
possible onset might be masked in our data for
the longest constructs NL-20 and NL-21 by statistical errors.
In another study, Yildiz et al. observed a
decrease in the single-molecule velocity that was
inversely related to the increase in the calculated
total length of the neck linker, extended by a polyproline insert. 26 The ATP turnover rate kcat,ATP
was unchanged by the neck-linker extension, and
the authors therefore concluded that the coupling
between stepping and ATP hydrolysis must have
become less tight, likely due to an increase in
ﬂexibility of the mechanical linkage between the
two heads. Velocities of extended kinesins could

in part be “rescued” by applying assisting loads.
The fact that, in our assays, there was no
detectable change or trend in the observed
velocities of our constructs suggests that necklinker length does not inﬂuence the rate at which
the Kinesin-5 motor domains hydrolyze ATP or
the coupling efﬁciency during their interaction
with the microtubule.
Next, we analyzed the maximal forces our motor
constructs could develop. In single-bead optical
trapping experiments, all our neck-linker constructs
displayed stereotypical Kinesin-5 detachment behavior: in contrast to Kinesin-1 motors, detachment
occurred at moderate forces of about 3 pN, before
stall and without much slowing down (Fig. 2b and
Supplementary Fig. 3). 31,36,37 The individual step
size of the different constructs was largely
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Table 1. Results for the three types of measurements for all neck-linker constructs
Trap
Construct
NL-09
NL-12
NL-13
NL-14
NL-15
NL-16
NL-17
NL-18
NL-19
NL-20
NL-21
NL-21P

Velocity (nm/s)
a

0±0
70 ± 20
99 ± 25
60 ± 19
68 ± 35
83 ± 9
60 ± 22
59 ± 22
66 ± 21
52 ± 24
23 ± 12
57 ± 16

TIRF

Force (pN)
2.0 ± 1.6
2.1 ± 0.9
2.9 ± 0.7
2.9 ± 0.5
2.7 ± 1.1
2.5 ± 0.9
2.9 ± 1.3
2.5 ± 1.4
2.1 ± 0.9
3.2 ± 1.3
2.0 ± 1.0
3.5 ± 1.0

N
33
109
100
50
98
35
63
68
321
109
67
134

Velocity (nm/s)
a

0±0
117 ± 20
107 ± 16
125 ± 15
111 ± 11
132 ± 13
112 ± 14
112 ± 10
117 ± 13
103 ± 13
113 ± 36
131 ± 13

Run length (μm)
a

0±0
0.9 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.3
1.8 ± 0.2
1.7 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.2
2.5 ± 0.3
2.9 ± 0.7
1.8 ± 0.4
1.9 ± 0.3
0.8 ± 0.2
0.9 ± 0.1

MMGA
N

CTIRF (nM)

Velocity (nm/s)

N

80
104
102
124
130
269
162
145
106
98
106
128

178
157
105
131
52
189
53
316
158
132
317
95

16 ± 6
91 ± 25
36 ± 9
78 ± 15
49 ± 17
61 ± 14
92 ± 23
61 ± 11
73 ± 6
77 ± 7
27 ± 13
49 ± 18

41
37
29
28
20
17
23
20
34
30
32
39

Trap, data from optical trapping assays; TIRF, data from single-molecule ﬂuorescence assay; CTIRF, protein concentration in singlemolecule ﬂuorescence measurement; N, number of beads tracked, single motors tracked, and microtubules tracked, respectively.
a
No processive motility detected.

unaffected by the variation of neck-linker length
(Supplementary Fig. 3). All processive neck-linker
constructs reached about the same detachment
force in the trap of 2.8 ± 0.1 pN, averaged separately
for each construct (Fig. 3c and Table 1). To obtain a
detachment force for the non-processive NL-09, we
made use of the fact that the motor was still able to
bind to a microtubule: motor-coated, optically
trapped beads were dragged along a microtubule
by moving the microscope stage in a sinusoidal
fashion (Fig. 3d). Upon binding of the motor, the
bead stayed at one position relative to the
microtubule and was moved out of the trap by
the stage movement. This led to an increase of load
on the motor, which eventually resulted in motor
unbinding. 38 Yildiz et al. reported, for their
extended Kinesin-1 constructs, a signiﬁcantly lowered stall force as compared to WT Kinesin-1. 26
Stalling at zero velocity for Kinesin-1 motors and
load-dependent detachment for Kinesin-5 motors at
ﬁnite velocity may reﬂect somewhat different
molecular mechanisms, and effects of neck-linker
extension on these processes may not be strictly
comparable. Nevertheless, our observations suggest
that, for our Kinesin-5 constructs, the neck-linker
length—and thereby presumably head–head tension—is not controlling force generation and
detachment behavior. In contrast to our Kinesin-5
results, keeping in mind the caveat mentioned,
Clancy et al. measured stall forces with their
extended Kinesin-1 constructs lower than those
with WT controls but could show that this was due
to increasing backward stepping. 19 We see no clear
evidence of back-stepping with our constructs. This
might indicate that the loss of unidirectional
motility under hindering loads only occurs at
neck linker lengths above 20 or more amino acids,
possibly depending on the particular kinesin
studied.

Last, we analyzed the run lengths of the constructs
as a direct measure of processivity. Using singlemolecule ﬂuorescence assays, we observed unidirectional and uninterrupted processive motility with
all constructs except NL-09 (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 2). Kymograph analysis of the run lengths
of all constructs showed that, for the constructs NL12 up to NL-21, the processive run length decreased
continuously toward both short and long necklinker lengths and exhibited a maximum of about
3 μm around NL-17 and NL-18 (Fig. 3b and Table 1).
There was no signiﬁcant difference in run lengths
between the constructs NL-21 and NL-21P.
To control against multimerization of the motors,
which could strongly affect run lengths, we performed single-molecule ﬂuorescence assays with
high enough laser power to cause rapid bleaching.
We could conﬁrm two-step bleaching in the intensity signals conﬁrming the dimeric structure of the
constructs (Supplementary Fig. 4). To avoid any
possible variations in conditions between the
measurements of different constructs, we kept
temperature, buffers, microtubule preparations,
and illumination conditions as similar as possible
between experiments.
The ﬁrst surprising ﬁnding was that NL-12 and
NL-13 displayed processive behavior, virtually
indistinguishable from that of NL-14 (Fig. 3b). In
the study of Shastry and Hancock, two sets of
constructs showed no processivity when having
neck linkers with less than 14 amino acids, presumably because the tethered head was not able to reach
the next binding site. 29 This was thought to be a
general mechanism consistent with the fact that 14
amino acids is the length of the shortest neck linker
in any known processive kinesin. Our results show
that even shorter neck linkers can support processivity. This ﬁnding is consistent with and goes
beyond the recently reported processivity of
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Kinesin-2/Kinesin‐3 and Kinesin‐7 constructs that
showed processivity with neck linkers of 13 amino
acids. 25 A construct with the further shortened neck
linker, NL-09, was ﬁnally lacking processivity
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The second unexpected
ﬁnding was that upon addition of one or two
natural amino acids in constructs NL-15 and NL-16,
there was no drop in processivity compared to NL14 (Fig. 3b), as one might have expected based on the
ﬁndings for Kinesin-1/Kinesin‐2/Kinesin‐3/Kinesin‐5 and Kinesin‐7 constructs by Shastry and
Hancock. 25,29 Our observation suggests that necklinker length alone might not be sufﬁcient to predict
processivity. Our ﬁnding that the neck-linker
constructs approaching the native Kinesin-5 necklinker length, NL-17 and NL-18, displayed a
signiﬁcantly higher processivity than shorter or
longer constructs (Fig. 3b) is further evidence for
the same point.
Last, we also found processive motility when
extending the neck linker beyond the natural 18
amino acids of Eg5. Run length, however, decreased
from NL-19 to NL-21 (and NL-21P) below the
maximal run length of NL-18 (Fig. 3b), as one expects
to eventually occur due to diminishing communication between the two heads. An increase in run
length of constructs carrying neck linkers longer than
14 amino acids was also seen by Clancy et al. 19
Given the new experimental evidence that necklinker extension can increase processivity, it remains
to discuss the consequences for the gating models
for Eg5 in particular or possibly for all kinesins. First
of all, one has to keep in mind that, independent of
inter-head communication, interactions between the
heads and the microtubule can also affect processivity. Electrostatic interactions, especially under
low-ionic-strength conditions, can keep the heads
loosely associated with the microtubule, even in the
absence of efﬁcient communication. In particular,
addition of positive charge in the neck linker was
suggested to compensate for a loss of processivity
through interactions much similar to the ones
discussed for the positively charged neck with the
negatively charged E-hook of tubulin. 39–41 The
native Kinesin-5 neck-linker sequence contains two
positively charged lysine residues at positions 15
and 16 of the neck linker. These lysines might
compensate for a loss of processivity otherwise
observed upon extension of the neck linker. Three
points, apart from the relatively high-ionic-strength
conditions, argue against this notion. First, the
addition of a second lysine should have an additive
effect, which we did not observe. Second, only NL17 and NL-18 showed a marked increase in run
length, and it seems unlikely that the charge of the
lysine residues needs these further extensions to
take effect. Third, loosely bound periods during
processive runs should also make the average
velocity during events strongly load dependent,
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which we did not observe. Therefore, we think that
neck-linker/microtubule interactions are not causing the variations in run lengths in our experiments.
Two physically different gating scenarios seem
possible. Either (i) neck-linker orientation is the
deciding parameter, and inter-head tension is not
important for the processivity, or (ii) each kinesin
family has a particularly adapted neck-linker length
and/or speciﬁc interactions between the native neck
linker and the rest of the motor that together optimize
the transmission of tension and the gating and
stepping mechanism. Gating scenario (ii) seemed,
on the one hand, to be supported by the ﬁnding that
replacement and addition of single amino acids in
several kinesins alter processivity. 25,29 We did not see
such strong effects. Furthermore, a comparison
between motors with different extension sequences
but equal length, NL-21 and NL-21P, indicates that it
is unlikely that the particular sequence of the
extension played a dominating role in determining
processive run lengths.
Gating scenario (i), on the other hand, is
supported by Clancy et al., who found an increase
of processivity with strongly extended neck linkers
for Kinesin-1 constructs. 19 In that case, the result
was interpreted to be caused by a two-head-bound
waiting state with a smaller probability of total
release. Since this mechanism also entails lower
speed, it is likely that this was not exactly the case
for our intermediate-length Kinesin-5 constructs,
though. In essence, however, head–head communication via neck-linker orientation and not tension is
consistent with our results. Interestingly, two
studies reporting a structurally unusual neck-linker
orientation 42 and two-state neck-linker orientation
kinetics 43 further argue for this possibility, particularly for Kinesin-5.
In summary, a simple mechanistic model generally applying to all processive kinesins—equating a
shorter neck-linker length directly to more tension
and to more efﬁcient gating and thereby to more
processivity with one universal optimal number for
the neck-linker length—might not exist. In view of
the broad variations in function, regulation, and
oligomerization properties of the kinesins, it would
be indeed surprising if a single parameter, namely,
neck-linker length, could determine performance.
Coordination between the heads or gating, however, is a necessity for processive kinesins. Some of the
existing data, including ours, now point to the
interesting possibility that the orientation of the neck
linker plays a crucial role, rather than merely length
and tension. This opens up the option that different
kinesins could achieve optimal head–head communication with different neck-linker lengths. The
native neck-linker length and sequence might be
optimized, in each case, for both effective communication and processivity, as well as other speciﬁc
functions such as regulation.
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Materials and Methods
Cloning
All constructs were based on the previously published
pEG5Kin-GFPhis construct. 34 Deletions or insertions of
codons were performed in a two-step PCR approach.
Using a complementary pair of modiﬁed primers in the
neck-linker region, we created two PCR products: one of
the motor domain up to the desired mutation and a second
starting with the neck‐linker mutation ending with the Cterminal GFP (green fluorescent protein). Both fragments
were combined to serve as template for a second round of
PCR using the 3′- and 5′-primers ﬂanking the N-terminus
and the C-terminus of the full construct. The resulting PCR
products were then incorporated into pTOPO using a
TOPO Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for sequencing
and ampliﬁcation before replacing the coding sequence in
pEG5Kin-GFPhis by sub-cloning using the existing restriction sites for NdeI and XmaI as described
previously. 34 Constructs NL-09, NL-12, NL-19, NL-20,
NL-21, and NL‐21P were generated by gene synthesis
(GeneArt Life Technologies, Regensburg, Germany).
Integrity was conﬁrmed by sequencing.
Protein purification
Motors were expressed in Escherichia coli and puriﬁed
essentially as described previously. 34 In brief, E. coli
BL21(DE3) (Invitrogen) were transformed and grown to a
density of ~0.6 at 37 °C before induction of expression
using 1 mM IPTG for 3 h. Cells were harvested by
centrifugation and re‐suspended in a 20 mM imidazole
buffer, pH 7.4, supplemented with 1 mM each of DTT,
MgCl2, ethylene glycol bis(β‐aminoethyl ether) N,N′‐
tetraacetic acid (EGTA), and β‐mercaptoethanol and
150 mM NaCl before lysis using ultrasound in the
presence of lysozyme and DNase I. After separation
from cell debris by centrifugation, the cytosol was
incubated for 1 h at 4 °C with Ni-NTA column material
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and then transferred to a
syringe column. After washing the column with 80 mM
imidazole and 300 mM NaCl, bound motor was eluted
using a 300‐mM imidazole buffer containing 10 μm ATP
and 1 mM DTT. Fractions containing motor were pooled
and 3 × dialyzed against 80 mM Pipes/KOH, 1 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, and 10 μM ATP. In
addition, motors were also puriﬁed using a microtubuleafﬁnity puriﬁcation procedure described in Ref. 41.
Protein samples were tested for motor activity and stored
in aliquots at −80 °C. Tubulin was puriﬁed from pig brain,
and microtubules were polymerized and labeled as
described in Refs. 30 and 41. All chemicals were obtained
from Sigma, Germany, if not speciﬁed otherwise.
Multi-motor surface-gliding assays
MMGAs were performed at 22 °C, essentially as
described previously. 41 Motor-protein constructs were
allowed to nonspeciﬁcally bind to the glass surfaces of
assay chambers made from coverslips and plasma-cleaned
microscope slides assembled with double-stick tape.
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Subsequently, the chambers were ﬂushed with about
three chamber volumes of assay mix in BRB80 buffer
[80 mM Pipes/KOH (pH 6.8), 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM
EGTA] containing 10 μm taxol (paclitaxel), 0.022 mg/ml
tetramethylrhodamine-labeled microtubules, 2 mM ATP,
4 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT, 0.08 mg/ml catalase C40,
0.1 mg/ml glucose oxidase, and 10 mM glucose. Motility
was observed in a standard inverted ﬂuorescence microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200, Göttingen, Germany). Images
were recorded with a digital charge‐coupled device
camera (CoolSnap ES; Roper Scientiﬁc Germany).
Silanized assay chambers and single-molecule
fluorescence assays
Coverslips were cleaned using a plasma cleaner
(Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY, USA) before silanization
with a positively charged silane, 3-[2-(2-aminoethylamino)-ethylamino]propyl-trimethoxysilane (Sigma), for
microtubule immobilization. Assay chambers were made
from 3‐[2‐(2‐aminoethylamino)‐ethylamino]propyl‐trimethoxysilane coverslips and microscope slides assembled with double-stick tape. Tetramethylrhodaminelabeled microtubules diluted in BRB80 buffer containing
10 μm taxol (paclitaxel) were allowed to bind for 5 min to
the silanized glass surfaces of the assay chamber. This was
followed by 5 min of incubation with 0.1 mg/ml casein in
BRB80. The chamber then was ﬂushed with 7–10 μl of
assay buffer (BRB80 containing 2 mM ATP and 4 mM
MgCl2 and an oxygen scavenging system based on 10 mM
DTT, 0.08 mg/ml catalase 40, 0.1 mg/ml glucose oxidase,
and 10 mM glucose) containing GFP-tagged motor proteins at appropriate single-molecule concentrations
(Table 1). Fluorescence was observed in a custom-built
total internal reﬂection ﬂuorescence (TIRF) microscope
described previously. 44 Digital video recordings (two
frames per second) were analyzed for motor speeds and
run lengths using kymographs generated with customwritten LabView software. Statistical analysis of the data
was performed with OriginPro (OriginLab Corporation,
Northampton, MA, USA). All measurements were performed at 22 °C.
Optical trapping assays
We diluted 1‐μm-diameter plain silica beads (Kisker,
Steinfurt, Germany) in BRB80 to a concentration of
0.5 mg/ml and incubated them for 30 min with 50 μg
protein-G (Sigma). After centrifugation and re-suspension,
the beads were incubated with 1 μg penta-his antibody
(Sigma) and 0.02 mg casein. After 30 min, the beads were
centrifuged and re-suspended to the desired concentration. Diluted his-tagged motor protein was then added to
the beads and allowed to bind for 15 min. The motor
dilution was chosen so that only about half of the beads
showed activity in the assay. This makes it most likely that
only one motor on the beads is able to bind to a
microtubule at any time. 5,40 The motor-coated beads
were added to the assay buffer, which was then ﬁlled
into an assay chamber. Beads were trapped using a
focused 4‐W 1064‐nm NdYVO laser (Coherent Germany)
in a custom-built single-beam optical trap described
elsewhere. 41 After positioning a bead above a microtubule, the interaction between the motor and the
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microtubule could be monitored. The motion of the bead
was measured by back-focal-plane interferometry. 41,42
Data were acquired with custom-written LabView software. Further analysis and statistical calculations were
performed with MatLab (The Mathworks) and OriginPro
(OriginLab Corporation). All measurements were performed at 22 °C.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmb. 2012.06.043
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Abstract
In neuronal cells the intracellular trafficking machinery controls the availability of neurotransmitter receptors at the plasma
membrane, which is a critical determinant of synaptic strength. Metabotropic c amino-butyric acid (GABA) type B receptors
(GABABRs) are neurotransmitter receptors that modulate synaptic transmission by mediating the slow and prolonged
responses to GABA. GABABRs are obligatory heteromers constituted by two subunits, GABABR1 and GABABR2. GABABR1a
and GABABR1b are the most abundant subunit variants. GABABR1b is located in the somatodendritic domain whereas
GABABR1a is additionally targeted to the axon. Sushi domains located at the N-terminus of GABABR1a constitute the only
difference between both variants and are necessary and sufficient for axonal targeting. The precise targeting machinery and
the organelles involved in sorting and transport have not been described. Here we demonstrate that GABABRs require the
Golgi apparatus for plasma membrane delivery but that axonal sorting and targeting of GABABR1a operate in a pre-Golgi
compartment. In the axon GABABR1a subunits are enriched in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and their dynamic behavior
and colocalization with other secretory organelles like the ER-to-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) suggest that they
employ a local secretory route. The transport of axonal GABABR1a is microtubule-dependent and kinesin-1, a molecular
motor of the kinesin family, determines axonal localization. Considering that progression of GABABRs through the secretory
pathway is regulated by an ER retention motif our data contribute to understand the role of the axonal ER in non-canonical
sorting and targeting of neurotransmitter receptors.
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Introduction

trafficking and availability of neurotransmitter receptors remains
for the most part unexplored.
GABA is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the nervous
system and the metabotropic GABABRs are obligatory heteromers
composed of two related subunits, GABABR1 and GABABR2 (for
a comprehensive review of GABABR structure, function, localization and pathological implications see [2]). Both belong to family
C of G protein-coupled receptors, and contain a large extracellular
N-terminal domain, seven membrane-spanning domains and an
intracellular C-terminal domain. GABABRs are expressed in
neurons throughout the brain and spinal cord. They are mainly
perisynaptic receptors located in gabaergic and glutamatergic
presynaptic terminals and postsynaptic sites. GABABR1 binds
agonists with high affinity whereas GABABR2 couples to Gai
establishing a transactivation mechanism between the two
subunits. At presynaptic terminals GABABRs inhibit voltage gated
Ca2+ channels thereby inhibiting synaptic vesicle fusion and
neurotransmitter release. At postsynaptic sites they activate
inwardly rectifying K+ channels hyperpolarizing the postsynaptic

Polarized protein trafficking in the neuron is critical for synapse
formation, synapse maintenance and the regulation of synaptic
strength. In all eukaryotic cells the endomembrane trafficking
system includes a forward biosynthetic route constituted by the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER), the ER-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC), the Golgi apparatus and post-Golgi vesicles, and
a recycling-degradative route constituted by endosomes and
lysosomes. The unique architecture and size of neurons does not
necessarily imply that the structure/function relationship of these
organelles and their contribution to the secretory process are
different than in other cell types. However, their spatial
arrangement and contribution to local processing may be specially
adapted to the complexities of the neuronal morphology [1]. How
the neuron orchestrates this highly compartmentalized trafficking
is poorly understood. In particular, how the local distribution of
secretory components in the neuron impinges on intracellular
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motif (RSRR) by alanines. MYC-GABABR1-DC lacks the
complete C-terminal domain. Both mutants escape the ER and
traffic to the cell surface in the absence of GABABR2.
GABABR1a-EGFP, GABABR2-EGFP and GABABR1a-monomeric red fluorescent protein have also been described previously
and contain the fluorescent proteins attached to the intracellular
C-terminal domain [4]. pDsRed-C1 (RFP), pEYFP-Golgi,
pEYFP-ER and pDsRed2-ER (KDEL-RFP) were obtained from
Clontech (Mountain View, CA). Kif5C-RFP-DN was kindly
provided by S. Kindler and H.J. Kreienkamp (Institut für
Humangenetik, Universitätsklinikum Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) and corresponds to amino acids 678–955 of
KIF5C (NM_001107730) also referred to as DN2 by Falley and
collaborators [16]. ARF1-Q71I-HA was kindly provided by O.
Jeyifous (University of Chicago, Chicago, IL), Rab11-GFP was
kindly provided by F. Bronfman (Pontificia Universidad Católica
de Chile), p58-YFP was kindly provided by J. Lippincott-Schwartz
(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Cytochrome b5EGFP was kindly provided by C. Hetz (Universidad de Chile). All
manipulations and fidelity of DNA constructs were verified by
sequencing.

neuron. In addition, stimulation of GABABRs decreases the levels
of cyclic AMP. GABABRs have been implicated in epilepsy,
anxiety, stress, sleep disorders, nociception, depression, cognition
and addictive mechanisms to drug abuse. The relevance of
studying GABABR availability is further supported by clinical
observations that report the appearance of tolerance to GABABR
agonists, an inconvenient side effect to therapy.
GABABR subunits are synthesized in the soma and glycosylated
in the ER [3], [4]. The progression of GABABRs through the
secretory pathway is regulated by an RXR-type sequence (RSRR)
in the C-terminal domain of GABABR1 that functions as an ER
retention motif in the absence of GABABR2 [5]. The ER retention
motif is masked upon association to GABABR2, and assembled
GABABRs exit the ER as heteromers destined for the plasma
membrane. Consistent with ER retention acting as a limiting step
GABABRs are abundant within intracellular compartments,
especially the ER [6].
GABABR1a and GABABR1b constitute the most abundant
isoforms for GABABR1. Heteromers containing GABABR1a are
axonal and somatodendritic whereas those containing GABABR1b are exclusively located in the somatodendritic domain
[7]. GABABR1a and GABABR1b mediate their different
functions only as a result of their specific axonal or somatodendritic localization [7]. The sushi domains located at the Nterminus of GABABR1a are necessary and sufficient for axonal
targeting even in a GABABR2 knock-out background [8].
However, the precise targeting machinery and the organelles
involved in sorting and transport have not been described.
Combining conventional optical microscopy and live-cell imaging
using organelle reporters and trafficking blockers in cultured
hippocampal neurons we describe a mechanism for GABABR1a
axonal localization based on pre-Golgi sorting and ER transport.

Antibodies
GABABR1 antibodies (which recognize GABABR1a and
GABABR1b) were raised against the intracellular C-terminal
domain in rabbits and affinity purified. GABABR1 antibodies
specifically recognize MYC-GABABR1a in transfected COS cells
and detect the predicted doublet corresponding to GABABR1a
and GABABR1b in crude brain membranes (Fig. S1). Microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2) antibodies were purchased from
Chemicon (Temecula, CA). Piccolo antibodies were kindly
provided by ED. Gundelfinger and WD. Altrock (Leibniz Institute
for Neurobiology, Magdeburg Germany). KDEL antibodies
(directed against a 6-residue peptide (SEKDEL) of the rat Grp78
protein) and cis-Golgi matrix protein 130 (GM130) were
purchased from StressGen (Ann Arbor, MI). MYC antibodies
were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, Missouri). Influenza A
Virus epitope (HA) antibodies were purchased from Roche
(Indianapolis, IN). Anti-GFP antibodies (ab6556) were purchased
from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). Secondary anti-mouse, antirabbit, anti-guinea pig or anti-chicken antibodies conjugated to
Texas Red (TR), tetramethyl rhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC),
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) or cyanine 3 (Cy3) were
purchased from Jackson Immuno Research Laboratories (West
Grove, PA).

Materials and Methods
Animals
Adult pregnant female Sprague-Dawley rats were purchased
from the Central Animal Facility at Universidad Católica de Chile
and killed by asphyxia in a CO2 chamber according to the Guide
for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (The National Academy
of Sciences, 1996). GABABR1-EGFP mice were kindly provided
by Bernhard Bettler (University of Basel, Switzerland). They
correspond to transgenic animals for the GABABR1-EGFP BAC
in a homozygous knockout background for GABABR1 as described previously [9], [10].

Cell lines, neuronal cultures and transfection

Immunofluorescence, image capture, image processing
and time-lapse microscopy

COS-7 cells were maintained and transfected as described
previously [3] using a Gene Pulser Xcell (BioRad). Primary
hippocampal neurons were cultured from E18 rats or E18
GABABR1-EGFP transgenic mice according to established
procedures [11] and transfected by Ca2+ phosphate at 14–18
days in vitro (div) [12]. All transfected neurons, except for those in
Fig. S2, were analyzed 1 day post transfection (dpt). Transfected
neurons for Fig. S2 were analyzed between 1–5 dpt.

Immunofluorescence was performed as described previously
under non-permeabilized or permeabilized conditions [4]. Depending on the type of experiment axons were identified by the
presence of a positive marker (Tau), the absence of a negative
marker (MAP2), or by morphological criteria that included: longer
projection, constant diameter and right angle branching. Imageprocessing routines were developed in our laboratory based on of
Interactive Data Language (IDL) (ITT, Boulder, CO), including
routines for segmentation [4]. Live-cell imaging was performed in
a 23uC equilibrated microscopy suite. Images were obtained using
an Olympus BX61WI upright microscope and an Olympus diskscanning unit. Consecutive frames were acquired over a period of
,120 s. Kymographs were constructed from an axonal segment
20 mm from the soma using ImageJ from three-pixel-wide axonal
traces. The axon-to-dendrite (A:D) ratio of MYC-GABABR1a was
determined using ImageJ according to a procedure based on

Reagents and DNA plasmids
Nocodazole was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). MYCGABABR1, FLAG-GABABR2, HA-GABABR2, MYC-GABABR1-AA-ASA, MYC-GABABR1-DC in pRK5 have been
described previously and contain epitope tags on the extracellular
N-terminal domains [3], [13–15]. MYC-GABABR1-AA-ASA
contains point mutations that replace two leucine residues at
a di-leucine motif and two arginine residues at the ER retention
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 1. GABABR1a is targeted to the axon even after blockade of Golgi export. (A) Hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYCGABABR1a and RFP, and processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABABR1a was detected with MYC antibodies
(green) and RFP was detected without staining (red). Boxes indicate somatic, dendritic and axonal regions used throughout the study. (B)
Hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYC-GABABR1a and FLAG-GABABR2 and processed for immunofluorescence under non-permeabilized
conditions. MYC-GABABR1a was detected with MYC antibodies (MYC-GB1a, green) and FLAG-GABABR2 was detected with FLAG antibodies (FLAGGB2, magenta) (representative image of n = 12 neurons). (C) Same as above for neurons transfected with MYC-GABABR1a, FLAG-GABABR2, and ARF1Q71I-HA (ARF-Q-HA). ARF1-Q71I-HA was detected with HA antibodies (red). Neurons were labeled under permeabilized conditions to visualize
intracellular GABABR subunits or non-permeabilized conditions to evaluate their abundance at the plasma membrane (representative image of n = 28
neurons). (D) Hippocampal neurons from GABABR1-EGFP mice in the absence (control) or presence of ARF1-Q71I-HA (ARF-Q-HA) and processed for
immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. ARF1-Q71I-HA was detected with HA antibodies (ARF-Q-HA, red), GABABR1-EGFP signal was
amplified with EGFP antibodies (GB1, green) (representative image of n = 10 neurons). (E) Hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYCGABABR1a in the absence (control) or presence of ARF1-Q71I-HA (ARF-Q-HA) and processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized
conditions. ARF-Q-HA was detected with HA antibodies (red), MYC-GABABR1a was detected with MYC antibodies (green), the Golgi apparatus was
detected by expressing pEYFP-Golgi (magenta) (representative image of n = 18 neurons). F) Same as above for neurons transfected with MYCGABABR1b (representative image of n = 10 neurons). Scale bar for B-F represents 20 mm. G–I) Axons of hippocampal neurons under the experimental
conditions of D-F (representative images of neurons examined above). Tau staining was used to visualize the axon when not labeled by MYCGABABR1b. Scale bar for G–I represents 20 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044168.g001

Biermann et. al., 2010 and modified [8]. Briefly, one-pixel-wide
lines were traced along the initial 150 mm of axons and dendrites
in images labeled with soluble RFP or Kif5C-RFP-DN. No
measurements were carried out beyond 150 mm to prevent
artifacts due to axonal length differences between RFP or
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Kif5C-RFP-DN transfected neurons. Average pixel intensities of
MYC-GABABR1a were determined along the traced lines,
background was subtracted and the data was used to determine
the A:D ratio. Criteria for cell selection included even distribution
of RFP or Kif5C-RFP-DN in axons and dendrites, and cells
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expressing constructs at very high levels were excluded from the
analysis. 9–12 neurons from at least two independent culture
preparations were analyzed for each condition. Images of axons
from GABABR1-EGFP mice were acquired using an Olympus
FV-1000 confocal microscope. Anti-GFP antibodies were used to
amplify the weak axonal signal of GABABR1-EGFP expressed at
physiological levels.

Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy
For TIRF microscopy 14–18 div hippocampal neurons were
transfected with GABABR1a-EGFP and motility in axons was
analyzed 1 dpt. TIRF was carried out on a custom-built TIRF
microscope setup: Two lasers (473 nm and 532 nm, both 30 mW,
Viasho, USA) were used to excite the fluorophores (GFP and
RFP). The lasers were expanded and coupled via a multi-beam
splitter (z474/488/532/635rpc, Chroma, USA) off-axis into the
oil-immersion objective (Nikon, SFluor 100x, 1.49) to obtain TIRF
illumination. The emitted fluorescent light was split in the GFP
and RFP signals using a dichroic mirror (525/50, Chroma, USA)
then passed trough bandpass filters (530/50 for GFP and 605/70
for TMR, both Chroma, USA) and finally directed via mirrors to
separate areas on the chip of a frame transfer CCD camera
(Cascasde:512B, Roper Scientific, USA). The CCD camera was
controlled via WinSpec32 (Princeton Instruments, USA). The
penetration depth of TIRF was 147 nm. Digital images were taken
at a frame rate of 2 frames/s and were subsequently analyzed for
velocity and direction using kymographs generated with a customwritten LabView (National Instruments, USA) routine. Kymographs were analyzed for velocity and direction by fitting lines to
the segments of a trace judged by eye. Stalls were not taken into
account.

Figure 2. GABABR1a colocalizes with the ER in axons. (A)
Representative axon of hippocampal neurons processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. GABABR1 was detected
with GABABR1 antibodies (GB1, green) and the ER was detected with
KDEL antibodies (KDEL, red). Merged images are shown on the bottom
panel (representative image of n = 17 neurons). (B) Same as above
excluding staining with primary KDEL antibodies. (C) Same as above
excluding staining with primary GABABR1 antibodies. (D) Representative axon of hippocampal neurons from GABABR1-EGFP mice processed
for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. GABABR1EGFP signal was amplified with EGFP antibodies (GB1-EGFP, green) and
the ER was detected with KDEL antibodies (KDEL, red). Merged images
are shown on the bottom panel (representative image of n = 10
neurons). (E) Representative axon of hippocampal neurons transfected
with MYC-GABABR1a and KDEL-RFP and processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABABR1a was detected
with MYC antibodies (MYC-GB1a, green), KDEL-RFP was visualized
without staining (red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel
(representative image of n = 20 neurons). (F) Representative axon of
hippocampal neurons transfected with MYC-GABABR1a and cytochrome b5-EGFP (CytB5-GFP) and processed for immunofluorescence
under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABABR1a was detected with
MYC antibodies (MYC-GB1a, green), CytB5-GFP was visualized without
staining (red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel
(representative image of n = 20 neurons). (G) Representative axon of
hippocampal neurons processed for immunofluorescence under
permeabilized conditions. GABABR1a was detected with GABABR1
antibodies (green) and Piccolo was detected with Piccolo antibodies
(red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel (representative
image of n = 15 neurons). (H) Representative axon of hippocampal
neurons transfected with MYC-GABABR1a and KDEL-RFP and processed
for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABABR1a was detected with MYC antibodies (MYC-GB1a, green), KDEL-RFP
was visualized without staining (red) and MAP2 was detected with antiMAP2 antibodies (MAP2, magenta). The axon is identified as a MAP2negative projection. Merged images are shown on the bottom panel
(representative image of n = 15 neurons). Scale bar for A-H represents
20 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044168.g002
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Results
The delivery of GABABRs to the plasma membrane is
Golgi-dependent but axonal targeting is not
First we carried out a control experiment to validate the use of
overexpression of recombinant GABABR subunits as a strategy to
study receptor trafficking. Cultured hippocampal neurons were
transfected with MYC-GABABR1a and the distribution of the
subunit at the plasma membrane or in intracellular compartments
was evaluated by immunostaining 1–5 dpt. MYC-GABABR1a was
retained in intracellular compartments in the cell body and axons
up to 5 dpt in the absence of recombinant GABABR2 expression
(Fig. S2). In contrast, GABABR1a was readily detectable at the cell
surface at 2 dpt upon co-transfection with GABABR2 (Fig. S2,
right column). These experiments indicate that the trafficking
properties of recombinant receptors mimic the situation of the
native subunits, and that the trafficking of recombinant receptors is
not affected by the endogenous subunits. More importantly, they
demonstrate that our experiments using transfection of recombinant GABABR1 subunits exclusively examine their intracellular
population.
To determine whether GABABRs employ a Golgi-dependent
intracellular trafficking route in neurons, primary cultures of
hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYC-GABABR1a
and FLAG-GABABR2 in the absence or presence of ARF1Q71I-HA, a constitutively active ARF1 mutant that prevents
export from the Golgi apparatus [17]. 1 dpt the distribution of
GABABRs at the plasma membrane and in intracellular
compartments was evaluated by immunostaining under nonpermeabilized or permeabilized conditions. We examined
somatic or axonal domains as shown in the schematic neuron
(Fig. 1A). As reported previously co-transfection of MYC4
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Figure 3. GABABR1a and KDEL are mobile in axons. (A) Representative kymograph constructed from time series of axons of hippocampal
neurons transfected with GABABR1a-EGFP (GB1a-GFP). Color lines correspond to selected traces within the corresponding kymograph. Solid green
line: anterograde mobility; dashed green line: retrograde mobility. (B) Same as above for KDEL-RFP. Solid red line: anterograde mobility; dashed red
line: retrograde mobility. (C) Representative kymographs from time series of axons of hippocampal neurons transfected with GABABR1a-EGFP and
KDEL-RFP. Dashed green line: retrograde mobility of GABABR1a-EGFP; dashed red line: retrograde mobility of KDEL-RFP; dashed yellow line:
synchronous retrograde mobility of GABABR1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP. (D) Representative kymographs constructed from axons of hippocampal neurons
transfected with Rab11-GFP. Solid black lines: short-range bidirectional mobility of Rab11-GFP (representative kymograph of n = 14 neurons). Images
were acquired at 0.20–0.25 frames/s for a total of 120 s. Scale bar for A–D represents 20 mm. (E–G) Average velocity and directionality was quantified
from the kymographs for GABABR1a-EGFP, KDEL-RFP and synchronous mobility of GABABR1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP. Bar graphs represent the
frequency distribution of velocities, anterograde transport (gray bars), retrograde transport (white bars). Pie charts represent fractions of anterograde
(gray) and retrograde transport (white). Average velocities and direction were obtained from 17–139 moving puncta from a total of 42 neurons from
at least three independent culture preparations. (H) Representative kymograph from time series of axons of hippocampal neurons transfected with
GABABR1a-EGFP imaged by TIRF microscopy at 2 frames/s. Scale bars represent 10 s and 3 mm. (I) Bar graph represents the frequency distribution of
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velocities: anterograde (gray bars), retrograde (white bars). Pie chart represents fractions of anterograde (gray) and retrograde transport (white).
Average velocities and direction were obtained from 41 moving puncta from at least three independent culture preparations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044168.g003

GABABR1a and FLAG-GABABR2 resulted in a robust localization of both subunits at the cell surface (Fig. 1B). In contrast,
ARF1-Q71I-HA blocked the appearance of both subunits at the
plasma membrane and produced accumulation in intracellular
compartments (Fig. 1C). These results indicate that the Golgi

apparatus is necessary for the delivery of GABABRs to the
plasma membrane in hippocampal neurons.
GABABR1a is targeted to the axon in hippocampal neurons [7],
[8]. Thus, we determined whether axonal targeting was also Golgi
dependent. First we used cultured hippocampal neurons of

Figure 4. GABABR1a cycles between KDEL compartments in axons. (A) Representative axon of hippocampal neurons transfected with
GABABR1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP, and visualized live. The area originally occupied by the ER (KDEL-RFP) in each time frame was outlined in white. The
arrows show a GABABR1a-EGFP puncta that exits and enters different ER compartments within the observation period (45.5 s) (representative timelapse sequence of n = 10 neurons). Scale bar represents 20 mm. (B) Representative axon of hippocampal neurons transfected with MYC-GABABR1a
(MYC-GB1a) and p58-YFP, and processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized conditions. MYC-GABABR1a was detected with MYC
antibodies (green); p58-YFP was visualized without staining (red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel (representative image of n = 23
neurons). Scale bar represents 20 mm. (C) Kymographs were constructed from time series of axons of hippocampal neurons transfected with
GABABR1a-RFP (GB1a-RFP) and p58-YFP. Solid yellow lines: synchronous transport of GABABR1a-RFP and p58-YFP (representative kymograph of
n = 22 neurons). Scale bar for C-D represents 20 mm. (D) Kymographs were constructed from time series of axons of hippocampal neurons under
control conditions or treated with nocodazole after transfection with GABABR1a-EGFP (GB1a-GFP) or GABABR1a-ASA-EGFP (GB1a-ASA-GFP) and KDELRFP. Top right panels: accumulated GABABR1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP in static puncta (solid yellow lines). Bottom right panels: accumulated GABABR1aASA-EGFP and KDEL-RFP in different static puncta (solid green and red lines) (representative kymograph of n = 21 neurons).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044168.g004
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Figure 5. Axonal targeting of GABABR1a is kinesin-1 dependent and C-terminal domain independent. (A) Hippocampal neurons were
transfected with MYC-GABABR1a and RFP (left, representative image of n = 12 neurons) or MYC-GABABR1a and Kif5C-RFP-DN, a dominant negative
version of kinesin-1 (Kif5C-DN, right, representative image of n = 13 neurons). The neuronal volume filled by RFP or Kif5C-RFP-DN is shown. Boxes in
top panels correspond to regions of axons (Ax) and dendrites (unlabelled) magnified below. MYC-GABABR1a (green) and RFP or Kif5C-RFP-DN (red).
Merged images are shown on the bottom panel. Scale bar represents 40 mm. (B) Top panels: representative axon of hippocampal neurons
transfected with pEYFP-ER (ER-YFP) and RFP or pEYFP-ER and Kif5C-RFP-DN. Markers were visualized without staining. Merged images are shown on
the bottom panel (representative image of n = 15 neurons). Bottom panels: representative axon of hippocampal neurons transfected with GABABR2EGFP (GB2-GFP) and RFP or GABABR2-EGFP and Kif5C-RFP-DN. Markers were visualized without staining. Merged images are shown on the bottom
panel (representative image of n = 15 neurons). Scale bar for represents 40 mm. (C) Representative axons of hippocampal neurons transfected with
KDEL-RFP and MYC-GABABR1a, or MYC-GABABR1a-AA-ASA, or MYC-GABABR1a-DC, and processed for immunofluorescence under permeabilized
conditions. MYC-GABABR1a versions were detected with MYC antibodies (MYC-GB1a, MYC-GB1a-AA-ASA, MYC-GB1a-DC); KDEL-RFP was visualized
without staining (representative images of n = 20, 9 and 10 neurons respectively). Merged images are shown on the bottom panels. Scale bar
represents 20 mm. (D) Hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYC-GABABR1a-DC and RFP (left, representative image of n = 12 neurons) or
MYC-GABABR1a-DC and Kif5C-RFP-DN (Kif5C-DN, right, representative image of n = 9 neurons). The neuronal volume filled by RFP or Kif5C-RFP-DN is
shown. Boxes in top panels correspond to regions of axons (Ax) and dendrites (unlabelled) magnified below. MYC-GABABR1a-DC (green) and RFP or
Kif5C-RFP-DN (red). Merged images are shown on the bottom panel. Scale bar represents 40 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0044168.g005

(Figs. 1D and 1G, right panels). According to previous reports the
predominant axonal variant of GABABR1 corresponds to
GABABR1a [7], [8]. Therefore, these data are compatible with
the idea that GABABR1a is sorted and targeted to the axon at or
prior to the Golgi apparatus.

transgenic mice that express GABABR1-EGFP under the control
of an endogenous promoter [10]. This experimental model
combines the advantages of a nearly physiological scenario and
ease of detection. GABABR1 localized to the axon in control
conditions (Figs. 1D and 1G, left panel). Importantly, GABABR1
was still targeted to the axon in the presence of ARF1-Q71I-HA
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resolution (2 frames/s) to determine the instant velocity of
GABABR1a-EGFP more accurately in hippocampal neurons.
Mean anterograde and retrograde instant velocities were comparable (751.70633.20 and 877.73667.59 nm/s respectively)
(Figs. 3H and 3I). These values fit conventional kinesin velocities
[24] and their slight increase above panels A-G most likely result
from excluding stalls in the analysis of our higher temporal
resolution imaging.
A proportion of GABABR1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP puncta
moved independently from each other. This may indicate that
a fraction of GABABR1a-EGFP is transported in a different
secretory organelle or that the axonal ER compartment is
capable of dynamically segregating cargo. To discriminate
between these possibilities we carried out a series of complementary experiments. First we analyzed time-lapse microscopy
sequences individually. Interestingly, GABABR1a-EGFP puncta
that initially colocalized with the ER sometimes separated from
the organelle, remained segregated for a few frames and fused
again with a pre-existing ER compartment (Fig. 4A). It is well
known that ER cargo recycles between the ER and the ERGIC
using export/retrieval motifs such as the RXR-type sequence
present in GABABR1a [25]. To determine whether the
segregated GABABR1a puncta resided temporarily in the
ERGIC, we first visualized the axonal distribution of MYCGABABR1a and p58-YFP, an established marker of the ERGIC
[26], in fixed cells. Sparse ERGIC puncta were observed in
axons and a subset of them colocalized with MYC-GABABR1a
(Fig. 4B). Additionally, live-cell imaging was carried out in
neurons transfected with GABABR1a-RFP and p58-YFP. A small
fraction of GABABR1a-RFP displayed synchronous motility with
p58-YFP in axons (Fig. 4C). Taking into account that intra-ER
mobility is microtubule dependent but short-range ER to
ERGIC transport is not [27], we reasoned that the enrichment
of GABABR1a in the ER should increase upon destabilization of
microtubules. Consistent with this prediction, nocodazole blocked
the mobility of GABABR1a-EGFP puncta and the subunits
accumulated in a KDEL-RFP compartment (Fig. 4D, top right
panels). As expected, a mutant GABABR1a subunit that is not
retained in the ER (GABABR1a-ASA-EGFP) accumulated in
a different compartment after nocodazole treatment (Fig. 4D,
bottom right panels). These observations suggest that axonal
GABABR1a is targeted and transported to the axon within the
ER, and possibly engages in a local export/retrieval mechanism
between the ER and the ERGIC.

Next we used recombinant receptors to directly compare the
axonal targeting of GABABR1a and GABABR1b, and their Golgi
dependence. Neurons were transfected with MYC-GABABR1a or
MYC-GABABR1b in the absence or presence of ARF1-Q71I-HA.
Consistent with previous reports, GABABR1a but not GABABR1b
was predominantly targeted to the axon in hippocampal neurons
(Figs. 1E-1I, control panels). Importantly, recombinant GABABR1a was still targeted to the axon in the presence of ARF1-Q71IHA (Figs. 1E and 1H). In contrast, GABABR1b was absent from
the axon under all the conditions examined (Figs. 1F and 1I).
These findings indicate that axonal targeting is specific to
GABABR1a. In addition, they demonstrate that the sorting and
targeting of GABABR1a to the axon occurs at or prior to the Golgi
stage, and therefore suggest a non-conventional modality. They
also indicate that axonal targeting of GABABR1a upon ARF1Q71I-HA expression is not produced by an overload of the early
secretory pathway because the effect was not observed for
GABABR1b, a conclusion further supported by the results in
lower expressing transgenic neurons.

GABABR1a is targeted and transported within the axonal
ER
ER resident proteins and components of the protein folding and
export machineries localize to the axon [18–20]. Thus, to
determine the intracellular localization of axonal GABABR1a
neurons were immunostained with antibodies against the GABABR1 subunit and an antibody against the SEKDEL sequence of
the rat ER protein Grp78, including a conserved motif present in
luminal ER resident proteins responsible for retrieval from the
Golgi apparatus [21]. Endogenous GABABR1 colocalized with the
ER in axons (Fig. 2A, arrows). Control labeling without primary
antibodies confirmed the specificity of the signal (Fig. 2B and 2C).
In transgenic mouse neurons GABABR1-EGFP also colocalized
with the ER (Fig. 2D, arrows). Importantly, colocalization was still
observed upon overexpression of MYC-GABABR1a and KDELRFP, a fluorescent probe widely used for ER visualization that
contains the ER targeting sequence of calreticulin and the ER
retrieval sequence KDEL (Fig. 2E, arrows). In addition,
colocalization was observed with cytochrome b5-EGFP, another
fluorescent ER probe (Fig. 2F). The colocalization between
GABABR1a and ER markers was specific because Piccolo,
a marker for dense core vesicles and synapses [22] showed
a markedly different axonal localization (Fig. 2G). Staining with
MAP2, an exclusive dendritic marker confirmed the co-distribution of GABABR1a and the ER occurs in the axon (Fig. 2H).
These results demonstrate that GABABR1a is enriched in the
axonal ER.
To establish whether the ER functions as a transport organelle
for GABABR1a we examined the dynamic behavior of fluorescent
versions of GABABR1a and the ER in axons of live hippocampal
neurons. Discrete GABABR1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP puncta
were distributed along the axons. While the majority of puncta
remained static or showed very limited lateral displacement over
the examined period, a subset displayed continuous, long-range
mobility (imaged at 0.20–0.25 frames/s for a total of ,120 s,
Figs. 3A and 3B). GABABR1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP moved
bidirectionally, with a moderate retrograde bias, and with modal
speeds of 100–200 nm/s (Figs. 3E and 3F). Significantly, some
GABABR1a-EGFP and KDEL-RFP puncta moved in synchrony,
with similar speed and retrograde predominance (Figs. 3C and
3G). Puncta containing Rab11-GFP, a recycling endosome marker
[23], also localized to axons but showed a different dynamic
pattern characterized by rapid direction changes and lower overall
displacement. We used TIRF microscopy and higher temporal
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Kinesin-1 contributes to the axonal localization of
GABABR1a
Since kinesin-1, an axonal biased molecular motor [28], [29],
colocalizes with GABABR1 in neurons, and associates to the
subunit in fractionation and coimmunoprecipitation assays [30]
we evaluated its contribution to axonal GABABR1a targeting. To
examine the axonal localization of MYC-GABABR1a we determined an axon-to-dendrite ratio (A:D ratio) [8]. To study the
role of kinesin-1 we used a dominant negative comprising the
cargo-binding domain of Kif5C that interferes with endogenous
kinesin-cargo interactions fused to RFP (Kif5C-RFP-DN) [16].
The axonal targeting of MYC-GABABR1a was markedly reduced
in the presence of Kif5C-RFP-DN (Fig. 5A and Fig. S3, arrows.
A:D ratio MYC-GABABR1a 0.6360.12; MYC-GABABR1a plus
Kif5C-RFP-DN 0.0660.02; p,0.01). On the contrary, the axonal
distribution of the ER marker ER-YFP and GABABR2-EGFP
were not affected by Kif5C-RFP-DN (Fig. 5B. A:D ratio ER-YFP
0.6460.47; ER-YFP plus Kif5C-RFP-DN 0.6360.32; p = 0.97;
8
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protein only inhibits the transport of a subset of cargo from the ER
to the Golgi apparatus [34].
Two possible targeting mechanisms are conceivable for
GABABR1a in axons: (i) a luminal or membrane spanning ER
protein enriched in the axonal ER subcompartment may bind the
sushi domains and produce the accumulation of GABABR1a but
not GABABR1b, in the axon (selective retention); or (ii) a protein
or protein complex that spans the ER membrane may function as
an adaptor between the GABABR1a subunit and a molecular
motor and selectively direct the transport of the subunits to axons
(selective transport). Additional axonal scaffolding proteins may
anchor the GABABR1a subunit to strengthen axonal localization.
Although we cannot rule out the first alternative our data are
consistent with a selective transport mechanism. Axonal targeting
of GABABR1a is not altered by its cytosolic C-terminal. Thus,
transport may be controlled by a specific GABABR1a N-terminal
adaptor or by a general ER adaptor complex. Identification of
these molecules in future studies is needed to strengthen this
hypothesis. A mechanism compatible with (i) has been described
for the rotavirus VP7 glycoprotein, which is retained in the ER.
VP7 is still transported to the axon after BFA treatment [35].
Similar to GABABR1a, VP7 uses a Golgi-independent intracellular sorting mechanism to reach the axon. One may
envision the participation of chaperones in ER transport and
targeting. For example, Hsc70 may provide a mechanism to
release kinesin from cargo in specific subcellular domains,
thereby producing the delivery of axonally transported cargo
[36].

GABABR2-EGFP 0.7960.46; GABABR2-EGFP plus Kif5C-RFPDN 0.6960.68; p = 0.80).
Kinesin-1 may control the axonal localization of MYCGABABR1a via an adaptor mechanism through the cytosolic
C-terminal domain of GABABR1a. To directly test this we first
determined whether axonal targeting required the cytosolic Cterminal domain of GABABR1a using two C-terminal subunit
mutants, MYC-GABABR1a-AA-ASA and MYC-GABABR1a-DC
[15]. GABABR1a, GABABR1a-AA-ASA and GABABR1a-DC
were all abundant in the axon indicating that targeting is
independent of the C-terminal domain (Fig. 5C, arrows). Using
a quantitative colocalization analysis based on Manders coefficients [31] all GABABR1a constructs colocalized partially with
the ER and no statistically significant difference was observed
between GABABR1a and the two mutants (MYC-GABABR1a,
n = 9 neurons; MYC-GABABR1a-AA-ASA p = 0.11, n = 5 neurons; MYC-GABABR1a-DC p = 0.30, n = 5 neurons). These
results suggest that the C-terminal domain is not a major
determinant of axonal ER distribution and targeting of
GABABR1a.
Finally, we analyzed the kinesin-1 dependence on the axonal
targeting of GABABR1a lacking the C-terminal domain. Axonal
localization of MYC-GABABR1a-DC was still severely impaired
by the dominant negative construct (Fig. 5D, arrows. A:D ratio
MYC-GABABR1a-DC 0.4260.06; MYC-GABABR1a-DC plus
Kif5C-RFP-DN 0.0560.01; p,0.01). Combined these experiments demonstrate that kinesin-1 is necessary for the ER axonal
targeting and localization of GABABR1a. In addition, they
indicate that the C-terminal domain of GABABR1a, which is
exposed to the cytosol, is not involved in this transport mechanism,
further supporting the role of luminal or ER membrane domains
in axonal sorting and targeting.

Kinesin-1-dependent ER transport of GABABR1a in axons
Since GABABR1 is transported along the ER and has a limited
residency period within the organelle under physiological
conditions we refer to it as an ER-boarded protein. The precise
transport mechanism of ER-boarded GABABR1a in the axon is
not clear. A kinesin-1-dependent transport of ER proteins has
been described in dendrites [37]. Likewise, a microtubuledependent transport of two ER resident proteins in the axon,
GFP-SERCA and GFP-IP3R, has been observed in cultured
chick dorsal root ganglion neurons [38]. Their bidirectionality
and average velocities (, 0.1 mm/s) suggest that the transport is
likely non-vesicular, and may represent lateral displacement
within the continuous axonal ER membrane or mobility of the
organelle itself. Directionality at steady state and average
velocities observed for GFP-SERCA and GFP-IP3R range
between slow (0.001–0.03 mm/s) and fast axonal transport (,
1 mm/s) [38,39]. These intermediate velocities are conserved in
our study suggesting that similar mechanisms may operate for the
transport of ER-boarded GABABR1a in axons. A conserved
transport mechanism is also supported by the microtubule
dependence of axonal GFP-SERCA, GFP-IP3R and GABABR1a
mobility. Thus, as reported for ER resident proteins al least one
component of the mobility of GABABR1a is not mediated by
simple diffusion. However, precisely how the microtubulecytoskeleton mediates the movement of integral membrane
proteins within the continuous ER network is still unclear.
According to the mechanisms originally put forward by Tsukita
and Ishikawa [40], Waterman-Storer and Salmon [41] and
others [42] kinesin-1 may control the lateral displacement of the
subunit along the ER membrane in a conveyor-like system or
mediate the microtubule-dependent ER sliding of the organelle
itself, which may contribute to GABABR1a transport. Since
components of both mechanisms are dependent on kinesin-1 and
stable microtubules it is difficult to discriminate between them.
Because in this study we wanted to eliminate microtubules that

Discussion
We have shown that GABABRs require the Golgi apparatus for
plasma membrane delivery. Importantly, to our knowledge we
have demonstrated for the first time that the sorting and targeting
of an axonal neurotransmitter receptor, namely the GABABR1a
subunit, occur in a pre-Golgi compartment. Consistent with these
observations, our evidence points to the fact that GABABR1a
traffics along the axonal ER and the ERGIC, and is transported
by the molecular motor kinesin-1.

Pre-Golgi sorting and targeting of axonal GABABR1a
Our study indicates that axonal sorting of GABABR1 subunits
operates in the ER. As reported elsewhere, axonal targeting of
GABABR1a is unaltered in GABABR2 knock-out neurons [8].
Additionally, the sushi domains located at the N-terminus of
GABABR1a, are sufficient for targeting even when placed in a nonrelated CD8a protein context [8]. Combined with the results
presented here these observations imply that sorting and targeting
signals exposed to the ER lumen mediate the axonal localization of
GABABR1a.
Historically, sorting of plasma membrane proteins to distinct
membrane domains has been thought to occur exclusively at the
Golgi or the trans-Golgi network, but accumulated evidence now
favors the view that decisions are made at almost every step along
the secretory pathway including the ER [32]. For example,
mutations in Sec24p, a component of the coat protein complex II
(COPII), selectively disrupt recruitment of cargo for ER to Golgi
transport [33]. Likewise, synthetic cell penetrating peptides based
on the cytosolic domain of the temperature-sensitive VSVG
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synchrony with the ERGIC. This indicates that a local route
involving export and retrieval between early biosynthetic organelles may contribute to GABABR1a trafficking in the axon. A
coat protein I complex (COPI) dependent retrieval mechanism
from the cis-Golgi to the ER has been postulated for GABABR1a
[48], [49]. Whether this occurs in the axon and whether the
remaining secretory steps operate locally to deliver GABABR1a to
the axonal plasma membrane remains unclear. In any case, the
presence of the same RXR-type ER retention motif in
GABABR1a and GABABR1b suggests that despite determining
a rate-limiting step for ER exit, dwell time in the ER is not a major
determinant of spatial range and axonal localization of GABABR1a [50].
Overall our study demonstrates that ER sorting and local
transport are relevant for axonal GABABR trafficking. It is of great
interest to determine to what extent the axonal ER is involved in
the trafficking of other neurotransmitter receptors and ion
channels that travel long distances, especially in long peripheral
nerves.

serve as tracks to kinesin-1, the concentrations of nocodazole
used were ,15 fold higher than those that affect exclusively the
population of dynamic microtubules (100 mM versus , 6 mM).
Thus, additionally, we cannot rule out the contribution of
dynamic microtubules to the transport of GABABR1a in the
axon [41]. The existence of discrete mobile packets for axonal
GABABR1a also raises the possibility that these are not
continuous with the ER network. Electron microscope studies
in central and peripheral axons have revealed that the structure
of the ER is predominantly contiguous but that it contains
occasional free elements [40], [43]. Additionally, isolated and
mobile compartments have been observed with fluorescent
reporters [38]. Puncta-like behavior may also be explained by
transitory tubule fission/fusion events [40] or lateral mobility of
protein aggregates. The precise relationship between the mobile
structures observed in this and other studies with the continuous
ER network requires further studies. Nonetheless, our results
support a kinesin-1-mediated axonal transport of ER-boarded
GABABR1a that is in agreement with previous reports.
The majority of the axonal GABABR1a subunit was static
during the live imaging conditions and intervals examined in this
study. Additionally, the mobile fraction was higher for a mutant
subunit that escapes the ER (MYC-GABABR1a-EGFP: 19%
mobile puncta, n = 259; MYC-GABABR1a-ASA-AA-EGFP 33%
mobile puncta, n = 247). It will be interesting to understand the
significance and properties of the static component of GABABR1a
in the ER, and whether ER immobility plays a role in processing
or trafficking.
Previous studies have demonstrated that GABABRs are
segregated intracellularly and that blockade of ER exit results in
the accumulation of heteromers in the soma and dendrites of
hippocampal neurons [4]. These results suggest that GABABR
subunits are transported into dendrites independently and not as
assembled heteromers. They also suggest that newly synthesized
GABABRs assemble in the ER and exit throughout the
somatodendritic compartment prior to insertion at the plasma
membrane. This idea is in agreement with transport within the ER
and disagrees with a long-haul post-Golgi vesicular transport of
GABABRs, suggesting a non-canonical trafficking modality for
GABABRs in dendrites. Thus, long-range ER transport may
underlie both dendritic and axonal targeting of GABABRs. Since
the local complexity of the ER network influences intracellular
trafficking it may be utilized by neurons to control the availability
of dendritic and axonal membrane proteins that are spatially
restricted [44], [45].

Supporting Information
Figure S1 Antibodies recognize GABABR1 subunits
specifically. (A) Increasing concentrations of lysates prepared
from MYC-GABABR1a transfected cells were applied on
a nitrocellulose membrane and immunoblotted with control serum
(control) or serum from a rabbit immunized with a GST fusion
protein containing the C-terminal domain of GABABR1 (aR1). (B)
Lysates prepared from crude rat brain membranes (Brain),
untransfected COS7 cells (Mock), or MYC-GABABR1a transfected COS7 cells (MYC-GB1a) were immunoblotted with affinity
purified GABABR1 antibodies. (C) COS7 were transfected with
MYC-GABABR1a (MYC-GB1a, top), HA-GABABR2 (HA-GB2,
middle) or left untransfected (bottom). Cells were fixed and
processed for immunofluorescence using MYC antibodies (green),
affinity purified GABABR1 antibodies (red) and HA antibodies
(magenta). Merged images are shown on the right. Scale bar
represents 20 mm.
(TIF)
Figure S2 Recombinant GABABR1a is retained in intracellular compartments in hippocampal neurons. (A)
Hippocampal neurons were transfected with MYC-GABABR1a
and processed for immunofluorescence under non-permeabilized
conditions to detect cell surface epitopes followed by permeabilization to detect intracellular epitopes at the indicated days posttransfection (dpt). Intracellular MAP2 (red), intracellular GABABR1a (MYC-GB1 intracellular, green), plasma membrane GABABR1a (MYC-GB1 membrane, magenta). Control neurons were
transfected with MYC-GABABR1a and FLAG-GABABR2
(+FLAG-GB2, right column). Merged images are shown on the
bottom panel. (B) Axons of hippocampal neurons under the same
experimental conditions. Images are not single focus planes,
therefore the intensity represents the signal from the entire cell
(representative images of n = 30 neurons). Scale bar for A–B
represents 20 mm.
(TIF)

Axonal trafficking and ER/ERGIC recycling
In central and peripheral axons the ER is a continuous threedimensional network of irregular tubules and cisternae [40], [43].
As mentioned above, several studies have demonstrated the
localization of ER resident proteins and components of the protein
folding and export machineries in the axon [19–20]. More
importantly, the discovery of local assembly of COPII components
in the axon supports the existence of functional ER exit sites
required to process newly synthesized proteins that contribute to
axonal outgrowth during the early stages of development [46].
However, direct evidence for local protein trafficking within early
biosynthetic organelles in the axon is still lacking. In Drosophila,
polarized secretion of the EGFR ligand from photoreceptor
neurons includes local processing and secretion in the axon, and
both mechanisms are controlled by ER localization [47].
More functional evidence is needed to conclusively demonstrate
the role of a local trafficking pathway for GABABR1a in axons.
However, a fraction of GABABR1a colocalizes and moves in
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Figure S3 Axonal targeting of GABABR1a is kinesin-1
dependent. (A) Hippocampal neurons were transfected with
MYC-GABABR1a (MYC-GB1) and RFP. Merged images are
shown on the bottom panel. (B) Same as above for MYCGABABR1a and Kif5C-RFP-DN. Axonal localization of MYCGABABR1a or its absence from the axon is indicated by arrows.
Scale bar represents 20 mm.
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(TIF)
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